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1. The Prosecution case lasted over four years, with 261 individual witnesses and 

2,470 exhibits. 1 The Ayyash Defence ("Defence") did not present a defence case 

pursuant to Rule 128, but challenged the Prosecution case throughout the 

presentation of evidence. 

2. The circumstantial evidence relied upon by the Prosecution does not support the 

allegation that Mr.Ayyash was the single of the mobile phones attributed to him 

over a three-year period, 2 including "network" mobile phones involved in the 

conspiracy to assassinate the former Prime Minister of Lebanon Rafik Hariri. 

3. The allegations forming the basis of Mr.Ayyash's alleged participation in the 

conspiracy3 are based on the unproven assumption that Mr.Ayyash used the 

Prosecution-attributed telephones. The Prosecution led no evidence of 

Mr.Ayyash's involvement in any of the alleged activities underlying the 

conspiracy, outside of its interpretations of call records. The Prosecution led no 

evidence of the content of those phone calls. 

4. Instead of leading evidence on these crucial and necessary matters, the 

Prosecution case is permeated with holes, which the Prosecution sought to fill 

with speculation or conjecture. 

5. On any reading of the evidence presented to the Chamber, the Prosecution failed 

to prove its case against Mr.Ayyash beyond reasonable doubt. Mr.Ayyash is 

entitled to an acquittal on all charges in the Indictment. 

I 20180207 _STL-11-0l_T_T419 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-81,p.68. 

2 The Indictment refers to eight mobile phones (p.ll ), but the PFTB asserts the attribution of ten mobile 
phones to Mr.Ayyash (paras.210-316). 

3 Indictment,paras.3(a),48. Cf PTFB,para.ll56. 
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6. Certain evidentiary principles are of particular importance given the umque 

procedural framework of this in absentia case, the nature of the evidence 

presented at trial, and the manner in which the Prosecution conducted its case. 

A. Presumption of Innocence and Reasonable Doubt 

7. Mr.Ayyash shall be presumed innocent unless the Prosecution proves his guilt 

beyond reasonable doubt, 4 a burden borne by the Prosecution 5 throughout the 

trial6 that never shifts to the defence. 7 That the Defence has not specifically 

challenged certain factual allegations contained in the Indictment does not mean 

that Mr.Ayyash accepts those allegations as proven8 or that the Chamber should 

accept those facts as proven. 9 

8. While proof beyond reasonable doubt does not require absolute certainty or proof 

beyond a shadow of doubt, 10 it is nonetheless a very high standard. The ICTR 

Appeals Chamber held that "the reasonable doubt standard in criminal law cannot 

consist in imaginary or frivolous doubt based on empathy or prejudice. It must be 

based on logic and common sense, and have a rational link to the evidence, lack 

of evidence or inconsistencies in the evidence." 11 

4 Art.l6(3),STL St. This provision accords with all major human rights conventions. See, e.g. Art.l4(2) 
ICCPR and Art.6(2) ECHR. 

5 Art.l6(3)(a),STL St;Rule 69,STL RPE. See also, Halilovic TJ,para.l2;Popovic TJ,para.9;Bemba 
TJ,para.215;Bemba et al. TJ,para.l85;Martic AJ,para.56;Karadzic TJ,para.lO;Rutaganda 
AJ,para.l72;Rwamakuba TJ,para.32;Nchamihigo TJ,para.l2. 

6 Boskoski TJ,para.9. 

7 Nchamihigo TJ,para.l2. 

8 F1094,paras.3-4. The Ayyash Defence has on two occasions agreed not to contest facts sought to be 
elicited by the Prosecution and the LRV. See, F1479;F3476. The Ayyash Defence has only agreed to not 
contest facts under Rule 122 in these two occasions, and not on any other factual allegations made against 
Mr.Ayyash in this trial. 

9 Halilovic TJ,fn.24. 

10 Halilovic TJ,fn.24. 

11 Rutaganda AJ,para.488 quoted by Ngudjolo AJ,para.l09;Bemba et al. TJ,para.l87. 
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9. Any ambiguity or doubt arising from the evidence must be resolved in favour of 

the accused in accordance with the principle of in dubio pro reo, a concept 

applicable to factual findings and ultimate findings on culpability. 12 It is not 

sufficient that guilt is a reasonable conclusion or reasonable inference available 

from that evidence. It must be the only reasonable conclusion or reasonable 

inference available, including inferences or conclusions based on circumstantial 

evidence. 13 If another conclusion or inference is available, or could have been 

drawn from the totality of the evidence - and which is consistent with the 

innocence of Mr.Ayyash - it necessarily follows that the fact in question was not 

proven beyond reasonable doubt. 14 

10. Proof beyond reasonable doubt applies to each and every element of the charged 

crimes and to each and every element of the forms of liability charged in the 

Indictment. 15 This standard applies to all facts which are "indispensable for 

entering a conviction," 16 and includes facts from which conclusions or inferences 

are drawn in the context of circumstantial evidence. 17 

11. Circumstantial evidence may be of no less substance than direct evidence. A 

Chamber must be cautious, however, not to draw inferences based upon 

assumptions rather than proven facts. Where two or more reasonable inferences 

can be drawn from circumstantial evidence, some consistent with guilt and some 

12 Lima} AJ,para.21;Tadic Appeal Decision on Extension ofTime,para.73;Na/etilic AJ,para.120;CelebiCi 
TJ ,para.60 1 ;Akayesu TJ ,para.319 ;B emba TJ ,para.215. 

13 AI Jadeed AJ,fn.286,citing Martie Guidelines Annex,para.lO, citing Krnojelac TJ,para.67: "lfthere is 
another conclusion which is also reasonably open from that evidence, and which is consistent with the non
existence of that fact, the conclusion cannot be drawn";Krstic AJ,para.41, citing Vasiljevic AJ,para.l21. 
See also, Seselj AJ,para.l18. Circumstantial evidence is evidence of circumstances surrounding an event or 
an offence from which a fact at issue may be reasonably inferred. See also, Popovic TJ,para.l2 citing 
CelebiCi AJ,para.458. See also, Perisic Order for Guidelines,para.39 citing Kupreskic AJ,para.303. 

14 AI Jadeed AJ,paras.l04,167,169. 

15 Lima} TJ,para.lO;Lubanga TJ,para.92;Bemba TJ,para.215;Katanga TJ,paras.68-69;Bemba et 
al.TJ,para.l86;Ngucijolo TJ,para.34-35;Martic AJ,para.55;MrkSic AJ,para.220; Karadzic TJ,para.lO;Oric 
TJ,para.15;Lubanga AJ,para.22 citing: Blagojevic AJ,para.226;Mrksic AJ,para.217;Stakic 
AJ,para.219;Ntagerura AJ,para.174-175. 

16 Ntagerura AJ,para.174;Ngucijolo AJ,para.125;MrkSic AJ,para.220. 

17 Karadzic TJ,para.lO;Ntagerura AJ,para.306;Nyiramasuhuko AJ,para.1509; CelebiCi AJ,para.458. 
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with innocence, the Chamber must adopt the inference consistent with innocence 

under the principle of in dubio pro reo. 18 

12. As pointed out by the Trial Chamber in Krnojelac, while "a number of different 

circumstances which, taken in combination, point to the existence of a particular 

fact upon which the guilt of the accused depends because they would usually exist 

in combination only because a particular fact did exist," such a conclusion must 

be the only reasonable conclusion available. 19 

B. In Absentia Proceedings and Silence of Mr.Ayyyash 

13. The Chamber conducted these proceedings against Mr.Ayyash in absentia.20 As 

all accused are equal before the Tribunal, 21 the principles addressed in this brief, 

along with the fundamental rights provided for in Article 16 of the Statute remain 

in force for in absentia proceedings. It follows that Mr.Ayyash's absence from 

these proceedings has no bearing on the determination of the charges levied 

against him and no adverse inferences can be drawn against him as a result of his 

absence. 

14. Mr.Ayyash did not testify in these proceedings. The STL Statute expressly states 

that the silence of a suspect cannot be considered in the determination of his guilt 

or innocence. 22 By analogy, the absence of the accused, and thus their silence, is 

also prohibited from being used against them. When read in conjunction with 

Article 16(4)(h) of the Statute, the only reasonable interpretation is that no 

negative inferences can be taken from the silence ofMr.Ayyash. 23 

18 CelebiCi AJ,para.458. See also, Al Jadeed AJ,para.l69. 

19 Krnojelac TJ,para.67;CelebiCi AJ,para.458. 

2° F0112. 

21 Art.l6(1),STL St. 

22 Art.l5(b),STL St. 

23 See e.g.,CelebiCi AJ,para.78l;Braanin TJ,para.24. 
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15. Mr.Ayyash shall be informed promptly and m detail of the Prosecution case 

against him. 24 This guarantee is only meaningful if such notice is provided in 

conjunction with the related guarantee of ensuring "adequate time and facilities 

for the preparation" of the defence. 25 Ordinarily, the indictment, being the only 

accusatory instrument, 26 should give notice of the Prosecution's case against 

Mr.Ayyash. The Prosecutor is expected to know his case before going to triatl7 

and cannot mould the case against the accused in the course of the trial depending 

on how the evidence unfolds28 or by relying on the weaknesses of its own 

investigation. 29 Similarly, the Prosecution is not entitled to make its allegations as 

broad and comprehensive as possible without giving any real idea of what the 

case actually is. 30 The Prosecution's closing submissions cannot provide notice to 

the accused. 31 

16. While vagueness or ambiguity in an indictment can be cured by "timely, clear and 

consistent" notice of the factual basis underpinning the charges, 32 these 

notifications must be done well enough in advance to allow the Defence adequate 

time to properly address them. In particular, material facts must be pleaded in 

detail, 33 with the "greatest precision,"34 and "expressly" unless in certain limited 

24 Art.16(4)(a),STL St. 

25 Art.16(4)(b),STL St. 

26 Ntagerura TJ,para.29. 

27 Ntawukulilyayo AJ,para.202;Ngirabatware AJ,para.32. 

28 Ntaldrutimana AJ,para.26 citing Kupresldc AJ,para.92;Stanisic Decision on Further Particularisation, 
para.ll. 

29 Kvocka AJ,para.30. 

3° Krnojelac Decision on Form oflndictment,para.23. 

31 Ntawukulilyayo AJ,para.202. 

32 Ngirabatware AJ,para.33;Ndindiliyimana AJ,paras.l72,176; Doraevic AJ,para.574 and specifically fn. 
1899 which refers to prior ICTY Appeals Judgements Martie AJ,para.l63;Simic AJ,para.23;Naletilic 
AJ,para.26;Kvocka AJ,para.33;Kupresldc AJ,para.l14. 

33 Kupresldc AJ,para.89. 

34 Krnojelac Decision on Form oflndictment,para.18. 
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circumstances they are "necessarily implied in the indictment."35 Further, this 

cure only works for a vague or ambiguous indictment; when facts are omitted 

from an indictment, the only cure is amending the indictment. 36 

17. Until notice of the cure is given, an accused is entitled to proceed upon the basis 

that the details pleaded are the only case he has to meet in relation to the offences 

charged. 37 

18. The pre-trial brief, opening statement, witness summaries, and witness statements 

may in some circumstances provide such detail. 38 The mere service of potential 

exhibits by the Prosecution does not suffice to inform the Defence of material 

facts that the Prosecution intends to prove at trial. 39 Disclosure, such as witness 

statements or potential exhibits, is "generally insufficient" to put the Defence on 

notice of the Prosecution case. 40 

19. Over the course of this case, the Chamber issued a number of decisions each 

listing different sources from which the Defence can purportedly have notice of 

the Prosecution case. 41 

20. When taken together, however, the rulings are inconsistent with the jurisprudence 

of other international tribunals cited above and incompatible with the fair trial 

rights of Mr.Ayyash. In particular, the Chamber expanded substantially the 

potential sources by reference to "any other relevant document". 42 In a case as 

large and detailed as this, a stricter interpretation of what constitutes timely, clear 

35 Halilovic Decision on Leave to Amend Indictment,para.13. 

36 Nahimana AJ,para.325, citing Ntagerura AJ,para.32. 

37 Braanin Decision on Form oflndictment,para.62. 

38 Simic AJ,para.24;Doraevic AJ,para.574. 

39 Simic AJ,para.24. 

40 Bagosora Decision on Exclusion ofEvidence,para.3. 

41 F0952,para.64;F1105,para.27;F1105,para.50;F1465,paras.18,45;F1630,para.6; 20170112_STL-11-
01_T_T321_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-46,p.24: 19-23;20170207 _STL-11-01_T_T331_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-
113,p.3:3-6. 

42 20170207 _STL-11-0l_T_T331_0FF_PUB_EN_l-113,p.3:3-6. 
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and consistent notice of the Prosecution case is required. Notice of the 

Prosecution case must be limited to the Indictment, the Prosecution's PTB,43 the 

opening statement, and witness summaries notified pursuant to Rule 91 in order to 

ensure the rights ofMr.Ayyash are respected. 

21. The disclosure from the Prosecution in this case is voluminous, 44 rendering it 

incapable of providing any meaningful notice of what the Prosecution's case 

actually is. 45 The disclosure includes extensive call records, investigation reports 

and notes from multiple agencies and sources, and Rule 113 material, that may or 

may not support the charges in the indictment, or which may not be relied upon 

by the Prosecution. Even if the Prosecution relies upon the material, an important 

distinction must be recognised between the Prosecution disclosing that material 

and stating what the Prosecution case is or what inferences it will ask the 

Chamber to draw regarding that material. 46 Simply disclosing the material is 

inadequate. 

22. This understanding was confirmed by the Chamber's finding that the Prosecution 

was not required to be on notice of the "grey phone" simply because its database 

included the relevant CDRs. 47 The same rationale must be applied to the Defence 

with regards to the voluminous disclosure of material, including CDRs received 

from the Prosecution. The Defence cannot look at call records and detect the 

43 The Defence notes the Prosecution took the position during the Rule 167 proceedings that the Defence 
should not rely on the Prosecution Pre-Trial Brief for notice, but should "focus simply on the evidence as 
presented." 2018022l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T421_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-12l,p.39:21-22. 

44 The number of disclosure batches from the Prosecution alone number over 2, 700. Separate from the 
disclosure batches is the Z drive, containing over 5 terabytes ofCDRs. 

45 It is "to be assumed that an Accused will prepare his defence on the basis of material facts contained in 
the indictment, not on the basis of all the material disclosed to him that may support any number of 
additional charges, or expand the scope of existing charges". Muvunyi Decision on Prosecution 
Appeal,para.22 (emphasis added). 

46 "The presence of a material fact somewhere in the Prosecution disclosure does not suffice to give 
reasonable notice; what is required is notice that the material fact will be relied upon as part of the 
Prosecution case, and how." Bagosora Decision on Exclusion ofEvidence,para.7. 

47 The Prosecution's "database is voluminous- numbering in the billions- and finding a relationship 
between different mobiles requires cell dumps on numerous numbers", such that the parties "must 
invariably be selective in this task". F3477,para.29. 
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inferences the Prosecution would seek to draw, whether concerning contacts with 

certain phones or the usage of phones in certain locations. Thus, statements on the 

relevance and probative value of the evidence must be made in a timely and 

consistent manner. 

23. The prejudice from a lack of notice of the Prosecution case is clear: the Defence is 

unable to prepare effectively and mount a proper defence if it is unsure of what 

case it must answer. 

D. Weight to be Afforded Evidence 

24. Final evaluations on the relevance, reliability and weight accorded to an exhibit 

should be made in light of all evidence. 48 The Chamber has the discretion to give 

no weight to evidence which it had initially deemed admissible in light of the 

record as a whole. 49 As the Chamber has consistently recognised, the criteria for 

admissibility of evidence are not to be confused with the Chamber's ultimate 

determination of the weight to assign any particular item of evidence. 50 Even if 

the Defence does not mention specific evidence in its final brief or closing 

argument, the Chamber must still make an independent assessment of each piece 

of evidence to determine what weight it receives. 

25. While the evidentiary weight of individual items of evidence should be 

determined not in isolation but in conjunction with other relevant evidence, 

analysing evidence holistically cannot cure the weakness of individual items of 

evidence. 51 

26. The burden of proof with respect to proving the relevance and probative value of 

a particular piece of evidence belongs to the party seeking to introduce it. 52 A 

48 Boskoski Bar Table Decision,para.ll. 

49 See e.g.,F2062,para.35. 

50 See e.g.,F2988,paras.l4-15. 

51 Bemba AJ Separate Opinion,para.l5. 

52 Oric TJ,para.23. 
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substantial number of documents tendered into evidence by the Prosecution were 

tendered from the bar table. The Defence urges caution in attributing weight to 

documents with little or no context provided by the Prosecution. 53 In most 

circumstances, the Chamber should attach greater weight to contents of 

documents explained by the testimony of a knowledgeable witness, rather than 

introduced in isolation. 54 

1. Assessment of Witness Evidence 

2 7. In determining the credibility of viva voce witnesses the Chamber should consider 

"their demeanour, conduct and character," as well as the "probability, consistency 

and other features of their evidence, including the corroboration which may be 

forthcoming from other evidence and circumstances of the case."55 The Chamber 

must also be conscious that credibility depends on the "knowledge of the facts 

upon which [witnesses] give evidence, their disinterestedness, their integrity and 

veracity [ ... ]."56 It is appropriate, therefore, for the Chamber to evaluate 

"inconsistencies in the light of [an] evaluation of the overall credibility of each 

particular witness. "57 

28. The issue is not merely whether the evidence of a witness is honest; it is also 

whether the evidence is objectively reliable. 58 

2. Cross-Examination 

29. In addition to the option of affirmatively presenting its own case, the Defence 

may use cross-examination to corroborate evidence, circumstantially bolster or 

53 In this regard, it should be noted that much of the "contextualisation" in Rule 154 filings was to assist in 
determining prima facie reliability (often in annexes summarising material that is not before the Trial 
Chamber) and was not an explanation about how the documents fit into the Prosecution theory. 

54 Hadzihasanovic TJ,paras.297,299. 

55 Braanin TJ,para.25. 

56 Braanin TJ,para.25. 

57 Akayesu AJ,para.136. 

58 Braanin TJ,para.25,fn.20 citing CelebiCi AJ,paras.491,506;Kupreskic AJ,paras.34-40;Kunarac Rule 
98bis Decision,para.8;Kunarac TJ,paras.561-562. 
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refute evidence, or test the credibility of the witness. 59 The Defence is entitled to 

seek to cross-examine Prosecution witnesses and undermine the Prosecution's 

case as a distinct concept from examining its own witnesses and presenting a 

positive case. This procedure is essential to the fair trial rights of the accused. 

Evidence tendered during cross-examination is entitled to as much weight as 

documents tendered during direct examination or through other methods. 

3. Corroboration 

30. When evidence presented against the accused comes from one source and is not 

otherwise corroborated, the Chamber must scrutinise such evidence "with great 

care before accepting it as sufficient to make a finding of guilt against the 

Accused. "60 The Chamber has the discretion to disregard such evidence. 61 

31. A witness's testimony may be strengthened by the existence of corroborating 

evidence; however, the opposite is also true - it may be undermined by the lack of 

corroboration. 62 Furthermore, corroboration is not necessarily indicative of the 

truth of specified testimony nor is it a guarantee that such testimony is credible 

and/or reliable. The testimony of two mistaken witnesses on the same point does 

not alter the fact that both are mistaken. 

32. Evidence not subject to cross-examination, such as evidence pursuant to Rule 

158, can only be relied upon if it is corroborated by other evidence adduced at 

trial. 63 A conviction may not rest solely, or in a decisive manner, on the evidence 

of a witness whom the accused has had no opportunity to examine. 64 This 

principle also applies "to any fact which is indispensable for a conviction", as to 

59 Bagosora Decision to Admit Documents,paras.6-7. See also, Bagosora Decision on Defence 
Request,para.9. 

6° Krnojelac TJ,para.71. 

61 Krnojelac TJ,para.7l;Braanin TJ,para.27. 

62 Tadic Appeal Judgement on Contempt,para.92. 

63 Milutinovic TJ,para.37;Martic TJ,para.27. 

64 Doraevic AJ,para.807;Haraqija AJ,para.61. 
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do so otherwise would "run counter to the principles of fairness [ ... ] to allow a 

conviction based on evidence of this kind without sufficient corroboration". 65 

4. Demonstrative Evidence 

33. The Chamber marked as exhibits a substantial amount of demonstrative evidence, 

albeit while recognising that it was not actual evidence. 66 On many occasions, 

demonstrative evidence was tendered without a clear indication of the substantive 

evidence upon which it was relying. 67 In other instances, material was not 

demonstrative evidence but party submissions, or a combination of demonstrative 

evidence and party submissions tendered under the guise of being demonstrative 

evidence. 68 

34. Demonstrative evidence should be relied upon only for the submissions of a party 

or to better understand a party's case. 69 While in some cases, the demonstrative 

evidence may assist in understanding the evidence of the witness testifying, the 

underlying evidence must be cited as the actual evidence. This is complicated by 

the fact that the witnesses testified about the demonstrative evidence, thus turning 

the demonstrative evidence into substantive evidence through the words of the 

witness. Thus, extreme caution is urged in the analysis of any demonstrative 

evidence tendered by the Prosecution, especially where demonstrative evidence 

does not clearly identify what underlying evidence it is based on. 

65 Popovic AJ,para.96;Haraqijai AJ,para.61, citing Prlic Appeal Decision on Transcript,para.59. 

66 See e.g.,F3125,para.l5. 

67 See e.g.,F3125,para.l5: "The Trial Chamber has reviewed the slides and compared them to the five 
reports. The slides do not explicitly reference evidence, but rather highlight (unsourced) aspects of the 
report." 

68 See, 20170111_STL-11-0l_T_T320_0FF _PRV _EN_l-120,p.74:17-24, where the Chamber referred to 
P01780, P01781, and P01782 as demonstrative evidence "coming pretty close" to being closing 
submissions by the Prosecution. 

69 See e.g. F3571,para.52 et seq;F3575,para.70. 
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35. Hearsay is evidence of events occurring outside the testifying witness's own 

direct experience. 70 This second-hand knowledge cannot be subjected to the test 

of cross-examination. Even though hearsay may be admissible at the Tribunal, the 

Chamber must proceed with caution. 71 When hearsay is offered to prove the truth 

of its contents, a Chamber must be satisfied that the evidence is reliable for that 

purpose and, in doing so, may consider both the content of the evidence and the 

circumstances under which it arose. 72 

36. The weight and probative value to be afforded to hearsay evidence will usually be 

less than that given to the testimony of a witness who has given evidence under 

oath and who has been cross-examined. 73 Double or triple hearsay should, on this 

basis, be denied any significant weight. 74 Where the source of the hearsay is not 

identified, the hearsay should not be relied upon. 75 

E. Adverse Inferences 

37. An adverse inference is a "detrimental conclusion drawn by the fact-finder from a 

party's failure to produce evidence that is within the party's contro1."76 The 

drawing of adverse inferences is a well-established and long standing principle of 

law in common law jurisdictions, 77 according to which a party's intentional 

failure to produce evidence relevant to prove an issue at trial can support a 

7° KrajisnikTJ,para.l190. 

71 Prlic AJ,vol.II,para.l646. 

72 Aleksovski Decision,para.l5 ;Limaj Decision on Prior Statements,para.l7. 

73 Tadic Appeal Judgement on Contempt, para.93 ;Aleksovski Decision,paras.15-16. 

74 See e.g., Tadic Appeal Judgement on Contempt,paras.l14-115. See also, Haradinaj,T.458:16-21, the 
Chamber urged parties to avoid "as much as possible" double or triple hearsay in an effort to promote 
transparency of the evidence (6 March 2007). 

75 Krajisnik TJ,para.l190;Prlic TJ,vol.I,para.404. 

76 Black's Law Dictionary,p.897. 

77 The adverse inference rule has no application in civil law proceedings because of the role of the juge 
d'instruction to call witnesses. 
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negative inference that the evidence would have been unfavourable to the non

producing party's case. 78 

38. In international proceedings the adverse inference rule has only been applied on a 

few occasions, or discussed as a possible remedy but not applied. This occurred 

predominantly in cases where cross-examination by one party had not been fully 

effected due to the belated disclosure of evidence. 79 In one case at the ICTY, 

however, an adverse inference was drawn against the Prosecution where it could 

have sought to remedy an ambiguity in the evidence by asking certain questions 

of witnesses, but failed to do so. 80 

39. The Defence distinguishes between two potential instances in which adverse 

inferences can be drawn: (1) following the belated disclosure of material, 

particularly exculpatory material; and (2) from the absence of questions to 

witnesses, or by extension, the absence of relevant witnesses altogether (the 

"missing-witness instruction"). For the purposes of this brief, the Defence will 

focus on the latter. 

40. Due the lack of applicable international jurisprudence on the subject, it is 

necessary to revert to domestic law. A survey of domestic case law81 shows that 

while there are differences between countries and/or states in the application of 

the adverse inference rule to absent witnesses, three principles are consistently 

78 See e.g.,Kronisch. 

79 See e.g.,Taylor Decision on Exculpatory Information,para.33: The Trial Chamber held it was premature 
to consider whether to draw an adverse inference against the Prosecution, but did not reject the principle as 
a possible remedy before the SCSL. See also, Oric Decision on Rule 68,para.35: The Trial Chamber held it 
would respond to the Prosecution's disclosure violations at the close of the Prosecution's evidence, and 
consider the possibility of drawing "reasonable inferences in favour of the accused." See also, 
Ndindiliyimana Decision on Disclosure Violations,paras.61-62;Bizimungu TJ,paras.l 063-1065: The Trial 
Chamber drew an adverse inference against the Prosecution due to the late disclosure of "highly relevant, 
probative and exculpatory material." 

8° CelebiCi AJ,para.452 :The Appeals Chamber held "[ w ]here a Prosecution witness whose evidence is vital 
is able to clarify any ambiguity in that evidence, and where the Prosecution does not seek to have the 
witness do so, the inference is available that it did not do so because the evidence would not have assisted 
the Prosecution case." 

81 In United States:Graves;Clawans,p.4;Hill,pp.7-10;Bramble;Carmen,p.8; Canada:Jolivet; England and 
Wales:Inland Revenue,p.l4; Wisniewski,pp.l6; Australia:Payne,p.200-202;Gaskell,paras.45-49. 
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found that must be present to satisfy the trier of fact before drawing an adverse 

inference: 

a. The witness is available for the party who intended to call it; 

b. Their evidence is important to the party's case; and 

c. The absence of the witness is not explained. 

41. Some jurisdictions add a requirement that the witness be peculiarly within the 

control of one party or not equally available to both parties. 82 The reasoning of 

the Supreme Court of Canada is more persuasive on this point in the present 

circumstances: while the Prosecution has the discretion to call witnesses of its 

choice and modify its witness list as the case unfolds, these changes should not 

result in any unfairness to the accused and should not preclude the Defence from 

commenting on these changes or withdrawals, regardless of peculiar availability 

of the witness. 83 

42. It is clear that the Prosecution's case has "drastically reduced over time,"84 to the 

point that a number of witnesses relevant to the Prosecution's case against 

Mr.Ayyash were not called by the Prosecution. These witnesses include family 

members and acquaintances of Mr.Ayyash, and more importantly, potential users 

of telephones that were in contact with telephones that the Prosecution alleges 

were used by Mr.Ayyash. The implication of their withdrawal and inferences that 

can be drawn will be addressed in more detail below. 85 

82 See,Clawans;Hill. 

83 Ja/ivet,paras.l6-21 ,32-33. 

84 F3441,para.28. 

85 See,i1ifra,SectionVI.H.4. 
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43. The Chamber ordered the Parties to address the weight to be given to evidence 

called by the VPP. 86 

44. The Defence takes no position on the weight to be given to the evidence of the 

LRV, apart from submitting that no weight be given to the viva voce opinion 

evidence of the non-expert witness Letschert, 87 her report, 88 and the PowerPoint 

presentation used in the presentation of her evidence. 89 Letschert summarised 

material already admitted through the victims themselves, and provided no added 

value to the evidence already on the record. Letschert's study of the collective 

harms suffered by victims is not relevant to the mandate of the Chamber at this 

stage of the trial to assess the guilt or innocence of the Accused. The Chamber 

also has no mandate to make a reparations order. 90 Such evidence is more 

appropriate in the determination of compensation or reparations at a national court 

after the Chamber renders a judgment on the charges in the indictment91 - and 

only in the event there are convictions. 92 

86 F3687 ,para.l7. 

87 Letschert,20170908_STL-11-0l_T_T394_0FF _PUB_EN_l-113;F3312,para.25. 

88 1V00042. 

89 1V00044. 

90 See Article 25(3),STL St;Rule 86(G),STL RPE. 

91 See Article 25 STL St; Rule 86(G),STL RPE. 

92 See, Lubanga AJ on Reparation Principles,para.65. 
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45. The Prosecution presented "background evidence of certain political events and 

developing tensions which fit together with the progress of the conspiracy. "93 

Based on unproven inferences and assumptions, counsel submissions, and logical 

fallacies, the Prosecution suggests (without citation) that there is a "correlation" 

between the political context and the activity of the network phones. 94 Despite 

devoting over one-third of its FTB to attempting to prove the issue, 95 the 

Prosecution failed to persuasively demonstrate the purported link. Instead, the 

political evidence in large part serves as a distraction from the real issues before 

the Chamber. 96 

46. The Prosecution also attempts to link the political evidence to the allegation in 

paragraph 49 of the Indictment that the Accused were supporters of Hezbollah. 97 

The inferences the Prosecution seek the Chamber to draw, however, extend well 

beyond the allegation of "support" for Hezbollah. The Prosecution failed to 

adequately provide notice of its case in this regard, and the inferences sought 

should be rejected. In any event, the Prosecution failed to provide any evidence to 

support the suggested inferences. 

47. The FTB, along with the Prosecution counsel-created Chronology and Narrative 

Overview, 98 mischaracterise the political evidence in order to suit the Prosecution 

narrative. 

93 20141111_STL-11-0l_T_T89_0FF_PUB_EN 1-82,p.4. 

94 PFTB,para.623. 

95 PFTB,section.VII. 

96 The Prosecution points out that the evidence is not necessary for a conviction. PFTB,para.21. Indeed, the 
Prosecution submitted as much, referring to the evidence of Jamil El-Sayyed, which covered much of the 
same issues as the Prosecution political witnesses as being of "extremely limited relevance ... to the guilt of 
the accused." 20180607 _STL-11-0l_T_T43l_OFF_PUB_EN_l-43,p.31. 

97 PFTB,para.21. 

98 P01780;P01782. 
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A. The Prosecution Failed to Prove Links between Political Events and 
the Alleged Conspiracy 

48. The Indictment and PTB make no mention of the political background or context 

in which the assassination of Hariri took place. Ten months after the trial started, 

the Prosecution sought leave to lead evidence on the political context as useful 

background to the political circumstances existing at the time and to contribute to 

the Chamber's understanding of certain evidentiary aspects of the co

conspirators' conduct. 99 The latter reason is a significant expansion over any of 

the foreshadowed evidence 100 of the political witnesses, likely because the 

witnesses had no basis to testify about the alleged conspiracy or associated phone 

activity. 

49. Instead of providing a clear case regarding the alleged link between political 

evidence and the alleged conspiracy, the Prosecution made general assertions 101 

such as "the preparations began when they did" following a series of "dramatic 

events [ ... ] in Lebanese politics." 102 The Prosecution's attempt to create a link is 

based on the logical fallacy of post hoc ergo propter hoc that because political 

events and surveillance/other "preparatory" acts happened in a temporal sequence, 

they must be connected by causality. 

50. An example of this fallacy is the Prosecution's suggestion of a "pattern" of 

meetings in Haret Hreik between Rustom Ghazaleh and W afik Safa after key 

political events, following a period of nine and a half months where such a pattern 

was absent. 103 The only "evidence" for such a pattern comes from the 

submissions of Prosecution counsel in the Narrative Overview. 104 No one testified 

99 20141113_STL-11-0l_T_T91_0FF _PUB_EN_l-102,pp.36,61-62. 

100 Most ofthe "political witnesses" were on the R.91 witness list before trial started (as R.l55 witnesses). 

101 20141113_STL-11-0l_T_T9l_OFF _PUB_EN_l-102,pp.37 et seq. 

102 20141113_STL-11-0l_T_T9l_OFF _PUB_EN_l-102,p.54:8-10. 

103 PFTB,para.658. See also, PFTB,paras.625,688-694,696,741-746. 

104 PO 1782,p.172,sect.C. 
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that any meetings took place, much less that they were connected to political 

events. The suggestion of a link fallaciously implies causality where none exists. 

51. The Chamber held that some aspects of the political evidence may tum out to not 

be particularly relevant or probative. 105 The Chamber noted that the significance 

of some evidence may only become clear later in the trial and when the evidence 

is assessed in its totality. 106 Thus, it may be that the evidence is ultimately given 

no weight. 107 

52. Having seen the totality of the Prosecution's political evidence and its failed 

attempt to link the alleged activities of the co-conspirators to political events at 

the time, it is clear the evidence is not relevant or probative, and the Chamber 

should give the evidence no weight. 

1. Chronology and Narrative Overview Are Unreliable 

53. The Prosecution unsuccessfully attempted to show some of these links during the 

evidence of Platt. Platt, however, had no basis to comment on any of the political 

evidence, and thus served only as a vehicle for Prosecution counsel to make 

submissions-bordering-on-testimony about these purported links. 

54. The Prosecution submissions derived in large part from the series of documents 

produced by lawyers within the Prosecution, 108 which came to be known as the 

Chronology of Relevant Events, 109 the Chronology PowerPoint, 110 and the 

Narrative Overview. 111 The documents were eventually marked as exhibits 

despite the Prosecution stating on multiple occasions that the documents were not 

105 20141117 _STL-11-01_T_T93_0FF _PUB_EN_1-95,p.11. 

106 20141117 _STL-11-01_T_T93_0FF _PUB_EN_1-95,p.ll. 

107 20141117_STL-11-01_T_T93_0FF _PUB_EN_1-95,p.l4. 

108 20170116_STL-11-01_T_T322_0FF _PUB_EN_1-102,p.26. 

109 P01780. 

110 P01781. 

111 P01782. 
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evidence, 112 before changing its position and supporting their admission. 113 The 

Prosecution's basis for their admission was that the documents had been referred 

to on the transcript (albeit only by Prosecution counsel) and were "helpful and 

beneficial". 114 

55. The Prosecution now suggest the Chamber rely upon the Chronology and 

Narrative Overview for a "fuller, detailed and strictly chronological day-by-day 

account of relevant events," 115 citing it 561 times in the FTB. 

56. The documents 116 cannot be considered as anything more than Prosecution 

submissions, contrary to the suggestion that the documents were limited to 

descriptive text. 117 By attempting to connect phone activity with political events, 

and thus implying a relationship between them, particularly in the absence of any 

evidence, the Prosecution are necessarily making submissions. 

57. Even as submissions, they must be viewed with a critical eye, as the documents 

are rife with misrepresentations of the evidence, or depict an incomplete, 

selective, and/or biased view of the evidence. A few examples repeated in the 

FTB merit mention. 

112 F2938,para.2;20170116_STL-ll-Ol_T_T322_0FF_PUB_EN_l-102,pp.14,42. See also, 
20170lll_STL-11-0l_T_T320_0FF _PRV _EN_l-120,pp.118-119, where Defence counsel referred to a 
Prosecution letter in which the Prosecution position was that it was for the Trial Chamber to decide whether 
to admit the documents. In this same hearing, at page 117, the Prosecution took a position inconsistent with 
its letter stating that the documents would be tendered as demonstrative evidence and inconsistent with 
submissions (20170116_STL-11-0l_T_T322_0FF _PUB_EN_l-102,p.42) that the documents should be 
marked for identification "permanently". 

113 20171003_STL-11-0l_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN_l-55,pp.43-54. 

114 20171003_STL-11-0l_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN_l-55,p.48. 

115 PFTB,fu.l219. 

116 For purposes of this section, "documents" include P01780, P01781, P01782, and the submissions
bordering-on-testimony of Prosecution counsel on 16 January 2017. By extension, the Defence 
incorporates within this the submissions made by Prosecution counsel throughout the testimony of Platt on 
alleged links between phone activity and political events. 

117 20171003_STL-ll-Ol_T_T405_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-55,pp.52-53. 
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58. The first example is 26 August 2004, a day on which the Prosecution places 

significant emphasis. 118 The FTB, like the Narrative Overview, summarises that 

Bashar Al-Assad told Hariri that Lahoud would be Lebanese President for another 

term and that if Hariri tried to contradict Al-Assad he would "destroy Lebanon 

over [Hariri's] and Jumblatt's head." 119 The Chamber heard from no witnesses 

present at the meeting; the evidence the Chamber did hear is entirely hearsay. The 

Chamber heard a number of versions of what Hariri reported Al-Assad told him, 

including Lebanon being broken over Hariri's head, 120 over Hariri's and 

Jumblatt's heads, 121 over Hariri's and Jacques Chirac's heads, 122 and over the 

heads ofHariri and the Lebanese (or that Lebanon will be broken or destroyed). 123 

The Chamber also heard evidence that this was only said indirectly, 124 implying 

that this was Hariri's interpretation of the discussion, but not, as implied by the 

Prosecution, the exact words uttered by Al-Assad. 

59. Thus, the Prosecution summary of the evidence of this day is a simplified, 

incomplete version, ignoring the various descriptions of the meeting and ignoring 

the fact that the inconsistent versions are all based on hearsay. In the absence of 

more credible evidence on this meeting, the Chamber should give little to no 

weight to this hearsay evidence-and no credibility to Prosecution's interpretation 

of the evidence. 

118 PFTB,paras.641-643. 

119 PFTB,para.642;P01782,para.9. 

120 S.Diab,20150122_STL-11-0l_T_Tlll_OFF _PUB_EN_l-88,p.33;H.Hammoud,20150519 _STL-11-
0l_T_T150_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-92,p.38;Siniora,20150323 _STL-11-0l_T_T133 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-93,p.58. 

121 M.Hamade,20141119 _STL-11-0l_T_T95_0FF _PUB_EN_l-84,p.5;G.Khoury,20150115_STL-11-
0l_T_T107 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-95,pp.37-38. 

122 PRH045,P01107,para.44. 

123 A.Majdalani,20150428_STL-11-0l_T_T142_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-57,p.34;Jumblatt,20150504_STL-11-
0l_T_T146_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-104,p.82. 

124 Al-Sabeh,20150316_STL-11-0l_T_T128_0FF _PUB_EN_l-73,p.40. 
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60. The Prosecution also places significant emphasis on a meeting between Hariri, 

Rustom Ghazaleh, and Charles Ayoub on 9 January 2005. 125 In both the FTB and 

the Narrative Overview, the Prosecution cite to the transcript of the secret 

recording of the meeting 126 for the fact that Hariri conveyed to Ghazaleh his 

"ultimate rejection" to the "electoral reform and alliances promoted by the Syrian 

regime." 127 The Prosecution then cite to Khoury, who was not at the meeting, for 

the purported rejection. 128 To cite Khoury is strange, not only because he was not 

at the meeting, 129 but because his evidence is directly contradicted by transcript of 

the meeting. The issue of the Syrian deposits is not raised during the meeting, 

outside of a short discussion about one of the proposed deposits, Bassem 

Y ammout. 130 Thus, the Prosecution elevates hearsay over the transcript of the 

meeting itself because the hearsay better suits the Prosecution theory. 

61. The summary of 11 February 2005 refers to Terje Roed-Larsen visiting Hariri to 

inform him of "President Al-Assad's 'very angry' threats and to warn him to 

leave Lebanon for his own safety." 131 The FTB and Narrative Overview relied on 

the evidence of Marwan Hamade for this purported threat, 132 despite Hamade not 

being present at the meeting between Hariri and Roed-Larsen. 133 Instead, Hamade 

testified that Hariri told him and others about the threat in a meeting on 13 

125 PFTB,paras.699,737-747. This emphasis includes the suggestion that the speed of preparations for the 
assassination ofHariri "escalated" following this meeting. 20141113 _STL-11-
01_T_T91_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-102,p.60. 

126 P00395. 

127 PFTB,para.737;P01782,para.505,fn.202. 

128 P01782,para.505. The PFTB adds references to the evidence ofE1-Chaamaa and Hammoud, who were 
also not at the meeting. PFTB,fn.l521. 

129 G.Khoury,20150116_STL-11-01_T_T108_0FF_PUB_EN_1-87,p.69. 

130 P00395.1,40000843D _Side A_U_EN,p.l8. In fact, Hariri is quoted as saying "He is great this 
Bassem ... " 

131 PFTB,paras.960-962;P01782,para.985. 

132 PFTB,fn.2014;P01782,fn.305. 

133 M.Hamade,20141208_STL-11-01_T_T99 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-85,pp.62-63. 
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February 2005. Others attendees of the 13 February 2005 meeting testified, 134 but 

none mentioned the threat communicated by Roed-Larsen. Thus, the Prosecution 

cite selectively to its own evidence in order to support its theory, but without 

presenting the whole story. 

62. The Prosecution incorrectly suggested the Chronology and Narrative Overview 

provided "notice" to the Defence of the Prosecution case. 135 Notice of the 

Prosecution's case comes from a select number of documents or statements, none 

of which include the type of documents referred to here, especially not when 

disclosed three years after trial started. 136 

63. The idea that the documents provide notice runs counter to the Prosecution's own 

position that the documents are merely descriptive. The Prosecution confuses 

descriptive summaries with the proposed inferences to be drawn. 

B. Hezbollah and Paragraph 49 of the Indictment 

64. The Indictment alleges that the accused are "supporters" of Hezbollah. 137 In the 

context of the Prosecution implying Hezbollah had a role in the attack, the 

Chamber ordered the Prosecution to file a document outlining the evidence in 

support of paragraph 49 of the Indictment. The Prosecution filing 138 expanded the 

proposed relevance of the evidence related to Hezbollah (asserting the Green 

Network belonged to Hezbollah), but did not explain any potential motive. The 

Prosecution FTB asserts for the first time in this case that the attack was 

134 G.Khoury,20150120_STL-11-0l_T_T109 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-86,pp.61-62;Jumblatt,20150506_STL-11-
0l_T_T148_0FF _PUB_EN_l-141,pp.112-113;Al-Sabeh,20150317 _STL-11-
0l_T_T129 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-103,p.38. 

135 20170116_STL-11-0l_T_T322_0FF _PUB_EN_l-102,p.7;20170119 _STL-11-
0l_T_T325_0FF _PRY _EN_l-115,pp.27,80;20170207 _STL-11-0l_T_T33l_OFF _PUB_EN_l-113,p.80. 

136 See,supra,paras.l5-23. 

137 Indictment,para.49. 

138 F2948/ AO 1. 
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perpetrated by Hezbollah because of their desire m "maintaining the status 

quo."139 

65. Additionally, the FTB submits that the evidence demonstrates a number of issues 

related to the Accused and Hezbollah for which the Defence was not put on 

notice. 140 In particular, the Defence refers to the new allegation that the Accused, 

by virtue of their support for Hezbollah, would have access to resources necessary 

to carry out the attack on Hariri. To the extent that the Prosecution seeks a 

finding-even though it states the allegations are not necessary for a 

conviction 141-the allegations can be safely disregarded by the Chamber, both 

because of a lack of proper pleading 142 and because the evidence does not support 

the allegations. The Prosecution led no evidence that the Accused had access to 

Hezbollah resources, or would have reason to have access to resources simply by 

virtue of their alleged support for Hezbollah. 143 The assertion can be dismissed on 

its face. 

66. The new allegation regarding resources includes access to "military grade high 

explosives." 144 While Murray determined that an RDX-based explosive was the 

source of the explosion, 145 the Prosecution led no evidence on the origin of the 

explosives. Similarly, the Prosecution presented no evidence of the triggering 

mechanism used to detonate the explosion, and international investigators were 

139 PFTB,paras.24,26. 

140 PFTB,paras.338-340,342,1094-1095. 

141 PFTB,paras.21,342. 

142 The Chamber noted that if the Prosecution wanted to plead a material fact on Hezbollah, it would have 
sought to amend its Indictment. F2713,para.58. Any potential inference related to the Green Network being 
a Hezbollah network, Hezbollah having a "non-personal" motive for killing Mr. Hariri, or access to 
Hezbollah resources are thus outside the scope of the Indictment and irrelevant to the case as pleaded. If the 
Prosecution wanted to properly plead such allegations, it should have, as noted by the Chamber, sought to 
amend the Indictment. 

143 Nor did the Prosecution lead any evidence regarding "training". PFTB,para.l094. 

144 PFTB,paras.338-340,1094. 

145 G.Murray,20140929 _STL-11-0l_T_T78_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-75,p.34. 
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unable to find any indication of how the explosion was detonated. 146 Thus, the 

evidence does not support the contention that the explosives and detonation 

device came from Hezbollah. The new Prosecution theory regarding the Accused 

having access to explosives by virtue of their support for Hezbollah lacks any 

basis in the evidence. 

67. Prosecution counsel, when summarising the relevance of the political evidence, 

specifically rejected the possibility that it would seek to connect the four accused 

and Mr.Badreddine with others who "might be mentioned during the course of 

this political background." 147 Despite this clear assertion, Prosecution 

subsequently sought throughout the evidence of Platt to show links between the 

Accused/Mr.Badreddine and others mentioned during the political background, 

such as Wafik Safa and Rustom Ghazaleh-before elevating Safa and Ghazaleh 

to co-conspirators in the FTB. 148 

68. The FTB asserts for the first time that Mr.Ayyash had reason to know of a 

confidential meeting on 21 December 2004 by virtue of his support for 

Hezbollah. 149 The Defence had no notice of this allegation. The Indictment makes 

no mention of this alleged meeting. 150 When the Defence objected to Platt 

discussing the potential meeting, the Prosecution stated that the evidence does not 

impact Mr.Ayyash directly. 151 No mention was made at that time of Mr.Ayyash's 

alleged knowledge. 

146 P00242,p.20;P244,p.83;A.Van de Craats,20140828_STL-11-01_T_T66_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-105,p.36. 

147 20141114_STL-11-01_T_T92_0FF _PUB_EN_1-54,p.48:5-7. 

148 See, PFTB,paras.412,625,656-660,745,746. See also, 20170215 _STL-11-
01_ T _ T336_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-95,pp.34-36;20170221_STL-11-01_ T _ T338_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-111,pp.47-
48;20170307 _STL-11-01_T_T343_0FF _PUB_EN_1-113,pp.25,29-30;P01915;20170309 _STL-11-
01_T_T345_0FF _PRY _EN_1-110,p.84;20170314_STL-11-01_T_T347 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-91,p.4. 

149 PFTB,paras.327-332,341,697,705-711. There is some doubt that the Prosecution has even proved a 
meeting took place. The testimony of Nasser relied upon by the Prosecution does not mention a meeting on 
this specific date, but only refers to the process by which meetings would be organized. 
PFTB,para.327,fn.609, citing Nasser, 20150409 _STL-11-01_T_T137 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-105,pp.68-70. 

150 See,PTB,para.63 referring to observations on 21 December 2004 at Quraitem Palace. 

151 20170125_STL-11-01_T_T327 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-114,pp.75-76. 
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69. The allegation that the Green Network belongs to Hezbollah 152 is not in the 

Indictment. It was only made after the Chamber ordered the Prosecution to 

provide further information on its allegations related to paragraph 49 of the 

Indictment. 

70. The Chamber found that Wissam Al-Hassan's statement had limited, 

corroborative relevance 153 regarding the status of the Green Network, although 

the Chamber acknowledged that the lack of cross-examination would inevitably 

decrease the probative value of the interview. 154 An examination of the evidence 

of Al-Hassan and the only other evidence on this point-a press conference by 

Hassan Nasrallah-demonstrate the unreliability of this assertion. 

71. Al-Hassan's claim that Nasrallah accepted the Green Network as Hezbollah's is 

not supported by Nasrallah's press conference. Nasrallah made no mention of a 

network, or even phones, but noted only that Hezbollah had a group tracking 

Israeli agents. 155 

72. This is not [REDACTED], 156 nor does it support the illogical leap of the 

Prosecution that the Accused, as supporters of Hezbollah, would have "access to 

the use of this network." 157 The Prosecution mischaracterisation of Nasrallah's 

political speech does not corroborate Al-Hassan's hearsay evidence and does not 

support paragraph 49 of the Indictment. 

73. Al-Hassan's evidence is, ultimately, of limited relevance, not reliable, and not 

corroborated. The Chamber, which has already recognised the marginal nature of 

152 PFTB,para.610. 

153 F3371,paras.55,87. 

154 F3371,para.86. 

155 P02098,p.3. 

156 [REDACTED]. 

157 [REDACTED];PFTB,para.342. 
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this evidence, should further v1ew it in the context of Al-Hassan's broader 

interview, which is replete with hearsay, conjecture, and unsupported analysis. 

C. What the Political Evidence Demonstrates 

74. The Prosecution's summary of the evidence from the political witnesses regarding 

the political context in 2004-2005 is incomplete, simplistic, and biased. Chief 

among the issues with the Prosecution's recitation of the evidence is that there 

were two main sides in Lebanon at the time-pro-Syrian and the opposition-and 

one was only in one camp or the other. As noted above, the Prosecution now 

states for the first time that Hariri was killed by the pro-Syrian side, specifically 

Hezbollah, to "maintain the status quo." 158 This is not borne out by the 

Prosecution's own evidence when viewed objectively. 

75. On the contrary, the evidence shows that Hariri held Hezbollah and their 

sacrifices in high regard, especially Nasrallah's courage in accepting his son's 

death. 159 This was conveyed to Nasrallah, who was impressed with Hariri's 

compassion. 160 Hariri personally participated in the negotiations to retrieve the 

body of Nasrallah's son-a gesture which brought the two leaders closer 

together. 161 

76. Nasrallah recognised the mutual benefits of their respective positions 162 and that 

ensuring the success of Hariri as Prime Minister was a responsibility shared by 

158 PFTB,paras.24,26,742,1121,1123. 

159 M.Nasser,20150410_STL-11-01_T_T138_ OFF _PUB _EN_ CT1_1-101,p.91 ;E1-Chamma, 
20150210_STL-11-01_T_T115_0FF _PUB_EN_1-80,p.73. 

160 PRH045,P01107,para.29. 

161 Sinoira,20150527 _STL-11-01_T_T154_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-99,pp.72-73;M.Nasser,20150410_STL-11-
01_T_T138_ OFF _PUB_EN_CT1_1-101,p.91. 

162 M.Nasser,20 150410 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T138 _OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-1 01 ,p.14. 
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Nasrallah as well. 163 An episode in May 2004 further enhanced the relationship 

between the two. 164 

77. Hariri engaged in a dialogue with Nasrallah in order to reach a common electoral 

understanding and establish what ended up being a successful political alliance 

for the 2005 parliamentary elections, 165 similar to the one in 2000 in which Hariri 

included a member ofHezbollah on his electorallist. 166 

78. Hariri and Nasrallah engaged in continuous dialogue following the first meeting 

between them in 1992 167 until their last meeting on 9 February 2005. 168 The two 

leaders met on a regular basis, and were able to build an intimate personal 

relationship, knew each other well, discussed personal matters, 169 and had 

163 M.Nasser,2015041 0 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T138 _OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-1 01 ,p. 78. 

164 PRH045,P01107,para.50;M.Nasser,20150410_STL-11-01_T_T138_ OFF _PUB _EN_ CT1_1-101,p.85. 

165 S.Diab,20150122_STL-11-01_T_T111_0FF _PUB_EN_1-88,p.74;Al-Sabeh,20150317 _STL-11-
01_T_T129 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-103,p.97;H.Hammoud,20150520_STL-11-01_T_T151_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-
95,p.31 ;G.Khoury,20150120_STL-11-01_T_T109 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-86,pp.80,82-
83;A.Majdalani,20150501_STL-11-01_ T _ T145 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-33,p.11;M.Nasser,20150409 _STL-11-
01_ T _ T137 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-105,p.70;M.Hamade,20141210 _STL-11-01_ T _ T101_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-
106,p.81;G.El-Youssef,20150320 _STL-11-01_ T _ T132 _OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-
78,p.5;M.Nasser,20150415 _STL-11-01_ T _ T141_ OFF _PRY_ EN_1-112,p.76;J.El-Sayyed,20180605 _STL-
11-01_T_T429 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-128,pp.96-97. 

166 S.Diab,20150203_STL-11-01_T_T113_0FF _PUB_EN_1-82,p.79;H.Hammoud,20150520_STL-11-
01_T_T151_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-95,p.31. 

167 M.Nasser,20150409_STL-11-01_T_T137 _OFF_PUB_EN_1-105,p.11;M.Nasser,20150410_STL-11-
01_T_T138_ OFF _PUB _EN_ CT1_1-101,pp.68-69;S.Diab,20150203 _STL-11-
0 1_ T _ Tll3 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-82,p. 77;M.Hamade,20 141209 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T1 00 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-
93,p.47-48;M.Hamade,20141210 _STL-11-01_ T _ T1 01_ OFF _pUB_ EN_1-1 06,p.83;Al
Sabeh,20150317 _STL-11-01_T_T129 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-103,pp.52,97;Siniora,20150326_STL-11-
01_T_T136_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-104,p.6;El-Chamma,20150210_STL-11-01_T_T115 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-
80,p.74;M.Nasser,20 150410 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T138 _OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-
101,p.28;Jumblatt,20150506_STL-11-01_T_T148_0FF _PUB_EN_1-141,p.l11;J.El-
Sayyed,20180605 _STL-11-01_T_T429 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-128,pp.94-95;J.El-Sayyed,20180606_STL-11-
01_T_T430_0FF _PUB_EN_1-118,p.52. 

168 Jumblatt,20150506_STL-11-01_T_T148_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-141,p.51. 

169 M.Nasser,20 150410 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T138 _OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-1 01 ,p.69. 
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profound respect for each other. 170 At a meeting in 2003, Hariri and Nasrallah 

agreed to cooperate and avoid clashes. 171 

79. Throughout this series of meetings with Nasrallah, Hariri always felt comfortable 

and at ease. 172 There was complete trust between the two leaders, 173 which 

resulted in the absence of any fears and concerns about personal security. 174 

Hariri met with Nasrallah in Dahyieh without the usual amount of security that 

accompanied him because he trusted Hezbollah security. 175 

80. In late 2004 and early 2005, one of the matters of discussion between Hariri and 

Nasrallah was UNSC Resolution 1559 and the call for the disarmament of 

Hezbollah implicitly contained therein. Although Hariri respected international 

resolutions, 176 he opposed UNSC Resolution 1559, instead supporting the 1989 

Taif Agreement. 177 

81. Particularly with regard to the second issue addressed by Resolution 1559, the 

disarmament of all Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias, Hariri rejected 

170 Siniora,20150324_STL-11-01_T_T134_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-105,p.86;Siniora,20150527 _STL-11-
01_ T _ T154_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-99,pp.72-73;PRH045,P01107,para.29;M.Nasser,20150410 _STL-11-
01_T_T138_ OFF _PUB_EN_CT1_1-101,p.15. 

171 PRH045,P01107,paras.28-29;H.Hammoud,20150520_STL-11-01_T_T151_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-
95,p.21;M.Nasser,20150410 _STL-11-01_ T _ T138_ OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-101,pp.14-15. 

172 H.Hammoud,20150520_STL-11-01_T_T151_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-95,p.21;M.Nasser,20150410_STL-11-
01_T_T138_ OFF _PUB _EN_ CT1_1-101,p.14;M.Nasser,20150415 _STL-11-
01_T_T141_0FF _PRY _EN_1-112,p.50;Jumblatt, 20150506_STL-11-01_T_T148_0FF _PUB_EN_1-
141,p.111. 

173 M.Nasser,2015041 0 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T138 _OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-1 01 ,p.15. 

174 M.Nasser,2015041 0 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T138 _OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-1 01 ,pp.9-1 0; 
M.Nasser,20150415_STL-11-01_T_T141_0FF _PRY _EN_1-112,p.50. 

175 M.Nasser,2015041 0 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T138 _OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-1 01 ,pp.9-1 0. 

176 G.Khoury,20150116_STL-11-01_T_T108_0FF_PUB_EN_1-87,pp.40-41. 

177 M.Hamade,20141119 _STL-11-01_T_T95_0FF _PUB_EN_1-84,p.69;M.Nasser,20150410_STL-11-
01_T_T138_ OFF _PUB _EN_ CT1_1-101,p.44;Jumblatt,20150504_STL-11-01_T_T146_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-
104,p.90;Jumblatt,20150505 _STL-11-01_T_T147 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-108,pp.105-
106;Jumblatt,20150506_STL-11-01_T_T148_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-141,p.112;Jumbatt,20150507 _STL-11-
01_T_T149 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-123,pp.106,110;P00532,D0411122;J.El-Sayyed,20180606_STL-11-
01_T_T430_0FF _PUB_EN_1-118,p.62. 
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international interference and pressure, 178 and wanted to approach the matter at 

the internal level, through dialogue with all the parties involved. 179 Hariri 

personally reassured Nasrallah that he was against Resolution 1559, had no 

intention of implementing it, wanted to safeguard the arms of the Resistance, and 

solve any related issue through dialogue. 180 

82. Hariri told Nasrallah that, should he win the elections, he would legitimise the 

Resistance Army to remain until a peace deal with Israel was signed, 181 and was 

convinced of the necessity to confront Israel. 182 This was also consistent with 

Hariri's stance that the Israeli-occupied Shebaa farms were Lebanese territory. 183 

83. Hariri constantly reiterated the importance of dialogue and true cooperation with 

the Syrian government. 184 He wanted to avoid any violence or hostility with the 

Syrians 185 and for this reason decided to vote for the extension of President 

178 M.Hamade,20 141119 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T95 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-84,p.69;H.Hammoud,20 150521_ STL-11-
01_T_T152_0FF _PRY _EN_1-90,p.44;G.Khoury,20150116_STL-11-01_T_T108_0FF _PUB_EN_1-
87,p.38;G.Khoury,20150120_STL-11-01_T_T109 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-86,p.79. 

179 M.Hamade,20141208_STL-11-01_T_T99 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-85,p.61;H.Hammoud,20150519 _STL-11-
01_T_T150_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-92,p.56;G.Khoury,20150120_STL-11-01_T_T109 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-
86,p.79;El-Chamma,20150210_STL-11-01_T_T115 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-80,pp.76-
77;M.Nasser,20 150410 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T138 _OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-1 01 ,p.44;Jumblatt,20 150506 _ STL-
11-01_ T _ T148_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-141,p.112 

180 G.Khoury,20150120 _STL-11-01_ T _ T109 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-86,pp.80-83;El-Chamma,20150210 _STL-
11-01_ T _ T115 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-80,pp.76-77;M.Nasser,20150409 _STL-11-
01_ T _ T137 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-105,pp.71,74;Jumblatt,20150506_STL-11-01_ T _ T148 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-
141,p.l11. 

181 M.Nasser,20150409 _STL-11-01_T_T137 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-105,pp.71-72;M.Nasser,20150410_STL-
11-01_T_T138_0FF _PUB_EN_CT1_1-101,p.85. See also, P00303,D0004870, "Hariri stated that there is 
no debate over the issue of"Hezbollah" or the resistance for "the Resistance is subject to no debate 
[ ... ]There is no internal debate over Hezbollah and there is no disagreement over the issue ofHezbollah"; 
J.El-Sayyed,20180605 _STL-11-01_T_T429 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-128,pp.100, 102-103. 

182 Jumblatt,20150505 _STL-11-01_T_T147 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-108,p.l06. 

183 M.Hamade,20141209_STL-11-01_T_T100_0FF_PUB_EN_1-93,p.44;H.Hammoud,20150520_STL-
11-01_T_T151_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-95,p.19;J.El-Sayyed,20180605 _STL-11-01_T_T429 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-
128,p.l03. 

184 G.El-Youssef,20150312_STL-11-01_T_T126_0FF _PUB_EN_1-115,p.15; 
A.Majdalani,20150428_STL-11-01_T_T142_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-57,pp.45,54. 

185 G.El-Youssef,20150312 _STL-11-01_ T _ T126 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-115,p.105;Jumblatt,20150506_STL-
11-01_T_T148_0FF _PUB_EN_1-141,p.61. 
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Lahoud's term. 186 Hariri repeatedly stressed to Syrian foreign minister Walid 

Moallem that he would not become Prime Minister unless asked by Bashar Al

Assad, 187 regardless of international pressure 188 or election results. 189 

84. Given his strong ties with foreign leaders, Hariri was considered as an unofficial 

Syrian foreign minister 190 and Hariri used his connections on many occasions to 

protect Syria's interests. 191 

85. A few days before his assassination, Hariri met with Hussein Khalil (Nasrallah's 

political advisor192) at Quraitem Palace. 193 The purpose of the visit was to 

facilitate the mission of Khalil, who was about to leave for Damascus in order to 

arrange a meeting between Hariri and Al-Assad, in an attempt to bring the two 

leaders closer together. 194 Khalil wanted to clarify Hariri's position on certain 

issues, including the electoral lists for the 2005 elections, so that he could relay it 

to Al-Assad and ensure that the visit would be effective. 195 The meeting was calm 

and cordial, and there was no tension whatsoever. 196 

86. Hariri also had communication channels to Syria through Ali Hamade, a journalist 

close to Hariri and to Syrian General Mohammed Nasif, 197 who in tum was close 

186 Jumblatt,20150506_STL-11-01_T_T148_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-141,p.61. 

187 P00409.1,40000843A_Side B_U_EN, 00.39.35; P00409.1,40000843B_Side B_U_EN, 00.35.23. 

188 P00409.1,40000843A_Side B_U_EN, 00.42.51. 

189 P00409.1,40000843A_Side B_U_EN, 00.50.09;M.Nasser,20150410_STL-11-
01_ T _ T138_ OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-101,p.51. 

190 Majdalani,20150429 _STL-ll-01_T_T143_0FF _PUB_EN_1-41,p.22;Jumblatt,20150506_STL-11-
01_T_T148_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-141,p.48. 

191 Majdalani,20150429 _STL-11-01_T_T143_0FF _PUB_EN_1-41,p.22. 

192 PRH045,P01107,paras.43,78. 

193 M.Nasser,20150409 _STL-11-01_T_T137 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-105,pp.85-86. 

194 M.Nasser,20150409 _STL-11-01_ T _ T137 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-105,pp.86,89;M.Nasser,20150415 _STL-
11-01_T_T141_0FF _PRV _EN_1-112,pp.49-50;see also M.Nasser,20150410_STL-11-
01_T_T138_ OFF _PUB_EN_CT1_1-101,p.58. 

195 M.Nasser,20150415_STL-11-01_T_T141_0FF_PRV _EN_1-112,pp.49-50. 

196 M.Nasser,20150415_STL-11-01_T_T141_0FF_PRV _EN_1-112,pp.49-50. 

197 A.Hamade,20150413 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T139 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-84,p.34. 
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to Al-Assad, 198 and Taha Mikati, 199 a Lebanese businessman who was well 

acquainted with both Hariri and Bashar Al-Assad. 200 In January 2005, Mikati 

visited Hariri in Paris to convey a message directly from Al-Assad: Al-Assad had 

no hard feelings towards Hariri and could at any point remove Karami from office 

in order to allow Hariri to form a new government. 201 Hariri never questioned 

Mikati' s trustworthiness or reliability. 202 

87. Hariri wanted to open a new dialogue with Syria, with Hezbollah mediating, in 

order for all the parties to reach a common understanding. 203 In the months 

preceding the 2005 elections, Hezbollah was engaging in dialogue and 

discussions with a number of different political forces in Lebanon. 204 For 

example, Samir Frangieh, Samir Abdel Malak and other members of the Bristol 

group "had a very positive meeting"205 with Hezbollah to discuss a number of 

topics. 206 The objective of these meetings was to "build a relationship built on 

trust in the future". 207 

88. In this context, Nasrallah was trying to "mediate the gap between Syria and the 

Qomet Shahwan gathering," the Christian opposition. 208 Similarly, Nasrallah was 

seeking to reconcile the Syrian government with Walid Jumblatt in December 

2004. 209 Jumblatt stated at the time that he appreciated Nasrallah's mediation 

198 A.Hamade,20150413_STL-11-01_T_T139 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-84,pp.36-37. 

199 A.Hamade,20150413_STL-11-01_T_T139 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-84,pp.78-79. 

200 A.Hamade,20150413 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T139 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-84,p.78. 

201 A.Hamade,20150413_STL-11-01_T_T139 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-84,pp.71-72. 

202 A.Hamade,20150413_STL-11-01_T_T139 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-84,pp.79-80. 

203 M.Nasser,20150409 _STL-11-0l_T_T137 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-105,p.86. 

204 G.Khoury,20150116_STL-11-01_T_T108_0FF_PUB_EN_1-87,p.47. 

205 P00444,D0004998. 

206 G.Khoury,20150116_STL-11-01_T_T108_0FF_PUB_EN_1-87,p.47. 

207 Jumblatt,20150506_STL-11-01_T_T148_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-141,p.l4. 

208 P00532,11 January 2005,D0410094. 

209 P00440,D0411390. 
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efforts and that he would always defend Hezbollah inside and outside Lebanon, 

especially against Israel's occupation ofthe Shebaa farms. 210 

89. The Prosecution emphasised the purported threats to Hariri by members of the 

Syrian regime. Three of those threats were addressed above211 in terms of their 

misrepresentation by the Prosecution. 

90. Absent from this political evidence presented by the Prosecution is any concrete 

evidence of a motive for Hezbollah or Syria to kill Hariri. Instead, the evidence 

shows a friendly and cooperative relationship with Nasrallah and a dialogue with 

Syria on various issues. While the relationship with Syria was not without its 

tensions, these tensions do not rise to the level necessary to support the 

ambiguous insinuations of a "non-personal motive" to kill Hariri. 

210 P00440,D0411390;P00441,D0411482;P00439,D0410779. 

211 See,supra,paras.5 8-61. 
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91. The purchase and subsequent involvement of a white Mitsubishi Canter in the 

assassination of Hariri plays a large role in the Prosecution's case against 

Mr.Ayyash. 212 

92. According to the Indictment, Mr.Ayyash, together with Mr.Badreddine, 

"coordinated ... the purchase of the van which was used to perpetrate the 

attack."213 The Prosecution alleges that the Canter was purchased in the Tripoli 

area on 25 January 2005 between 15:30 and 16:00. 214 The Blue network was 

allegedly instrumental in the purchase ofthe Canter. 215 

93. That same Canter, according to the Prosecution, was used on 14 February 2005 to 

conceal a large quantity of high explosives which were detonated by a suicide 

bomber. 216 

94. The Chamber received evidence to permit a finding that the engme block 

retrieved from the crime scene crater belonged to a Canter imported by PRH075 

in December 2004. Beyond that, the Prosecution failed to prove the allegations 

related to the Canter beyond reasonable doubt. 

95. Mr.Ayyash was not present in Lebanon between 15 and 28 January 2005.217 

Therefore, speculative interpretations of phone activity between the Prosecution

attributed phones cannot prove his involvement in the procurement of the Canter. 

212 PFTB,paras. 7,864-883,967-1004,1062-1084,1158-1159. 

213 Indictment,para.3(a). See a/sa,PTB,paras.62,105-111. 

214 Indictment,para.32( c). 

215 Indictment,para.32. 

216 Indictment,paras.4,41. 

217 See,ilifYa,SectionVI.B. 
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96. PRH075 imported a white 2002 Mitsubishi Canter, bearing chassis number 

FE52CE560619 and engine-block number 4D33J01926218 to Lebanon in 

December 2004. 219 The Canter was transported by PRH082 220 and arrived in 

Tripoli in mid-December. 221 In late December or early January the Canter was 

placed in the showroom of PRH063.222 With no evidence conclusively showing 

when the Canter was sold to two unknown men at the Tripoli showroom, the date 

of sale was narrowed by the Prosecution to between 17 and 25 January 2005 

through a combination of documentary evidence, witness testimony, and call data 

records. 

1. Activity in Tripoli Preceding the Sale 

97. The Prosecution alleges that activity of Green 300 in Tripoli on 11 January 2005, 

and subsequent activity by S6 (Blue 610) and S8 (Blue 817) in Tripoli on 12, 14, 

15 and 22 January 2005 establishes Mr.Ayyash's involvement in the procurement 

of the Canter and his knowledge that the Canter would be used in the attack of 14 

February 2005. 223 These allegations are based solely on the Prosecution's 

attribution of phones to Mr.Ayyash, their speculative interpretations of phone 

218 P00480. 

219 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-87,pp.7,17-19. 

220 P00462,60124138-60124141. 

221 P00480. 

222 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_1-87,p.52 (the van was sold not long after it 
arrived in Lebanon; it takes three or four days for custom clearance);20150616_STL-11-
01_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_1-111,p.37 (after the van was unloaded and cleaned it was taken directly to 
the showroom; after customs it takes two to three days before it goes to the showroom); PRH075 does not 
think the van was in the showroom longer than 20 days, that it remained there for a short time, 
20150616_STL-11-01_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_1-111,p.37; PRH063 does not remember the Canter 
arriving at his premises, or how long it was there between its arrival and its sale. 20150604_STL-11-
01_T_T158_0FF _PRY _EN_1-105,pp.75-76,90;20150605_STL-11-01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-89, 
p.70. PRH063 confirms that during the second half of January 2005, the owner used to display some of his 
vehicles at the showroom and that "among these vehicles was the white Mitsubishi" 20150605_STL-11-
01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-89,p.51. 

223 Indictment,para.26;PTB,paras.100-101;20180222 _STL-11-01_ T _ T422 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-
45 ,p.30;PFTB,paras.420-422,4 77,748,7 52-7 54,875-880. 
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activity and their attempt to fit the activity into their self-ascribed conspiracy 

"phases". 

98. Witnesses involved with the sale of the Canter testified that the day of the sale 

was the first time anyone had displayed an interest in the Canter. 224 Also of note 

is that PRH041, [REDACTED], was shown photographs by Prosecution 

investigators, including one ofMr.Ayyash, and did not recognise him. 225 

2. The Prosecution Has Not Established the Sale Took Place 
between 15:30 and 16:00 on 25 January 2005 

99. In order for the Prosecution theory on the network activity in Tripoli before and 

on 25 January 2005 to make sense, the Canter must have been purchased at the 

time and date alleged by the Prosecution-otherwise the allegations in the 

Indictment cannot be substantiated. The Prosecution went to great lengths in an 

attempt to force the evidence around their theory, but ultimately it is mere 

speculation unsupported by the evidence. 

100. Neither the call records of the witnesses, nor their evidence, permit the Chamber 

to make a finding that the sale ofthe Canter occurred between 15:30 and 16:00 on 

25 January 2005, as alleged by the Prosecution.226 

i. The Time-frame for the Sale 

101. The evidence establishes that the sale unfolded around midday, well before the 

time of purchase put forward by the Prosecution. All witnesses who were present 

224 PRH063,20150610_STL-11-0l_T_T160_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-79,p.16;PRH075,20150615 _STL-11-
0l_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_l-87,p.38;PRH041,P00482,60124118,p.3. 

225 P00482,paras.21,28;photo:ID00468. 

226 Indictment,para.32( c );PTB,para.l 02;PFTB,para.872. 
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on the day of the sale227 consistently confirmed that the two men who purchased 

the Canter arrived at PRH063's showroom around noon on the day of the sale. 228 

102. After having taken an interest in the Canter, the buyers negotiated a $250 discount 

on the original asking price of $11,500. 229 During these negotiations, PRH063 

called PRH075 twice: first to consult him on the discount, second to notify him of 

the buyers' agreement to the sale price. 230 The two agreed on the price during the 

second call. 231 PRH075 added that the occurrence of these two calls is the only 

thing of which he is absolutely certain. 232 There is therefore consistent evidence 

that there were two calls from PRH063 to PRH075 in the course of the 

negotiations for the Canter. 

103. PRH063 and PRH075 testified the time separating the two phone calls was very 

short. 233 Both gave times ranging from 5 to 15 minutes, with PRH075 specifying 

that it was not more than ten minutes. 234 It is reasonable to infer that the duration 

of the negotiations with the buyers was short, as there was only a short interval 

between the consultative first call, and the deal-closing second call, during which 

the price was agreed and PRH075 was asked to come to PRH063's showroom. 235 

227 P00473.1, [REDACTED]- PRH063- "the salesman"; [REDACTED]- PRH075- "the owner"; 
[REDACTED] -PRH459- "the office manager"; [REDACTED]- PRH041- "the labourer". 

228 PRH063,20150605 _STL-11-01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-89,pp.l9,57-58,60-61,71,76;PRH041, 
20150617 _STL-11-01_T_T163_0FF _PRV _EN_1-101,p.22;PRH075, 20150616_STL-11-
01_T_T162_0FF _PRV _EN_1-111,p.26;P00483,60302885. 

229 PRH063,20150604_STL-11-01_T_T158_0FF _PRV _EN_1-105,pp.83-84. 

230 PRH063,20150604_STL-11-01_T_T158_0FF _PRV _EN_1-105, pp.83- 88;PRH075,20150615_STL-
11-01_T_T161_0FF_PRV _EN_1-87,p.40. 

231 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRV _EN_1-87,p.40. 

232 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRV _EN_1-87,p.43. 

233 PRH063,20150604_STL-11-01_T_T158_ OFF _PRV _EN_1-105,pp.84-85;20150605 _STL-11-
01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-89,pp.63,79;PRH075,20150615 _STL-11-01_T_T161_ OFF _PRV _EN_1-
87,p.66;20150616_STL-11-01_T_T162_0FF_PRV _EN_1-111,pp.26,43,73. 

234 PRH075,20150616_STL-11-01_T_T162_0FF_PRV _EN_1-111,pp.26,73. 

235 PRH063,20150605_STL-11-01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-89,p.63. 
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104. To complete the transaction, PRH075 retrieved the paperwork which he kept at 

[REDACTED] showroom where PRH459 managed the office. All witnesses 

testified that this second showroom was between 200 and 300 metres away from 

PRH063's showroom. 236 PRH075 said he was in the area when he received 

PRH063's second call, and that he obtained the papers and immediately went to 

PRH063's showroom. 237 PRH459 confirmed that PRH075 came for the 

paperwork, adding that PRH075 was impatient. 238 PRH459 testified that this 

occurred around noontime on the day of the sale. 239 

105. PRH063 testified that it took about 15 minutes for PRH075 to amve at his 

showroom. 240 This timing is consistent with the showrooms being close together, 

and PRH075 immediately obtaining the paperwork and going to PRH063's 

showroom. 241 

106. All witnesses present during the sale testified that the buyers remained at 

PRH063's showroom for less than one hour. PRH063 consistently affirmed that 

the buyers were on his premises for 30 to 45 minutes, 242 which is corroborated by 

PRH041, who did not believe the buyers stayed longer than 45 minutes. 243 This 

timeline is further corroborated by PRH075, who left PRH063's showroom before 

the buyers, but stayed for around 20 minutes to settle the sale. 244 This is also 

236 PRH459,20150617 _STL-11-0l_T_T163_0FF _PRY _EN_l-101,pp.57-59;PRH075,20150615_STL-11-
0l_T_T161_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-87,pp.40-42;PRH063,20150604_STL-11-0l_T_T158_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-
105,p.73. 

237 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-0l_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_l-87,pp.41-42. 

238 PRH459,P00483,60302885;20150617 _STL-11-01_T_T163_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-101,p.37. 

239 PRH459,P00483,60302885,20150617 _STL-11-01_ T _ T163 _OFF _PRY_ EN_1-101,p.37. 

240 PRH063,20150604_STL-11-0l_T_T158_0FF _PRY _EN_l-105,p.85. 

241 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-0l_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_l-87,pp.41-42. 

242 PRH063,20150604_STL-11-0l_T_T158_0FF _PRY _EN_l-105,p.l01;20150605_STL-11-
01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-89,p.58. 

243 PRH041,20150617 _STL-11-01_T_T163_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-101,p.25. 

244 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-87,p.45;20150616_STL-11-
01_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_1-111,p.26,p.39. 
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consistent with the short time the negotiations lasted and the short time it took for 

PRH075 to arrive at PRH063's showroom. 

107. Both PRH075 and PRH063 maintained that the sale occurred within a timeframe 

extending from 12:00 to 15:00, at the latest. 245 The evidence narrows the sale to 

between 12:00 and 14:30. PRH075 confirmed being able to hear the muezzin call 

from both showrooms, and also confirmed that he received PRH063's second 

phone call before the afternoon prayer. 246 Evidence showed that the afternoon 

prayer occurred between 14:00 and 14:30.247 This places the time of the sale 

before 14:30. 

ii. The CSTs for 25 January Do Not Lead to the Identification of the Date or 
Time of Sale of the Canter 

108. To support its contention that the sale occurred on 25 January 2005, the 

Prosecution put to PRH063 and PRH075 extracts of their CSTs248 showing 

contact between them on 25 January 2005. 249 The Prosecution takes the position 

that PRH063 called PRH075 at 15:24:49 to discuss the purchase price and at 

15:36:13 to notify PRH075 that a price for the Canter had been agreed, and that 

he should come to the showroom. 250 The Prosecution alleges that S6 called Blue 

233 during the "purchase negotiations" at 15:37. 251 

1 09. The Prosecution led the witnesses through an artificial exercise which cannot be 

relied on by the Chamber to come to a conclusion that the calls selected by the 

245 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-0l_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_l-87,p.74;20150616_STL-11-
0l_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_l-lll,p.26;PRH063,20150605_STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-89, 
pp.60,61. 

246 PRH075,20150616_STL-11-0l_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_l-lll,pp.26,72. 

247 PRH075,20150616_STL-11-0l_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_l-lll,pp.26,71. 

248 P00477;P00478. 

249 PRH063,20150605_STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-89,pp.16-17;PRH075,20150615_STL-11-
0l_T_T16l_OFF _PRY _EN_l-87,p.69. 

250 PFTB,paras.866,872;F2127,para.14. 

251 Indictment,para.32;PTB,para.102;20140117 _STL-11-0l_T_T30_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-87,p.19. 
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Prosecution are the two calls which occurred during the purchase negotiations.252 

The Prosecution led both witnesses to the calls at 15:24:49 and 15:36:13 in an 

attempt to get them to select those as the ones pertaining to the sale. 253 Despite 

this, PRH063 was unsure those were the relevant calls, based on what was shown 

to him.254 PRH075 initially gave an ambiguous answer, and when asked for 

clarification, he indicated that the sale occurred before 15:00, thus explicitly 

excluding the two calls he was shown in the CST. 255 

110. In putting to PRH063 the CSTs between himself and PRH075, the Prosecution 

only drew his attention to calls occurring on 25 January 2005, and only to calls 

occurring after 13:31.256 Before settling on the two calls, he stated that his answer 

was only based on what he saw in front of him, and that he was not sure. 257 1t was 

only through this process that he narrowed down the calls at 15:24:49 and 

15:36:13 as those relevant to the sale. 258 

111. The selection of these calls does not corroborate the time of the sale that PRH063 

himself believed. Despite settling on calls at 15:24:49 and 15:36:13 as potentially 

material to the sale of the Canter, PRH063 immediately contradicted his 

conclusion, testifying that the time of the sale was around midday. 259 

112. The artificiality of the exercise was especially apparent during PRH075's 

testimony. Before seeing the CST, he identified the 22 or 23 January as the date 

of the sale. 260 It was only after seeing the list of calls that PRH075 eliminated the 

252 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_1-87,pp.69-73. 

253 Note PFTB,paras.866-867 conceding the call data is inconclusive in determining the correct date. 

254 PRH063,20150605_STL-11-01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-89,p.18. 

255 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_1-87,pp.69-74. 

256 The Prosecution also confined this to calls occurring between 13:31 and 16:56. 20150605_STL-11-
01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-89,p.18. 

257 PRH063,20150605 _STL-11-01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-89,p.18. 

258 PRH063,20150605_STL-11-01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-89,pp.17-18. 

259 PRH063,20150605_STL-11-01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-89,pp.18-19. 

260 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-0l_T_T161_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-87,p.51. 
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18 and 19 as possible dates for the sale. 261 PRH07 5 's evidence was further 

ambiguous as it regards his selection between the 17 and the 25 January as a date 

for the sale. 262 

113. PRH075 was subjected to the same constraints as PRH063. 263 Despite being led 

to a range of times and a date, his testimony in relation to the calls between 14:22 

and 15:36 on 25 January 2005 as potentially being the ones relating to the Canter 

was entirely unclear, 264 and does not establish the time of sale. After being asked 

by the Prosecutor for clarification, 265 PRH075 testified to the fact that he met the 

buyers in a time range extending from 14:15 to 15:00,266 which he confirmed in 

cross-examination. 267 He thereby negated the possibility that the call summoning 

him to meet the buyers could have occurred at 15:36:13. 

114. Thus, the witnesses' being directed to the calls at 15:24:49 and 15:36:13 was an 

exercise with unduly constrained options, which contradicts the time of sale they 

both contributed to establish. Additionally, the call at 15:38:50,268 occurring mere 

seconds after the call the Prosecution says is the one during which PRH063 and 

PRH075 agree on a price, 269 remains unexplained. The witnesses testify to only 

two calls: 270 PRH063 recalled nothing about this particular time271 and PRH075 

261 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_1-87,p.66. 

262 He says: "I think that 17 one, as I think, is the most convenient. So there is the 17 one and 25 one. So 
these are the two dates that are the most probable, but you know the most probable is 25." See 
20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_1-87,p.66. 

263 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_1-87,p.67 

264 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_1-87,p.69. 

265 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-87,p.69:19-20. 

266 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_1-87,pp.73-74. 

267 PRH075,20150616_STL-11-01_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_1-111,p.72. 

268 P00477,see also P00478 and 1D00150. 

269 PFTB,para.872. 

270 See PRH063,20150605_STL-11-01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-89, p.63;PRH075,20150615_STL-11-
01_T_T161_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-87,p.40. 

271 PRH063,20150605_STL-11-01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-89,p.18:13-17. 
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confirmed answering only two calls from PRH063. 272 The probative value of two 

witnesses who, outside being directed to a given range, place the event between 

12:00 and 15:00 clearly outweighs the probative value of an artificial exercise 

which attempted to lead the witnesses to a specific answer. 

iii. PRH075's Locations between 15:24 and 16:56 on 25 January Preclude the 
Sale Having Occurred in that Time 

115. PRH075 testified that he was in the area of the showrooms at the time he received 

the second call from PRH063 confirming the sale. He does not remember 

specifically where he was, but he was not outside of that area. 273 An analysis of 

his call records shows that on the afternoon of 25 January 2005, PRH075 made 

and received a multitude of calls, inconsistent with movement towards the 

showrooms. Therefore, the calls that took place in the afternoon of 25 January 

2005 from PRH063 and PRH075 could not have been related to the sale of the 

Canter, as their timing and the locations of PRH075's phone preclude this from 

being the case. 

116. PRH063's showroom and the second showroom are covered by the Beddawi_A 

cell. 274 On 25 January 2005, from 10:50 until 16:56, PRH063 only activated the 

Beddawi_A cell. 275 This is consistent with the phone having remained at the 

showroom during the working day. 

117. From 14:13 on 25 January, PRH075's phone never activated the Beddawi A 

cell. 276 From 15:24 until16:56,277 including multiple calls to PRH063, PRH075's 

272 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_1-87,p.65. 

273 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T16l_OFF _PRY _EN_1-87,p.41. 

274 1D00347,1DT1-0482;Platt,20170221_STL-11-01_T_T338_0FF _PUB_EN_1-111_EN,p.94. Cell-site 
information:PO 1121. 

275 Platt,20170405_STL-11-01_T_T354_0FF _PUB_EN_1-112,p.8;1D00347,1DT1-0482. PRH063 
CST:P01283; PRH075 CST:P01284. 

276P01284,D0121989-D0121990. 

277 Platt,20170405 _STL-11-0l_T_T354_0FF _PUB_EN_l-112,pp.8-9;1D00347,1DT1-
0484;P01283,D0121990. 
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phone only activated Bared_ C and Tourbal_ A; it never activted Beddawi_ A, 

unlike PRH063. 278 Bared_ C and Tourbal_ A offer contiguous coverage; the 

predicted coverage for Tourbal_A is further away from both showrooms. 279 

[REDACTED] 

Image: 1D0034 7 ,p.S 

118. The Prosecution's case is that the call from PRH063 to PRH075 at 15:24 was the 

first call regarding the sale. 280 At this time PRH075's phone activated Bared_C.281 

At 15:29, PRH075's phone activated Tourbal_A, when it received a call from an 

unattributed number. 282 During the second call from PRH063 to PRH075 at 

15:36, allegedly the call summoning PRH075 to bring the paperwork to the 

buyers, PRH075's phone activated Bared_C. 283 Two minutes later, at 15:38, 

PRH075 received another, unexplained, call from PRH063. PRH075's phone 

activated Tourbal_ A, 284 which covers an area further away from the showrooms, 

indicating it is unlikely that PRH075 was moving towards them. PRH075's next 

call is sixteen minutes later, at 15:54, activating Bared C. 285 A further call 

involving PRH075 and an unattributed number at 15:59 is notable because it 

again activates Tourbal_A.286 

119. The use of the cell Tourbol_A at 15:38 and again at 15:59 allows only 21 minutes 

to travel from the coverage of Tourbol_A to the second showroom, to collect the 

278 Platt,20170405_STL-11-01_T_T354_0FF _PUB_EN_1-112,pp.8-9. 

279 Platt,20170405 _STL-11-0l_T_T354_0FF _PUB_EN_l-112,p.10;1D00347,1DT1-0484. 

280 Platt,20170405_STL-11-0l_T_T354_0FF _PUB_EN_l-112,p.8. 

281 Platt,20170405_STL-11-01_T_T354_0FF _PUB_EN_1-112,p.9;P01284,D0121990. 

282 Platt,20170405_STL-11-01_T_T354_0FF _PUB_EN_1-112,p.10;P01284,D0121990. 

283 P01284,D0121990. 

284 Platt,20170405_STL-11-01_T_T354_0FF _PUB_EN_1-112, p.10-11;P01284,D0121990. 

285 P01284,D0121990. 

286 P01284,D0121990. 
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documents, to travel on PRH063's showroom, to handover and process the 

documents and travel back to the area of Tourbol_A. As noted above, PRH063 

said it took about 15 minutes for PRH075 to arrive after the second call and 

PRH075 said he spent around 20 minutes at the showroom. Thus the time away 

from coverage of Tourbol_ A is already exceeded even before the time needed to 

return to Tourbol A is added. 

120. Further, according to the Prosecution theory, the calls received by PRH075 at 

15:54 and 15:59 would have been right in the middle of his time at the showroom 

dealing with the customers, in which case he should have connected to 

Beddawi_A (as PRH063 was), but instead connected to Bared_C and Tourbol_A, 

excluding the possibility that he was at the showroom at this time. 

121. To have been switching between these cells, PRH075 would have had to have 

been in an area which was most likely served by both cells. No such areas are 

close to the showrooms, as can be seen below. 

[REDACTED] 

Image: 1D0034 7 ,p.12 

122. Based on their evidence, the calls at 15:24 and 15:36 on 25 January 2005 cannot 

be the two calls testified about by the witnesses. There were three calls in this 

timespan, not two, and in any event the distances needed to be covered by 

PRH075 are too great. 287 The telecommunications evidence is inconsistent with 

the Prosecution's own theory, and cannot be relied on by the Chamber to support 

a conclusion that the sale took place between 15:30 and 16:00 on 25 January 

2005. 

287 See 1D00347,1DT1-0484. 
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iv. S6 Calls Do Not Fit within the Time-frame of the Sale 

123. The Prosecution contends that S6, along with an unidentified person, purchased 

the Canter and called Mr.Ayyash in the course of the negotiations. 288 In support 

of this, it cites three calls between 14:41 and 14:59 as well as another call at 

15:37, on 25 January 2005. 289 Even if the sale took place on 25 January, these 

calls do not fit within the established timeframe for the sale, which took place 

between 12:00 and 14:30.290 It is therefore impossible that Blue 233 was 

contacted in the course of "purchase negotiations" as these negotiations had 

already taken place before 15:37, regardless of the date. 

124. Additionally, all witnesses present for the sale testified that the individuals who 

purchased the Canter did not carry phones. 291 Given that the buyers were not seen 

carrying phones or making a call, they could not have made the call the 

Prosecution attributes to S6, contradicting the theory that the Canter was 

purchased by S6 on 25 January. 

125. At a late stage in the trial proceedings, and without any pnor notice, the 

Prosecution changed its theory on S6's involvement in the purchase from that 

pleaded in the Indictment. The Prosecution for the first time explained that it 

thought the evidence was more consistent with S6 overseeing and supervising the 

two persons who purchased the Canter, perhaps being nearby and not in the 

showroom. 292 These contradicting theories and constantly shifting allegations are 

revelatory of the entirely speculative nature of the Prosecution's case. 

288 Indictment,para.32;20140117 _STL-11-0l_T_T30_0FF _PUB_EN_l-87,p.l8. 

289 PTB,para.l 08;PFTB,para.870-872. 

290 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-0l_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_l-87,p.74;20150616_STL-11-
0l_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_l-lll,p.26;PRH063,20150605_STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-89, 
pp.60,61;20150616_STL-11-0l_T_T162_0FF_PRY _EN_l-lll,pp.71-72. 

291 PRH041,20150617 _STL-11-0l_T_T163_0FF _PRY _EN_l-101,p.21;PRH075,20150616_STL-11-
0l_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_l-lll,p.39;PRH063,20150605_STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-
89,p.79. 

292 Platt,20170221_STL-11-0l_ T _ T338 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-lll,p.92. 
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v. Documentary Evidence Does Not Identify the Date of Sale 

126. The potential date range for the sale of the Canter is between 17 and 25 January 

2005. This contention is based on the position of an undated receipt for the Canter 

in PRH063's receipt book. 293 Two dated receipts surrounding receipt no.2746-

which pertains to the Canter but is undated-are dated 17 (no.2744) and 26 

January 2005 (no.2748). 294 The lack of any systematic practice of record-keeping 

by the witnesses, and the general attitude toward official documentation and 

accountability casts doubt on the reliability of any document used to identify the 

date on which the Canter was sold. 

127. PRH063's receipt book was not kept systematically, and PRH063 himself 

confirmed that he did not issue receipts for each car he sold. 295 Moreover, the part 

of the receipt containing more information was given to the customer, with 

PRH063 retaining only the stub, which is only a summary of the transaction.296 

Given the sparseness of the use of receipts, in addition to PRH063 's statements 

that the receipt was not useful in any wai97 and that there was no need to have 

accountability for the cars, 298 the receipt book is not sufficiently reliable evidence 

to establish a date on which payments were received for any vehicle, including the 

Canter. 

293 PRH063,20150605_STL-11-0l_T_T159_0FF_PUB_EN_l-89,p.33. See also 20150604_STL-11-
0l_T_T158_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-105,pp.97-98. 

294 See 1D00149,L0012487-L0012491. 

295 As evidenced by the divergences between his estimate of what he sold and what is contained in the 
receipt book: 20150605_STL-11-0l_T_T159_0FF _PUB_EN_l-89,p.30;1D00149. On how they didn't 
tend to issue receipts:PRH063,20150604_STL-11-0l_T_T158_0FF _PRY _EN_l-105,pp.92-93. 

296 P00475;1D00149;PRH063,20150604_STL-11-0l_T_T158_0FF _PRY _EN_l-105,p.93. 

297 PRH063,20150604_STL-11-0l_T_T158_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-105,p.93. 

298 PRH063,20150605_STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-89,p.24. 
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128. The profit-loss records kept by PRH063 do not contain any information on the 

date the Canter was sold. As PRH063 said himself, the work was not accurate as 

the important information was the profit and loss. 299 

129. All relevant witnesses testified that, in 2005 and the surrounding years, importing 

and selling vehicles was done without much official paperwork. 300 PRH063 and 

PRH075 both testified that it was uncustomary for sale transactions to take place 

with proxies or proper registration, 301 with PRH063 adding that there was no need 

for accountability for the cars302 and PRH075 saying that this was just the way 

things were done. 303 PRH459 further testified that they did not keep copies of the 

paperwork pertaining to vehicles they imported. 304 

130. PRH459's documents were also unsystematic. PRH459 explained that if a name 

was not provided for a transaction, he would simply add it to the invoice of 

another customer in order to control VAT records. 305 Dates recorded by PRH459 

were at random, in three month intervals, and highly inaccurate. 306 When a truck 

was sold they "would write down any date"; the exact date was rarely known. 307 

299 PRH063,20150605_STL-11-01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-89,p.46. 

300 PRH063,20150604_STL-11-01_T_T158_0FF _PRY _EN_1-105,p.l03;20150605_STL-11-
01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-89,pp.20,21,24,46;20150610_STL-11-01_T_T160_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-
79,pp.25,66;PRH075,20 150615 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T161_ OFF _PRY_ EN _1-87 ,p.48;PRH075,20 150616 _ STL-
11-01_T_T162_0FF_PRV _EN_1-111,p.110;PRH459,20150617_STL-11-01_T_T163_0FF _PRY _EN_1-
10,pp.63-64. 

301 PRH063,20150605 _STL-11-01_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-89,p.27;PRH075,20150615 _STL-11-
01_T_T161_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-87,p.48. 

302 PRH063,20150610_STL-11-0l_T_T160_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-79,p.25. 

303 PRH075,20150616_STL-11-01_T_T162_0FF_PRV _EN_1-111,pp.33,51. 

304 PRH459,20150617 _STL-11-01_T_T163_0FF _PRY _EN_1-101,p.64. 

305 PRH459,1D00159,60014354;For another account ofthe VAT tax, see PRH075's evidence at 
20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_1-87,pp.13-15. 

306 PRH459,20150617 _STL-11-01_T_T163_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-101,pp.43-44. 

307 PRH459,20150617 _STL-11-01_T_T163_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-101,pp.43-44. 
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131. The lack of any kind of systematic documentation renders the documents kept by 

the witnesses unreliable and unsuitable for establishing any date of purchase 

beyond reasonable doubt. 

vi. Down-payment for the Isuzu Does Not Prove the Canter Sale Date 

132. The Prosecution contends that the sale of the Canter could not have taken place on 

17 January because, according to PRH063's receipt book, this is the date on 

which money was received for the Isuzu. 308 The down-payment for the Isuzu 

recorded on 17 January does not preclude the sale of the Canter taking place on 

the same day. 

133. PRH063 and PRH075 do not remember both vehicles being sold on the same 

day. 309 The Isuzu was paid for in instalments,310 and what is not established is 

whether the witnesses are referring to the down-payment made on 17 January 

2005, 311 a payment made on an unknown day between 17 and 26 January, or the 

conclusion of the sale on 26 January 2005 when they say both vehicles were not 

sold on the same day. 312 

134. PRH063's testimony established that the sale of the Isuzu was not final until 26 

January 2005. 313 PRH075 did not specifically recall any other vehicles being sold 

around the time ofEid. 314 

135. PRH459 reiterates the unreliability of the dates written m his invoices,315 

indicating that it is possible that the Isuzu was sold after the Canter. 316 PRH459's 

308 PFTB,para.868(iv). 

309 PRH063,20150610_STL-11-0l_T_T160_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-79,p.73;PRH075,20150615_STL-11-
0l_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_l-87,p.76. 

310 PRH063,20150605 _STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-89,p.65-66;1D00149,Receipt 
nos.2744,2747,2748. 

311 1D00149,L0012487(no.2744). 

312 1D00149. 

313 PRH063,20150605_STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-89,p.66. 

314 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-0l_T_T161_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-87,p75. 
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desk diary lists the Isuzu as being sold after the Canter. 317 Though it is clear that 

his documents are generally unreliable and that dates were arbitrarily selected, it 

is significant that he opted to choose a later date for the sale of the Isuzu, which 

supports the theory that the sale was only considered complete upon receipt of the 

full payment on 26 January 2005. 

136. It is more likely that the Isuzu sale was completed on 26 January as this is the 

final dated receipt for payment on the Isuzu. Receipt 2748 records that 

[REDACTED] paid $500 for a "LT pickup truck", fitting the description for the 

Isuzu. 318 PRH063 testified that the sale was not final until 26 January, after the 

Canter was sold. 319 

137. PRH063 would not have allowed [REDACTED] to take the vehicle away upon 

providing the down-payment. This is despite the fact that [REDACTED] had 

previously purchased a vehicle at PRH063 's showroom. 320 The Isuzu would 

therefore have remained at the showroom until the completion of the sale, making 

the effective date of the sale 26 January 2005. 

138. Finally, PRH063 testified that [REDACTED] had told him he remembered seeing 

the Canter when he came to make the down-payment. 321 Aside from the 

uncorroborated hearsay aspect of this information, it does not rule out that the 

Canter may have been sold on 17 January 2005 after the time at which 

[REDACTED] came to make his down-payment. It is therefore a reasonable 

inference that [REDACTED] came to the showroom before the buyers, when the 

Canter was still there, to make his down-payment. 

315 1D00158. 

316 PRH459,20150617 _STL-11-0l_T_T163_0FF _PRY _EN_l-10l,pp.74-75. 

317 See 1D00158,L0012445_D_EN (EXTRACT),p.l. 

318 1D00149,L0012491. 

319 PRH063,20150605 _STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-89,p.66. 

320 PRH063,20150605 _STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-89,p.66. 

321 PRH063,20150610_STL-11-0l_T_T160_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-79,p.72. See a/so,20150605_STL-11-
0l_T_T159_0FF_PUB_EN,p.67. 
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139. The Prosecution contends that if PRH075 received the deposit and the Canter 

payment on the same day, he would have remembered receiving such a large 

sum. 322 There are various problems with this contention. First, this "memory" is 

based on the dates in the receipt book, 323 which has already been shown to be 

unreliable. Additionally, PRH075 indicated that early 2005 was a prosperous 

period for his business, 324 rendering it doubtful that he would specifically 

remember a good day of business. Further, there is little material difference 

between receiving $11,250 for the Canter and an additional $1,000 as down

payment for the Isuzu, 325 especially in light of the good business period that 

PRH075 was experiencing. 

140. Thus, it is more likely that the Isuzu was sold after the Canter. It is a reasonable 

inference that the first down-payment for the Isuzu was made on the same day the 

Canter was sold, and that the effective date of the Isuzu's sale and removal from 

the lot was on 26 January 2005, after the first down payment on 17 January,326 

and another payment made on an unrecorded date (but after the Canter receipt), 327 

and final payment on 26 January 2005. 328 

vii. It Has Not Been Proven that the Canter Sale Took Place after Eid 

141. The Prosecution submits the Canter sale took place after Eid, which began on 20 

January 2005. 329 The evidence supporting such a claim is unreliable and should 

not be afforded any weight. 

322 PFTB,para.868(iv). 

323 PRH075,20150616_STL-11-0l_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_l-lll,pp.l08-109. 

324 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-0l_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_l-87,p.53. 

325 1D00149,L0012487-L0012490. 

326 1D00149,L0012487,Receipt no.2744. 

327 1D00149,L0012490,Reciept no.2747. 

328 1D00149,L0012491,Reciept no.2748. 

329 P00476;20150605 _STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-89,p.10. 
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142. The Prosecution contends that PRH075, PRH063 and PRH459 recall the Canter 

was sold after Eid. 330 PRH075 was the one who was surer ofthis. 331 However, it 

arose from his testimony that PRH075 was not quite as sure as he made out to be. 

He thought the sale "probably" took place after Eid, or that it occurred "on or 

around" Eid. 332 PRH075's hesitation cannot substantiate the Prosecution's 

contention. 

143. Other witnesses' memories about the sale occurring after Eid are unreliable, as 

they are tainted by PRH075's imperfect recollection. Indeed, PRH063 gave 

evidence to the effect that it was PRH075 who was surer about the sale taking 

place after Eid. 333 As seen above, certainty on PRH075's part is not verified. 

144. PRH063 concedes the autonomy of his memory of the sale as occurring after Eid, 

saying that it was only after deliberating with other witnesses, including PRH075, 

PRH041 and PRH459334 in "remembering sessions" held at the ISF headquarters 

that he remembered the date. 335 At these "sessions" there was always one, 

sometimes two, ISF officers present. 336 The ISF used statement-gathering 

techniques which undermined the autonomy of witnesses' memories, making their 

evidence unsuitable for corroborating PRH075's belief that the sale occurred after 

Eid.337 

330 PFTB,para.868(i). 

331 20150605_STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-89,pp.63,67. 

332 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-0l_T_T16l_OFF _PRY _EN_l-87,p.55;20150616_STL-11-
0l_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_l-lll,p.l03. 

333 PRH063,20150605_STL-11-0l_T_T159_0FF_PUB_EN_l-89,p.67. 

334 PRH063,20150610_STL-11-0l_T_T160_ OFF _pUB_EN_l-79,pp.l3,30. 

335 PRH063,20150605 _STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-89,p.10;PRH063,20150610_STL-11-
0l_T_T160_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-79,pp.30,32,70-71. 

336 PRH063,20150610_STL-11-0l_T_T160_0FF _PUB_EN_l-79,p.31. 

337 The ISF hosted "remembering sessions" when interrogating witnesses PRH063, PRH075, PRH041 and 
PRH459, whereupon they would discuss the evidence and fill in each other's memory gaps. See 
PRH063,20150605 _STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-89,p.88;20150610_STL-11-
0l_T_T160_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-79,pp.l3-14;PRH075,20150615_STL-11-01_T_T161_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-
87,p.84;20150616_STL-11-01_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_1-111,pp.16,19-20;PRH041,20150617 _STL-11-
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145. According to PRH063, during these sessions, whoever did not remember would 

simply agree with what the other witnesses remembered. 338 In fact, PRH063 says 

they "decided" the sale took place after Eid. 339 Such a joint "decision" manifestly 

weakens the reliability ofPRH063's assertion that the sale took place after Eid, on 

25 January 2005, particularly since he maintained "I do not remember the date or 

exactly the date."340 

146. PRH459 similarly has no independent memory of this, and only came to the date 

during the same ISF "remembering sessions". His testimony was that "we 

compared the information at the information branch, and this is how we got this 

date."341 He volunteered the date of 25 January for the first time during his 

appearance in court. 342 The Chamber should bear in mind when making any 

assessment of the independence of his recollections that it arose from his 

testimony that he had been following some of the evidence of PRH075 and 

PRH063 in the days preceding his appearance in court. 343 His memory is 

therefore not independent and does not support the Prosecution's contention that 

the sale took place after Eid. 

147. PRH075 was ambiguous about the sale taking place after Eid, and this ambiguity 

formed the basis for PRH063 and PRH459's belief that the sale took place after 

Eid. Any consensus formed around the sale taking place after Eid is artificial, 

subject to ISF pressure, unreliable, and should not be given any weight. 

Ol_T_T163_0FF _PRY _EN,p.24;PRH459,20150617 _STL-11-0l_T_T163_0FF _PRY _EN,pp.69,98-99. 
For PRH063's treatment while detained, see 20150610_STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF_PRY _EN,pp.37-39,55; 
PRH075 on the long days ofinterrogation:20150615_STL-ll-Ol_T_T16l_OFF _PRY _EN,pp.83-84. 

338 PRH063,20150605 _STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-89,p.88. 

339 PRH063,20150610_STL-11-0l_T_T160_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-79,p.69. 

340 PRH063,20150610_STL-11-0l_T_T160_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-79,p.69. 

341 PRH459,20150617 _STL-11-0l_T_T163_0FF _PRY _EN_l-lOl,p.lOO. 

342 See,P00483,1D00159. 

343 PRH459,20150617 _STL-11-0l_T_T163_ OFF _PRY _EN,p.77. 
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viii. Network Activity Does Not Confirm the Date of Sale 

148. The Prosecution submits that the "preponderance of the evidence" points to 25 

January being the date of sale, 344 and any doubt about the date can be resolved by 

looking to Green and Blue network activity. 345 The date of sale is not confirmed 

by the behaviour of the networks. That there was Blue network activity in Tripoli 

on 25 January and not on 17 January should not be a factor of any relevance to the 

Chamber in determining the date of sale; any finding should be based on the 

actual evidence adduced. This is merely another example of the Prosecution's 

circular reasoning: using the sale of the Canter to divine some meaning from 

network activity and network activity to prove the date of sale of the Canter. 

Moreover, the date of sale is a material fact pleaded in the Indictment, and must 

be proven beyond reasonable doubt, and not to a preponderance of the evidence. 

3. Reasonable Inference that the Canter Was Sold on 17 January 

149. 17 January 2005 is a more plausible date on which the Canter may have been 

sold. The evidence adduced from witnesses regarding the time of the sale 

established a timeframe extending from 12:00 to 14:30.346 The CST evidence for 

17 January 2005 identifies calls from PRH063 to PRH075 at 13:07:55 and 

13:12:26. 347 This is consistent with the timeframe identified by the witnesses, in 

contrast to the calls on 25 January 2005, which occur after 15:00. 

[REDACTED] 

Image: 1D0034 7 ,p.6 

344 PFTB,para.868. 

345 PFTB,paras.869-874. 

346 PRH075,20150615_STL-11-0l_T_T161_0FF _PRY _EN_l-87,p.74;20150616_STL-11-
0l_T_T162_0FF _PRY _EN_l-lll,p.26;PRH063,20150605_STL-11-0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-
89,pp.60,61. 

347 PO 1283,DO 122021 ;PO 1284,DO 121981-DO 121982; 1D0034 7, lDTl 0485. 
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150. Less than five minutes elapsed between the two calls on 17 January, 348 fitting the 

timing identified by both PRH063 and PRH075. 349 

151. In addition, the first call on 17 January 2005 lasted 77 seconds, with the second 

call lasting only 15 seconds. 350 This is consistent with the assertion that PRH063 

simply confirmed the buyers' agreement to the price and asked PRH075 to come 

to the showroom. 351 

152. All the calls of PRH063 on 17 January, from 11:51 to 14:04, activated 

Beddawi_A, 352 which offers coverage to the showrooms. At 13:07 and 13:12, 

PRH063 called PRH075. 353 

153. PRH075's call records on 17 January 2005 from 11:37 through 15:56354 show that 

at the start of this period, his phone activated Beddawi_A. At 11:57, the phone 

was then active in Mina _ 2 _A, to the west of the showrooms, and remained there 

until called by PRH063 at 13:07 and 13:12.355 By the time ofPRH075's next call 

at 13:41, 29 minutes later, the phone was back in Beddawi_A, where it remained 

until15:56. 356 

[REDACTED] 

Image: 1D0034 7 ,p.9 

348 P01283,D0122021;P01284,D0121981. 

349 See,supra,para.l03. 

350 P01283,D0122021;P01284,D0121981. 

351 PRH063,20150604_STL-11-0l_T_T158_0FF _PRY _EN_l-105,p.85;20150605_STL-11-
0l_T_T159 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-89,p.63. 

352 1D00347,1DT1-0486-1DT1-0488;P01283,D0122021; Platt agrees with the coverage, calls, and 
locations depicted in 1D00347,see 20170405_STL-11-0l_T_T354_0FF _PUB_EN_l-112,pp.9-13. 

353 P01283,D0122021;P01284,D0121981. 

354 P01284,D0121981-D0121982. 

355 P01284,D0121982. 

356 P01284,D0121982. The distance between Beddawi_A and Mina_2_A is mapped at 1D347,1DT1-0489 
and lDTl-0490. The first slide,lDTl-0489, illustrates the closest points of coverage between the two cells 
as 1.58km. The second slide, lDTl-490, maps a road route between the two cells, measuring 3.13km. 
Contra PFTB,para.867. 
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154. The witness' testimony regarding the time between the second call and the 

PRH075's arrival in the showroom is thus more probable on 17 January 2005 than 

25 January 2005. It also better reflects the witness' testimony about the number of 

calls they exchanged. 

155. It is noteworthy that, when looking at the pattern of the calls, Platt agreed that (in 

combination with the other evidence such as the invoice book) the only two dates 

possible for the sale of the Canter are 17 January 2005 and 25 January 2005. 

PRH075's recollection of the sale occurring after Eid led to the conclusion that 

the sale occurred on 25 January 2005, but Platt agreed that it is completely 

possible for the sale to have occurred on 17 January. 357 As outlined above, 

PRH075's recollection in relation to Eid was not a concrete one. 

156. It follows from this evidence that it is more likely that the sale of the Canter 

occurred on 17 January than on 25 January 2005. The CST evidence from 17 

January corroborates the witnesses' recollections of the timeframe and timing of 

the sale. Furthermore, this evidence was not led through artificial exercises and is 

therefore more reliable than any evidence identifying 25 January 2005 as the date 

ofthe sale. 

4. Conclusion 

157. The Prosecution has not proven beyond reasonable doubt that the Canter was sold 

between 15:30 and 16:00 on 25 January 2005. 358 The date and time it identifies 

does not fit the timeframe of the sale as established by witness testimony, or the 

locations of PRH075's phone. Furthermore, it has not conclusively demonstrated 

that the sale occurred after Eid Al-Adha in 2005. It is more likely for the sale to 

have occurred on 17 January 2005, and this is not refuted by evidence relating to 

the sale of the Isuzu. Finally, no reliable document can clearly establish the date 

357 20170405_STL-11-0l_T_T354_0FF _PUB_EN_l-112,pp.22-23. 

358 Nor has the Prosecution proven this point to the standard they suggest, a preponderance of the evidence. 
PFTB,para.868. 
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of the sale. Thus, the Prosecution has not met its burden of proof in relation to the 

date of the sale of the Canter, the involvement of the Blue network in the purchase 

or therefore, Mr.Ayyash's involvement in the purchase. 

B. The Canter after Purchase 

158. The Prosecution led no evidence on the whereabouts of the Canter between its 

sale and 14 February 2005. Despite this lack of evidence, the Prosecution 

proceeded to make assertions about the Canter, which can be disregarded. 

159. Additionally, the Prosecution led evidence attempting to show the movements of 

the Canter on 14 February 2005, in an attempt to connect the movements of the 

Canter with phone calls. The assertions of the Prosecution in this regard are 

speculative and unpersuasive. 

1. No Evidence of Canter between Sale and 14 February 

160. The Indictment, PTB, and opening statement are all silent on the whereabouts of 

the Canter following its purchase. The last evidence in the time line of the Canter 

is PRH041 's statement that he saw the Canter driving off the lot "in the direction 

of Beirut. "359 

161. The Prosecution conceded that there was no evidence, outside of inferences that 

could be drawn from content-less calls, about whether the Canter was "brought 

back" to Beirut on the day of sale. 360 The Canter is next seen on 14 February. 

2. Unpleaded and Unsupported Assertions Regarding Potential 
Locations of the Canter 

162. Despite the lack of evidence regarding the locations of the Canter, the Prosecution 

suggests that the Canter was in an "industrial area" east of the Beirut airport. 361 

The Prosecution also made related, but unpleaded and unsupported assertions 

359 PRH041 ,P00482,para.24. 

360 20170221_STL-11-0l_T_T338_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-lll,pp.98-99. 

361 PFTB,paras.835-841 ;850-859;881-883. 
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regarding Subject 816362 and phone activity m Anjar. 363 These inferences are 

devoid of any basis. As the submissions are unsupported by evidence, the 

Chamber can disregard them. 364 

i. East of Airport activity 

163. Prior to the Prosecution submissions m the Chronology365 and Narrative 

Overview, 366 Philips included slides highlighting what he found to be unusual 

activity or locations by the Blue phones, such as utilising cells east of the Beirut 

airport or in the area of Anjar in eastern Lebanon. 367 The evidence of Philips on 

these points was limited to the "uniqueness" of the locations of the call activity. 368 

164. Considerably more "evidence" came from Prosecution counsel. When asked 

about the significance of the phone activity "east of airport", Prosecution counsel 

submitted in what was effectively testimony that the "call pattern" over three days 

following the purchase "takes on a very important significance."369 

165. Prosecution counsel continued, suggesting that activity "east of airport" took 

place in "industrial areas detached well away from the residential areas of South 

362 PFTB,paras.842-859;967-971;974-978. 

363 PFTB,paras.860-863. 

364 20170117_STL-11-01_T_T323_0FF _PUB_EN_1-116,p.80:22-25, "PRESIDING JUDGE RE: Mr. 
Hannis, of course you fully appreciate, and rest assured, that if there is no evidence of any of these matters 
the Chamber will disregard any submission which is unsupported by evidence." 

365 P01780,pp.20-23. 

366 P01782;paras.646-649;656-664;690;702-704;712-720;743-751. 

367 Philips,20160902 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T287 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-1 OO,pp.91-92. See also, 
Philips,P01115,pp.325-333, which discuss phone activity by Blue phones near the Beirut airport, but 
without placing any particular significance on the calls beyond speculating that a meeting possibly took 
place. Paras.6.9.63.45 and 6.9.65.10-6.9.65.11. "Anjar" is mentioned once, as a reference point to Blue 742 
activity southeast of Beirut. Para.6.9.62.231. 

368 Philips,20160905_STL-11-01_T_T288_0FF _PUB_EN_1-103,pp.47-58. The thrust of Philips' 
evidence was summarized by him as identifying "candidate" areas or the most likely areas, but that he was 
unable to exclude other areas as the potential locations from which the calls by the relevant Blue phones 
were made. See also, 20170116_STL-11-01_T_T322_0FF _PUB_EN_1-102,p.62. 

369 20160905_STL-11-01_T_T288_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-103,pp.31-32. 
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Beirut" and that there "may be inferences available" as to what was happening in 

the area. 370 

166. After sidestepping several direct questions from the Presiding Judge about the 

significance of this evidence, Prosecution counsel finally stated that " .. .it's a 

matter for the Court but there is an available inference given the interconnectivity 

of the call patterns that this is where the VBIED [ ... ] was constructed,"371 a 

suggestion echoed in the FTB without reference to any evidence. 372 

167. Thus, the only "evidence" about any potential pattern that could be discerned 

from the call activity of the Blue phones, or the presence of the Canter there came 

from Prosecution counsel. While the assembly of the VBIED is an available 

inference, it is certainly not the only inference, especially where the Prosecution 

presented no evidence in support of that circumstantial claim. This inference is 

further undercut by the likelihood that the Canter was purchased on a date when 

there was no Blue activity in Tripoli and thus no direct link exists between the 

Blue network and the Canter. 

ii. Subject 816 

168. The Prosecution tendered the CST ofS816 on the basis that it was in contact with 

PMP170 on 13-14 February 2005 and that two other phones ([REDACTED]and 

[REDACTED]) were active in the crime scene area on 14-15 February 2005 while 

in contact with S816. 373 The Prosecution suggested that the "sequence of calls" on 

14-15 February 2005 from the crime scene "permits the inference that the users of 

370 20160905_STL-11-01_T_T288_0FF _PUB_EN_1-103,pp.49-50. The PFTB describes the area as 
"characterised by industrial buildings" and "exclusively industrial" (para.837), citing to Philips. Philips, 
however, did not describe the area as "industrial", but as "commercial." 20160905_STL-11-
0 1_ T _ T288 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-1 03,p.51. The characterisation of "industrial" comes from Prosecution 
counsel (20160905_STL-11-01_T_T288_0FF_PUB_EN_1-103,pp.49,50,52), demonstrating why the 
Defence refers to Prosecution counsel giving evidence. 

371 20160905_STL-11-01_T_T288_0FF _PUB_EN_1-103,p.53:2-5. 

372 PFTB,paras.837,859. 

373 F2140,paras.37-38. Over the objection of the Ayyash Defence, the Chamber admitted the call sequence 
tables of all three phones. F2182,paras.19-22;F2798. 
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[REDACTED] were reporting relevant information about the crime scene to the 

accused Ayyash." 374 This assertion is not found in the FTB. 

169. On 16 January 2017, the Prosecution mentioned for the first time the calls 

between S816 and PMP170 on 19, 24, and 26 January as being linked to activity 

"east of airport". 375 Despite making written submissions only on S816' s activity 

on 13-14 February 2005, Prosecution counsel now submitted that there was a 

"connection between Subject 816, a tight one, between the attack and the 

bomb."376 The Prosecution would make similarly vague assertions about the 

relevance of S816, such as having "some significance to the plot,"377 a "tight link 

with the plot", 378 and that it appeared to be "linked with the plot but [had] an 

indirect connection with it rather than a direct connection with it."379 Prosecution 

counsel also referred to the relevance of the "movement"380 or locations of 

S816,381 but failed to explain the significance ofthis to the Prosecution case. 

170. The Prosecution's references to Platt's Chronology Report, as well as the 

Prosecution-created Chronology and Narrative Overview, were equally 

unhelpful. 382 Platt's Chronology Report includes calls between S816 and PMP170 

on a number of occasions, 383 but provided no further information about the 

relevance of the calls. As discussed above, 384 the Chronology and Narrative 

Overview are Prosecution submissions, but do not and cannot serve as notice of 

374 F2140,paras.37-38. 

375 20170116_STL-11-01_T_T322_0FF _PUB_EN_1-102,p.69. 

376 20170116_STL-11-01_T_T322_0FF _PUB_EN_1-102,p.70:22-23. 

377 20170221_STL-11-01_T_T338_0FF _PUB_EN_1-111,p.64:7-8 

378 20170221_STL-11-0l_T_T338_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-lll,p.64:20. 

379 20170221_STL-11-0l_T_T338_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-111,p.76: 10-11. 

380 20170221_STL-11-0l_T_T338_0FF _PUB_EN_1-111,p.72. 

381 20170313_STL-11-0l_T_T346_0FF _PUB_EN_1-113,pp.21-22,87. 

382 20170216_STL-11-0l_T_T337 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-121,p.71;20170221_STL-11-
01_T_T338_0FF _PUB_EN_1-lll,pp.63-64,66. 

383 P01783,pp.209,354-356,359-360,362-363,366-367. 

384 See,supra,Section.III.A.l. 
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the Prosecution case. In any event, the references to S816 in the Chronology and 

the Narrative Overview are little more than summaries of phone activity. They do 

not provide notice of what the Prosecution's case is regarding their significance. 

171. Despite this lack of notice, the Prosecution devote a whole section of the FTB to 

S816, 385 alleging that the calls with S816 are "directly associated" with the bomb 

prior to its use. 386 

172. Prosecution counsel noted that the calls now having significance to the 

Prosecution case were "buried" in hundreds of calls and "would be virtually 

anonymous to investigators."387 This is all the more reason for the Prosecution to 

provide timely and clear notice of its case regarding these calls. It has failed to do 

so, and the Chamber should disregard them as not having any relevance to the 

Prosecution case as pleaded. 

iii. Activity near Anjar 

173. The FTB also highlights call activity by Blue 742 in the Anjar area on 19 January 

2005, which the Prosecution suggests indicates a "covert, urgent delivery or 

acquisition of something important. "388 The citation for this proposition does not 

support it at all. 389 

174. Neither the Indictment nor the PTB mentions Anjar. After being pushed to 

explain Prosecution counsel's reference to Anjar during the testimony of Philips, 

Prosecution counsel stated that it was an example of unique Blue call activity 

locations and that he did not put any further significance on it, "but clearly the 

385 PFTB,paras.842-859. 

386 PFTB.para.849. 

387 20170221_STL-11-0l_T_T338_0FF _PUB_EN_l-lll,p.65:12-13. 

388 PFTB,para.863. 

389 PFTB,fn.1770. 
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nature of the locations, there might be further inferences that could be drawn to 

reinforce that theory."390 

175. The Prosecution subsequently suggested that Anjar has a "heavy association with 

the Syrian military intelligence headquarters" and the base of Rustom 

Ghazaleh, 391 but did not elaborate further on the significance of these assertions. 

Regarding Blue 742's presence in Anjar, Prosecution counsel stated that it "may 

be consistent with picking something up."392 Prosecution counsel then accepted 

his own hypothetical, stating that "given the fact that it is consistent with 

something being picked up and taken back" and that it occurred during the 

"procurement phase", the event "may" have "real significance" to the plot, finally 

suggesting that "it was to do with the procurement of and [sic] materials to be 

used in the assassination."393 The next day, Prosecution counsel submitted that 

while the evidence "only shows a connection between two of the assassination 

team using their operative phones in [the Anjar] area, which is unusual," counsel 

inferred that the trips "may have some significance to the plot given the 

headquarters there and given that there are some very high military-grade 

explosives used in the plot."394 

176. This theory posited for the first time halfway through the trial is based on nothing 

more than the "evidence" of counsel and "call pattems."395 The Prosecution 

presented no evidence of explosives, military-grade or otherwise, being stored in 

Anjar, or for that matter, any other reason for the phones to be in the area. It is 

not known whether the phone users remained in Lebanon or crossed into Syria. 

390 20160905_STL-11-01_T_T288_0FF _PUB_EN_1-103,p.53:19-22. 

391 20170116_STL-11-01_T_T322_0FF _PUB_EN_1-102,p.63. 

392 20170116_STL-11-01_T_T322_0FF _PUB_EN_1-102,p.65. 

393 20170116_STL-11-01_T_T322_0FF _PUB_EN_1-102,p.66. 

394 20170117 _STL-11-01_T_T323_0FF _PUB_EN_1-116,p.51. 

395 20160905_STL-11-0l_T_T288_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-103,p.67-68;20170216_STL-11-
01_T_T337 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-121,p.82. 
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The Prosecution's self-ascribed "procurement phase"396 finds no basis in 

evidence, and cannot be used as the basis to infer that because Prosecution 

counsel call this the "procurement phase" that something was picked up or 

delivered on this trip. In short, there is no indication that the user of the phone 

was in Anjar for any reason associated with this case. 

3. The Events of 14 February 2005 

177. In support of its theory regarding the movements of the Canter on 14 February 

2005, the Prosecution tendered CCTV footage from a number of sources, all of 

which the Prosecution assert capture a white truck alleged to be the Canter. Little 

more can be said than a white truck can be seen at various points on the footage 

on 14 February 2005. It appears, although not conclusively, that the same truck 

appears in all of the footage. 397 The Prosecution did not call a witness qualified to 

comment on whether the vehicle in the CCTV footage is the same in each 

source, 398 is the same as the one stolen from Japan, or whether it is even a Canter. 

Instead, the Prosecution called Fraser, an investigator with no expertise in 

automobiles 399 to compile and analyse the CCTV footage. 

178. Despite her lack of qualifications to comment on the matter, Fraser testified that 

there were similarities between the photograph of the truck from Japan and the 

truck(s) seen on the CCTV footage. 400 Her testimony regarding similarity 

between the locations of the tarp is especially remarkable considering the 

photograph from Japan does not show a tarp. 401 

396 20170116_STL-11-0l_T_T322_0FF _PUB_EN_l-102,p.66. 

397 The Prosecution suggests the van is "visually indistinguishable from a Mitsubishi Canter" 
(PFTB,para.1073), a characterisation not supported by the evidence, including that of Fraser cited by the 
Prosecution, who stated only that the truck in the CCTV images was "similar" to the Canter in the 
photograph from Japan. See also, Fraser,20140123_STL-11-0l_T_T33_0FF _PUB_EN_l-98,p.92. 

398 Fraser,20140123 _STL-11-0l_T_T33 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-98,p.88. 

399 Fraser,20140123 _STL-11-0l_T_T33 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-98,p.61. 

40° Fraser,P00005,para.l3. 

401 Fraser,20140123_STL-11-0l_T_T33_0FF_PUB_EN_l-98,p.82. CfP00005,p.4. 
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179. The Prosecution requested Geyer, qualified as an expert in the limited area of 

being able to distinguish Mitsubishi parts from those of other vehicles, 402 to view 

the CCTV stills of the white truck and attempt to identify the vehicle. 403 Geyer 

commented on each image individually, providing percentages of his confidence 

in whether the vehicle was a Canter, before concluding that he could not say that 

the vehicle(s) shown were that of a Canter. 404 For the HSBC photos, for example, 

his level of confidence that the truck is a Canter is not more than 10%. 405 

180. The Prosecution sought to corroborate the CCTV footage by speculating about the 

purpose of certain mobile phone calls on 14 February 2005. 406 The Indictment 

alleges that S8 called S7 at 12:50:34, when S7 was located in the vicinity of the 

St.Georges Hotel and "near the Mitsubishi Canter van."407 Around 12:52, "from a 

location close to A YY ASH," the Canter began moving towards the St. Georges 

Hotel. 408 The Prosecution led no credible evidence to support these assertions. 

181. Platt, in his Chronology Report, confined his references to the Canter on 14 

February 2005 to the CCTV footage and did not attempt to divine the purpose of 

the calls he summarised. 409 At times during his examination-in-chief, Platt 

ventured into speculation about the purpose of some calls and their link to the 

activities of their users on this day. 410 Platt also speculated on the potential 

location of the Canter prior to moving towards the St. Georges Hotel based upon 

402 20140716 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T60 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-90,pp.38-39. 

403 Geyer,20140717 _STL-11-01_T_T61_0FF _PUB_EN_CT1_1-104,p.73. 

404 Geyer,20140717 _STL-11-01_ T _ T61_ OFF _PUB_ EN_ CT1_1-104,pp.74-75,78;2D00024. 

405 Geyer,20140717 _STL-11-01_T_T61_0FF _PUB_EN_CT1_1-104,pp.77-78. 

406 PFTB,paras.977 -978;985;988;990;993 ;996-997;999-1 000; 1002. 

407 Indictment,para.39(b). 

408 Indictment,para.39( c). 

409 P01783,paras.l138,1171-1172,1186,1191-1192. 

410 See e.g.,Platt,20170313_STL-11-01_T_T346_0FF _PUB_EN_1-113,pp.34,77,79-80,84-
85;Platt,20170314_STL-11-01_T_T347 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-91,pp.7-8,14-15,57-58. 
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the cell-sites used by telephones he believes accompanied the Canter. 411 This 

speculation is unsupported by any reasoning or facts and can be dismissed. 

182. Prosecution counsel, however, proceeded to suggest inferences from the content

less calls regarding the movements of the Canter on 14 February 2005. For 

example, Prosecution counsel, on the basis of a single call registering the 

Mraijeh _A cell submitted it was "obvious ... that this was the originating location 

ofthe movement up towards the crime scene by inference of the VBIED."412 The 

FTB attempts to place S5 and S7 with the Canter, 413 including placing users at 

specific locations based solely on cell-site evidence, 414 despite acknowledging 

that this was not possible without more evidence. 415 

183. Platt summarised the evidence by saying, "we don't know precisely where the 

Mitsubishi was located. We can only give an approximate location."416 Even this 

overstates the situation. The Prosecution provided no evidence on the 

whereabouts of the Canter on 14 February 2005, outside of a few questionable 

CCTV images, in which the Canter was only identified as such by Prosecution 

analyst Fraser, who, by her own admission, has no expertise in automobiles. The 

attempt to link movements of the Canter to phone calls is speculative and 

unsubstantiated. 

184. The phone calls relied upon by the Prosecution do not establish that the phones 

were accompanying the Canter or were directing its movements. Thus, they 

cannot and do not establish the locations that the Canter was in prior to the 

411 Platt,20170314_STL-11-0l_T_T347 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-91,pp.26-31. Platt provides a more detailed 
explanation subsequently, although this appears to be based on blurry CCTV footage and the evidence of 
Robyn Fraser. Platt,20170314_STL-11-0l_T_T347 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-9l,pp.49-52. 

41220170313_STL-11-0l_T_T346_0FF _PUB_EN_l-113,p.32:1-3. See also, Platt,20170313_STL-11-
0l_T_T346_0FF_PUB_EN_l-113,p.85. 

413 PFTB,paras.977-978;988 

414 The locations of the Canter on 14 February cannot be known based on the evidence before the Chamber. 

415 PFTB,paras.54,63. 

416 Platt,20170314_STL-11-0l_ T _ T347 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-91,p.14: 1-2. 
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explosion. The Prosecution theory, presented through the evidence of Platt and at 

times Prosecution counsel, is not supported by any evidence before the Chamber. 
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185. The Prosecution case contains no direct evidence regarding Mr.Ayyash's alleged 

participation in the conspiracy, and relies almost entirely on telephone activity in 

attempting to prove the allegations against him. To substantiate this phone 

activity, the Prosecution tendered what will be termed collectively as 

"telecommunications evidence". The telecommunications evidence includes a 

number of categories of information provided by the Lebanese 

telecommunications networks, 417 such as data, databases, and products based 

upon the data and databases (primarily meaning predicted best-server coverage 

maps418). The data from the networks includes: 1) CDRs, 2) subscriber records, 3) 

records regarding SIM cards and handsets, and 4) cell-site data, comprising site 

information and cell parameters. The telecommunications evidence also includes 

analysis and opinions on the data, databases, and maps by Prosecution experts and 

employees. 

186. The Prosecution satisfied the Chamber Order419 for purposes of admissibility by 

demonstrating the provenance of the telecommunications information (including 

the gathering, storage, and retrieval of that data), but the evidence before the 

Chamber does not demonstrate that the telecommunications information is 

reliable enough to receive any weight. The Chamber noted that the Defence 

objections to the admissibility of the telecommunications information went to 

417 Two mobile telephone companies in Lebanon, ALFA and (MTC) Touch, and one landline company 
operating on behalf of the Lebanese Ministry of Telecommunications, Ogero, served Lebanon in 2004-
2005. As providers of mobile phone services, ALFA and Touch use similar technical infrastructure, 
including cell-site technology, and call recording and billing systems. These companies, through the 
Lebanese government, disclosed telecommunications information to the UNIIIC and the Prosecution on 
multiple occasions, from as early as 2005. Witness statements, annexes, and eventually in-court testimony, 
from ALF A, Touch, and Ogero employees, served to provide further information. 

418 The Defence notes that the PFTB refers to "best predicted server coverage maps" (see 
e.g.,PFTB,para.62), an incorrect formulation as it implies the prediction is the "best". The maps are 
predictions or estimations of the best-serving cell for an area. Thus, the correct formulation is "predicted 
best-server coverage maps". 

419 F1937,para.115. 
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weight, 420 but the Prosecution FTB is silent on the weight that should be given to 

any of this evidence. The objections made by the Defence remain in force. 421 

187. An examination of the analytical methods of the experts and analysts who utilised 

the telecommunications evidence in their work will similarly show that their 

methods are unreliable, or that their work is little more than summaries of 

unreliable evidence. This is especially so where the experts and analysts have not 

addressed the limitations of the evidence or are not aware of the full range of 

problems from which the data suffers. 

A. Important characteristics of cell networks to be kept in mind 

188. The following is not a comprehensive explanation ofhow mobile phone networks 

operate or how mobile phones interact with those networks. This section 

highlights aspects of cell-site information that must be understood and accounted 

for when assessing the weight to be given the cell-site information in this case. 

189. Multiple cells may offer usable coverage at one location. 422 A phone constantly 

measures the signal strength of all cells serving the area, creating a continuously

updated list of cells and selecting the cell providing the strongest signal, this cell 

is known as the best-server. For a call to connect, a phone must be within range of 

a cell with sufficient signal strength to support a call. 423 This does not necessarily 

have to be the closest cell, although it often is. 424 A determining factor for signal 

strength is often "line of sight," where a cell may be further away but offer a 

stronger signal than a closer cell if there is a clear line of sight. 425 

42° F2552,paras.50,56;F2597,paras.19,23;F2750,paras.21-22,24,43,128;F2767,paras.44-45,48,199. 

421 F2471;F2677;F2678;F2683. 

422 Philips,20150819 _STL-11-01_T_T180_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,pp.73-75. 

423 Philips,20150819 _STL-11-01_T_T180_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,p.27. 

424 Philips,20150819 _STL-11-01_ T _ T180 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-114,p.19. 

425 Philips,20150819 _STL-11-01_ T _ T180 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-114,p.20. 
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190. Generally, the azimuth value of an antenna defines an orientation of the expected 

coverage to be provided by that antenna. 426 There may be instances where the 

azimuth or actual coverage is not as intended due to installation errors or 

recording errors. A network may not be aware of such a situation as another cell 

simply masks the error. 

191. In order to understand how each cell's coverage generally interacts with others, 

companies create maps which attempt to portray where each cell is likely to be the 

best-server. 427 Predicted best-server coverage maps are computer-generated 

estimations of the strongest signal in all areas that would result from placing a 

cell-site in a particular location, taking into account the signals of surrounding 

cells. 428 

192. In order to produce a "Prediction Package", engineers run software programs that 

use the information stored in cell-site databases, combined with landscape 

models429 based on four "elements": 430 (1) a propagation model, (2) a terrain 

model, (3) a clutter model, and (4) transmission parameters. 431 

193. The resulting best-server coverage maps are simplistic, static representations of 

the highly complex radio environment created by cell signals. The maps only 

show one cell offering service in each area, whereas in reality multiple cells can 

and do serve due to their fluctuations in signal strength. 432 The "best-server" 

coverage area is smaller than actual coverage as it shows only where a signal is 

strongest on average. The "actual" coverage area, the area over which a signal is 

in reality the strongest at least some of the time, will be something in between the 

426 P00549,D0136169. 

427 P00549,D0136192. 

428 Phi1ips,20150819 _STL-11-01_T_T180_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,pp.87-89. 

429 P00549,D0136184-D0136185. 

430 P00549,D0136187. 

431 Phi1ips,20150819 _STL-11-01_ T _ T180 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-114,pp.95-97. 

432 Phi1ips,20150819 _STL-11-01_ T _ T180 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-114,p.48. 
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total "usable" area (where the signal is strong enough to support a call433) and the 

predicted "best-server" area. Predicted coverage maps do not represent the totality 

of actual coverage for any cell. 

194. Each software package uses a distinct algorithm, resulting in different coverage 

predictions. 434 If any of the underlying elements are not accurate, the predicted 

best-server coverage will vary even further from actual coverage. 435 As these 

elements change, especially the clutter model, so too do the maps. 436 The 

prediction is also impacted by the accuracy of the azimuth and tilt of the antennas, 

and signal strength. 437 Changes to one cell-site will inevitably affect the coverage 

of neighbouring cells, creating a knock-on effect. 

195. Thus, cell-site information should be centrally stored and updated in a cell-site 

database, 438 as this information in the database represents the most pertinent 

factors in the production of accurate and reliable coverage maps. 439 

196. Several limitations further reduce the utility of predicted best-server coverage 

maps. 

197. First, they are only approximations of actual coverage. ALF A coverage maps, for 

example were accurate to only 60-70% in 2004-2005.440 

198. Second, predicted coverage is only valid at ground level, and does not apply to 

phones inside cars or buildings, or anywhere above ground level. 441 This is 

433 P00549,fn.37. 

434 P00549,D0136181-D016182. 

435 P00549,D0136196. 

436 PRH705,20160506_STL-11-01_T_T263_0FF _PRY _EN_1-91,p.78. 

437 P00549,D0136186-D0136187. 

438 P00549,D0136225-D0136226. 

439 Philips,20150819 _STL-11-01_T_T180_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,p.24. 

440 P01192,para.86. 

441 Philips,20150819 _STL-11-01_ T _ T180 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-114,p.100. 
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especially important in Beirut, which is full of multi-story commercial and 

residential buildings. As a result a phone could be far beyond the predicted best

server cell area if it in a high rise building with a clear line of site to the cell-site. 

199. Third, cell-site analysis cannot determine whether the phone is close to the cell

site, at the outside edge of a predicted coverage plot, or even outside the predicted 

best-server coverage areas but still within usable coverage. Consequently, 

discussions on the "core" of a predicted coverage area as opposed to the 

boundaries of it are irrelevant. 442 Boundaries, as portrayed on coverage maps, are 

misleading and they do not exist in reality. 443 Again, a phone may actually be in 

an area outside the predicted best-server coverage area for a number ofreasons.444 

For example, the signal from the best-serving cell may be of poor quality, there 

may be interference, 445 or the network may simply be congested. 446 In other 

words, a mobile phone may connect to a cell which is not the predicted best

server cell. 447 

200. Finally, networks are not static, 448 and cell signals are dynamic. 449 A phone does 

not need to move to use multiple cells within a short amount of time. 450 This 

cannot be reflected by a predicted coverage map, which can only show an average 

of dynamic changes in signal strength. 

442 Philips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,pp.39-40. 

443 Philips,20170425_STL-ll-Ol_T_T36l_OFF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.24. 

444 Philips,20170420_STL-11-0l_T_T358_0FF _PUB_EN_l-108,pp.34-35. 

445 Philips,20150820_STL-11-0l_T_T181_0FF _PUB_EN_l-119.pp.44-45. 

446 Philips,20150820_STL-11-0l_T_T181_0FF _PUB_EN_l-119.pp.45-47. 

447 Philips,20150819 _STL-11-0l_T_T180_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.27. 

448 Philips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.45. 

449 Philips,20170425_STL-ll-Ol_T_T36l_OFF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.22. 

450 Philips,20170425_STL-ll-Ol_T_T36l_OFF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.22. 
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B. The Purposes for which the Prosecution Seek to Use the 
Telecommunications Evidence Demonstrates its Limitations 

201. The Prosecution, in a long list without any citations, suggests a number of ways in 

which CDRs demonstrate or assist in demonstrating certain concepts. 451 The list 

demonstrates the Prosecution's lack of understanding of what CDRs can and 

cannot do, as well as ignoring the important distinction between what CDRs can 

prima facie demonstrate and what CDRs can "assist" in demonstrating when 

combined with interpretive cell-site analysis. CDRs can by themselves 

demonstrate the date and time of the start of the call, the duration of the call, the 

phone numbers of the parties involved, the call type, the IMEI, and the identities 

of the first and last cell used. 452 

202. The vast majority of the list in paragraph 50 are speculative interpretations that 

the Prosecution, its experts, and its employees seek to engage in throughout this 

case, but which do not and cannot flow directly from CDRs. For example, CDRs 

cannot assist in demonstrating the "identities" of contacts of mobile phones 

without cogent evidence supporting attribution. The distinction is important, as it 

demonstrates the significant weight being placed upon interpretive analysis by 

Prosecution witnesses in this case. 

203. The section also highlights the Prosecution's confusion between phones and 

users. CDRs and cell-site data demonstrate limited information about a phone, not 

necessarily the user of that phone at any given time. 

204. Further, the Prosecution suggests that cell-site analysis can place a mobile phone 

user in a general location at the time of a call or SMS.453 An analysis of CDRs 

451 PFTB,para.50. 

452 P00549,D0136216,para.7.5.1.1.1.4. 

453 PFTB,para.54 et seq. 
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and cell-site data can place a phone-not a user-in a general area454 at the time 

of a call or SMS, but nothing more specific regarding who was using the phone. 

205. The Prosecution suggests that it may also be possible to determine a specific 

location based on the totality of the evidence, 455 such as other acts of the Accused 

linking them to each other and to the conspiracy. 456 Outside of the evidence of 

phones that the Prosecution failed to attribute to Mr.Ayyash, the Prosecution led 

no evidence linking Mr.Ayyash to the conspiracy through his acts or locations. 

The "totality of the evidence" for Mr.Ayyash, then, is limited to other 

communication evidence or interpretations of that communications evidence. 

Thus, specific locations cannot be demonstrated based on the evidence here. 

206. The evidence before the Chamber, whether taken individually or in its totality, 

cannot do anything more than place a phone in a general area. 

C. The Telecommunications Information is Unreliable 

207. The presentation of evidence from the telecommunications networks and the 

tendering of the telecommunications information was a long and drawn out 

process which permitted the Chamber to see the deficiencies in all steps of the 

process of tendering the evidence. The cumulative effect of these deficiencies is 

that the telecommunications information should receive no weight. 

208. The Chamber required witnesses to testify on CST production, to the provenance 

of the underlying CDRs (specifically the gathering, storage, and retrieval of this 

data), 457 and to the provenance of the cell-site information. 458 The Prosecution 

454 The Defence is unaware of the meaning of "general location", but notes that the quote from Philips upon 
which the Prosecution relies to establish the general principles specifically refers to "area" and suggests 
that area is the correct term. PFTB,para.63, quoting 20150819 _STL-11-01_T_T180_0FF _PUB_EN_1-
114,pp.110-111. 

455 PFTB,paras.53,70. 

456 PFTB,para.72. 

457 F1937,para.115. 

458 F2750,para.5;F2767,para.5. 
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substituted new witnesses for ALF A (PRH707) and Touch (PRH705), 459 based on 

the unavailability of the original proposed witnesses 460 to fulfil the Chamber 

Order. 

209. PRH707 and PRH705 did not initially provide statements, but were instead given 

their predecessors' completed or nearly completed statements to review and 

adopt. 461 During examination-in-chief both PRH707 and PRH705 provided 

further statements that were admitted into evidence. 462 

210. PRH707 and PRH705 relied heavily on the statements of their predecessors, and 

struggled to add sufficient details as ordered by the Chamber because of a lack of 

contemporaneous knowledge regarding how the companies operated in 2004-

2005. 463 Nothing in the personal experience of either PRH707 or PRH705 

provided them with the ability to testify knowledgeably about the gathering, 

storage, and retrieval of the telecommunications material from their respective 

compames. This deprived the Defence of the opportunity to challenge the 

evidence 464 required by the Chamber on the reliability of the underlying 

telecommunications records and provide evidence on the operations of the 

telecommunications networks. 

459 [REDACTED]. 

46° F0534,Annex B. 

461 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-128,pp.67-68;PRH705,20160505 _STL-11-
0l_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.20. 

462 For PRH707:P01193;P01194. For PRH705:P01095;P01096. 

463 For PRH707: e.g. 20160129_STL-11-0l_T_T241_0FF _PRY _EN_l-128,p.83;20160129_STL-11-
0l_ T _ T241_ OFF _PRY_ EN_l-128,p.92;20160129 _STL-11-01_ T _ T241_ OFF _PRY_ EN_l-
128,p.97;20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_0FF _PRY _EN_l-128,p.l22;20160211_STL-11-
0l_T_T244_0FF _PRY _EN_l-98,p.29. For PRH705: e.g.20160509 _STL-11-
0l_T_T264_ OFF_ CONF _EN_l-88,p.28;20160509 _STL-11-0l_T_T264_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-
88,p.41;20160509 _STL-11-0l_T_T264_0FF _PRY _EN_l-88,p.48;20160721_STL-11-
0l_T_T280_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-86,pp.27-29. 

464 As Prosecution counsel reminded the court, "the evidence of another witness that does not fall into the 
sphere of knowledge from the present witness can't be of any assistance to the Tribunal." 20150303 _ STL-
11-0l_T_T123_0FF _PUB_EN_l-59,p.38:12-14. 
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211. The process of the production of the witness statements resulted in evidence that, 

while satisfying the Chamber for purposes of admission into evidence, lacks 

indicia of reliability necessary for receiving weight, including crucial aspects of 

the gathering, storage, and retrieval of the telecommunications evidence. 

1. Company Representatives and Business Records Are 
Unreliable 

212. The Chamber found that a lack of personal knowledge was not a bar to the 

admission of PRH707 and PRH705's statements and annexes as the witnesses 

were "corporate witnesses" rather than fact witnesses, 465 and related documents 

tendered were business records or material derived from business records. 466 

Their lack of personal knowledge goes to weight rather than prima facie 

reliability for the purposes of admission. 467 

213. The Chamber found no international jurisprudence on business records, 468 but 

noted that many national legal systems permit the admission of documents 

produced in the normal course of business. 469 The Chamber found that "[b ]usiness 

records are considered to have the necessary indicia of reliability if produced in 

the normal course of business of the relevant organisation or workplace."470 

214. For a business record to have reliability, it is not enough to show that the 

document simply came from the records of the companies. The concept of 

business records cannot be separated from the requisite elements developed to 

ensure their reliability. The case law cited by the Prosecution and Chamber471 

demonstrate that other elements must be proven to determine reliability, such as 

465 F2552,para.57;F2750.para.l9;F2767 ,para.41. 

466 F2552,paras.55-56. 

467 F2767,paras.47-48. 

468 F2552,para.54. 

469 F2552,para.55. 

47° F2597,para.24. 

471 F2552;F2750;F2767. 
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that the record was made at or near the time of the event, that it was created (or 

received) by a person with knowledge, that the document was kept in the ordinary 

course of business, and that it was a regular practice of the company to keep such 

records. 472 Even then, business records are admissible only when a custodian of 

records 473 or a qualified witness testifies. 474 The tendering party need not call a 

specific person, but the person who is called must demonstrate that the records 

were made in the course of business using standard procedures that ensure 

trustworthiness. 475 

215. The Chamber further noted that domestic legal systems may treat documents 

created for purposes of litigation differently, 476 but found in this case that 

documents specifically prepared for this trial fell in the "widest sense"477 into the 

category of business records because the Chamber presumed that even if a 

document was produced for litigation, it was derived from documents produced in 

the normal course of business. 478 

216. Documents created for purposes of litigation are treated differently because they 

are different-their nature as documents created for purposes of litigation means 

that they do not have the same level of trustworthiness 479 and have a "higher than 

normal risk of bias."480 None of the cited jurisprudence distinguishes situations 

where materials created for litigation based on business records are admissible; to 

472 See e.g.,Cooper,p.2;Reynolds,p.6;Forbes,para.l00, citing Australia Evidence Act 1995,s.69; 
Wilcox,paras.49 (referring to the common law requirements) and 54 (citing Canada Evidence Act,s.30,). 

473 The Chamber rejected the idea that PRH707 was a custodian of records. F2552,para.57. 

474 Cooper, p.2. "Qualified" in this context means well enough acquainted with the activity creating the 
records to give testimony. 

475 Reynolds,p.9. 

476 F2552,para.55. 

477 F2552,para.66;F2767,para.52. 

478 F2597,para.24. 

479 McCormick on Evidence,p.886. See also, Murphy on Evidence,pp.294-295. 

480 Phipson on Evidence,p.940. 
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the contrary, all documents created for litigation purposes are inadmissible 

because of their nature. 481 

217. In the end, the Chamber's definition of "business record" risks including any 

document provided by a company, a definition so expansive that it erodes any of 

the safeguards normally associated with the term in domestic jurisprudence. 482 As 

a number of cases cited by the Prosecution held, merely proving a document is a 

"business record" is not sufficient (for admission), but that the tendering party 

must show some measure of accuracy for the system. 483 The Defence suggests 

that this must be the case here for any weight to be given to the documents now 

classified as business records. This principle is further recognised in the discretion 

granted to courts to exclude evidence that meets the letter of the law for business 

records, but which lack the requisite reliability normally associated with business 

records. 484 The Forbes case, cited by the Chamber, held that despite a document 

being a business record, the prejudice of its admission outweighed its probative 

value, especially in the absence of the author of the document, any witness who 

could speak to the report, and in the absence ofunderlying documentation. 485 

218. The Chamber also labelled PRH707 and PRH705 as "corporate witnesses", 

although it was unaware of any similar witnesses in international criminallaw.486 

The Chamber held that "[t]he mere fact that a witness testifying for a corporation 

does not have personal knowledge of the matters to which they are testifying-but 

can provide evidence based upon reviewing company records and practices, and 

481 See,Jausnik,para.28. 

482 In particular, the Defence refers to the substantial history of and reasoning behind the hearsay rule and 
its exceptions in the Horncastle case cited by the Trial Chamber. F2552,fn.59. 

483 Marini,p.24;Reynolds,p.9. 

484 See e.g.,McCormick on Evidence,p.877;Cross and Tapper on Evidence,p.612;Murphy on 
Evidence,p.295. 

485 Forbes,para.l07. 

486 F2750,para.20. 
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obtaining information from other company personnel-does not prevent them 

from giving that evidence. "487 

219. The Chamber language regarding "obtaining information from other company 

personnel" is, at its root, referring to hearsay. Providing evidence based upon 

reading company records and practices is something anyone could do, but is not 

something that would give that evidence any weight. 

220. While a lack of personal knowledge may not prevent them from giVmg 

evidence, 488 it does prevent that evidence from receiving any weight. This is the 

precise situation that the general prohibition against hearsay is designed to 

prevent. No probative value exists in a witness testifying about what he read in 

company records for the first time, or relaying what he was told by other, 

unnamed employees of the company. 

221. According to the Chamber, finding the "originators" of records may be 

impractical, bordering on impossible. 489 It is for this reason that the domestic 

jurisprudence often includes other elements that must be satisfied for a business 

record to be reliable, listed above. It is these additional elements demonstrating 

the trustworthiness of the process that grants reliability to the documents. 

222. The novel label of "corporate witnesses" does not relieve the Prosecution of their 

burden to show the provenance or reliability of these records or the processes to 

gather, store, and retrieve them, or remedy their failure to demonstrate such 

reliability. "Corporate witnesses" may be appropriate in some instances, but this 

is not one, nor does the label "corporate witnesses" relieve the Prosecution of 

establishing the reliability of the evidence. 

487 F2552,para.72. See a/sa,F2597,para.31. 

488 F2597,para.31. 

489 F2552,para.56. 
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223. The Chamber also found that the information from PRH707 and PRH705 was 

reliable because "suitably qualified personnel" supplied the material in the 

statements and annexes. 490 The Chamber heard no evidence regarding the 

qualifications of any of the individuals who provided information at the time of 

the statements, who produced the documents, or who retrieved the documents. 

224. There is no continuity in the system or the employees from 2004-2005 to the 

present. It was difficult to find employees remaining from that period. 491 Not 

every unit or staff member PRH705 consulted, 492 was there in 2004-2005. 493 

225. While true that no single person or team can have total knowledge of the entire 

network's practices, 494 this should not result in prejudicial circumstances where 

individuals testify with little personal knowledge about the most pertinent aspects 

of their testimony. Nothing prohibited the Prosecution from presenting multiple 

witnesses with knowledge specific to certain areas and who could effectively 

respond to cross-examination questions, as the Prosecution did with Ogero. 495 

i. Relying on the Evidence of PRH707 and PRH705 is Prejudicial 

226. Neither PRH707 nor PRH705 were sufficiently acquainted with the procedures 

for gathering, storing, and retrieving telecommunications information at their 

respective companies to provide knowledgeable and reliable evidence on those 

topics. Beyond even failing to understand the process, at many junctures during 

their testimony, neither witness could explain their source of information beyond 

a department. 

49° F2552,para.59;F2750,paras.88, 1 OO;F2767 ,para.l55. 

491 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_0FF _PRY _EN_l-128,p.85. 

492 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.66. 

493 PRH705,20160509 _STL-11-0l_T_T264_0FF _PRY _EN_l-88,p.20. 

494 PRH707,20160129_STL-11-0l_T_T24l_OFF_PRY _EN_l-128,p.68. See 
F2552,para.56;F2750,para.26. 

495 PRH709,PRH710,PRH711,PRH712,PRH713. 
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227. PRH707 began with ALF A [REDACTED]. 496 PRH707 has a familiarity with the 

majority of ALF A's services, 497 but felt he could only speak to the general 

systems in place and common among all networks. 498 For greater detail, 

especially for information regarding 2004-2005, PRH707 needed to rely on his 

(unnamed) colleagues. 499 

228. PRH707 reviewed each of the three statements he signed, 500 and where necessary, 

consulted with various departments to confirm the accuracy of their contents501 

which, according to PRH707, were more competent than him in terms of 

providing information. 502 The extent of PRH707's reliance on the other 

departments is unclear. Based on his inability to answer many direct questions in 

court, the most reasonable inference is that PRH707 was forced to rely on others 

for much of his "evidence". 

229. ALF A employees present during meetings with the Prosecution also assisted 

PRH707, though the Defence did not learn who these employees were, were not 

made aware of what they said, and were not afforded the opportunity to cross

examine them. 503 Both the network504 and the employees have undergone drastic 

changes since 2004, 505 so it cannot be assumed that the employees had first-hand 

knowledge of the topics to which they spoke. 

230. Thus, PRH707's testimony consisted largely of hearsay, at least with regard to the 

issues pertinent to the Chamber's Order. His limited personal knowledge made 

496 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_0FF _PRY _EN_l-128,p.65. 

497 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_0FF _PRY _EN_l-128,p.65. 

498 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-128,pp.96-97. 

499 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T24l_OFF _PRY _EN_l-128,p.97. 

500 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_0FF _PRY _EN_l-128,p.67. 

501 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_0FF _PRY _EN_l-128,p.68. 

502 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_0FF _PRY _EN_l-128,p.77. 

503 PRH707,20160503_STL-11-0l_T_T260_0FF _PRY _EN_l-98,pp.3-4. 

504 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-128,pp.85-86. 

505 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-128,pp.85-86. 
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him reliant on the various departments within ALF A. Any information he could 

provide on the gathering, storage, and retrieval of material long before his 

involvement with ALF A would necessarily be based on hearsay. While the 

Chamber has noted that hearsay is not a bar to admission, 506 extreme care must be 

given to testimony based predominantly on hearsay of this nature. 

231. PRH705 [REDACTED] 507 before becoming involved with drive tests and drive 

surveys. 508 [REDACTED]. 509 PRH705 never worked with CDRs before 

becoming a witness before the STL. 510 Where PRH705 was familiar with aspects 

of Touch, such as the radio access network, his knowledge was limited to the 

general architecture of the network. 511 [REDACTED], 512 he was forced to resort 

to his predecessor's statement, and the various staff who contributed to it, for 

broader information regarding Touch's practices. 513 PRH705 had no experience 

with the production of predicted coverage maps, and did not consult with anyone 

regarding their production. 514 

232. The process by which PRH705 adopted his statements, particularly his first 

statement, 515 demonstrates his lack of personal knowledge on the important issues 

he was supposed to testify about. [REDACTED] 516 but he made few changes to 

the document, outside of minor annotations or changes to information within his 

506 F2552,para.50. 

507 [REDACTED]. 

508 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.22. 

509 [REDACTED]. 

510 PRH705,20160720_STL-11-0l_T_T279 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,p.74. 

511 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.29. 

512 [REDACTED]. 

513 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_l-95,pp.29-30. 

514 PRH705,20160506_STL-11-0l_T_T263_0FF _PRY _EN_l-91,p.53. 

515 P00826. 

516 [REDACTED]. 
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knowledge. 517 PRH705 considered the statement reliable because the predecessor 

prepared it and consulted with other departments, 518 even though PRH705 cannot 

say how the predecessor got his information. 519 PRH705 did not himself consult 

with any departments, 520 nor did he have personal knowledge of all the 

information contained within the statement. 521 PRH705's inability to assist the 

parties was illustrated best when he was reduced to merely reading paragraphs of 

his predecessor's statement onto the record, rather than answering a question. 522 

The Defence was deprived of the right to examine the creator of the statement to 

such an extent that no weight should be given to PRH705's first statement. 

233. PRH705's involvement in the creation of his other signed statements 523 was 

similarly minimal. These statements were the product of Prosecution RFAs sent to 

Touch's Legal Department, then passed to the Governmental Affairs Unit, who 

forwarded it to relevant departments. The answers were provided to the 

Governmental Affairs Unit and memorialised as a statement signed by 

PRH705. 524 PRH705 did not consult with the queried departments or individuals, 

and did not add any further information even when the topics were within his area 

of "expertise". 525 

234. PRH705's statements consist almost entirely of hearsay that he could not confirm 

or testify to. PRH705 contributed such a negligible amount to the statements that 

it is a stretch to even call them his witness statements. Simply signing them does 

not imbue PRH705 with the ability to meaningfully assist the Chamber. 

517 PRH705,20160721_STL-11-0l_T_T280_0FF_PUB_EN_l-86,pp.47-49.See also 1D00260. 

518 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.44. 

519 PRH705,20160510_STL-11-0l_T_T265_0FF _PRY _EN_l-93,p.38. 

520 PRH705,201605ll_STL-11-0l_T_T266_0FF _PUB_EN_l-82,p.21. 

521 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.44. 

522 See,PRH705,201605ll_STL-11-0l_T_T266_0FF _PUB_EN_l-82,pp.13-14. 

523 POl 093,PO 1 094,PO 1 095,PO 1096. 

524 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.55. 

525 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.71. 
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235. PRH707 and PRH705 were not "qualified witnesses" who were sufficiently 

acquainted with the procedures of their companies to demonstrate the 

trustworthiness of the records provided. 

2. Unreliability of the Telecommunications Information 

236. Despite providing the Prosecution with disclosure over the years, often neither 

Touch nor ALF A could confirm when such information was recorded, who 

recorded it, or how changes were made to this data. Neither Touch nor ALFA had 

a standard protocol or procedure for the storage of cell-site information in 2004-

2005. Thus, it may be the case that the records were not created in the normal 

course of business. The Prosecution failed to demonstrate the trustworthiness of 

the data as business records. 

23 7. The Prosecution tendered two "snapshots" of the centralised database Touch 

maintained. 526 The first, 527 dated 16 February 2004, includes cell-site coordinates, 

azimuths, cell identity codes, and coverage maps. The second, 528 dated 15 

February 2005, does not include coverage files. PRH705 was only aware of the 

existence of the centralised database and the snapshots through his predecessor's 

statement and conversations with the Prosecution. 529 

238. This database contained the most important data for the technical department, 

including site location, azimuth, and tilt. 530 The database was under constant 

change, 531 as the company received complaints and engineers optimised the 

network. 532 In order to improve network quality, especially in the wake of 

customer complaints regarding call quality or dropped calls, Touch optimised, or 

526 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_l-95,pp.78-82. 

527 P01122. 

528 P00813. 

529 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_l-95,pp.82-83. 

530 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_l-95,pp.79-80. 

531 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.86. Contra,PFTB,para.65. 

532 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.83. 
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fine-tuned, the network. Construction, or damage to an antenna, would also 

require the network to be optimised. 533 Optimisation was done via software, or 

physically, 534 such as a rigger changing the tilt or azimuth of a site. 535 

239. This measuring and recording was subject to human and environmental errors. 

For example, riggers, when making changes to the tilt or azimuth of a site, 536 took 

measurements with compasses, which are subject to errors due to the 

surroundings, 537 and then manually recorded results. 538 PRH705 did not know 

how these physical changes were recorded, or input in the database. 539 PRH705 

did not provide information about how the database was controlled, or by whom, 

in 2004-2005. PRH705 could only say that in 2010, five to ten people could 

access and change the database. 540 Importantly, as the database changed, so would 

the network's predicted coverage, which would only be reflected in a predicted 

best-server coverage map if the software program was re-run. Thus, the February 

2004 predicted coverage files would have little relevance to February 2005 

because of the changes that took place in the intervening period. 

240. Touch did not have a standard protocol for the storage or retrieval of cell-site 

information in 2004-2005. The cell-site database was not regularly saved, as 

demonstrated by the lack of a snapshot between February 2004 and February 

2005. 541 [REDACTED]. 542 PRH705 is unclear as to the frequency, practice, or 

533 PRH705,20160509 _STL-11-01_T_T264_0FF _PRY _EN_1-88,p.51. 

534 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-01_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_1-95,p.81. 

535 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-01_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_1-95,p.85. 

536 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-01_T_T262_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-95,p.85. 

537 PRH705,20160509 _STL-11-01_T_T264_0FF _PRY _EN_1-88,p.50. 

538 PRH705,20160509 _STL-11-01_T_T264_0FF _PRY _EN_1-88,pp.10-11. 

539 PRH705,20160720_STL-11-01_T_T279 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-96,pp.83-84. 

540 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-01_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_1-95,p.84. 

541 PRH705,20160506_STL-11-01_T_T263_0FF_PRY _EN_1-91,p.48. Other dates provided include 1 
Apri12005, 12 August 2006, 17 September 2008, 21 November 2009, and 7 July 2010. 

542 [REDACTED]. 
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intended purpose of taking snapshots. 543 Only occasionally was a static 

representation of the database saved. A snapshot was not taken after each 

change. 544 For instance, a change in azimuth may not be noted. 545 For historical 

purposes, site information for an earlier period would only exist if a snapshot 

existed. 546 

241. Without further evidence of Touch's practices in 2004-2005, Touch's cell-site 

database is insufficiently reliable to use as the foundation for any predicted best

server coverage map, from either the company or the Prosecution. 

242. As ALF A did not have a comprehensive set of cell-site information, or a single 

"snapshot" from its cell-site database, the Prosecution relied upon ALF A data 

from a variety of years. It is only by combining multiple data sets that the 

Prosecution is able to approximate cell-site information for the relevant period. 

This is not a reliable practice, not least because PRH707 cautioned that accuracy 

of ALF A's information degraded over time. 547 Data provided in 2007 for 2004-

2005 would not be as accurate as 2005 records, for instance. 548 

243. ALF A did not have a standard storage practice for cell-site information in 2004-

2005. This was reflected in ALFA's view of record-keeping- the company was 

not interested in knowing how many cells were in use 549 to the point that ALF A is 

unsure how many cells were used in 2004-2005, but estimate the number to be 

543 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.85. 

544 PRH705,20160506_STL-11-0l_T_T263_0FF _PRY _EN_l-91,pp.22-23. 

545 PRH705,20160506_STL-11-0l_T_T263_0FF _PRY _EN_l-91,p.24. 

546 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_0FF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.84. 

547 PRH707,20160211_STL-11-0l_T_T244_0FF _PRY _EN_l-98,p.56. 

548 PRH707,20160211_STL-11-0l_T_T244_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-98,p.56. 

549 PRH707,20160209 _STL-11-0l_T_T242_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-97,pp.49-50. 
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around 992. 550 Engineers at ALF A did not care about the previous values for 

altitude, direction, and tilt, but were only concerned about current values. 551 

244. Currently, information is kept in a centralised database, but for 2004-2005, there 

was no such database. 552 Instead, geographic coordinates and azimuth values were 

recovered from the personal computer of an engineer. 553 Information being stored 

on personal computers, in the absence of any kind of standard protocol, does not 

demonstrate trustworthiness or that the information contained therein represents 

any kind of "official" information of the company. These are personal copies of 

information maintained by company employees. Thus, these kinds of documents 

are not kept through a standard procedure in the normal course of business that 

would ensure trustworthiness. Because they were not legally required to do so, 

ALFA did not record changes made to cell-sites post-installation.554 

245. The primary set of coordinates relied upon by the Prosecution555 are nominally 

from 2004-2005, but actually represent 2010 data. 556 ALFA manipulated the 

file 557 resulting in a document created for purposes of litigation. A second set of 

coordinates 558 is from 2007. ALF A was not able to confirm the data within the 

document. 559 The Prosecution incorrectly submits that P00776, a comparison of 

various sets of data, demonstrates the stability of the network and the reliability of 

550 PRH707,20160209 _STL-11-01_T_T242_0FF _PRY _EN_1-97,pp.48-49. 

551 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-01_T_T241_0FF _PRY _EN_1-128,p.l24. 

552 PRH707,20160211_STL-11-01_T_T244_0FF _PRY _EN_1-98,pp.54-55. 

553 PRH707,20160420_STL-11-01_T_T257 _OFF _PRY _EN_1-83,p.6. 

554 PRH707,20160420_STL-11-01_T_T257 _OFF _PRY _EN_1-83,p.6. 

555 P00775. 

556 The information comes from the database of the stations, but that database does not encompass values 
from 2004-2005, only those for the current situation; thus, the accuracy of the information cannot be 
confirmed as historically accurate. PRH707 ,20160212 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T245 _OFF_ PRY_ EN _1-84,p.38. 

557 PRH707,P01192,para.l64. 

558 P00778. 

559 PRH707,20160212_STL-11-01_T_T245_ OFF _PRY _EN_1-84,p.l5;20160725_STL-ll-
01_T_T281_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-99,pp.6-7. 
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the information contained in numerous documents. 560 P00776, also created for 

purposes of litigation, only demonstrates the recorded values for azimuths of 

various dates (and only for those dates). Beyond failing to demonstrate 

stability, 561 there is no evidence that the recorded values are themselves accurate 

as PRH707 confirmed that ALF A was not able to confirm the recorded azimuth 

values. 562 

246. Only the data for the cell identity codes, 563 which play no role in the Prediction 

Package for coverage maps, were contemporaneous to 2005. PRH707 was unable 

to provide further information about the cell-site information, including the origin 

of the files; his source of information is the radio planning team. 564 

247. For the coordinates, PRH707 was unsure how the locations were recorded- in 

principle, it was done manually. 565 The recorded locations can be checked against 

the current coordinates, but there was no centralised database at the time. 566 When 

ALF A checked many of the coordinates for an unrelated project, they were 

correct. 567 

248. PRH707 was not certain how much the azimuths changed from installation until 

2004-2005, or from 2005 until 2010. 568 Because there is no centralised database 

560 PFTB,para.56,fn.49. 

561 Contra,PFTB,para.67. 

562 PRH707,20160211_STL-11-0l_T_T244_0FF _PRV _EN_l-98,pp.85-87. 

563 P00779. 

564 PRH707,20160215 _STL-11-0l_T_T246_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-86,p.46. 

565 PRH707,20160211_STL-11-0l_T_T244_0FF _PRV _EN_l-98,p.53. 

566 PRH707,20160211_STL-11-0l_T_T244_0FF _PRV _EN_l-98,pp.54-55. 

567 PRH707,20160212_STL-11-0l_T_T245_ OFF _PRV _EN_l-84,p.17. 

568 PRH707,20160503_STL-11-0l_T_T260_ OFF _PRV _EN_l-98,pp.50-51. 
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of azimuths from 2004-2005, 569 ALF A cannot confirm azimuth or tilt for 2004-

2005. 570 

249. It cannot be confirmed who produced the coverage maps provided to the Tribunal 

and the company is not able to confirm the veracity of the information relied upon 

to create them. 571 

250. As a consequence, ALF A failed to keep proper records for each specific category 

of cell-site information. This failure to record casts doubt over the entirety of the 

record-making and record-keeping process, but particularly on the documents 

tendered purportedly providing cell-site information from the relevant period. 

251. Any analysis which stems from ALFA's amalgamated cell-site information is 

unreliable. 

252. It is worth noting that the companies did not use the maps for forensic purposes. 

ALF A recognised the maps were only estimations. 572 PRH707 conceded that the 

maps produced are "approximate maps" that "do not reflect the reality at a really 

high, accurate level."573 The maps were marketing tools 574 that were "more or 

less" accurate. 575 Touch used coverage maps to indicate where coverage is 

lacking, 576 but primarily uses drive testing, which is more accurate. 577 From the 

569 PRH707,20160211_STL-11-01_T_T244_0FF _PRY _EN_1-98,pp.54-55. 

570 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-0l_T_T241_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-128,p.126. 

571 PRH707,20160129 _STL-11-01_T_T241_0FF _PRY _EN_1-128,p.122. 

572 PRH707,20160209 _STL-11-01_T_T242_0FF _PRY _EN_1-97,p.23. 

573 PRH707,20160421_STL-11-01_T_T258_0FF_PUB_EN_1-99,p.32. 

574 PRH707 ,20160209 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T242 _OFF _PRY_ EN _1-97 ,p.23. 

575 PRH707,20160212_STL-11-01_T_T245_0FF _PRY _EN_1-84,p.75. 

576 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.92. 

577 PRH705,20160505_STL-11-0l_T_T262_ OFF _PRY _EN_l-95,p.92. 
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end of 2004 until 2007, Touch could not even produce predicted coverage 

maps.578 

253. When the networks wish to properly assess cell coverage, a radio engineer will 

tum to sophisticated, accurate maps 579 which take into account the signal strength 

of multiple cells at one location, 580 not printed, static maps. These maps illustrate 

the extent and strength of cell signals, certainly beyond what is shown m 

predicted coverage maps. 581 The Prosecution does not possess such maps. 

3. Combining Sources of Information Reduces the Accuracy of 
the Cell-site Information 

254. Because the mobile companies were unable to provide contemporaneous 

predicted coverage maps, the Prosecution attempted to combine incomplete maps 

by distilling the various disclosed materials into a single file. To do so, Fahey 

created composite coverage maps for ALF A and Touch, even if none existed from 

the Lebanese providers. 582 Ultimately, Fahey's exercise does not confront the 

inherent problem: predicted coverage maps are insufficiently accurate 

representations of coverage at any time (especially in 2004-2005), and there is no 

way to reconstruct the coverage as it may have been at the relevant time. 583 

255. Setting aside the inconclusive results of his analysis, 584 Fahey's lack of 

experience makes him ill-suited to accomplish this analysis, which reqmres 

expertise beyond his qualifications. Fahey is not a cell-site engineer or analyst and 

cannot exclude the effect his choices of cell-site information will have on 

578 PRH705,20160506_STL-11-01_T_T263_0FF _PRY _EN_1-91,p.64. 

579 PRH707,20160216_STL-11-01_T_T247 _OFF _PRY _EN_1-84,p.21. 

580 PRH707 ,20160216 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T24 7 _OFF _PRY_ EN _1-84,pp.21-22,23. 

581 Philips,20150819 _STL-11-01_T_T180_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,pp.78-79. 

582 Fahey,20160914_STL-11-01_T_T292_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-93,p.30. 

583 PRH705,20160721_STL-11-01_T_T280_PUB_OFF_EN_1-86,p.25. 

584 The Defence refers to its cross-examination of Fahey and the various percentages of overlap that could 
be found depending on different counting methodologies. 20160914_STL-11-
01_ T _ T292 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-93,pp.47-67;1D00271;1D00272;1D00273. Contra,PFTB,para.66. 
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neighboring sites. 585 Fahey does not have expenence with the production of 

predicted coverage maps586 and did not consult with anyone with a cell-site 

analysis background, or from a cell service provider, about the feasibility of 

combining sources from different years. 587 Fahey presented no methodology for 

his work. He found that plots from various years "coincided well", but conceded 

that there was no standard against which this was being measured beyond a visual 

examination and an approximation of 50% overlap indicating a "good match."588 

The Chamber should not give Fahey's work any weight, in light of his inability to 

perform such a comparative analysis. 

256. There are at least three additional reasons why the Chamber should not give any 

weight to the Prosecution's resulting coverage maps, including those contained in 

expert and attribution reports, any EPE slides, and the cell-site atlas. 

257. First, such an effort is flawed from the start, because of the way m which 

companies constructed the source maps. Thus, the underlying evidence is already 

unreliable. 589 Additional work on that evidence cannot remedy the problems 

inherent in the telecommunications evidence. 

258. Second, the Prosecution committed the same errors as the compames in their 

reconstruction of files: welding together various sets of data, with no capacity to 

confirm the accuracy of the information and without accounting for knock-on 

effects that changes to the data would have on surrounding cells. Instead of 

remedying the errors of the companies in their belated reconstruction exercise, the 

Prosecution compounded the errors. 

585 Fahey,20160914_STL-11-0l_T_T292_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-93,p.80. 

586 Fahey,20160914_STL-11-0l_T_T292_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-93,pp.6-7. 

587 Fahey,20160914_STL-11-0l_T_T292_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-93,p.31. 

588 Fahey,20160914_STL-11-0l_T_T292_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-93,pp.43-44. 

589 The Defence also refers to the comparison shown to Fahey of the predicted coverage maps and the drive 
tests to show the significant difference between predictions and reality. Fahey,20160914_STL-11-
0l_T_T292_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-93,pp.73-77;1D00274. 
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259. Finally, the Prosecution's predicted coverage map and cell-site information was 

designed to be applicable to February 2005. 590 However, the Prosecution case 

includes phone activity from 2002 until 2006. The cell-site information contained 

in the companies' databases can and did undergo daily changes. The changing 

landscape in Lebanon due to new buildings and destruction from war would also 

impact the predicted coverage. The Prosecution's predicted coverage map was, 

thus, inevitably out of date. 

260. Despite this, Philips, Platt, and Donaldson used the map for periods outside 

February 2005. 591 In addition, the Chamber received a number of EPE slides 

using this map. 

261. The Prosecution's attempts in the "atlas" to show every relevant alternate version 

of cell-site information and coverage is manifestly inadequate to depict the knock

on effects that changes to a site will have on the broader network. 

262. These conceptual problems mean the Chamber cannot give any weight to the 

products of these Prosecution maps. The same analysis applies to the "index"592 

created by the Prosecution. The combination of unreliable information from 

various sources is unreliable. 

4. Conclusion on the Telecommunications Information 

263. The Prosecution failed to establish the reliability of the telecommunications 

information. Much of the telecommunications information sought to be relied 

upon by the Prosecution, and specifically the predicted coverage plots of ALFA 

and Touch, are not suited for the forensic purposes for which the Prosecution 

seeks to use them in this trial. Even more, the lack of sufficient safeguards in its 

production and maintenance by the networks renders the evidence unreliable. 

59° Fahey,20160914_STL-11-0l_T_T292_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-93,p.78. 

591 Fahey,20160914_STL-11-01_ T _ T292 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-93,pp.80-81. 

592 P01121. 
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Their status as business records notwithstanding, the lack of contemporaneous 

records, faulty reconstructions, and untested hearsay by witnesses lacking 

knowledge in the relevant systems render the documents devoid of any 

meaningful weight. The Chamber cannot safely use the telecommunications 

information of ALF A and Touch in its assessment of the evidence against 

Mr.Ayyash. 

D. Analysis of Telecommunications Information 

264. The Prosecution tendered the opinions, interpretations, and conclusions of experts 

and Prosecution employees on a number of aspects of the telecommunications 

information, but failed to demonstrate the reliability of the methods used to 

provide those opinions, interpretations, and conclusions. The Defence notes the 

novelty of much of this analysis, requiring that the Chamber ensure the 

methodologies employed are capable of resulting in reliable conclusions. 

265. The consequences of relying on untested analytical methods are tangible. The 

potential for a miscarriage of justice and a wrongful conviction are real because of 

the significant weight placed upon them in this case. 

1. Philips' Lack of Qualifications Regarding Lebanon 

266. The Chamber qualified Philips as an expert in telecommunications, cell-site 

analysis, and GSM technology. 593 This expertise is primarily based on his work 

with UK cases, including terrorism and organised crime cases. 594 

267. Philips has no experience with the operation of telecommunications networks in 

Lebanon, 595 and conceded that he is "not an expert in any way on the 

593 Oral Decision, 20150818_STL-11-01_T_T179 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-119,pp.8,38-39; the Trial Chamber 
later found that mission phones analysis falls within previous expertise (Oral Decision, 20 160831_ STL-11-
01_T_T285 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-123,pp.2-3). 

594 See e.g.,Philips,20150818 _STL-11-01_ T _ T179 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-119,p.21. 

595 Philips,20150818_STL-ll-01_ T _ T179 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-119,p.l8. 
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Lebanon."596 While there may be a degree of similarity between GSM networks 

internationally, Philips does not know how the technology was specifically 

deployed, operated, or maintained in Lebanon in 2004-2005. 597 Philips "flicked 

through" soft copies of the testimony of PRH707 and PRH705 to search for key 

words. 598 

268. Philips does not have any knowledge of how or to what extent the operators 

maintain their networks. In Lebanon, the telecommunication providers are granted 

state monopolies, 599 so there is little market pressure to provide optimal service in 

an effort to beat competitors. 

269. Philips described the information he received about the case as "filtered", 

including not being made aware of any information exculpatory to the Defence. 600 

270. Philips was not in a position to consider how weather, traffic, season, day of the 

week, time of the day affects his analysis, 601 and did not account for routes of 

travel or traffic patterns in Beirut or Lebanon. 602 

271. Philips was not aware that the maps he relied upon from ALF A were reconstituted 

coverage produced after the fact. 603 He was also unaware of ALF A's inability to 

confirm azimuths and tilt values from 2005; 604 ALFA's inability to verify the 

altitude of cells; 605 ALF A's use of a clutter model from 2010, rather than 2005; 606 

596 Phi1ips,20170420_STL-11-0l_T_T358_0FF _PUB_EN_l-108,p.9. 

597 Phi1ips,20170424_STL-11-0l_T_T360_0FF _PUB_EN_l-104,p.91. 

598 Phi1ips,20170424_STL-11-0l_T_T360_0FF _PUB_EN_l-104,pp.98-99. 

599 For Touch: P00826,paras.14-23. For A1fa, P01192,paras.l4-16. 

600 Phi1ips,20170424_STL-11-0l_T_T360_0FF _PUB_EN_l-104,pp.99-101. 

601 Phi1ips,20170426_STL-11-0l_T_T362_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-122,pp.69-70,72. 

602 Phi1ips,20170426_STL-11-0l_T_T362_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-122,pp.69-70,72. 

603 Phi1ips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.47. 

604 Phi1ips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,pp.47-48. 

605 Phi1ips,20170425 _STL-11-01_ T _ T361_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-114,pp.47-48. 

606 Phi1ips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,p.48. 
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the software used to model cell coverage, 607 how the networks went about making 

coverage maps; 608 network congestion figures; or why the networks did not 

disclose those figures. 609 

272. Philips considered that radio surveys were important for his UK cases in order to 

have an understanding of the local clutter and general radio environment and to 

provide a better understanding of the cell coverage registered in and around areas 

of interest. Philips doubted the utility of any surveys he could make in this case, 

given the seven year gap between 2005 and his starting work with the Prosecution 

in 2012. 610 In this case, however, instead of radio surveys, Philips used only 

predicted best-server coverage maps, which he recognised are not designed for 

£ . 611 orens1c purposes. 

273. Philips was not aware of the cultural use of phones or their prevalence in Lebanon 

in 2004-2005. He also showed no awareness of the living arrangements of 

families in Lebanon and how that might impact an analysis of phone use. 

274. The combined effect of these limitations is a significant reduction of the weight 

that Philips' opinions and conclusions can receive in this case. An assessment of 

his reports must be done through the prism of his filtered knowledge about the 

case and the situation in Lebanon in 2004-2005. As will be shown below, the 

unsupported assumptions made throughout his work undermine the conclusions 

Philips draws in his reports. 

2. Philips on Mission Phones and Roles 

275. Philips defines "mission phones" as phones "that are used purely for a particular 

crime. They are not used for anything else. They are for that crime. They're 

607 Phi1ips,20150824_STL-11-01_T_T183 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-100,p.28. 

608 Phi1ips,20150825 _STL-11-01_T_T184_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-82,p.13. 

609 Phi1ips,20150826_STL-11-01_T_T185_0FF _PUB_EN_1-113,pp.8-9. 

610 Phi1ips,20150819 _STL-11-01_ T _ T180 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-114,p.66. 

611 Phi1ips,20150819 _STL-11-01_ T _ T180 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-114,p.44. 
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committed, dedicated for that crime, and they are only involved in the execution 

of that crime."612 Philips never saw anyone else define "mission phones" and was 

not aware of an industry-wide definition. 613 

276. The novelty of this area of expertise requires the Chamber to be satisfied that the 

methodology employed is reliable. The Prosecution presented no basis upon 

which the Chamber could make such a finding. 

277. Philips only encountered mission phones rarely (four to five times), 614 testified 

about them even less, 615 and never wrote a report on mission phones before this 

case. 616 Even more, this case was "totally and utterly different" to any case 

Philips had worked on previously. 617 Philips' work in this novel and unique area 

has not been subject to peer review or critical analysis, 618 despite such reviews 

being the norm in cell-site analysis 619 and despite his suggestion to the 

Prosecution that it be done. 620 Philips himself wrote that "peer review should be 

undertaken by an expert in the same field but independent, as far as is possible, 

from the actual work undertaken."621 Such a review helps ensure that the results 

of the analysis and the conclusions drawn are reasonable and can be supported by 

a reliable method. 622 

612 Phi1ips,20150821_STL-11-01_T_T182_0FF _PUB_EN_1-113,p.95. 

613 Phi1ips,20150821_STL-11-01_T_T182_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-113,pp.104-105. 

614 Phi1ips,20160830_STL-11-01_T_T284_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-138,p.106. 

615 Phi1ips,20160830 _STL-11-01_ T _ T284_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-138,p.107. 

616 Phi1ips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,p.79. 

617 Phi1ips,20170425_STL-11-01_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,pp.78-79. 

618 Phi1ips,20160830_STL-11-01_T_T284_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-138,pp.105,113. 

619 Phi1ips,20160830_STL-11-01_T_T284_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-138,p.92. 

620 Phi1ips,20160830_STL-11-01_T_T284_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-138,p.105. 

621 5D00268,D0471006. 

622 Phi1ips,20160830 _STL-11-01_ T _ T284_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-138,p.96. 
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278. As a cell-site analyst, Philips is bound by the UK Codes of Practice and 

Conduct. 623 The Codes require that validation of methods (the whole process from 

request/receipt of call data to provision of final opinion) shall have been 

undertaken prior to use in evidence. 624 While Philips testified that he follows the 

best practice, 625 this apparently did not include peer review or establishing 

standard methodologies. 

i. Philips' Shifting Definition of Mission Phones 

279. The lack of an established methodology is evident in the evolution of Philips' 

characteristics of mission phones to suit the facts in this case. 

280. In his Introduction Report, Philips identified twelve characteristics which often 

relate to mission phones. 626 There is no reference to "prime" or "essential" 

characteristics, and no hierarchy or ranking of importance between the 

characteristics. 627 Philips testified that not all characteristics need apply to be a 

mission phone, but that it is fair to expect the majority of them to be applicable. 628 

281. Following his Introduction Report, the Prosecution commissioned him to draft 

separate reports on whether the Red, 629 Green, 630 and Blue 631 phones were all 

mission phones. The three reports all refer to the same twelve characteristics, and 

do not identify prime or essential characteristics. 632 Philips refers to the twelve 

623 Philips,20160830_STL-11-0l_T_T284_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-138,pp.97-98; 1D00270. 

624 Philips,20160830_STL-11-0l_T_T284_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-138,p.99. 

625 Philips,20160830_STL-11-0l_T_T284_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-138,p.99. 

626 P00549,D0136286-D0136287,para.10.4.13.1.1.4. 

627 Philips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.81. 

628 Philips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.82. 

629 P01114. 

630 P01116. 

631 P01115. 

632 Philips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,pp.83-84,86. 
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characteristics as "generally accepted", 633 despite there being no indication that 

anyone in the industry has ever seen or commented upon them. 

282. However, in the "Common Mission Phones?" Report, 634 Philips dropped the 

characteristics that do not apply to the examined phones, and transformed those 

that do apply into "prime characteristics."635 

283. Philips eventually reduced to three a set of "essential" characteristics: a specific 

objective or mission, the anonymity of subscriptions, and the exceptional 

measures used to retain anonymity, 636 all of which he found applied to the phones 

examined in this case. In so doing, Philips tailored the characteristics to best fit 

the evidence. 

284. The impact of this evolution is clear when it comes to the Blue phones. When the 

twelve characteristics were applied in the Blue mission phones Report, Philips 

could not "immediately categorise them all as being Mission Phones"637 and 

found that" ... there is nothing particularly 'cohesive' that would indicate that all 

the Blue Phones are on a particular mission."638 Contrary to these findings, in the 

"Common Mission Phones?" Report, Philips states that the Blue phones "[f]or the 

most part, and certainly around the period of interest" were mission phones. 639 

285. The inconsistent language and evolution of characteristics to fit the evidence 

demonstrate the unreliability of Philips' evidence on the possibility of "mission 

phones" in the absence of any peer review or critical analysis of the methodology 

he applied to assess the phones. Philips' concession that the mission phones 

definition is entirely his own based on a concept that he has only seen a handful of 

633 P01114,D0346172;P01115,D0368636;P01116,D0455634. 

634 P01117,D0457464-D0457466. 

635 Philips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,pp.86-87. 

636 Philips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.95. 

637 P01115,D0368636. 

638 P01115,D0368636;Philips,20170425 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T36l_OFF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.85. 

639 P01117,D0457457;Philips,20170425 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T36l_OFF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.90. 
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times and never on this scale reduces any confidence that can be placed in his 

analysis. 640 The elimination of characteristics from the analysis, especially after 

Philips previously said that mission phones should reflect most of the original 

twelve characteristics 641 is untenable. The Chamber should not give any weight 

to Philips' opinions on "mission phones". 

ii. Hierarchies and Roles Based on Call Pattern Analysis are Unreliable 

286. In the "Common Mission Phones?" Report and during his testimony, Philips 

suggested that he could determine roles or functions of the networks and the 

phones within those networks, as well as a mission phone "hierarchy" for the Red, 

Blue, and Green phones. 642 The suggestions were based on Philips' interpretation 

of content-less phone calls643 and "call patterns". 644 In response to a question on 

how he was able to discern these roles and functions in the absence of call 

content, Philips explained he was able to do so based on the phones' 

"exceptionally unusual" interactions, location, and movement. 645 As Philips has 

only seen mission phones a handful of times, and never in Lebanon, it is unclear 

against what standard Philips is judging (a)typical phone activity. 

287. The Prosecution led no evidence to corroborate these speculative suggestions and 

interpretations, and Philips' unsupported guesses can be dismissed on their face. 

Philips' own language suggests that he is not fully convinced, but is merely 

presenting possibilities; Philips uses phrases such as a "possible reason", 646 

640 Philips,20170425_STL-11-01_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,p.89. 

641 Philips,20170425_STL-11-01_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,p.82. 

642 P01117,D0457497-D0457503,D0457509-D0457510;Philips,20160902_STL-11-
0l_T_T287 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-1 OO,pp.69-87;20160906_STL-11-0l_T_T289 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-
115,pp.43-86. 

643 [REDACTED]. 

644 Philips,20160902 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T287 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-1 OO,p.69. Philips defined "call patterns" as 
the frequency and periods of use, e.g. direction of calls and duration of call. Philips,20150821_STL-11-
01_T_T182_0FF _PUB_EN_1-113,pp.43-44. 

645 Philips,20170425_STL-ll-01_T_T36l_OFF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.l08. 

646 P01117,D0457498,para.5.5.1.6. 
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"would seem to indicate", 647 "would appear to be", 648 and "would suggest". 649 In 

the context of the circumstantial evidence presented here, the equivocations by 

Philips clearly demonstrate that he has not identified the only reasonable 

inference available from the evidence. 

288. An example shows why no weight can be given to this part of Philips' evidence. 

Philips concludes that the Green Network is an open triangle with Green 023 at 

the top and Green 071 and Green 300 in the "lower ranks". 650 The same pattern of 

calls may be consistent with any number of configurations, 651 such as an inverted 

triangle, a straight horizontal line with all users on equal level, or a vertical line 

with multiple configurations available. 

289. Little can be taken from the patterns of calls identified by the Prosecution. The 

assertion that one is giving orders to another could just as easily be a subordinate 

reporting to a superior-if there is even any hierarchical relationship between the 

users at all. 

290. These examples highlight the limited weight that can be given to such speculative 

and uncorroborated assertions. The conclusions on hierarchies and roles, in the 

absence of reliable evidence, are attempts to force facts open to interpretation into 

the narrative of the Prosecution. The Prosecution presented no methodology for 

how one could determine the hierarchies and roles of phones, or a standard 

against which one could measure what is normal or unusual behaviour in Lebanon 

(or anywhere else). Despite this lack of methodology or supporting evidence, the 

Prosecution went so far as to describe the Red Network as a "classic mission 

647 P01117,D0457499,para.5.5.2.4. 

648 P01117,D0457499,para.5.5.2.5. 

649 P01117,D0457502,para.5.6.2.11. 

650 P01117,D0457498,paras.5.5.1.4-5.5.1.5;Philips,20160902_STL-11-0l_T_T287 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-
100,p.73. 

651 1D00346. 
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execution phone network", 652 a phrase not before heard in this trial and a phrase 

finding no basis in any evidence before this Chamber. 

3. Single User Analysis by Philips and Donaldson 

291. Single User Analysis can be used to consider whether multiple phones "are 

consistent with being used by a single person."653 For Philips, Single User 

Analysis includes two main factors: (1) geographical use of the mobile phones 

consistent with use by a single person-"co-location" analysis, and (2) the 

physical use of the mobile phones-the "calling patterns"- consistent with that 

of a single person. 654 

292. It is primarily through Single User Analysis that the network phones are linked to 

the PMPs allegedly used by Mr.Ayyash. 655 The Prosecution relies on the evidence 

of two witnesses, Philips and Donaldson, who conducted independent but 

overlapping analyses of the evidence of use by a single person of the telephones 

allegedly used by Mr.Ayyash. 656 

293. Single User Analysis is a technique with significant limitations that must be 

clearly understood before considering the weight that can be given to the 

Prosecution attributions. 

652 PFTB,para.464. 

653 Philips,20150821_STL-11-01_ T _ T182 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-113,p.72. 

654 P01111,D0429237;P01112,D0345944;P01936,D0374476;P01937,D0221700;Philips,20150821_STL-
11-01_T_T182_0FF_PUB_EN_1-113,pp.72-73. 

655 Donaldson,20171 006 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-96,p.93. 

656 Donaldson testified that Philips' work had no bearing on his own work and that the analyses carried out 
were "identical", but that Donaldson and Philips covered different sets of data because of what was 
available to each. 20170508_STL-11-01_T_T366_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-79,pp.46,54-57. Donaldson does not 
use the phrase "single user analysis", but his Ayyash attribution report contains several sections concerning 
co-location, in which he mentions some aspects of calling patterns, leading one to believe he has collapsed 
the two Philips factors into one for co-location analysis. P02026.2,paras.299-300, 345-346, 398-399, 467-
468, 551-552. At the same time, however, contact profiles form part of the overall attribution analysis for 
each of the mobile phones in the attribution report. P02026.2,paras.90-97,142-146,188-192,227-231,285-
290,334-338,391-393,458-460,542-544.Donaldson's "Co-location Analysis- Methodology" document, 
created and disclosed during the middle of Donaldson's testimony, makes no mention of calling patterns or 
contacts. P01948.2. 
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294. Philips defined co-location as the identification of two mobile phones being cell

sited in the same area around the same time period, or travelling over the same 

routes over the same time period, such that the users of the telephones could be 

together. 657 Co-location thus shows a potential relationship (without defining that 

relationship) between telephones while Single User Analysis attempts to take the 

analysis a step further and determine (to the degree possible) that a single person 

could be using multiple phones. 658 

295. The operative word in the definitions of Philips is "could", clearly expressing the 

idea that co-location analysis cannot result in anything more than a possibility that 

multiple phones are cell-sited together. 659 It should not be presumed that two 

mobiles are together just because they are co-located, as they could be at opposite 

ends of the cell coverage. This position is reinforced by the Prosecution's reliance 

on coverage maps being limited to establishing "general locations". 660 

296. Philips explained that his analysis was not capable of showing that the phones 

were actually travelling together. 661 In other words, under this analysis, co

location is the absence of dislocation, which only occurs when the distance 

between the call could not be travelled in the time between the calls. 662 The result 

is that under Philips' analysis, one could find co-location without the two phones 

657 P00549,D0136266,para.10.4.9.1.1.1;Philips,20150821_STL-11-01_T_T182_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-113,p.73 
emphasis added. 

658 During his testimony, Philips defined single user analysis as the technique by which two or more mobile 
phones can be shown to be used by a single person; the same analysis can be carried out to show the 
opposite-that two or more mobile phones are not used by the same person. 20170419 _STL-11-
01_T_T357 _OFF _PRY _EN_1-100,pp.85-86;P01935, slide 4. The Chamber misunderstood this definition 
to be one of co-location, subsequently holding that this definition of "co-location" did not appear to be in 
dispute in these proceedings. F3172,para.21. The Defence does not dispute the definition given by Philips 
as the aim of single user analysis, but it does dispute that the definition applies to co-location specifically. 
The distinction is important. 

659 Philips,20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_1-122,p.75. 

660 PFTB,paras.62-70. 

661 Philips,20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_1-122,pp.77-78. 

662 Philips,20170426_STL-11-01_ T _ T362 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-122,pp.77-78. 
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ever being physically together, so long as there are no dislocation events. 

Ultimately, this demonstrates the limitations in the strength of conclusions that 

can be reached through co-location analysis. 

297. It is likely for this reason that Philips utilises the phrase "consistent with", 663 both 

for co-location as well as for his conclusions in Single User Analysis, 664 in 

recognition of the inability to make absolute conclusions regarding use by a single 

person. Even where Philips believes both prongs of his Single User Analysis test 

are met, his conclusion is put no higher than there was "every possibility" that the 

two phones were used by a single person. 665 Philips noted the possibility that "two 

mobile phones always appearing to travel together and with no calls between 

them, may relate to 2 associates who do business together, a chauffeur and boss et 

al, who not only work together but may also live at the same location and are 

often seen as co-located."666 Thus, while the evidence may be consistent with use 

of multiple phones by a single person, it is also consistent with use by multiple, 

acquainted persons. 

ii. Donaldson Does Not Acknowledge Limitations of Analysis 

298. Although Philips recognises and addresses the limitations of co-location analysis, 

Donaldson, who is not an expert in telecommunications or cell-site analysis, does 

not appear to be so reserved in his findings. While Donaldson acknowledges that 

"nobody can" determine that two phones are physically together using co-location 

663 It should be noted that 1D00270, codes applicable to all United Kingdom cell-site analysts, 
(Philips,20160830_STL-11-0l_T_T284_0FF _PUB_EN_l-138,pp.97-98), recommends avoiding the 
phrase "consistent with" unless other scenarios the findings would be consistent with are given. 1D00270, 
lDT 1-0256,para.5 .1.3 .c. 

664 Philips,20170502_STL-11-0l_T_T363_0FF _PUB_EN_l-78,p.70. 

665 P01111,D0429248,para.3.1.2.5. 

666 P00549,D0136272,para.10.4.9.3.1.21. 
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analysis, 667 the Chamber found that Donaldson made "positive conclusions that 

the mobiles are co-located."668 

299. Donaldson believes that based on his experience and common sense, he can 

conclude that the data shows consistency with a single user. 669 To make such 

determinations, he draws on his experiences in working with call data records and 

the experience of seeing phones move. 670 Donaldson contrasts his work from that 

of Philips, asserting that Philips provides a "subjective opinion" in his co-location 

analysis, while Donaldson does not. 671 In fact, Donaldson does not believe he is 

providing an opinion at all when concluding that phones "consistently move in 

concert for long extended periods."672 

300. The conclusions reached by Donaldson are part of the issues identified by the 

Chamber in its Decision on allowing Donaldson to provide opinion evidence. 673 

The Chamber's Decision on his ability to provide such conclusions found that his 

reports were prepared in a manner that invited the "Trial Chamber to disregard his 

opinions or conclusions as those of someone who may not be properly qualified to 

make them." 674 Donaldson's testimony in this regard should have reinforced the 

concerns of the Chamber, not alleviated them. His opinions or conclusions

whatever they are called-should be disregarded. 

301. The highest co-location analysis can be put is the existence of a possibility. 

Donaldson, while not having any expertise in this area, ignored the limitations 

necessary in any co-location analysis. As foreshadowed by the Chamber, 

667 Donaldson,20170620_STL-11-0l_T_T370_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-105,p.86. 

668 F3172,para.82. 

669 Donaldson,20170508_STL-11-0l_T_T366_0FF _PUB_EN_l-79,p.52. 

670 Donaldson,20170508_STL-11-0l_T_T366_0FF _PUB_EN_l-79,p.52. 

671 Donaldson,20170508_STL-11-0l_T_T366_0FF _PUB_EN_l-79,p.68. 

672 Donaldson,20170508_STL-11-0l_T_T366_0FF _PUB_EN_l-79,p.69:4-5. 

673 F3172. 

674 F3172,para.82. 
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Donaldson's invitation for the Chamber to disregard his work remains in force

and should be accepted. 

iii. Unreliability of the Underlying Data 

302. The unreliability of the underlying data 675 and the failure of Philips and 

Donaldson to properly account for it further reduce any weight that can be given 

to the co-location analysis. Philips noted that while the "normal method" to 

analyse close-in-time calls is to map the calls using the cell-site and sector, it is 

preferable to use best-server coverage plots which "show the extent that any 

mobile phone could be away from a cell-site and still use a cell."676 The corollary 

of the use ofbest-server coverage plots is that the "appropriacy" of the best-server 

coverage data must be considered. 677 

303. In a previous version of his Introduction Report, Philips wrote that "[best-server 

plots] should be used sparingly and comments made relating to them should be 

undertaken with their limitation in mind - what they provide is an estimation of 

the best server coverage which is not the same as the actual best server coverage 

and this must not be confused."678 This paragraph was removed in the final 

version of the Report, but Philips has "no idea" why. 679 Philips states that best

server coverage plots can be used, but "carefully" and while keeping in mind their 

limitations. 680 

304. Philips, however, was not made aware of the full scope of the issues with the cell

site evidence the Prosecution provided him. Philips was given dates related to the 

production of the best-server coverage plots: for MTC, it was early 2004; for 

675 Philips notes that it is necessary to qualify any conclusions in terms of shortcomings arising from the use 
ofbest-server coverage data. P01111,D0429255,para.5.2.1.3. 

676 P01111,D0429246,p.ll. 

677 P01111,D0429246,p.ll. 

678 Phi1ips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.41. 

679 Phi1ips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,p.43. 

680 Phi1ips,20170425 _STL-11-01_ T _ T361_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-114,pp.41-43. 
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Alfa, it was late 2005. 681 Philips was not aware, however, of the fact that ALFA 

best-server coverage plots had been reconstituted from a later period, 682 otherwise 

he would have mentioned it in the report. 683 Further, he was not aware that ALF A 

representatives testified that they were unable to confirm the azimuths and tilt 

values from 2005, that sometimes the altitude of a cell could not be verified, and 

that the clutter model used was valid as of 2010, not 2005. 684 

305. Philips includes in his "Suspect 1" single user report a section analysing the 

appropriateness of the best-server coverage data, 685 making clear his appreciation 

of the "appropriacy" of the best-server coverage data was not fully informed. The 

Prosecution failed to properly inform him of additional, but crucial, issues with 

the best-server coverage plots Philips relied upon throughout his reports. It is not 

simply a matter of the shape files being non-contemporaneous, 686 but that the files 

were reconstructions using values from multiple years and without any hallmarks 

of reliability. 

306. Donaldson conceded that based on his lack of knowledge about how a mobile 

phone network operates, 687 he is not able to discuss issues such as predicted 

coverage versus usable signal. 688 Thus, whereas Philips recognises the importance 

of addressing the limitations of cell-site evidence, but was not able to fully do so, 

Donaldson is unable to even address the limitations or take them into account in 

his analysis. This inability to account for inherent limitations of cell-site evidence 

necessarily reduces the strength of any conclusions reached, a problem further 

681 Philips,20170425_STL-11-01_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,p.46. 

682 See,supra,paras.236-253. 

683 Philips,20170425_STL-11-01_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,p.47. 

684 Philips,20170425_STL-11-01_T_T361_0FF _PUB_EN_1-114,pp.47-48. 

685 P01111,D0429254-D0429258 and D0429259-D0429261. 

686 PFTB,para.68. 

687 Donaldson,20170508 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T366 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-79,pp.24-25, noting he knows as much as 
everyone else in the courtroom about how a cell phone network operates. 

688 Donaldson,20170508_STL-11-0l_T_T366_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-79,p.63. 
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exacerbated by the considerable issues with the reliability of the data itself in this 

case. Donaldson's acceptance of the cell-site evidence at face value 689 and his 

inability to address these unreliability issues result in his analysis having little 

value. 

iv. Weaknesses in the Methodologies Employed 

307. The analyses of both Philips and Donaldson suffer from certain deficiencies that 

further reduce the strength of any conclusions they can draw, as their approaches 

and methodologies are flawed. 

308. Philips' lack of familiarity with the Lebanese mobile phone networks,690 

combined with unique configurations for each network known only within the 

companies, 691 means Philips is necessarily making certain assumptions that may 

not be valid. 

309. Beyond his lack of knowledge regarding the operation of mobile phone networks, 

Donaldson conceded to not having specific qualifications to conduct co-location 

analysis-one he believes it to be a mechanical exercise. 692 While the application 

of a series of formulas to data may be a mechanical exercise, the overall analysis 

is premised upon certain assumptions about the way telephones and telephone 

networks operate. Thus, even the formulas created by Donaldson 693 make certain 

assumptions that may not be based in reality. As Donaldson readily concedes his 

lack of expertise in this area, his assumptions should not be accepted at face 

value, but are instead another reason to reduce the strength of his conclusions. 

689 Donaldson,20170621_STL-11-0l_T_T371_0FF _PUB_EN_l-100,p.34. 

690 Philips,20150818_STL-11-0l_T_T179 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-119,p.18;20170424_STL-11-
0l_T_T360_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-104,p.91. 

691 Philips,20170424_STL-11-0l_T_T360_0FF _PUB_EN_l-104,p.93. 

692 Donaldson,20170508_STL-11-0l_T_T366_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-79,pp.39-40. 

693 P01948.1,slides 6-12. 
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310. Both Philips and Donaldson relied on time and distance as a way to determine 

potential instances of co-location (or dislocation), but both did so in the absence 

of a number of relevant factors. Philips measured the distance between the centre 

point of the best-server coverage plots, without taking into consideration potential 

routes of travel and other factors, such as traffic, weather, and the time of the 

year. 694 Despite travel times being an integral variable in the analysis of time and 

distance between phone calls, Philips did not look into traffic patterns in Lebanon, 

resulting in his calculations being merely "estimates". 695 These "estimates" 

include the fact that Philips did not use any specific method to determine the 

middle of the coverage area-he did it "by looking at it". 696 

311. Donaldson measures cell-site to cell-site, 697 but otherwise does not appear to have 

taken into account any of the variables that Philips omitted to address. 

312. Philips chose to analyse five and sixty minutes as the times between calls, based 

on a discussion with Donaldson and his "more extensive knowledge of the case 

and the country". 698 Donaldson, however, chose ten minutes as the time between 

calls because one could not have travelled very far in such a time frame. 699 The 

Chamber queried the reason behind the choice of sixty minutes, calling it "overly 

generous" and expressing the belief that no "reasonable inference could be drawn 

within such an extended period."700 Philips agreed, explaining that the time frame 

was "probably inappropriate."701 Despite this, Philips continued to rely upon sixty 

minutes. 

694 Philips,20170426_STL-11-0l_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_l-122,pp.69-70. 

695 Philips,20170426_STL-11-0l_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_l-122,p.72. 

696 Philips,20170426_STL-11-0l_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_l-122,p.74. 

697 Donaldson,20170620 _STL-11-0l_T_T370_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-105,pp.96-97,99-101,103-104. 

698 Philips,20170426_STL-11-0l_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_l-122,pp.68-69 

699 Donaldson,20170621_STL-11-0l_T_T371_0FF _PUB_EN_l-100,pp.l5,17;P01948.2,D0532000. 

700 Philips,20150821_STL-11-0l_ T _ T182 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-113,p.78. 

701 Philips,20150821_STL-11-0l_ T _ T182 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-113,p.78. 
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313. Donaldson's methodology did not identify any threshold or standard against 

which one could measure co-location. 

314. The Chamber explained that one of the objectives ofthe voir dire was to establish 

how Donaldson reached his conclusions regarding the co-location of relevant 

mobiles, and whether his experience and expertise qualified him to do so. 702 

Donaldson is not an expert in co-location or cell-site analysis, which limits the 

probative value of any opinion he can express on either topic. 703 

315. The Chamber found he has "significant experience in analysing cell-site 

evidence."704 Prior to the STL, Donaldson's professional experience "touched 

upon" telecommunications evidence. 705 His in-depth work with 

telecommunications evidence began at the STL. In other words, the "significant 

experience" in analysing cell-site evidence is limited to the work undertaken for 

the Prosecution to present the co-location evidence and attribution reports. 

316. The Chamber's conclusion was that any opinion on co-location must be qualified 

in a manner similar to that of Philips, and that Donaldson must explain the basis 

of any opinions expressed. 706 

317. Donaldson, however, was not able to provide the qualification in the manner 

sought by the Chamber. 707 Donaldson repeatedly used the phrase "moved in 

concert" as the apparent basis for his conclusion-a term he did not qualify or 

explain. In his methodology document, Donaldson explained that "logical" means 

"in simple terms, that the movements are what one would expect."708 Donaldson 

provided no further information on how he determined "what one would expect". 

702 F3172,para.42. 

703 F3172,para. 70. 

704 F3172,para.85. 

705 Donaldson,20170508_STL-11-0l_T_T366_0FF _PUB_EN_l-79,p.22. 

706 F3172,paras.90-94. 

707 Donaldson,20170508_STL-11-0l_T_T366_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-79,pp.46,68. 

708 P01948.2,p.l,fn.3. 
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This is particularly important given Donaldson's omissiOn of any discussion 

regarding traffic patterns, weather, and routes. In other words, Donaldson failed to 

explain the basis for the main opinion he reached-that of movement in concert. 

318. This fatal flaw in his methodology, in direct contravention of the Order of the 

Chamber, results in Donaldson's conclusions being entitled to little to no weight. 

Philips's evidence is likewise entitled to little to no weight. 

v. Philips' Reports Show the Unreliability of Ills Co-location Analysis 

319. Philips drafted several reports using Single User Analysis, based primarily on his 

faulty co-location methodology. An examination of one report in particular 

demonstrates further the unreliability of his evidence because of his failure to 

apply his own principles to the evidence. 

320. Philips analysed five sets of phones including Red, Blue, and Yellow phones. 709 

He concluded that "call patterns and independent, positive Single User Analysis 

leads inexorably to the conclusion that the Red and Blue groups are one and the 

same group of people."710 Philips was given the sets by the Prosecution and 

began from the suspicion that there were five suspects involved. 711 Philips 

concluded that each set of phones was consistent with a single user, despite 

finding for S7, for example, only one instance of co-location (3 February 2005), 

one instance of dislocation ( 4 January 2005), and one instance of possible 

dislocation (14 January 2005), 712 out of 11 pairs of calls considered, and 519 total 

calls by the two phones in the relevant time period. 713 This finding is contrary to 

709 P01112. These correlate to S5, S6, S7, S8, and S9 of the Prosecution's attribution system. 

710 Philips,20160901_STL-11-0l_T_T286_0FF _PUB_EN_l-117,p.91. See also, p.88. 

711 Philips,20170426_STL-11-0l_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_l-122,p.83. 

712 It is difficult to believe that travel would be possible to make the calls work on 14 January 2005. Philips 
appears to believe that travelling 5.75 kilometres through central Beirut in two minutes is possible, thus 
suggesting that the example "may preclude" co-location. In the circumstances, the Defence considers this a 
dislocation event. 

713 Philips,20170426_STL-ll-Ol_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_l-122,p.86-87;P01112,D0346088-D0346089. 
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Philips' own testimony that one instance of co-location IS insufficient to 

determine a single user instead of coincidence. 714 

321. When confronted with the contradiction between his statement about a single co

location not being sufficient and the S7 conclusion, Philips explained that because 

they were "mission phones", one would not expect them ever to co-locate. 715 

When pressed on the matter, Philips argued that all the instances of dislocation 

were "qualified" or explained, and that therefore there are no real instances of 

dislocation, and that is what prompts his conclusion of a single-user use. 716 In 

fact, Philips never qualified or explained the dislocations for S7, especially the 14 

January 2005 possibility of dislocation. Instead, Philips just summarised his 

findings that S7 was the single user for Red 946 and Blue 324 without addressing 

the dislocations. In his PowerPoints, Philips moved the dates of the relevant 

period so that the dislocation fell outside the pertinent time. 717 

322. This conclusion for S7 is weakened further when the data is looked at in more 

detail. Out of eleven days on which usage by both Red 946 and Blue 324 occur, 

Red 946 dislocated with Blue 324 on the first day of use ( 4 January 2005), 

potentially dislocated on the second day of use (14 January 2005), does not co

locate with Blue 324 over the following three days of use, potentially co-locates 

on the fifth day of use (3 February 2005), and does not co-locate with Blue 324 

over the final six days of use, including 14 February. This, in Phillips's view, is 

714 Philips,20150821_STL-11-01_T_T182_0FF _PUB_EN_1-113,p.83. 

715 Philips,20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_1-122,p.87. 

716 Philips,20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_1-122,p.91. 

717 Philips analysed all calls in the "period of interest" 18 October 2004 and 14 February 2005 for S7 (Red 
946 and Blue 324). P01112,D0345944-D0345945,D0345947,pp.2-3,5. In his "Common Mission Phones" 
report, Philips found that the six "core" Blue phones, including Blue 324, emerged from the group of 
fifteen Blue phones by 14 January 2005, the same day as the potential dislocation event for S7. P01117, 
D0457535,para.6.3.4.1. In his testimony, however, Philips moved the relevant date to 18 January 2005 as 
the start of the "mission set-up" period, effectively disregarding the 14 January 2005 dislocation event. 
20160902 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T287 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-1 OO,p.89. Platt describes the "usage period" of Red 946 
for S7 as commencing on 20 January 2005, but provides no basis for this position. P00796.l,D0541044, 
p.76, although it must be noted that while the heading says the usage period started on 20 January 2005, the 
text immediately below notes that Red 946 "began communication" with the other Red phones on 14 
January 2005, the day of the dislocation. 
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consistent with a single user for Blue 324 and Red 946, with the exception of the 

two instances of possible dislocation. 718 Thus, Philips conclusion of single user 

going back to 18 January 2005 only works if one assumes that the single instance 

of possible co-location on 3 February 2005 means that all call activity prior to that 

date was by a single user, despite no evidence to support that assumption. 

323. S8719 presents a different problem, as it has a "definite" dislocation event in the 

middle of the pertinent period, on 31 January 2005. In fact, the two phones 720 had 

not potentially co-located prior to the dislocation event, 721 contrary to Philips' 

statement that the two phones were otherwise always co-locating. 722 Philips 

simply speculates (admittedly) about the reason for the dislocation,723 suggesting 

that someone took Red 946 inadvertently. Following a call to Red 946 (1 :30 

minute call with S6), 724 someone realised the situation and S6 brought the phone 

with to be reunited with its proper user. 725 

324. Interestingly, the S8 dislocation event was also addressed by Platt, who 

speculated a different reason for the separation of the phones. After Prosecution 

counsel suggested that the "real" S8 is the one using Blue 817 (and thus, not Red 

893), Platt replied that he could not say which user was the "real" one. 726 Instead, 

Platt speculated that this separation could be based on an operational reason 

related to manpower, because the users are trying to cover three locations and 

718 P01112,D0345947-D0345948,pp.5-6. 

719 Red 893, Blue 817, and Yellow 933 according to the Prosecution. 

720 Red 893 and Blue 817. 

721 See, P01112,D0346103-D0346lll,pp.l61-169. 

722 Philips,2016090l_STL-11-0l_T_T286_0FF _PUB_EN_1-117,p.l00. 

723 Philips,2016090l_STL-11-0l_T_T286_0FF _PUB_EN_1-117,pp.100-101. 

724 P01112,D0346111,p.l69. 

725 Philips,20 16090 1_ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T286 _OFF_ PUB_ EN_1-117 ,pp.l 00-101. 

726 Platt,20170223_STL-11-01_T_T340_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-115,p.36. 
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possible routes as well. 727 Thus, operational requirements obligated the users to 

draft in someone else to assist with the observations. 728 

325. At a minimum, this single example shows how little weight can be given to 

speculation based on little more than phone activity and a desire to make the facts 

fit the Prosecution narrative. Additionally, however, it shows the unreliability of 

co-location analysis as dislocation events are simply speculated about and written 

off. 

326. Philips found more instances of co-location for the other sets of phones, although 

often in a small proportion to the overall number of calls. 729 The issues identified 

above override the overall analysis and render it unreliable. 

vi. Conclusion on Single User Analysis 

327. The issues identified here render the co-location analyses of both Philips and 

Donaldson to be of little assistance to the Chamber. As Philips confirmed, good 

methodology applied to poor data will inevitably result in poor results while poor 

methodology applied to good data will inevitably result in poor results. 730 Here 

the Chamber has before it poor methodologies applied to poor data. The 

combined effect of the issues raised above result in co-location analyses that are 

not entitled to any weight. 

727 Platt,20170223_STL-11-01_T_T340_0FF _PUB_EN_1-115,p.37. 

728 Platt,20170223_STL-11-01_T_T340_0FF _PUB_EN_1-115,p.37. 

729 For S5, Philips found three instances of possible co-location, out of a total of 592 calls. 
P01112,D0345946;20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF_PUB_EN_1-122,pp.85-86. For S6, Philips 
considers 105 pairs of calls and finds 43 instances of co-location, meaning at most 86 calls. In his report, he 
considered 856 total calls for the numbers attributed to S6. 20170426 STL-11-
01_T_T362_0FF_PUB_EN_1-122,p.86. For S8, there are 16 instances of co-location out of45 pairs of 
calls analysed and out of 591 calls in total. 20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_1-122,p.91. 
For S9, Philips identified six instances of potential co-location out of985 calls. 20170426_STL-11-
01_T_T362_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-122,p.91. 

730 Philips,20160830 _STL-11-01_ T _ T284_ OFF _PUB_ EN_l-138,pp.94-95. 
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328. The Chamber found that Platt was an investigator with expertise m 1) the 

surveillance of criminal networks; and 2) the identification and organisation of 

covert communications networks. 731 Platt's expertise derives primarily from his 

experience as a police investigator in the UK. 732 While his experience may give 

him limited expertise in certain areas, it does not include cell-site expertise and 

limits the probative value ofhis opinions in this case. 

329. Platt has no experience with the Lebanese context outside his work for the 

Prosecution. 733 Platt was unable to apply many of his usual practices to the 

current case. It was not possible to perform in situ checks of cell-sites and 

azimuths in Lebanon. 734 In the UK, Platt rarely relied on predicted best-server 

coverage maps; cell-site surveys from the relevant time were instead the best 

evidence. 735 Platt noted that he had not used predicted cell coverage to the extent 

it is being used at the STL, certainly not as long after the event. 736 

330. In finding Platt an expert, the Chamber dismissed the Defence's challenges to 

Platt's qualifications for lack of independence.737 According to the Chamber, 

independence, impartiality, and Platt's involvement in the Prosecution's case are 

matters which go to the reliability and weight of Platt's evidence. 738 

331. After joining the Prosecution in 2010, Platt's role was to organise, review, and 

prepare the communication information into an evidential package (report), 739 

731 F2549,para.10. 

732 F2549,para.8. 

733 Platt,20160405_STL-11-0l_T_T25l_OFF _PUB_EN_l-120,p.47. 

734 Platt,20170322_STL-11-01_T_T350_0FF_PRV _EN_1-93,pp.62-63. 

735 Platt,20170322_STL-11-01_T_T350_0FF _PRV _EN_1-93,pp.64-65,67. 

736 Platt,20170322_STL-11-01_T_T350_0FF_PRV _EN_1-93,pp.67-68. 

737 F2549,para.12. 

738 F2549,para.16. 

739 Platt,20160405 _STL-11-01_ T _ T251_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-120,pp.2-3. 
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which formed the basis of the Prosecution's case on the telecommunication 

evidence for purposes of confirming the indictment. 740 Platt's evidence in part 

reflects his earlier report, and by extension, the Prosecution case. In these 

circumstances, Platt's evidence cannot be objectively reliable, but can only be 

seen as little more than a summary of the Prosecution's case. 

5. Platt's Network Report 

332. The Network Report741 is in large part Platt's summation of network phone CSTs 

and documents, followed by a summary of his summary at the end. 742 The 

Network Report contained no methodology. Platt explicitly found only that the 

Red phones were "covert", but did not explain the basis for this conclusion. The 

"covertness" of the other networks was not addressed. 743 Platt attempted to 

explain various levels of "covertness" during his testimony, 744 but his testimony 

was limited to the manner in which the phones were subscribed, exclusive use 

amongst group members, lack of SMS messages, and certain payment methods, 745 

and provided little more in the way of methodology. In short, the Network Report 

and Platt's testimony on the same is either summary evidence-the Chamber 

should rely on the underlying evidence instead-or unsubstantiated opinions 

entitled to no weight. 

6. Platt's Chronology Report 

333. The Chamber should not give any weight to Platt's evidence regarding alleged 

surveillance of Hariri by the network phones. 

740 Platt,20160405 _STL-11-0l_T_T251_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-120,pp.51-52. 

741 P00796.1. 

742 P00796.l,paras.l211-1220. 

743 In fact the report only includes the word "covert" twice, once in stating (without elaboration) that the 
Red phones "operated in a covert manner" (para.482) and a second time in the final summary that 
"covertness" was something that the four network groups shared (para.l216). 

744 Platt,20160406_STL-11-0l_T_T252_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-107,pp.20-26. 

745 Platt,20170404_STL-11-0l_T_T353_0FF _PUB_EN_l-112,pp.ll-12;20160406_STL-11-
0l_ T _ T252 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-107,pp.l9-22,25-26. 
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334. Platt's Chronology Report746 is a summary report, placing side-by-side details of 

CSTs of coloured phones (and to a lesser extent, PMPs) and the whereabouts of 

Rafik Hariri. Significant emphasis is placed on what has already been shown to be 

unreliable telecommunications information from ALF A and Touch. Combined 

with the speculation regarding the purpose of content-less phone calls, Platt's 

summary evidence in the Chronology Report is of minimal assistance to the 

Chamber. 

335. Platt does not explicitly explain that surveillance is ongoing and when, although 

that is the implication from his language that certain network phones are in the 

"vicinity" of Hariri or relevant locations on various dates. 747 Platt also looks at 

which cells may offer coverage at 500 meters or at 1000 meters. 748 Platt did not 

explain how surveillance could take place at a distance of 1000 meters at any of 

the locations relevant to the purported surveillance. 

336. Platt defines "in the vicinity of' as an instance where any part of the predicted 

best-server coverage plot is within 500 meters of a particular location. 749 This 

definition is not derived from his previous analytic experience, but was created by 

Platt, along with lawyers, to assist in reading the reports. 750 Beyond having no 

established basis, the definition ignores the unreliability of the coverage plots, as 

well as the fact that many of the plots cover large areas. 751 One part of the 

coverage plot being 500 meters from a specific location may mean that other parts 

of the coverage are kilometres away, and well beyond a distance where one could 

reasonably conduct surveillance. 

746 P01783. 

747 It should be noted that the word "surveillance" does not appear a single time in the Chronology Report. 

748 P01783,Annex B. 

749 P01783, para.22. 

750 Platt,20170406_STL-11-0l_T_T355 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-126,pp.19-20. 

751 Platt,20170406_STL-11-0l_T_T355 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-126,pp.28-31. 
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337. While Platt was aware that ALFA suggested their maps were accurate to only 60 

to 70%, he testified that he would not change his report as he is looking to place 

phones within the vicinity of certain locations. 752 That may be what Platt is trying 

to do, but vague terms such as "vicinity" demonstrates the unreliability of Platt's 

evidence. Even if the cell-site evidence is taken at its highest level of reliability, 

the most that can be said is that a phone is somewhere unknown in the actual 

coverage of the cell used, which includes the predicted area or one of the adjacent 

predicted cells. 

338. Platt's Chronology evidence must be viewed critically, particularly with regard to 

what limited testimony he could actually provide and what testimony came from 

Prosecution counsel that Platt could not comment upon. The Defence agrees with 

the Prosecution that statements by counsel are not evidence and cannot be relied 

upon to support factual findings or draw an inference. 753 Where Platt did testify, 

his evidence reinforced his reliance on unsupported inference and speculation. 

339. The willingness of Platt to speculate in the absence of evidence is shown by his 

suggestions that meetings took place on a number of instances. Any evidence of 

potential meetings is derived solely from the telephone records and proximity of 

the subjects. 754 When it suited the Prosecution theory, Platt suggested that a 

period of inactivity on multiple phones was consistent with a meeting taking 

place. Despite Platt (and Prosecution counsel) repeatedly suggesting meetings 

took place throughout the relevant time period, the Prosecution did not present 

752 Platt,20170322_STL-11-0l_T_T350_0FF_PRV _EN_l-93,p.78. 

753 PFTB,para.38. 

754 See e.g.,Platt,20170118_STL-11-0l_T_T324_0FF _pUB_EN_l-108,p.95;20170119 _STL-11-
0l_T_T325_ OFF _PRV _EN_l-115,p.20;20170124_STL-ll-Ol_T_T326_0FF _PUB_EN_l-114,pp.45-
46;20170127 _STL-11-0l_T_T329 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-108,p.77;20170208_STL-11-
0l_T_T332_0FF _PUB_EN_l-105,p.20;20170209 _STL-11-0l_T_T333_0FF _PRV _EN_l-
94,p.88;20170216_STL-11-0l_T_T337 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-121,p.29;20170222_STL-11-
0l_T_T339 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-113,pp.67-68;20170223_STL-11-0l_T_T340_0FF _PUB_EN_l-
115,pp.92-93;20170224_STL-11-0l_T_T341_0FF _PUB_EN_l-108,p.15; 20170307 _STL-11-
0l_T_T343_0FF _PUB_EN_l-113,pp.92-93;20170308_STL-11-0l_T_T344_0FF _PUB_EN_l-
106,pp.l5-16;20170309 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T345_0FF _PRV _EN_l-110,pp.98-99;20170313_STL-ll
Ol_T_T346_0FF _PUB_EN_l-113,pp.l2-13;20170321_STL-11-0l_T_T349 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-92,p.50. 
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any evidence that a single meeting took place. By the FTB, the Prosecution 

moved away from the evidence being consistent with meetings, and simply 

suggested that a meeting took place. 755 No inferences can be drawn from a period 

of inactivity following calls between two phones active in the same area, 756 as the 

inactivity is consistent with a number of explanations, not just a meeting. Absent 

any content of the telephone calls, it is equally plausible that the two users of the 

telephones agreed that there was no reason to meet, and went to their respective 

homes or work places which happened to be in a similar neighbourhood. The 

telecommunications data provided does not allow for the specificity sought-that 

the two users of the phones "converged" to the point ofbeing together. 

340. Platt's lack of independence meant he was unable to consider and account for 

additional potential explanations for events or phone activity. Instead, all phone 

activity was forced into the Prosecution narrative. This, combined with the lack of 

a clearly-explained methodology that bears any hallmarks of reliability, renders 

his evidence unreliable. It should receive no weight. 

755 PFTB,paras.817-823. 

756 See,20170206_STL-11-0l_T_T330_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-113,pp.52-53. 
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341. The Prosecution case against Mr.Ayyash hinges on the attribution to him of a 

number of "network" phones purportedly involved in the attack against Rafik 

Hariri. Without PMP attribution to Mr.Ayyash, there can be no attribution of the 

network phones. 757 

342. Before analysing any evidence regarding attribution of telephones, it is important 

to summarise the evidence about Mr.Ayyash, including what is known about him 

personally, his whereabouts both generally and at specific times, and his known 

behaviour or characteristics. 

A. Salim J amil Ayyash 

343. Despite Mr.Ayyash playing a central role in the Prosecution case, including 

allegedly being a leader in a conspiracy some four months long, the Prosecution 

led limited evidence about Mr.Ayyash personally that may assist in determining 

the reliability of the evidence against him. 

1. Personal and Family Information 

344. Salim Jamil Ayyash was born in Nabatiyeh on 10 November 1963,758 with Harouf 

listed as his native village. 759 He is a Lebanese national760 with civil registry 

number "Harouf 197"761 and social security number 63/690790. 762 Mr.Ayyash is 

a Muslim Shiite. 763 

757 Donaldson,20171006 _STL-11-01_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-96,pp.92-93. 

758 P00691; 1D00293 ;POl 034,60144966;P00604.1 O,SI-0001762.0 1.04;P0151 O;P01532;P01536; 
PO 1028 ;PRH050,P00697 ,60302454,para.21. 

759 PRH050,P00697,60302453,para.ll. 

760 P00691;1D00293;P01028,60252540. 

761 P00691; 1D00293 ;POl 51 O;P01532;PO 1536;P01 028,60252540,60252546. 

762 P01159,60178465. 

763 P00691;1D00293;P01159,60178464. 
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345. Mr.Ayyash's parents are Jamil Dakhil Ayyash764 and Mahasen Issa Salameh.765 

They are both Muslim Shiite. 766 Jamil Ayyash had hardware shops in Harouf and 

Al-Ghbayri. 767 After Jamil died, his sons closed the shop in Harouf. 768 

346. Mr.Ayyash is married to Fatima Abdel-Hassan Al-Hajj, 769 born in Aytaroun on 

[REDACTED].770 She is a housewife. 771 

347. Fatima and Salim have one daughter, Zeinab, and two sons, Ali and Mohammed 

Baqer. 772 Zeinab 773 is married to Hussein Ali Halawi. 774 They have two 

children. 775 Ali 776 is married 777 and also traded in cars. 778 Mohammed Baqer 779 

used to accompany Mr.Ayyash, and ride on the back of his motorbike. 780 

348. Mr.Ayyash has three brothers and four sisters. 781 Mohammed782 works at the 

family tool shop in Al-Ghbayri. 783 Loutfi784 used to work in the family tool 

764 Born in Harouf on [REDACTED]; died on [REDACTED]. P01034,60144966. 

765 Born in Al-Douair in 1935. P01034,60144966. 

766 P01034,60144966. 

767 PRH028,P02126,p.26. 

768 PRH028,P02126,p.26. 

769 P01034,60144968; PRH050,P00697,60302453,para.9;1D00294. 

770 PO 1034,60144968; 1 D00294. 

771 P01026. 

772 P01034,60144968. 

773 Born [REDACTED]. P01034,60144968;P01531. 

774 P01034,60144968. 

775 P01034,60144985. 

776 Born [REDACTED]. P01034,60144968;P01530. 

777 PO 1034,60144968 ;PRH028,P02126,p.35. 

778 PRH520,P01867,paras.30,35. 

779 Born [REDACTED]. P01034,60144968. 

780 PRH028,P02126,pp.34-35 

781 PO 1 034,60144966; PRH050,P00697 ,60302454,para.28. 

782 P01034,60144966;P01517. 

783PRH028,P02126,p.29;PRH050,P00697 ,60302453,para.12;PRH520,PO 1867 ,para.48 ;PRH248,PO 1864,par 
a.10;PRH697,P01968,p.56. 
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shop 785 and drove a taxi. 786 Ali 787 had a garbage collection company and owned 

about 10 trucks. 788 He previously lived in America for a long time. 789 Hayat 790 is 

married to Saleh Harb. 791 Basseema 792 is married to someone from Douair. 793 

Fatima 794 is married to Hassan Hussein Cheaito, 795 who worked in the Ayyash 

family shop as an accountant. 796 Ghada 797 is married to Ali Zaarour, 798 the brother 

of Hussein Zaarour, Salim Ayyash's business partner in his car trading 

business. 799 Ali Zaarour was also a colleague of Mr.Ayyash at the Civil 

Defence800 and owned a garbage collection company with Ali (Jamil) Ayyash. 801 

349. Mr.Ayyash was "sociable, wise and polite. He is a gentleman."802 Mr.Ayyash was 

"very open-minded."803 [REDACTED]. 804 [REDACTED]. 805 

784 P01034,60144966. 

785 PRH028,P02126,p.29;PRH248,P01864,para.l 0. 

786 PRH520,P01867,para.47. 

787 P01034,60144966;P01520. 

788 PRH050,P00697,60302454,para.28;PRH511,P01862,60311797,paras.l6-17,60311811,paras.6,8. 

789 PRH520,P01867,para.46. 

790 P01034,60144966. 

791 PRH520,P01867,para.27. 

792 P01034,60144966;P01514. 

793 PRH520,P01867,para.49. 

794 P01034,60144966;P01518. 

795 P01034,60144980;PRH028,P02126,p.36. 

796 PRH050,P00697 ,60302456,para.50;603024 76,para. 70. 

797 P01034,60144966. 

798 P01034,60144982;PRH028,P02126,p.36. 

799 PRH028,P02126,pp.27-28. 

800 PRH276,P01861,para.l9;PRH511,P01862,60311812,para.l4,[REDACTED]. 

801 PRH511,P01862,60311797,paras.l6-17,60311811,paras.6,8;PRH281,P01866,paras.21-22. 

802 PRH050,P00697,60302454,para.26. 

803 PRH276,P01861,para.28. 

804 [REDACTED] 

805 [REDACTED] 
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350. Mr.Ayyash was employed as a technical assistant806 in the fire department of the 

Civil Defence. 807 He started working for the Civil Defence in 1986. 808 He first 

worked in Nabatiyeh, as most of the stations in the South had not been established 

yet, due to the Israeli occupation. 809 

351. Before 2002, he worked in CD Douair. 810 In 2002, he was assigned to CD 

Markaba, where he was nominated as chief of the station. 811 A co-worker of 

Mr.Ayyash at CD Markaba claims that Mr.Ayyash used to say that he did not care 

about the work, 812 and that he was not interested. 813 Two decisions from the 

General Directorate of the Civil Defence relate to Mr.Ayyash's absence from 

work. The first decision is dated 19 June 2004 and orders a four-day wage 

deduction from Mr.Ayyash's salary because he left a compulsory training without 

any reason. 814 The second decision, dated 18 August 2004, two months after 

Mr.Ayyash sent in his resignation paperwork, orders a three-day wage deduction 

from Mr.Ayyash's salary for repeatedly not showing up to work. 815 Bank records 

indicated his monthly salary in 2004-2005 was 600,000 LBP. 816 

806 P01159,60178465;P01027,60145454. 

807 PRH028,P02126,p.33; PRH050,P00697 ,60302472,para.15;PRH520,PO 1867 ,para.45; 
PRH276,P01861,para.18;PRH697,P01968,p.54;P01028,60252540;P01027,60145454;P01636, 60143670. 

808 PRH276,P01861,para.l8;P01159,60178465; [REDACTED],p.81;P01027,60145454. 

809 [REDACTED] 

810 P01160. 

811 P01160;PRH437,P01981,60313714,para.9;P01891 ;P01892; [REDACTED] 

812 PRH437,P01981,60313708,para.11. 

813 PRH437,P01981,60313714-60313715,para.10. 

814 P01891. 

815 P01892. 

816 P01027,60145427-60145428,60145454. 
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352. He submitted his resignation as chief of the station on 26 June 2004. 817 His 

request was granted on 29 October 2004 (the decision entered into force on 1 

November 2004), when he was transferred to Douair, 818 again as a technical 

assistant. 819 Mr.Ayyash partnered with [REDACTED] when serving CD Douair 

in 2004-2005. 820 On 18 September 2009, he was transferred to the Haret Hreik 

centre. 821 

353. As part of his work, Mr.Ayyash would have to participate in "missions" to attend 

accidents, fires, etc., following which mission reports would be drafted providing 

details of the mission. 822 One mission report is in evidence, 823 dated 22 November 

2004. 824 It shows that Mr.Ayyash participated in two missions on 20 November 

2004; he first attended a car accident in El-Fanar, and then transported an injured 

person from his home to the hospital in Toul. 825 

354. [REDACTED].826 [REDACTED]. 827 [REDACTED]. 828 [REDACTED]. 829 

3. Car Trade and Vehicles 

355. Even before he joined the Civil Defence in 1986,830 Mr.Ayyash also traded in 

cars. 831 Mr.Ayyash had a lot of experience with cars; PRH028 used to consult 

817 P01161. 

818 P01162. 

819 P01163. 

820 [REDACTED]. 

821 [REDACTED] 

822 [REDACTED]. 

823 P01913. 

824 [REDACTED]. 

825 P01913. 

826 [REDACTED]. 

827 [REDACTED]. 

828 [REDACTED] 

829 [REDACTED]. 

830 PRH276,P01861,para.24. 
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with him before buying a new vehicle. 832 Mr.Ayyash imported cars from 

abroad, 833 including the USA. 834 He used to import damaged cars, repair them and 

then sell them in Lebanon. 835 

356. Mr.Ayyash's partner in his car dealing business was Hussein Zaarour. 836 

Mr.Ayyash used to display his cars in Hussein Zaarour's showroom in Moawad 

Street, 837 near St. Mikhael' s Church. 838 

357. Another associate in the car trade, Ghaleb Jaber, worked as a car mechanic and 

had a garage in Douair, close to the former Ayyash tool shop. 839 Jaber was also 

licensed as a car dealer. 840 

358. Mr.Ayyash used to change cars often because he traded in cars. 841 The evidence 

shows that he owned at various points a BMW 523i, 842 a blue Volvo, 843 a Toyota 

Camry, 844 a Dodge Durango, 845 and a Jeep Cherokee. 846 His wife drove a VW 

831 PRH028,P02126,p.27; PRH050,P00697 ,60302454,para.24,60302472,para.16; PRH276,PO 1861 ,para.18; 
PRH535,PO 1863,para.12;PO 1028,60252540. 

832 PRH028,P02126,p.27. 

833 PRH276,P01861,para.l8. 

834 PRH028,P02126,p.31. 

835 PRH276,P01861,para.33. 

836 PRH028,P02126,p.27. 

837 PRH028,P02126,p.28;PRH535,P01863,paras.13-14;PRH270,P01860,pp.39-40. 

838 PRH276,P01861,para.29. 

839 PRH276,P01861,para.32;PRH697,P01968,p.54;PRH270,P01860,p.21. 

840 PRH697,P01968,p.41. 

841 PRH028,P02126,p.32. 

842 P01396,60180311-60180313. 

843 PRH112,P01409,60307140,para.13. 

844 P01749. 

845 P01395;1D00448. 

846 PRH028,P02126,p.32;1D00447. 
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Beetle. 847 He also rode a Honda motorcycle, 848 a Yamaha Cignus 125,849 and a 

small scooter. 850 Most ofMr.Ayyash's vehicles were insured with ALIG. 851 

359. Mr.Ayyash's son, Ali, drove his Volvo to the university. 852 Ali bought two cars 

from PRH520, a Honda CRV and a BMW 525i. 853 

4. Travel 

360. Mr.Ayyash and his wife travelled to Saudi Arabia for the 2005 Hajj, 854 along with 

their daughter, Zeinab. 855 Mr.Ayyash went on the Hajj more than once, 856 

including the 2004 Hajj. 857 

5. Activities 

361. While the above information provides some insight into Mr.Ayyash's activities 

and whereabouts, little evidence available to the Chamber places Mr.Ayyash at 

specific locations at specific times, certainly none that would allow for a 

connection to be made to telephone activity on any of the Prosecution-attributed 

mobile phones. Annex B lists the evidence before the Chamber regarding 

847 PRH112,P01409,60307141,para.15. 

848 PRH028,P02126,pp.34-35;PRH112,P01409,60307140,para.l2. 

849 1D00443. 

850 PRH050,P00697,60302473,para.37; PRH276,P01861,para.24. 

851 PRH050,P00697,60302472,para.17;PRH112,P01409,60307141,para.17;P00688;P00604.9; 
P00689 ,60294962-60294963. 

852 PRH112,P01409,60307140,para.13. 

853 PRH520,P01867,paras.29-30. 

854 1D00293;1D00294;1D00296;1D00297,60138075;1D00299,60138089;1D00300,D0480115; 
1D00301,60129969;1D00302,60277226-60277227. 

855 1D00297, 60138075; 1D00299,60 138089; 1D0030 1,60129969; 1D00302,60277226. 

856 [REDACTED] 

857 For 2004 Hajj: P01673;P02083. For 2005 Hajj, see,iiifYa,Section.VI.B. 
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Mr.Ayyash's activities, organised chronologically, and where possible, 

identifying the location or area. 858 

362. Annex B accepts all documents at face value, even where there is no evidence 

corroborating the documents. Submissions on reliability of some of these 

documents are made elsewhere. 

6. Phone Usage 

363. A number of witnesses gave evidence regarding Mr.Ayyash's phone usage, but 

the Prosecution produced no evidence to support the theory that Mr.Ayyash 

carried ten mobile phones during the relevant time period. 

364. A former colleague of Mr.Ayyash at CD Markaba stated that Mr.Ayyash changed 

his number several times; sometimes, they would try to reach him but they would 

get a busy tone, and afterwards Mr.Ayyash would tell them that he had changed 

his phone number. 859 The same witness, in another statement, mentioned only one 

phone allegedly used by Mr.Ayyash (the witness only recalled that the number 

started with 03). 860 He also added that Mr.Ayyash could be reached on his 

brother's landline. 861 

365. [REDACTED]. 862 [REDACTED. 863 [REDACTED. 864 [REDACTED]. 865 

366. [REDACTED],866 [REDACTED. 867 

858 The Defence has not included in the table any of the Civil Defence timesheets recording signing in and 
out of work, as the Prosecution does not appear to be relying upon them for the truth of their contents. 

859 PRH437,P01981,60313707,para.8. 

860 PRH437,P01981,60313716,para.28. 

861 PRH437,P01981,60313716,para.27. 

862 [REDACTED],P019ll,pp.92-93. 

863 [REDACTED] 

864 [REDACTED] 

865 [REDACTED] 

866 [REDACTED] 
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367. Mr.Ayyash's [REDACTED] PRH050 asked Mr.Ayyash for his number several 

times, and Mr.Ayyash always told him to call his brother Mohammed. 868 PRH050 

added that in the previous three or four years before 2009, Mr.Ayyash did not 

have a mobile phone. 869 

368. PRH520 did not have a phone contact for [REDACTED] Salim Ayyash. 870 

369. [REDACTED] garage where Mr.Ayyash's BMW was repaired was told by his 

employees that "this person [ Ayyash] is always using different telephone 

numbers." 871 Besides this being obvious hearsay, the [REDACTED] never 

mentioned Mr.Ayyash using mobile phones. 872 

370. Mr.Ayyash's client PRH028 also used to contact Mr.Ayyash through his brother 

Mohammed's shop. 873 However, if it was for an urgent matter, he would ask 

Mohammed for Mr.Ayyash's phone number. 874 

371. Another employee at the Civil Defence stated that he used to contact Mr.Ayyash 

on a mobile phone number before 2003 or 2004. 875 

372. A person involved in the car trade asserted that he "used to see Selim at the 

[REDACTED] showroom but cannot recall seeing him with a mobile phone."876 

867 [REDACTED] 

868 PRH050,P00697,60302454,para.l4. 

869 PRH050,P00697 ,60302454,para.14. 

870 PRH520,P01867,para.26;Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF _PRY _EN_l-47,p.ll. 

871 PRH385,P01408,60308029,para.31. 

872 PRH112,P01409,60307140,para.8. 

873 PRH028,P02126,p.29. 

874 PRH028,P02126,pp.29-30. 

875 PRH276,P01861,paras.21,23. 

876 PRH535,P01863,para.13. 
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B. Salim Ayyash Was Not in Lebanon from 15 to 28 January 2005 

373. The evidence before the Chamber does not allow for a finding that Mr.Ayyash 

was in Lebanon from 15 to 28 January 2005, a crucial period in the Prosecution's 

case. 877 Rather, it shows he was performing the Hajj pilgrimage in the KSA. 

Documentary evidence and witness testimony show the most reasonable inference 

available from the evidence is that Mr.Ayyash went on the 2005 Hajj, and not 

another individual using Mr.Ayyash's passport as the Prosecution speculate. 878 

Due to his absence from Lebanon during this period, he could not have been the 

single user of the phones attributed to him. 

1. The Integrity of the Hajj Selection Process 

374. Ibrahim ltani, the Executive Director of the Hajj Committee in 2005, provided 

evidence regarding the strict and regulated process of the Hajj Committee's 

selection of pilgrims for the Hajj. 879 The Hajj Committee is the only body 

responsible for the selection of pilgrims and record keeping in relation to the Hajj 

for Lebanese pilgrims. 880 As the evidence shows, they regulate the entire process 

seriously. 

375. Each year, the Committee receives approximately 20,000-22,000 applications to 

go on the Hajj from Lebanese citizens. 881 There are quotas for each country, 

reflective of population; approximately 6,000 Lebanese may travel on the Hajj 

every year. 882 

877 Indictment,paras.30,32,33;PFTB,paras.749-758. 

878 Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_l-92,p.58;PFTB,paras.289-299. 

879 Itani,P01667,para.6,8. 

880 Itani,P01667,para.8. 

881 Itani,P01667,para.8; for 2005, the quota was increased to 17,000, see Itani,20161212_STL-11-
0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_l-92,p.83. 

882 Itani,P01667,para.9. 
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376. Some Members of Parliament and Ministers can sponsor people to receive Hajj 

visas directly from the Saudi Embassy. 883 These people would not be reflected in 

the Hajj Committee's database. 884 A sponsor must travel on the Hajj, but it is not 

necessary for them to travel together with the sponsored pilgrims during the 

Hajj. 885 The sponsorship scheme means that individuals that would normally be 

too young to be accepted by the Hajj Committee can still travel on the Hajj. 886 

377. The Loyalty for the Resistance Bloc sponsored Mr.Ayyash's travel on the 2004887 

and 2005 888 Hajj. ltani confirmed that this sponsorship explains why Mr.Ayyash 

was permitted to travel on the Hajj for two consecutive years. 889 

ii. The Stringent Application Process for the 2005 Hajj 

378. Applications for the 2005 Hajj (1425 in the Hijri calendar) had to be made 

between 14 August and 13 October 2004 890 through the Surete Generale. 891 The 

Hajj Committee declined applications submitted before or after this, subject to a 

few limited exceptions. 892 For example, ltani explained that some individuals 

appear on the exit/entry database for Lebanon as having travelled to the KSA on 

their national passports, even though they were noted as not being selected in the 

Hajj Committee's database. 893 This meant the individual received a visa to travel 

883 Itani,P01667,para.39. 

884 Itani,P01667,para.39. 

885 Itani,PO 1668,para.34. 

886 Itani,P01667,para.45. 

887 Itani,P01673,60255963. 

888 Itani,P01673,60255968. 

889 Itani,PO 1672,para.50. 

890 Itani,P01667,para.l3. 

891 Itani,P01667,para.l3. 

892 Itani,P01667,para.13. 

893 Itani,P01668,para.33. 
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on the Hajj from the Saudi Embassy, as those that were not selected by the Hajj 

Committee could take their national passport to the Saudi Embassy, and attempt 

to gain authorisation for travel. 894 

3 79. The application process was lengthy and stringent. Applicants had to ensure the 

right procedure was adhered to so that their identities could be checked, their 

KSA visa issued on time, and the logistics of the Hajj arranged. A potential 

pilgrim needed to firstly apply through the "moarref'. 895 The moarref was the 

pilgrim's contact person for the Hajj, and liaised with the travel agency through 

which the pilgrim travels. 896 The moarref was selected and licensed by his 

religious leader. 897 The travel agency chose from the licensed moarrefs, and 

supplied the name of their chosen moarref to the Hajj Committee. 898 These travel 

agencies also organised accommodation during the Hajj-the pilgrim could not 

book and choose their own hotel. 899 There are approximately 40 certified and 

registered travel agencies which usually stay the same every year. 900 ltani 

emphasised that it is important for the moarref to be licensed so that he is certified 

in every aspect of the Hajj procedure, and the procedures required in KSA during 

the pilgrimage. 901 

380. In 2005, for a Hajj application, the potential pilgrim was required to submit their 

identification card, civil registry identification card which showed the applicant's 

894 Itani,P01668,para.33; However, it would be simple to find out if individuals travelled on their national 
passport instead of their Hajj passport, This situation would arise where an individual is marked in the Hajj 
Committee's database as "not travelled", while at the same time recorded in the Surete Generale's database 
as "travelled, see Itani,P01667,para.37. In 2005 approximately 15 Hajj passports were issued after the 
official application period had closed. This was the only exception to the normal procedure, see 
Itani,PO 1667 ,para.40. 

895 Itani,P01668,para.8. 

896 Itani,P01668,para.8. 

897 Itani,PO 1668,para.11. 

898 Itani,PO 1668,para.11. 

899 Itani,P01667,para.23. 

900 Itani,PO 1672,para. 7. 

901 Itani,20161212 _STL-11-01_ T _ T317 _OFF _PRV _ EN_1-92,p.24. 
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religious group, four photographs, and a certificate from a sheikh from a religious 

authority. 902 For pilgrims who need to be accompanied by a family member while 

travelling, a certificate proving the relationship also had to be provided. 903 One 

photograph was attached to the Hajj application form, another two photographs 

were provided with the passport application, 904 and the remaining photograph 

would be kept as the Hajj Committee's spare photo until the end of the Hajj. 905 

381. After receiving the Hajj applications, the moarref took these to the Surete 

Generale. 906 Based on these applications, the Surete Generale produced Hajj 

passports and sent them to the Hajj Committee so that the Committee could select 

pilgrims according to its rules and regulations. 907 

382. Once the Hajj Committee received the applications from the Surete Generale, it 

would check the applications against the Hajj passports to ensure they are 

identical. 908 The Committee keeps a record of every application in the Hajj 

database. 909 Identity verification of the applicant takes place by checking the 

details provided, such as the applicant's date ofbirth with the electoral register. 910 

This is in addition to ensuring the details on the application are reflected correctly 

in the Hajj passport. 911 If the Committee discovered irregularities in the checking 

process, the Hajj passport would be sent back to the Surete Generale. 912 

902 Itani,P01667,para.l5. 

903 Itani,P01667,para.l5. 

904 Itani,PO 1668,para.22. 

905 Itani,PO 1668,para.24. 

906 Itani,P01668,para.9. 

907 Itani,P01668,para.9. 

908 Itani,P01668,para.9. 

909 Itani,PO 1667 ,para.l8. 

910 Itani,P01667,para.l8. 

911 Itani,P01667,para.18. 

912 Itani,PO 1667 ,para.18. 
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383. hnportantly, ltani explained that the photograph on the application form is 

scanned and electronically stored by the Hajj Committee. 913 It was this scanned 

electronic copy of the photograph that appears on the identification card issued to 

the pilgrim. 914 The rest of the application was also scanned and electronically 

stored in the Committee's database. 915 

iii. Mr.Ayyash & His Wife Have Valid 2005 Hajj Applications 

384. Mr.Ayyash applied to go on the 2005 Hajj on 12 October 2004-within the 

deadline. 916 ltani confirmed the required personal details such as the signature, 

thumbprint, the travel agency's stamp, and the signature of the travel agency 

contact person are present on Mr.Ayyash's 2005 Hajj application. 917 The presence 

of two witnesses in addition to the presence of the mokhtar was a requirement.918 

This is demonstrated through the mokhtar's signature and approval of the 

application. 919 [REDACTED], a registered and certified mokhtar, certified that 

Mr.Ayyash's personal information in the Hajj passport application was valid. 920 

The mokhtar would be held responsible in Lebanon if he witnessed something 

that is not right-because of this, the witnessing and certification of the 

applicant's identity "usually [ ... ] is right, but nobody can be definite about it" as 

this is "not something that occurs in a court oflaw". 921 

385. Regarding Fatima Al-Hajj's 2005 Hajj application, 922 ltani testified that in 

addition to having her own separate application form, her name would also be on 

913 Itani,PO 1668,para.25. 

914 Itani,P01668,para.25. 

915 Itani,P01667,para.16. 

916 1D00293;Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF_PRV _EN_l-92,pp.60,65. 

917 1D00293,60130902;Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_l-92,pp.23-24,54. 

918 Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317_0FF_PRV _EN_l-92,p.24. 

919 Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317_0FF_PRV _EN_l-92,p.24. 

920 1D00293,60130902. 

921 Itani,20161212 _STL-11-01_ T _ T317 _OFF _PRV _ EN_1-92,p.53. 

922 1D00294,60130914. 
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Mr.Ayyash's application form. 923 Indeed, this can be seen in the Committee's 

database. 924 On Mr.Ayyash's application form, his relationship with Fatima Al

Hajj as a married couple was recorded so that when the Committee chose the 

pilgrims, they could be chosen together, 925 which was what occurred in 2005. 

386. ltani's testimony shows the tightly controlled application process a prospective 

pilgrim must go through in order to be successfully selected. The Hajj Committee 

took every step of the selection procedure seriously, and all personnel such as the 

moarref and the travel agency were certified to perform their duties. Furthermore, 

pilgrims were required to provide numerous documents relating to their identity 

which are examined and cross-checked to ensure applications and identities are 

genuine. It is worth noting that the Prosecution does not believe that Mr.Ayyash 

submitted a "sham application."926 

iv. Special Requirements for Females 

387. The strictness ofthe entire Hajj selection process is further demonstrated through 

ltani's explanation that all applications are ranked according to specific criteria, 

with special requirements for female travellers. 927 These include the requirement 

that female pilgrims under the age of 45 are to travel accompanied by a male 

guardian, called a "mahram". 928 The name ofthe female's mahram is on the visa 

issued to her. 929 Specifically, the male needs to be either the husband, father, 

brother, son, uncle or father-in-law of the female pilgrim. 93° Changes to the male 

923 Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_1-92,p.55. 

924 1D00300. 

925 Itani,20161212 _STL-11-01_ T _ T317 _OFF _PRV _ EN_1-92,p.55. 

926 20160928 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T296 _OFF _PRV _EN _1-52,p.26;PFTB,para.281. 

927 For example, whether it will be the applicant's first time travelling on the Hajj, when the applicant last 
travelled, how many times the applicant has been; and the age of the applicant. Applications from 
individuals under 18 years are declined. Itani,P01667,paras.l9,21;P01672,para.12. 

928 Itani,P01667,para.20. 

929 Itani,P01672,para.37. 

930 Itani,PO 1667 ,para.20. 
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accompanying the female are generally not permitted after permission to travel 

has been granted. 931 Exceptions can be made at the Saudi Embassy on a case-by

case basis depending on the reason for the change. 932 Pilgrims are normally not 

allowed to be accompanied by minors, though it is possible for minors to travel on 

a regular visa issued by the Saudi embassy. 933 

388. ltani's testimony on the special travel requirements for female Hajj applicants 

further demonstrates the detail and attention that is given to each applicant. These 

are the same rules that applied to Mr.Ayyash and his wife, and show that Ms.Al

Hajj's requirement for a mahram was not taken lightly. As per the rules, 

Mr.Ayyash was listed as her mahram in the Committee's records. 934 

2. Hajj Visas and Passports 

389. The list of successful pilgrims selected by the Hajj Committee was released to the 

travel agencies in mid-December 2004. 935 The registered travel agencies then 

started preparations for the Hajj such as booking tickets and accommodation. 936 

390. Once the Hajj Committee had selected the individuals permitted to travel, their 

applications would be placed on a CD and hand delivered with the Hajj passports 

to the Saudi embassy. 937 The KSA's Ministry of Foreign Affairs would produce 

the visas for the individuals selected. 938 It was extremely rare that an application 

931 ltani,P01667,para.20. 

932 ltani,PO 1667 ,para.20. 

933 ltani,PO 1667 ,para.22. 

934 1D00300. 

935 1tani,P01672,paras.8-11. 

936 ltani,PO 1672,paras. 7,11 ;Itani,PO 1667 ,para.23. 

937 1tani,P01668,para.10. 

938 ltani,PO 1668,para.1 0. 
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selected by the Committee would be declined a visa by the KSA, but it can 

happen. 939 

391. Once an application has been approved by the Hajj Committee, all Hajj travel 

documents will be sent to the registered travel agent where the booking was 

initiated. 940 A few days before the pilgrims were to travel from Beirut to KSA, the 

Hajj Committee would distribute the Hajj passports to the registered travel agent 

where the application was initially made. 941 The travel agent would then inform 

the pilgrims about the outcome of their application, and whether they would 

provide the pilgrims with the travel documents in advance, or if they will 

collectively hand them over to the pilgrims at the airport. 942 The travel agent 

would provide the Hajj passport to the pilgrims through the moarref. 943 

Sometimes the pilgrim would not see the Hajj passport until they arrive at the 

airport prior to departure. 944 

i. The Hajj Passport Is a Reliable Record 

392. ltani described the format of the Hajj passport, and the specific purpose of its 

design for increased security. The Hajj passport has two identical pages which 

state the name of the pilgrim and displays the corresponding photograph. 945 The 

Hajj Committee would remove one of the perforated pages of the passport so that 

it remains with them while the pilgrim travels. 946 When the pilgrim returns from 

the Hajj, the Hajj passport must be returned to the Committee. 947 The page which 

939 Itani,P01668,para.lO;Itani clarified that 99.99% of individuals would be granted a KSA visa 
(Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_l-92,p.42). 

940 Itani,P01667,para.24. 

941 Itani,PO 1668,para.l4. 

942 Itani,PO 1667 ,para.24. 

943 Itani,PO 1668,para.l4. 

944 Itani,PO 1668,para.l4. 

945 Itani,PO 1668,para.22. 

946 Itani,PO 1668,para.22. 

947 Itani,PO 1668,para.22. 
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was previously removed would be checked against the returned passport. 948 If 

these pages do not correspond with each other, the Committee will report the 

matter to the Sfrrete General e. 949 

393. The Hajj passport may only be used to travel on the Hajj for pilgrims that are 

registered with the Hajj Committee. 950 This was a requirement stipulated by the 

KSA. 951 A pilgrim can take their national passport but it will not be used on the 

Hajj if they are registered with the Committee, as only the Hajj passport was 

required. 952 

394. ltani's testimony that the Hajj Committee performs its own independent checks of 

the applicant's identification details, such as cross-checking the date ofbirth with 

the electoral register and ensuring details of the application are reflected correctly 

in the Hajj passport, is further evidence of the regulated and secure Hajj 

application process. Furthermore, the design of the Hajj passport allows the Hajj 

Committee to ensure the same individual who applied to go on the Hajj was 

indeed the one who travelled on the Hajj and returned by checking the previously 

removed page of the passport with the passport that actually travelled with the 

individual. This is the same level of security and scrutiny of personal details that 

Mr.Ayyash also underwent through going on the Hajj with the Hajj Committee. 

ii. Mr. & Mrs.Ayyash Have Valid Hajj Passports 

395. ltani confirms that 1D00293 is the special passport for the 2005 Hajj. 953 This is 

Mr.Ayyash's 2005 Hajj passport, document number 059386, 954 showing the 

948 Itani,PO 1668,para.22. 

949 Itani,PO 1668,para.22. 

950 Itani,P01667,para.29;Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_1-92,p.48. 

951 Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_1-92,p.48. 

952 Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_1-92,p.48;Itani,P01667,para.33. 

953 Itani,20161212 _STL-11-01_ T _ T317 _OFF _PRV _ EN_1-92,p.54. 

954 Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_1-92,p.54;1D00293,60130903. 
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required information. 955 For the Hajj passport, only the year of birth is 

reflected. 956 Fatima Al-Hajj's 2005 Hajj passport, document number 059385, 

similarly contains the required information. 957 

iii. No Manipulation of Hajj Documents in 2005 

396. ltani testified that there is a possibility for manipulation as individuals try to 

change their picture, or commonly attempt to falsify their date of birth to fulfil the 

age requirements to travel on the Hajj. 958 However, "to the best of [his] 

knowledge there were no cases of forged Hajj passports notified to the Surete 

Generale for the 1425 (2005) Hajj". 959 

3. Security Measures During Pilgrimage 

397. The registered travel agent was responsible for the pilgrims travelling in his group 

as he must ensure that everyone who left for the Hajj also returns. 960 All pilgrims 

travelling through a registered travel agency must travel in a group, 961 and each 

moarref is responsible for a group of approximately 13 pilgrims for the entire 

trip.962 

398. In 2005, only air travel to the Hajj was permitted. 963 Pilgrims were required to 

leave and return to Lebanon through direct flights to and from KSA. 964 

Furthermore, during the Hajj period only the Saudi airports of Medina and Jeddah 

955 1D00293,60130903. 

956 Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_l-92,p.71 

957 Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_l-92,p.65;1D00294,60130915. 

958 Itani,PO 1667 ,para.34. 

959 P01669,para.ll. 

960 Itani,P01667,para 25. 

961 Itani,P01667,para.25. 

962 Itani,P01668,para.ll;Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_l-92,p.47. 

963 Itani,P01667,para.26. 

964 Itani,P01667,para.26. 
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received pilgrims. 965 Only Middle East Airlines and Saudi Airlines were 

permitted to transport pilgrims for the Hajj. 966 

i. Integrity of the Airport and Immigration Security Measures in Beirut 

399. The cumulative thoroughness and integrity of the security measures and passport 

control procedures of Hajj pilgrims makes it difficult to support the Prosecution's 

assertions that someone other than Mr.Ayyash travelled under his documents. 967 

400. ltani testified that a pilgrim must undergo a number of security and passport 

control procedures at the Beirut airport. These include the following: 

a. An Internal Security check to ensure the person has a passport and a 

ticket· 968 
' 

b. A Security Forces check where the traveller's luggage IS scanned and 

body searched; 969 

c. A Middle East Airlines counter check to administer the check-in of the 

pilgrim and to receive a boarding pass; 970 and 

d. Passing through the Sfuete Generale three times; (i) an initial check to 

ensure the pilgrim has their own passport; (ii) stamping the pilgrim's 

passport when they pass; and (iii) a final check of the pilgrim's passport to 

ensure there is an exit stamp. 971 

965 Itani,P01667,para.26. 

966 Itani,P01667,para.27. 

967 PFTB,paras.289-299. 

968 Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_1-92,p.45. 

969 Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_1-92,p.44. 

970 Itani,20161212 _STL-11-01_ T _ T317 _OFF _PRV _ EN_1-92,pp.43-44. 

971 Itani,20161212 _STL-11-01_ T _ T317 _OFF _PRV _ EN_1-92,p.44-45. 
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401. ltani pointed out that each pilgrim at the Beirut airport passes through 

immigration individually with their Hajj passport. 972 Once the pilgrim boards the 

plane with their group, the moarrefwill collect the group's Hajj passport and keep 

them until the flight arrives in KSA. 973 This is to keep count of the group the 

moarref is responsible for. 974 

402. ltani's testimony on the airport and immigration security measures shows that it 

would be difficult for someone to pass through the airport and board a flight on 

another person's travel documents. Mr.Ayyash's departure from Beirut airport 

already entails numerous points of identity verification from various sources such 

as the Surete Generale, ISF, and Middle East Airlines in Lebanon. While not all 

checks entail the same detail, it is hard to deny that some are more stringent than 

others, such as being individually processed by the immigration authorities. The 

cumulative effect of these independent checks means identity fraud is not as easy 

or as likely as the Prosecution suggest-before even taking into consideration the 

additional security checks on the KSA side of the journey, which the Prosecution 

have disregarded entirely in their submissions. 975 

4. Integrity of the Airport and Immigration Security Measures in 
Saudi Arabia 

403. Once the flight lands in KSA's Jeddah terminal, pilgrims are required to wait in a 

lounge area. 976 Afterwards, they enter the immigration hall with their respective 

Hajj travel groups where they are processed and each person is checked 

individually by KSA immigration authorities. 977 The Hajj passport is individually 

inspected by the Saudi authorities and stamped before it is returned to the pilgrim 

972 Itani,P01668,para.l5. 

973 Itani,PO 1668,para.l6. 

974 Itani,PO 1668,para.l6. 

975 PFTB,paras.289-294. 

976 Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_l-92,pp.45-46;Itani,P01668,para.17. 

977 Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_l-92,pp.46,48-49;Itani,P01668,para.l7. 
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after successfully passing immigration. 978 ltani emphasised that these checks are 

done one by one. 979 The moarref is not permitted to interfere in this process at all 

as this is strictly a Saudi procedure. 980 After successfully passing immigration, the 

pilgrims meet with their moarrefwho collects their passports again. 981 

404. After KSA immigration, the pilgrims are moved to the "AI Motawef' office. This 

office represents the KSA, and collects all of the pilgrims' Hajj passports through 

their respective moarref for safekeeping until the end of the Hajj. 982 Each pilgrim 

is provided with a bag number to re-claim their Hajj passport at the end of the 

Hajj. 983 The office also issues each pilgrim with a barcode and stamp that must be 

used throughout the Hajj for transportation. 984 

405. A strict programme must be adhered to while pilgrims are on the Hajj, which lasts 

for at least ten days. 985 During the Hajj, all groups must travel together, 986 use the 

same tour coaches, and stay in the same accommodation. 987 ltani traveled with his 

employees, and they moved between groups to ensure everything ran smoothly. 988 

While inside Mecca and Medina pilgrims can travel alone, but they must travel in 

groups between cities. 989 Identification is required when travelling between 

cities. 990 As there are many people on the Hajj, group leaders and assistants are 

978 Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_1-92,pp.46-48;Itani,P01668,para.l7. 

979 Itani,20161212 _STL-11-01_ T _ T317 _OFF _PRV _ EN_1-92,pp.48-49. 

980 Itani,PO 1668,para.17. 

981 Itani,PO 1668,para.17. 

982 Itani,PO 1668,para.18. 

983 Itani,PO 1668,para.18. 

984 Itani,PO 1668,para.19. 

985 Itani,P01672,paras.9,14,17,28,33-34. 

986 Itani,PO 1668,para.26;PO 1672,para.23. 

987 Itani,PO 1672,para.18. 

988 Itani,PO 1672,para.17. 

989 Itani,PO 1672,para.34. 

990 Itani,PO 1668,para.28. 
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assigned to the groups to ensure that the group travels together, such as assigning 

meeting places. 991 

i. Official Lebanese and KSA Records Corroborate Mr.Ayyash's Travel 

406. 1D00295 is an official record of the exit/entry movement for Mr.Ayyash provided 

by the Lebanese Ministry of Interior. 992 Mr.Ayyash left Lebanon on 15 January 

2005 for the KSA, and returned to Lebanon on 28 January 2005. His Hajj passport 

number is reflected in this record. 993 Identical records for Mrs.Ayyash994 and 

Mr.Ayyash's daughter995 provide evidence that they also left Lebanon between 15 

and 28 January 2005. 

407. 1D00297, the list of checked-in passengers for flight ME2302 from Beirut to 

Jeddah on 15 January 2005,996 records that Mr.Ayyash sat in 41D, Mrs.Ayyash 

sat in 41E, and Zeinab sat in 42E. Incidentally, ltani was seated in 6A997 on the 

same flight, as ltani travels on the Hajj with the pilgrims. 998 1D00301 contains 

flight manifests from the Lebanese Ministry of Transport for the flight ME2302 

on 15 January 2005 999 and for flight ME3015 on 28 January 2005. 1000 The flight 

manifest for ME3015 from Medina airport to Beirut airport on 28 January 

2005 1001 confirms that Mr.Ayyash, his wife and his daughter travelled on this 

991 ltani,PO 1672,para.29;1tani,PO 1668,para.29. 

992 1D00295. 

993 1D00295;Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_l-92,pp.71-72. 

994 1D00296. 

995 1D00298. 

996 1D00297,60138072-60138075. 

997 1D00297,60138074;Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRV _EN_l-92,p.75. 

998 Itani,PO 1672,para.l7. 

999 1D00301,60129625-60129633. 

1000 1D00301,60129967-60129969. 

1001 1D00299,60138084-60138089. See 60138089 for "Salim Jamil Ayach", "Zeinab Salim Ayach" and 
"Fatmeh Ab Delhassan Hajj". This flight manifest is attached to an investigator's note, 1D00303, in which 
Prosecution investigators describe a meeting with a representative of Middle East Airlines that provided the 
flight manifest of28 January 2005. At paragraph 7 the representative mentions that 1D00301, the flight 
manifest provided from the Ministry of Transportation is a list of passengers called "passenger flight 
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flight. Records received from both Middle East Airlines and the Ministry of 

Transport contain Mr.Ayyash's name on each ofthe flights. 1002 

408. 1D00302 from the KSA Ministry of Interior shows that Mr.Ayyash entered the 

KSA at 03:35 on 16 January 2005 after taking flight ME2302 from Middle East 

Airlines from Beirut, Lebanon. 1003 Mr.Ayyash departed KSA from the Prince 

Mohammed Bin Abdulaziz airport on flight ME1015 with Middle East Airlines at 

10:44. 1004 This is consistent with the procedure in 2005 where only air-travel was 

permitted to go on Hajj, and only the airports of Medina and Jeddah received 

pilgrims. 1005 

5. Further Checks on Return from Hajj 

409. Upon returning, all of the pilgrims' Hajj passports are collected and given to the 

Sfuete Generale at Beirut airport, who return them to the Hajj Committee. 1006 

These Hajj passports are then double-checked with the Committee's database 

where it would be determined whether the pilgrim actually went on the Hajj 

according to information in the Hajj passport. 1007 The Committee manually 

checks the Hajj passports to ensure that they have the right stamps of travel and 

use the same photos that the Committee used, as there are occasions where an 

individual changes their passport. 1008 According to Itani, the Committee reviews 

all documents at the end of the pilgrimage, and notes down whether a person 

status" collected by the departure control at the airport. This list is different to the manifest provided by 
Middle East Airlines. Of relevance is the fact that both of these lists contain Mr.Ayyash, his wife and his 
daughter's names. 

1002 1D00301,60129625;60129969. 

1003 1D00302,60277223. 

1004 1D00302,60277224. 

1005 1tani,P01667,paras.26-27. 

1006 Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRY _EN_l-92,p.47;1tani,P01668,para.30. 

1007 1tani,P01667,para.30. 

1008 Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRY _EN_l-92,p.82. 
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travelled or not according to the documentation, 1009 m order to identify any 

irregularities. 

410. After checking, the information is entered into the Hajj Committee's database for 

the purposes of determining future applications. 1010 The Committee archives the 

original Hajj passport and application forms for one year. 1011 Documents are then 

scanned and destroyed, and an electronic copy is archived. 1012 Individuals who do 

not return their Hajj passport will be presumed as travelled, with this remark 

placed under their name in the database. 1013 ltani stated however that it was rare 

that a passport was not returned to the Sfuete Generale after the Hajj. 1014 

i. The Hajj Committee's Records Show Mr.Ayyash Went on the Hajj 

411. 1D00300 is an extract from the Hajj database in relation to Mr.Ayyash's 2005 

Hajj application with record number 20367. 1015 The database records indicate 

Mr.Ayyash's application status for the 2005 as "active" having been selected for 

this specific pilgrimage, and that his entry visa status into the KSA was "active" 

and that he "has travelled" with the "Al-Aman for Travel and Tourism" travel 

agency under the pilgrimage campaign name Al-Aman 6. 1016 Moreover the 

extract states that this Hajj application is "courtesy [to the] Loyalty to the 

Resistance Bloc". 1017 Mr.Ayyash is also listed as a "mahram" for his wife, who is 

described as a "woman with mahram" on her application, which connects their 

Hajj applications. 1018 The fact that there was no record of Zeinab Ayyash in the 

1009 Itani,P01667,para.37. 

1010 Itani,20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF _PRY _EN_l-92,p.82. 

1011 Itani,P01667,para.31. 

1012 Itani,PO 1667 ,para.31. 

1013 Itani,P01667,para.38. 

1014 20161213_STL-11-0l_T_T318_0FF _PUB_EN_l-41,p.9. 

1015 1D00300,D0480114-D0480115. 

1016 1D00300,D0480114. 

1017 1D00300,D0480114. 

1018 1D00300. 
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Committee's records is consistent with the fact that she travelled on her national 

passport as she probably received a visa directly from the KSA. 1019 

412. The evidence demonstrates that Mr.Ayyash's passport was used during the 2005 

Hajj and was returned to the Committee with all the correct stamps that are 

required on the Hajj. As Itani said, if Mr.Ayyash travelled to Saudi Arabia that 

Hajj season, it would appear in the database he presented to the investigators. 1020 

As no irregularities were identified by the Committee during their checking of the 

returned Hajj passport with their records and the fact that no identity issues were 

brought up at the various points of security, the only reasonable conclusion that 

can be drawn from all the evidence is that Mr.Ayyash did travel on the 2005 Hajj. 

6. That a Blood Relative (or Any Other Person) Travelled as 
Mr.Ayyash is Groundless 

413. The Prosecution unconvincingly submitted that while there are identical Hajj and 

travel records for Mr.Ayyash and his wife, she did travel, but he did not. Rather, 

the individual who entered with Mrs.Ayyash was not Mr.Ayyash but a blood 

relative ofhers. 1021 The Prosecution argued that as there is an exit/entry record for 

Mrs.Ayyash, who they submit did travel, 1022 and as she was younger than 45 

years old at the time of travel she must have travelled with a mahram who is a 

blood relative. 1023 Apart from this speculation, the Prosecution do not have further 

evidence or submissions on the identity of the alternate individual that allegedly 

travelled under Mr.Ayyash's documents. 1024 

1019 Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRY _EN_1-92,p.83. 

1020 Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRY _EN_1-92,p.68,referring to the CD containing the Hajj 
database,see Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRY _EN_1-92,p.66. 

1021 Itani,20161212_STL-11-01_T_T317 _OFF _PRY _EN_1-92,p.58;PFTB,paras.289-299. 

1022 PFTB,para.296. 

1023 Itani,20161212 _STL-11-01_ T _ T317 _OFF _PRY_ EN_1-92,p.58. 

1024 Itani,20161212 _STL-11-01_ T _ T317 _OFF _PRY_ EN_1-92,p.59. 
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414. Donaldson's position that the Hajj passport, the entry/exit records and the flight 

manifest are "circular" documents as they are a "repeated record of the Hajj 

passport having travelled" as opposed to being "three totally independent 

observations" 1025 is misconceived. The cumulative effect of the strict Hajj 

selection process, the security measures in both Lebanon and the KSA and the 

Committee's own cross-checking of the accuracy of the Hajj passports, contrary 

to Donaldson's assertion, resulted in more than three independent observations 

that Mr.Ayyash did travel on the 2005 Hajj. Not only does this include a valid 

2005 Hajj passport and the Committee's own records post-verification to confirm 

that Mr.Ayyash travelled, but it also includes the official exit/entry records from 

both Lebanon and the KSA, and the flight manifests from Middle East Airlines. 

There is nothing to suggest that they are merely repeated records and not multiple 

"independent observations". Indeed, Donaldson conceded that he does not have 

any personal knowledge to dispute the "independent observations" by authorities 

in two countries, at three different airports, where any one of these checks could 

have resulted in the identification of a person travelling with another person's 

photo and passport. 1026 

8. Conclusions on the Travel Documents 

415. The evidence shows that the Hajj travel process was complied with, starting with 

Mr.Ayyash's application and sponsorship. Mr.Ayyash and his wife also submitted 

applications to the Hajj Committee, which is supported by the documentary 

evidence of their valid 2005 Hajj passport application in the Hajj Committee's 

database. They passed through multiple layers of security while on Hajj. Their 

Hajj passports were checked manually by the Hajj Committee after the Hajj to 

ensure the right stamps of travel were there. ltani testified that there were no 

fraudulent Hajj passports in the year Mr.Ayyash and his family travelled on the 

1025 Donaldson,20170822_STL-ll-Ol_T_T385 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.38. 

1026 Donaldson,20171018_STL-ll-Ol_T_T410_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,pp.26-27. 
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Hajj. Mr.Ayyash's travel is evidenced by the official exit/entry records of the 

KSA and the Lebanese Ministry of Interior. Their travel by air is also documented 

by official records from the Lebanese Ministry of Transport and the records of 

Middle East Airlines. Contrary to Donaldson's assertion that these records are 

"circular", 1027 these are official documentary records belonging to four different 

and independent organisations and government departments which can only lead 

to the reasonable conclusion that Mr.Ayyash did travel on the 2005 Hajj on these 

specific dates and time, and on the flights specified in this series of documentary 

evidence. 

416. The secure and tightly regulated procedure of this entire process makes it doubtful 

that someone else travelled with Mr.Ayyash's Hajj passport without being 

detected at any of these various and independent points of identification. The 

documentary evidence from multiple sources confirms the different and 

independent layers of security, and also confirms Mr.Ayyash did travel for the 

2005 Hajj. For this reason, the Prosecution's case that only Mr.Ayyash's Hajj 

passport travelled lacks any credibility. 

9. Unreliable Civil Defence Evidence Does Not Prove Mr.Ayyash 
Remained in Lebanon 

417. The Prosecution relies on the [REDACTED] and five Civil Defence documents 

related to the 2005 Hajj to prove that Mr.Ayyash did not travel to KSA during the 

relevant period. 1028 

i. Unreliable Evidence [REDACTED] 

418. [REDACTED] .1029 [REDACTED], 1030 including during the Hajj period. This is 

the time period in which the Defence submit that Mr.Ayyash travelled on Hajj; 

1027 Donaldson,20170822_STL-11-0l_T_T385_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.38. 

1028 PFTB,paras.281-288. 

1029 [REDACTED] 

1030 [REDACTED] 
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the Prosecution submit that he was "pivotal" in "exceptional and significant" 

activity related to "escalation" of the alleged conspiracy, 1031 and 

[REDACTED] .1032 [REDACTED] cannot be relied on by the Chamber to come to 

a finding that Mr.Ayyash did not leave Lebanon in January 2005. 

419. [REDACTED] .1033 [REDACTED]. 1034 [REDACTED]. 1035 [REDACTED]. 1036 

[REDACTED] .1037 

420. [REDACTED] .1038 [REDACTED]. 1039 [REDACTED]. 1040 [REDACTED]. 1041 

[REDACTED] .1042 [REDACTED]. 1043 

421. [REDACTED] .1044 [REDACTED]. 1045 [REDACTED]. 1046 [REDACTED]. 1047 

[REDACTED] .1048 [REDACTED] .1049 

1031 PFTB,paras.749-758. 

1032 [REDACTED]. 

1033 [REDACTED] 

1034 [REDACTED] 

1035 [REDACTED] 

1036 [REDACTED] 

1037 [REDACTED] 

1038 [REDACTED], 

1039 [REDACTED] 

1040 [REDACTED] 

1041 [REDACTED] 

1042 [REDACTED] 

1043 [REDACTED] 

1044 [REDACTED], These attendance records are not relied upon by the Prosecution due to the unreliability 
of their maintenance and their contradictions with the telecommunications evidence of the Prosecution 
(20160928_STL-ll-Ol_T_T296_0FF _PRY _EN_l-52, p.21-24), and were also removed from the 
Donaldson Report (20170822_STL-ll-Ol_T_T385_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.73). 

1045 [REDACTED] 

1046 [REDACTED] 

1047 [REDACTED] 

1048 [REDACTED] 

1049 [REDACTED] 
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422. [REDACTED] is replete with inconsistencies showing that in practice things 

worked differently [REDACTED] than what may have been stipulated by the 

rules. [REDACTED]. 1050 [REDACTED]. 1051 [REDACTED]. 1052 

423. [REDACTED],1053 it became clear that [REDACTED]. [REDACTED]. 1054 

[REDACTED] .1055 [REDACTED]. 1056 [REDACTED] 1057 [REDACTED]. 1058 

[REDACTED] .1059 

424. [REDACTED] .1060 [REDACTED]. 

425. [REDACTED] .1061 [REDACTED] .1062 [REDACTED] .1063 

426. [REDACTED]. The Prosecution withdrew its reliance on the work records 

acknowledging "it appears that the system was not very tight in the sense that it 

would have been possible for some employees to sign in for others, and therefore 

the Prosecution [does] not intend on relying on the attendance sheet". 1064 The 

Prosecution further submitted that "[t]he whole purpose of signing in on the day, 

of course, is a day-by-day record so that records should be identifiable on the day 

as to who is present and who is not. We are less than wholly confident in the 

1050 [REDACTED] 

1051 [REDACTED] 

1052 [REDACTED] 

1053 [REDACTED] 

1054 [REDACTED] 

1055 [REDACTED] 

1056 [REDACTED] 

1057 [REDACTED] 

1058 [REDACTED] 

1059 [REDACTED] 

1060 [REDACTED] 

1061 [REDACTED] 

1062 [REDACTED] 

1063 [REDACTED] 

1064 20160928_STL-11-0l_T_T296_0FF_PRV _EN_l-52,p.22. 
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policing of that system. We don't seek to cast aspersions upon it, but it may be 

that it was to some extent taken as not particularly important by those who were 

supervising it". 1065 

427. Given the inconsistencies and contradictions outlined above, [REDACTED] 

evidence is of limited reliability to a finding [REDACTED], despite what the 

proper procedures may have been. 

ii. [REDACTED] Mr.Ayyash's Leave Cancellation, [REDACTED] 
Mr.Ayyash During the Hajj Period 

428. [REDACTED]. They are (i) a letter by Choaib, Chief of Nabatiyeh Regional 

Station, dated 12 January 2005 recording Mr.Ayyash's leave request of 11 

January 2005; 1066 (ii) a decision granting the request by the Director General of 

the Civil Defence, dated 14 January 2005; 1067 (iii) a handwritten note dated 24 

January 2005 requesting cancellation of the request by Choaib; 1068 (iv) a 

cancellation decision dated 12 February 2005 by Director General of the Civil 

Defence; 1069 and (v) an order to pay commute compensation as a result of being 

back on duty from the Lebanese Ministry of Finance, dated March 2005. 1070 

429. Of importance to the Prosecution's case that Mr.Ayyash remained in Lebanon is 

their reliance on [REDACTED] 1071 [REDACTED] .1072 [REDACTED]. Similar to 

the issues with attendance sheets outlined above, the evidence does not allow for a 

finding that [REDACTED], or the documentation, reflect the reality of how things 

happened regarding leave and absences at the Civil Defence. 

1065 20160928_STL-11-0l_T_T296_0FF_PRV _EN_l-52,p.24. 

1066 P01163. 

1067 P01164. 

1068 P01165;[REDACTED] 

1069 P01166. 

1070 P01167. 

1071 PFTB,para.286. 

1072 PFTB,para.288. 
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431. [REDACTED] .1075 [REDACTED]. 1076 [REDACTED]. 1077 [REDACTED]. 1078 

[REDACTED] .1079 

432. It is clear that [REDACTED]. 1080 [REDACTED] .1081 [REDACTED]. 1082 

433. Further inconsistences can also be found in [REDACTED]. [REDACTED], 1083 

[REDACTED] .1084 [REDACTED], 1085 [REDACTED]. 1086 [REDACTED]. 

[REDACTED], 1087 [REDACTED]. 1088 [REDACTED]. 1089 

434. It is surprising that the Prosecution even rely on [REDACTED], IS m 

contradiction to the Prosecution theory that Mr.Ayyash was involved m 

conspiratorial activities at that time. Where [REDACTED], [REDACTED] 1090-

[REDACTED] 1091-the Prosecution's case is that there are times when 

1073 [REDACTED] 

1074 [REDACTED] 

1075 [REDACTED] 

1076 [REDACTED] 

1077 [REDACTED] 

1078 [REDACTED] 

1079 [REDACTED] 

1080 PFTB,para.286. 

1081 [REDACTED] 

1082 [REDACTED] 

1083 [REDACTED];P01165;P01166;P01167. 

1084 [REDACTED] 

1085 P01166. 

1086 [REDACTED] 

1087 [REDACTED] 

1088 [REDACTED] 

1089 [REDACTED] 

1090 [REDACTED] 

1091 [REDACTED] 
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Mr.Ayyash was recorded as being at work whereas "[their] evidence is quite 

clearly he was not there". 1092 According to the Prosecution case theory, 

Mr.Ayyash fully engaged in escalated preparatory steps for the conspiracy when 

he should have been on Hajj. 1093 Despite this they appear to find [REDACTED] 

reliable enough to submit that "Ayyash was present at his work in Lebanon during 

the 2005 Hajj period." 1094 Mr.Ayyash could not have been at work (or on Hajj) 

and also be the single user of the phones sought to be attributed to him. 

435. Based on the inconsistencies and contradicting [REDACTED]. 

iii. The Overall Reliability of Civil Defence Records 

436. The weakness in the Prosecution's case is further highlighted by their selective 

approach to the five Civil Defence records. During the tendering of these records, 

and during the testimony of Donaldson, the Prosecution informed the Chamber 

that they would not be relying on the attendance sheets of CD Douair. 1095 This is 

because they contradict the Prosecution's case on the phone activity and because 

the Prosecution does not have faith in the Civil Defence's supervision of a system 

of attendance. 1096 The Prosecution chose to rely on the five Civil Defence records 

because they have headers and stamps. 1097 

437. The non-reliance on the attendance sheets is at odds with the Prosecution's 

continued reliance on the Civil Defence records which come from the same Civil 

Defence system and hierarchies [REDACTED]. [REDACTED]. [REDACTED]. 

This creates an artificial separation between the Civil Defence records on which 

1092 20160928_STL-11-0l_T_T296_0FF_PRV _EN_l-52,p.23. 

1093 PFTB,para.749. 

1094 PFTB,p.82,heading 5(a);para.288. 

1095 20160928_STL-11-0l_T_T296_0FF _PRY _EN_l-52,pp.21-23;20170822_STL-11-
0l_T_T385_0FF_PUB_EN_l-85,p.74. 

1096 20170822_STL-11 Ol_T_T385_0FF_PUB_EN_l-85,p.74;20160928_STL-11-
0 1_ T _ T296 _OFF_ CONF _ EN_l-52,pp.22-24. 

1097 20160928_STL-11-0l_T_T296_0FF_PRV _EN_l-52,p.22. 
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the Prosecution does rely and the records and practices of CD Douair which they 

find to be unreliable. 

438. Even in relying on the five Civil Defence records, the Prosecution does not rely 

on them entirely for the truth of their contents. In relation to a document recording 

that Mr.Ayyash did not go on leave due to not obtaining an entry visa, the 

Prosecution submitted they "rely upon the document not for the truth of the 

reason given, but rather for the truth of the fact that compensation was paid out. 

And we submit that from that, the Trial Chamber can properly infer the authorities 

satisfied themselves he did not go away." 1098 There is nothing in evidence to 

allow for such an inference. [REDACTED]. Moreover, the commute 

compensation document referred to contains numerous inaccuracies allowing for 

the inference that record keeping was not particularly important, and just because 

a document has a stamp and a header, it does not accurately reflect what may have 

occurred in reality. 1099 

439. P01167 indicates that Mr.Ayyash was employed at CD Markaba. 1100 However, 

other Civil Defence records such as his leave application 1101 and the decision 

granting the leave 1102 indicate he was employed at CD Douair. The amount of 

commute compensation in the adjustment form also appears to be incorrect. The 

form indicated that Mr.Ayyash was to be reimbursed 42,000 LBP for ten days of 

administrative leave, 1103 amounting to 4,200 LBP per day. However, 

[REDACTED] .1104 There is no evidence showing whether Mr.Ayyash actually 

received this compensation. 

1098 20160928_STL-11-0l_T_T296_0FF_PRV _EN_l-52,p.26:13-17. 

1099 P01167. 

llOO P01167. 

" 01 P01163. 

" 02 P01164. 

" 03 P01167. 

" 04 [REDACTED] 
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440. In relation to the issue of the visa, the cancellation decision 1105 reports that this 

information was received from Choaib, the head of the Regional Centre. It must 

be noted that Choaib, who authored some of the documents on which the 

Prosecution relies, and who could have provided context to the events, was 

scheduled to appear in these proceedings, 1106 but was ultimately dropped as a 

witness by the Prosecution. 

441. Further, the Prosecution has not advanced any arguments about why these Civil 

Defence records-coming from the same system and supervisors they do not find 

to be reliable for attendance at CD Douair-are more reliable than the official 

Hajj and travel records of Lebanon and KSA. In fact, Donaldson agreed that the 

Hajj records have a degree ofreliability. 1107 

442. Donaldson agreed that while there is testimony in the record from a witness about 

the process regarding how leave, once granted, would be cancelled, it was given 

by the witness in terms of it how it should happen, but there is no evidence in the 

record from a witness that says how it did happen. 1108 Donaldson admits that after 

putting in a decade of work on whether Mr.Ayyash went on the 2005 Hajj, he still 

has "not been able to come to a position that [he] can prove". 1109 In particular, he 

cannot prove that Mr.Ayyash did not have a visa and cannot take it any 

further. 1110 

443. The uncertainty generated from [REDACTED] needs to be taken into 

consideration when determining the weight to be afforded to the Civil Defence 

records claiming that Mr.Ayyash did not benefit from his leave and was at work. 

Ultimately, the Civil Defence records cannot be separated from the functioning of 

nos P01166. 

no6 F2169;F2203;20151014_STL-11-0l_T_T203 _OFF _PUB _EN_ CT1_1-87,pp.28-31. 

no? Donaldson,20171018_STL-11-0l_T_T410_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.16. 

nos Donaldson,20171018_STL-11-0l_T_T410_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.30. 

1109 Donaldson,20171018_STL-11-0l_T_T410_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,pp.22,29. 

ll!O Donaldson,20171018_STL-11-0l_T_T410_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.29. 
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the Civil Defence as a whole, and both should be given limited weight by the 

Chamber in its assessment of the evidence. 

10. 2004 Comparison Does Not Prove Mr.Ayyash Did Not Travel 
in 2005 

444. The Prosecution submit that the 2004 entry-exit database records Mr.Ayyash 

leaving Lebanon between 28 January 2004 and 8 February 2004. 1111 Civil 

Defence records from that time show he took leave. 1112 The Prosecution 

submitted that the Civil Defence documentation existed in 2004 as Mr.Ayyash 

went on the Hajj, but did not exist in 2005 as Mr.Ayyash did not go on the 

Hajj. 1113 As noted by the Chamber at the time of tendering, the Prosecution are 

trying to use the "positive to prove the negative". 1114 

445. The 2004 records are of little relevance to the 2005 Hajj. There is no independent 

evidence or contextualisation of procedures in 2004, and Mr.Ayyash was not 

[REDACTED] in 2004. 

446. In relation to the submission that financial transactions took place in KSA during 

the 2004 Hajj, 1115 this is of little relevance to a finding on the 2005 Hajj. The 

absences of any transactions during the 2005 period, whether in KSA or Lebanon, 

could be interpreted in many ways, 1116 none of which assist with a determination 

that Mr.Ayyash remained in Lebanon. 

447. A comparison of phone activity is irrelevant to a finding on whether Mr.Ayyash 

travelled. A comparison of "patterns in usage" of phones for 2004 and 2005 1117 

cannot assist the Chamber in coming to a conclusion on whether Mr.Ayyash 

1111 P02083;PFTB,para.301. 

1112 P01890;PFTB,para.302. 

1113 20170216_STL-11-0l_T_T337 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-121,p.43. 

1114 20170216_STL-11-0l_T_T337 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-121,p.43. 

1115 PFTB,para.303. 

1116 20170823_STL-11-0l_T_T386_0FF _PUB_EN_l-82,pp.13-16. 

1117 PFTB,paras.309-314. 
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travelled on Hajj, especially where the two phones examined for the 2004 Hajj 

(PMP165 and Yellow 669) are no longer attributed to Mr.Ayyash by the 

Prosecution at the time of the 2005 Hajj. 1118 

448. For the 2005 Hajj, Donaldson combines seven phones together. Two of the listed 

phones have attribution periods that ended before the Ayyash family went on Hajj 

in 2005 (PMP935 and Yellow 294) 1119 and four of the phones are only attributed 

from the beginning of January 2005 (attribution for Red 741 begins only one day 

before the travel; PMP091 only two days before; Blue 233 just five days before 

and PMP170 only eight days earlier), 1120 leaving only Green 300 as active before, 

during, and after the Hajj 2005 period. 

449. The Prosecution is again using the phone activity to prove an event while at the 

same time trying to use the event to show it was Mr.Ayyash on the phones. The 

difference in circumstances between 2004 and 2005, and the unexplained 

combination of seven phones for the comparison, render any analysis to be of 

little use. 

11. The Prosecution's Case Is Speculative 

450. The Prosecution put forward the speculative case theory that Mr.Ayyash's "true 

reason" for not attending the 2005 Hajj was "because he received orders to step 

up his activity in relation to the eventual assault" because of "renewed urgency in 

the date". 1121 This theory should be dismissed as pure speculation. The 

Prosecution attempted to identify a series of calls to support their case theory that 

Mr.Ayyash "decided" to cancel his leave on 11 January after speaking with 

Mr.Badreddine. 1122 No evidence records how or at what time of day on 11 

January Mr.Ayyash submitted his leave request. The Prosecution variously 

1118 P02026.2,Annex B,para.lO. 

1119 P02026.2,Annex B,para.lO. 

1120 P02026.2,Annex B,para.lO. 

1121 20160928_STL-11-0l_T_T296_0FF _PRY _EN_l-52,p.26;PTFB,paras.757-758. 

1122 F2695,paras.13-19;PFTB,paras.748-758. 
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submitted Mr.Ayyash cancelled his leave sometime between 11 January when he 

made his leave request and either 15 January1123 or 16 January 2005. 1124 

[REDACTED]. Once again the Prosecution is forcing the evidence around their 

case theory, 1125 and drawing conclusions without any call-content or other 

independent evidence. 

12. Conclusion 

451. The Defence submits it is incumbent upon the Prosecution to satisfy the Chamber 

beyond reasonable doubt that Mr.Ayyash remained in Lebanon and did not go on 

the 2005 Hajj. The Prosecution relies on unreliable evidence to show he remained 

in Lebanon and discounts reliable evidence demonstrating Mr.Ayyash travelled. 

Any reliance placed on the Civil Defence records is misplaced because the 

records cannot be separated from the lax record keeping [REDACTED]. 

Furthermore, in a strained attempt to create a case theory, the Prosecution 

speculate that Mr.Ayyash cancelled his 2005 Hajj after being instructed to "step 

up his activity" 1126 without evidence supporting this claim. Similar groundless 

submissions are made regarding the individual who allegedly travelled on 

Mr.Ayyash's documents with Mrs.Ayyash without any evidence to support the 

assertion. 1127 It is for the Prosecution to properly adduce all the evidence 

necessary to support their submission that Mr.Ayyash did not go on the 2005 Hajj 

and remained in Lebanon. The above establishes that it clearly failed. 

C. Attribution Definitions 

452. Philips emphasised that no matter the strength of the evidence placing telephones 

at relevant locations at relevant times, such evidence may be "pointless" unless 

1123 PFTB,para.285. 

1124 F2695,para.l9. 

1125 Especially where the Prosecution's reliance on the events of9 January 2005 as the "green light" is 
equally speculative. See,supra,para.60. 

1126 20160928_STL-11-0l_T_T296_0FF_PRV _EN_l-52,p.26. 

1127 20161212_STL-11-0l_T_T317 _OFF_PRV _EN_l-92,p.59. 
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the phone can be attributed to a person as close as possible to the time of the 

incident. 1128 The evidence must show not only who is using the phone, but "who 
. . h . . ,1129 was usmg It at t e appropnate time. 

453. The Indictment alleges that attribution is "evidence that supports the assertion that 

a SIM card (telephone number) was used by a specific person (the phone user) 

during a particular time period." 1130 

454. Philips distinguished "attribution" from "association", the latter showing a link to 

the phone but "normally not sufficient to qualify that that mobile phone was being 

used by the suspect at the time of the incident." 1131 The Prosecution similarly 

argued that [REDACTED]. 1132 The Prosecution argued that [REDACTED]. 1133 

455. Philips also distinguished between direct attribution (when a person is discovered 

in possession of the telephone or confesses to using a certain phone-which still 

may not prove use) and indirect attribution (the analysis that must be undergone 

when neither of the two direct sources is available). 1134 Indirect attribution 

requires linking the person with the use of the phone in the relevant time-period, 

not just linking the telephone to a person generally. 1135 Simply registering the 

telephone in one's name is not enough to show use, for example, as (an)other 

family member(s) may be the person(s) actually using the phone. 1136 

1128 P00549 ,p.133 ,para. I 0.4.1.1.1.1. 

1129 Philips,20150821_STL-11-0l_T_T182_0FF _PUB_EN_l-113,pp.29-30. 

1130 Indictment,para.l4(b). See also, 20160714_STL-11-0l_T_T275_0FF _PRV _EN_l-95,p.54:5-6. 

1131 P00549,p.134,paras.10.4.1.1.1.7-10.4.1.1.1.8;Philips,20150821_STL-11-
0l_T_T182_0FF _PUB_EN_l-113,p.41;Philips,20170426_STL-11-0l_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_l-
122,p.l3. 

1132 [REDACTED]. 

1133 [REDACTED]. 

1134 Philips,20150821_STL-11-0l_T_T182_0FF _PUB_EN_l-113.pp.30-31. 

1135 Philips,20150821_STL-11-0l_ T _ T182 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-113.p.31. 

1136 Philips,20170426_STL-11-0l_ T _ T362 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-122,pp.13,16;P00549,p.35,para.l0.4.2.1.1.6. 
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456. Philips 1137 and Platt1138 did not conduct any attribution analysis in this case, but 

rely on the only witness who performed attribution analysis on Mr.Ayyash, 

Prosecution employee Donaldson. Surprisingly, neither Donaldson's attribution 

report for Mr.Ayyash ("Donaldson's Report"), 1139 nor his "Methodology 

PowerPoint" 1140 define attribution. Donaldson's Report provides only the 

unhelpful statement that the "terminology 'attributable to a number' refers to 

when there is evidence that enables attribution of a number to a person." 1141 The 

Methodology PowerPoint, created because Donaldson's reports lack any 

methodology, 1142 explains only that attribution analysis is "like a puzzle, in which 

pieces help attribute the use of a phone to a person or people." 1143 

457. During his testimony, Donaldson appeared unsure how to define attribution. On 

examination-in-chief, he testified that it meant that he is looking for who "has 

control over a mobile telephone during its ownership." 1144 When pushed to 

provide a clearer definition in cross-examination, Donaldson stated he meant 

"whose phone it was." 1145 This latter definition does not mean determining who 

made each and every ca11. 1146 "Control", according to Donaldson, invites the 

inference ofuse. 1147 

458. In light of the lack of a clear definition from the Prosecution employee 

responsible for summarising attribution evidence, and in light of his lack of 

1137 Philips,20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_1-122,p.l2. 

1138 Platt,20170321_STL-11-01_T_T349_0FF _PUB_EN_1-92,p.7. 

1139 P02026.2. 

1140 P01948. 

1141 P02026.2,para.9(b ). 

1142 F3172,paras.83-84. 

1143 P01948,slide 2. 

1144 Donaldson,20170620_STL-11-01_T_T370_0FF _PUB_EN_1-105,p.l6. 

1145 Donaldson,20 171005 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T406 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-85,p.l7. 

1146 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-01_ T _ T406 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-85,p.17. 

1147 Dona1dson,20171005 _STL-11-01_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_1-85,p.19. 
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qualifications to meaningfully assist the Chamber in the matter (dealt with in 

more detail below), the Defence suggests the Chamber apply the standard set 

forth in the Indictment when determining attribution: evidence that supports the 

assertion that a SIM card (telephone number) was used by a specific person (the 

phone user) during a particular time period. This definition in large part accords 

with the definition provided by Philips. 

459. Attribution must be based on precise explanations as to why certain phone 

numbers are attributable to specific individuals during specific and relevant time 

periods. 1148 This standard should apply to all attributions in this case, not just the 

attribution of numbers to the Accused. Regarding the attribution of 3710010 to 

Ghazaleh, where the Prosecution presented no evidence beyond the telephone 

directory of Quraitem Palace, 1149 the Chamber noted that nothing suggests the 

opposite 1150 (ie., that the number is not attributable to Ghazaleh). This 

formulation unfairly shifts the burden to the Defence to present evidence where it 

is likely no evidence exists. When making final determinations on attribution, 

however, a higher standard must be applied, with the burden of proof on the 

appropriate party. 

460. The Prosecution bears the burden of establishing attribution. In doing so, they 

must comply with the standard put forward in the Indictment, and that they 

attempted to hold the Defence to in the course of the trial. Evidence must 

establish use by an individual at a specific and relevant time period. For phones 

the Prosecution seek to attribute to Mr.Ayyash, this must be proved beyond 

reasonable doubt, with any ambiguity resolved in favour ofMr.Ayyash. 

1148 F333 7 ,para. 131 ;F3439 ,para.34;F3442,para.46;F3443,paras.39-40;F3444,paras.38-39. 

1149 P00535. 

115° F3541,para.23. 
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461. Philips discussed a number of "basic methods" to attribute a mobile phone (target 

phone) to a person, most of which are irrelevant to the alleged attribution of 

telephones to Mr.Ayyash. 1151 Many of these basic methods (audio or video 

recordings, calendars, photographs, phone books and contacts, music, and SMS 

message content) require the physical possession of the telephone. The 

Prosecution does not have in its possession any of the handsets it alleges 

Mr.Ayyash used. 1152 

462. In more complicated cases requiring more advanced attribution techniques, the 

phones contact profiles (who is being called), geographic profiles (where the calls 

are being made), and call patterns (frequency and periods of use) should be 

analysed. 1153 

463. Contact profiling involves determining the contacts of the target phone (third 

party contacts), including attributing those phones if necessary, to determine 

patterns or commonality of contacts. 

464. The aim of geographic profiling is to look at the "footprint" of the phone to find 

patterns that, when combined with phone records, can provide assistance in 

linking a phone to its user. This is helped by knowing where the suspected user of 

the phone is or is supposed to be, and is particularly useful when corroborated by 

images or video footage from certain areas identified through the profile. 1154 

465. The methodology for attribution employed by Donaldson in his Report is not at 

all clear. Donaldson did not include a methodology section in his reports. As 

noted by the Chamber, Donaldson's reports were over five years in the making, 

1151 P00549,pp.134-142;Philips,20150821_STL-11-01_T_T182_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-113,pp.32-42;Philips, 
20170426_STL-11-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_1-122,p.l6. 

1152 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-96,p.20. 

1153 Philips,2015082l_STL-11-0l_T_T182_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-113,pp.43-44. 

1154 20170426_STL-ll-01_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_l-122,pp.l9-21. 
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"more than long enough to have found the time to draft a methodology section 

and to explain the basis of any expressed opinions, especially as to 

attribution." 1155 The Methodology PowerPoints were tendered as demonstrative 

evidence, but could not be demonstrative of any evidence as there is nothing 

about methodology in his Reports. 1156 His testimony provided little more clarity. 

466. Slide 4 of P01948 lists the "techniques" Donaldson considers in his attribution 

analysis: subscribers, user change, documents (SMS contents), contacts, 

corroboration, collation, follow-on phones, and cell dump analysis. 1157 

Subsequent slides in the PowerPoint provide additional details on some of these 

points, but as the report lacked reference to these techniques, it was not clear 

whether they were all directly applied at the time of the drafting ofhis Report. 

D. Donaldson's Evidence Is Entitled to Little Weight 

467. The Chamber noted that Donaldson, in his work as a summary witness, provides 

opinion evidence attributing usage of both the personal and network mobiles to 

the four Accused and to Mr.Badreddine. 1158 More specifically, the Chamber 

found Donaldson's evidence was "somewhere between that of an expert, and that 

of an analyst who is putting together numerous pieces of evidence to provide a 

summary overview, but with analytical opinions, from which the trier of fact can 

draw conclusions." 1159 

1155 F3172,para.84. 

1156 The Defence objected to the admission ofP01948 and P01948.1 on the basis that their admission as 
demonstrative evidence was contrary to the plain meaning of the term as defined by the Chamber as they 
were not based on anything in evidence. The Chamber "noted" the concerns of the Defence. 
20170620_STL-11-0l_T_T370_0FF_PUB_EN_l-105,pp.14-15. See also, PFTB,para.41. 

1157 Donaldson,20170620_STL-11-0l_T_T370_0FF _PUB_EN_l-105,p.22. 

1158 F3172,paras.7-8. 

1159 F3172,para. 78. 
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468. While this holding appears to conflict with Donaldson's own interpretation of his 

work, 1160 there can be little doubt that Donaldson is not only drawing conclusions 

and providing opinions, but is attempting to persuade the Chamber of his 

position-that being the attribution of phones to Mr.Ayyash. The problem is that 

Donaldson is not an unbiased, objective observer. Instead, he is a long-time 

employee of the Prosecution with little to no relevant experience in attribution 

work who is presenting an incomplete, selective, and distorted view of the 

evidence. His work is entitled to little to no weight as a result of these 

deficiencies. 

1. Donaldson's Lack of Relevant Experience 

469. Before his work at the STL, Donaldson did not specialise m 

telecommunications, 1161 but only "touched upon" telecommunications analysis in 

his work as a general analyst. 1162 Donaldson has no formal training in attribution 

techniques, 1163 and has only "seen" attribution reports compiled in the United 

Kingdom. 1164 There is no indication that Donaldson was ever directly involved in 

writing or producing attribution reports prior to drafting the Reports for this case. 

2. Donaldson's Lack of Objectivity 

470. Donaldson did not write his Reports as an objective, dispassionate observer, but 

as a long-time employee of the UNIIIC and the STL OTP. Donaldson's proximity 

to the Prosecution can be seen in the inability of the Prosecution to disentangle 

1160 Donaldson,20 171005 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 406 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-85 ,pp.17 -18 where Donaldson testified 
that he "does not draw conclusions" but instead collects evidence and lays it out for the reader to draw their 
own conclusions; see also Donaldson,20 170621_ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T3 71_ OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-1 OO,p.45, where 
Donaldson testified that he sought to "simply provide the information without commenting" upon the 
material. 

1161 Donaldson,20171003_STL-11-01_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN_1-55,p.29. 

1162 Donaldson,20170508_STL-11-01_T_T366_0FF _PUB_EN_1-79,p.22. 

1163 Donaldson,20171003_STL-11-0l_T_T405_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-55,pp.34-35. 

1164 Donaldson,20170620_STL-11-0l_T_T370_0FF _PUB_EN_l-105,p.52. 
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Donaldson's work from the Prosecution files m order to disclose relevant 

materials. 1165 

471. Donaldson's lack of objectivity is also apparent in the method of writing the 

Reports. Donaldson testified that he did not write every word of the Reports, but 

that he agreed with every word after it was discussed with and "collectively" 

written by his team (of Prosecution employees). 1166 Even then, however, 

Donaldson did not have the final say over his Reports. Instead, they were in the 

hands of Prosecution lawyers. It was the Prosecution, for example, who required 

the removal of portions of the Ayyash Report, despite Donaldson explaining what 

would be lost by the removal of the materia1. 1167 

472. Most important was the change between the third and fourth versions of the 

Report, where the Prosecution removed a number of witness statements as it was 

no longer relying upon the material, a decision that Donaldson was not a part 

of. 1168 Among those dropped were relatives and friends, and thus potential phone 

contacts, of Mr.Ayyash. Their statements contained material which would assist 

the Chamber in seeing the totality of the attribution evidence, such as their own 

telephone numbers and usage, information about Prosecution-attributed PMPs, 1169 

and information about where Mr.Ayyash lived. 1170 As a result of this removal, 

Donaldson was forced to establish "third party" attributions for a number of 

individuals, rather than rely directly on statements, 1171 but was also deprived of 

the ability to rely on directly relevant and pertinent evidence. The removal of this 

1165 20170421_STL-11-01_T_T359 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-119,p.l00, where the Prosecution submitted that 
Donaldson's "fingerprints" are on "many, many documents", and that much of his work and 
correspondence would be found on the computers of Prosecution lawyers. 

1166 Donaldson,20170621_STL-11-01_T_T371_0FF _PUB_EN_1-100,pp.65-66. 

1167 Donaldson,20171005_STL-11-01_T_T406_0FF_PUB_EN_1-85, pp.9,12. 

1168 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-01_T_T406_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-85,pp.9, 12-13. 

1169 PMPs are a term created by the Prosecution to describe phones used by individuals for a variety of 
purposes, including personal and family use. 20140116_STL-11-01_T_T29 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-108,p.52; 
Philips,20150821_STL-11-01_T_T182_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-113,p.19. 

1170 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-01_ T _ T406 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-85,p.8. 

1171 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-01_ T _ T406 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-85,pp.8-9. 
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material by Prosecution counsel and contrary to the preference of Donaldson 

further reduced any objectivity that could be said to have been in the report. 

While this alone does not render the Report valueless, it significantly reduces any 

weight that can be given to it. 

473. Mr.Ayyash was known as a "suspect" prior to Donaldson's attribution work 

commencing, 1172 and the purpose of the Report was to "essentially test the 

veracity of the suspicion." 1173 Donaldson explained that he had a name and a 

collection of evidence, and the Report was for "packaging" and hypothesis 

"testing" the information collected. 1174 Donaldson did not set out to discuss all 

possible users and weigh the evidence related to each individual. 

474. Donaldson testified that he sought to highlight the good and bad in the data, 

including where data is missing, if he was aware of such an absence. 1175 As will 

be shown below, Donaldson routinely omitted evidence contrary to his 

conclusions and failed to highlight it. 

3. Donaldson's Report Is an Incomplete Presentation 

475. Donaldson noted that one must not look at a single piece of evidence in isolation, 

but that the "strength" comes from looking at all pieces of evidence in their 

totality. 1176 While the Defence takes no issue with the premise, it cannot be said 

that Donaldson's Report meets his own standard. Donaldson's Report is not a 

summary of the relevant evidence before the Chamber, or even a summary of the 

relevant evidence tendered by the Prosecution. It is a summary of some of the 

most helpful evidence to the Prosecution theory. 

1172 Donaldson,20171003_STL-11-0l_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN_l-55,p.36. 

1173 Donaldson,20170620_STL-11-0l_T_T370_0FF _PUB_EN_l-105,p.l9. 

1174 Donaldson,20170620_STL-11-0l_T_T370_0FF _PUB_EN_l-105,p.52;Donaldson,20171003_STL-11-
0l_T_T405_0FF_PUB_EN_l-55,p.38. 

1175 Donaldson,20171003_STL-11-0l_T_T405 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-55,p.33. 

1176 Donaldson,20170621_STL-11-0l_T_T371_0FF _PUB_EN_l-100,p.45. 
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476. Donaldson testified that the universe of evidence covered by the Report will be 

"anything that [Donaldson has] been made aware of that [he] felt was 

relevant." 1177 Donaldson stepped back from this position on cross-examination, 

conceding that while he would want to include the most relevant data, he was at 

the "mercy of the parties tendering" the evidence. 1178 Donaldson also incorrectly 

claimed that the Report contains the totality of evidence currently before the 

Chamber. 1179 

4 77. Donaldson was shown a number of exhibits in cross-examination that are 

ostensibly relevant to the attribution of telephones to Mr.Ayyash, but that he did 

not include in his Report. For example, Donaldson was shown a series of exhibits 

linked to Mr.Ayyash and which recorded contact numbers for Mr.Ayyash that are 

not any of the numbers attributed by the Prosecution. 1180 Donaldson conceded that 

some of the documents themselves were relevant, 1181 but did not include them in 

his Report. This is particularly important given Donaldson's emphasis that all 

pieces of the attribution "puzzle" should align (corroboration). 1182 This task is 

made easier when relevant, but contradictory pieces of evidence are left out of the 

analysis. 

478. In this regard, Donaldson also contradicts his assertion 1183 that he is not drawing 

conclusions. By omitting Prosecution evidence that is demonstrably relevant to 

the attribution of telephones to Mr.Ayyash, Donaldson made unexplained 

determinations and conclusions about the weight of certain pieces of evidence. 

His selectivity-and in particular his ignoring of pieces of evidence contrary to 

the Prosecution theory-further demonstrates his lack of objectivity. 

1177 Donaldson,20170621_STL-11-0l_T_T37l_OFF _PUB_EN_l-100,p.66. 

1178 Donaldson,20171003_STL-11-0l_T_T405_0FF _PUB_EN_l-55,p.31. 

1179 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-0l_T_T406_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-85,pp.19-20. 

1180 See e.g.,P00688;P00604.9;P00689;P01396;P01736. 

1181 Donaldson,20171005_STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.65. 

1182 Donaldson,20170620_STL-11-0l_T_T370_0FF _PUB_EN_l-105,p.68. 

1183 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,pp.l7-18. 
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4 79. There are also a number of documents with clear relevance, either tendered by the 

Defence and admitted, or not admitted after being tendered by the Defence and 

objected to by the Prosecution. All of these documents were at one time included 

in previous versions of Donaldson's Report because Donaldson thought the 

material provided directly relevant information to the attribution of phones to 

Mr.Ayyash. 1184 The Defence took Donaldson through some of the tendered 

material to show where he had omitted relevant material. 1185 The Defence also 

took Donaldson to the witness statements of the dropped witnesses for 

comment. 1186 Donaldson expressed a wish for this information to be in evidence 

as it was relevant and probative, 1187 a position echoed by the Chamber. 1188 

480. Donaldson's Report is an incomplete summary of some of the Prosecution 

evidence presented in such a way as to show only the Prosecution's view of the 

evidence, not the totality of the relevant evidence. As Donaldson appears to 

believe that he has presented an impartial and neutral summary, where all signs 

point to the contrary, his Report and evidence should receive little to no weight. 

E. Residences of Mr.Ayyash 

481. To attempt to prove Mr.Ayyash's residences, the Prosecution tendered 

documentary evidence which demonstrates a number of residences were linked to 

Mr.Ayyash at various times, but does not prove that he or his family resided at 

any of them at any specific point in time. The Prosecution seeks to bolster these 

assertions by referring to the call records and the use of phones in the areas of 

some of the purported residences. This is illogical. The Prosecution attempts to 

rely on the call records of the phones they are seeking to attribute to Mr.Ayyash 

1184 Donaldson,20171005_STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.14. 

1185 See e.g.,Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-0l_T_T406_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-85,pp.36-37,65,68-70; 
Donaldson, 20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,p.l0 et seq. 

1186 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,p.28 et seq. 

1187 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,pp.l2,22. 

1188 F3441,para.29. 
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as corroborative evidence of the residences, while at the same time seeking to use 

the unproven residences as support for the attribution of phones to Mr.Ayyash. In 

the end, the Prosecution has proven neither the residences nor the attribution of 

the phones to Mr.Ayyash. 

1. Residences in P02026.2 

482. The Prosecution's case is that Mr.Ayyash had two main residences: one near 

Jamous/St.Therese Street in Hadath, south Beirut (Hadath Residence) 1189 and one 

in Harouf, Nabatiyeh (HaroufResidence). 1190 

483. The Prosecution presented the evidence of no witnesses regarding where 

Mr.Ayyash lived or spent the majority of his time. While it is not disputed that 

Mr.Ayyash has some link to these residences by virtue of the documentary 

evidence, it has not been proven that they were his residences, or at least that he 

was living there at any specific moment relevant to the case against him. Even the 

forms for electricity1191 and an Ogero landline 1192 do not demonstrate that 

Mr.Ayyash actually resided there. They certainly do not place him in the houses 

at any time relevant to any allegedly attributable telephone calls. 

484. The Prosecution did not provide evidence beyond the general "plot" in which the 

Hadath Residence is located. As can be seen from the satellite image provided by 

the Prosecution, 1193 there are multiple (nine or ten) multi-story buildings within 

"Plot 1 77". 

1189 P02026.2,para.l8. 

1190 P02026.2,para.l4. 

1191 P00639;P02113. 

1192 P01636. 

1193 P02026.2,p.14;P02025,Slide 6;Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-01_ T _ T406_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-85,p.51. 
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the address or telephone number. 1198 Donaldson disputes the relevance of this 

document as it is from 2001, yet relies on P01536 from the same year to suggest 

Mr.Ayyash lived in Haret Hreik in 2001. 1199 

490. 1D00444 is an undated passport application for Mr.Ayyash, listing his address as 

Haret Hreik, The Main Street, Al-Ettihad building, owned by Mr.Ayyash's father, 

2nd floor. The document also lists Mr.Ayyash's phone number as "1554(?)84" (in 

the English translation). Donaldson relied on this document in previous versions 

of the Report for the reference to the landline telephone number (the landline of 

Mr.Ayyash's brother's shop), but did not refer to it for the address. 1200 

491. 1D00293 1201 and 1D00294 1202 are 2005 Hajj applications for Mr.Ayyash and his 

wife. Both documents list their address as Haret-Hreik (Mr.Ayyash's property, 

Sfeir Street, El-Inmaa building, third floor), along with the landline for the Hadath 

Residence (5467696). Donaldson relied on the document in previous versions of 

his Report, but did not refer to the Haret Hreik address. 1203 

492. Two themes emerge here. The first is that the Prosecution elected not to present 

the Chamber with relevant information about potential addresses related to 

Mr.Ayyash. Despite Donaldson's emphasis on the totality of the evidence being 

presented so that the Chamber can make fully informed conclusions, it was left to 

the Defence to refer to this evidence. Even when Donaldson relied on the 

documents in previous versions of his Report, he omitted the addresses referred to 

within the documents in his section devoted to the potential addresses of 

Mr.Ayyash. The second point is that an inference is available to the Chamber that 

there are numerous addresses linked to Mr.Ayyash. Absent independent 

1198 Donaldson,20170718_STL-11-0l_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_l-83,p.54. 

1199 Donaldson,20170718_STL-11-0l_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_l-83,p.54. 

1200 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-0l_T_T406_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-85,pp.47-48. 

1201 1D00293;60130902. 

1202 1D00294;60130914. 

1203 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,pp.49-50. 
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corroboration or information about where Mr.Ayyash and his family actually 

lived, the Chamber is not in a position to make a finding on Mr.Ayyash's 

residence or residences. Furthermore, there is an inference available that 

Mr.Ayyash uses whatever address is available to him when filling out forms. 

Little weight should be given to documentary evidence presented in isolation. 

3. The Prosecution Did Not Establish a "Move" of Residences 

493. Donaldson's Report lists two additional addresses associated with Mr.Ayyash 

through single pieces of documentary evidence: Haret Hreik, Al-Qassis Street, al

Salam Building, 6th floor; and Haret Hreik, Daccache Street, Fadlallah Building, 

7th floor. 1204 Donaldson relies on these two single-source addresses to suggest 

that Mr.Ayyash moved residence in 2003. 1205 

494. The Prosecution implies that Mr.Ayyash moved from Haret Hreik to Hadath in its 

conclusion on the attribution evidence, 1206 but does not address the point directly. 

495. The "evidence" of the move is based on a change in the call records at the 

beginning of 2003. 1207 Prior to February 2003, according to Donaldson, PMP165 

had a geographical profile consistent with Daccache Street and Al-Qassis Street, 

whereas after, the geographic profile is consistent with Plot 177. 1208 According to 

Donaldson, this change demonstrates that the user of PMP 165 moved on or 

around 1 February 2003. 1209 

496. There is nothing to corroborate P01536, the document from 2001 showing an 

address for Al-Qassis Street (as well as yet another phone number 256). 

1204 P02026.2,para.13. 

1205 P02026.2,paras.1 00-1 02;P02025 ,Slides 46-4 7 ;Donaldson,20 170718 _ STL-11-
01_T_T382_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-83,p.56;20171005 _STL-11-01_T_T406_ OFF _PUB _EN_1-85,p.27. 

1206 PFTB,para.315(2). 

1207 Donaldson,20170718_STL-11-01_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_1-83,pp.53,56-57. 

1208 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,pp.26-27. 

1209 Donaldson,20170718_STL-11-0l_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_l-83,p.54. 
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497. The Daccache Street address appears on a Hajj application form from 2003 for the 

2004 Hajj. 1210 There is no evidence corroborating this address. 1211 According to 

Itani, 1212 the application for the 2004 Hajj would be made in the latter half of 

2003. 1213 Donaldson agrees that this form would have been produced after 

February 2003, 1214 well after the alleged move. In addition to the address, there is 

also a landline, 065. Donaldson does not have any information about this number, 

nor address it in his report, despite relying on the form for the address. 1215 

498. The suggestion of a move by Mr.Ayyash despite any independent or 

corroborating evidence, but based solely on a change in telephone records, 

demonstrates the circular reasoning inherent in the Prosecution's attempted 

attributions. The Prosecution, through Donaldson, suggest that Mr.Ayyash moved 

at the beginning of 2003 based on a change in the call records (and documents 

that do not appear to support the move, and may even contradict it). These same 

calls are then sought to be attributed to Mr.Ayyash based on the geographic 

profile assuming that the addresses are Mr.Ayyash's residences. 1216 These 

assumptions and circular logic are not borne out by the evidence and can be safely 

rejected by the Chamber. 

F. Landline Telephones Linked to Mr.Ayyash 

499. Donaldson attributes to Mr.Ayyash and his family two landline telephone lines, 

5467696 (LL696) and 7761851 (LL851). 1217 The Prosecution submitted CSTs 

(P01978 and P01979, respectively) for these two phones with only "partial data" 

1210 P01672. 

1211 Donaldson,20171005_STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_1-85,p.34. 

1212 P01668. 

1213 Donaldson,20171005_STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.35. 

1214 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-0l_T_T406_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-85,pp.35-36. 

1215 Donaldson,20171005_STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.36. 

1216 Issues surrounding the geographical profile will be dealt with below in the PMP165 section. 

1217 P02026.2,paras.26-49 ,50-67. 
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because the landline-to-landline data provided by Ogero to the Prosecution was in 

"test status" in 2004-2005. 1218 These incomplete CSTs rely upon mobile phone 

records in contact with the landlines and KALAM card records. 1219 The 

Prosecution's call sequence tables do not include landline-to-landline calls (unless 

it is from a KALAM call record 1220). 

500. Both phones are subscribed in Mr.Ayyash's name. 1221 Donaldson also relies on 

documentary evidence, 1222 a single witness statement, and contacts profiles to 

attribute both phones, as well as "additional attribution points" for LL696. 

501. None of the documents demonstrate use of the lines by Mr.Ayyash during the 

relevant time period of2004-2005. 

502. For LL696, the witness statement relied upon by Donaldson is that of PRH078, 

[REDACTED] whose database included LL696 as the contact number for 

Mr.Ayyash's wife. 1223 PRH078 does not mention Mr.Ayyash or, more 

importantly, does not mention speaking to Mr.Ayyash on the telephone. The 

witness statement relied upon by Donaldson for LL851 is that of PRH050, who 

stated that LL851 was Mr.Ayyash's home line according to his 

[REDACTED] .1224 PRH050 does not indicate he ever spoke to Mr.Ayyash on 

LL851 or that Mr.Ayyash used the line. 

5 03. Donaldson refers to the contacts of the lines, although a substantial portion of his 

report is removed because of the reliance on the reduced CSTs. 1225 With the 

exception of one person, PRH697, the Prosecution did not tender the statements 

1218 Donaldson,20170718_STL-ll-Ol_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_l-83,pp.l5-16. 

1219 Donaldson,20170718_STL-ll-Ol_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_l-83,pp.15-16. 

1220 Donaldson,20170718_STL-ll-Ol_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_l-83,p.l6. 

1221 P01636;P01631. 

1222 P02087;P0153l;P01532;P01159;P01027,60155436-60155443,60155454;P01672;P01749;P01631. 

1223 PRH078,P00707,60137991 and 60305706-60305707. 

1224 PRH050,P00697 ,60302454,para.20. 

1225 P02026.2,paras.34-40,57-61. 
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of any of the alleged contacts with LL696. PRH697 gave a statement in which he 

confirmed that he had never had a telephone number for Mr.Ayyash stored on his 

phone and that he had no recollection of ever speaking to Mr.Ayyash on the 

phone, even after having been shown his CST. 1226 The Prosecution did not tender 

the statements of any of the alleged contacts for LL851, so it cannot be inferred 

that those persons were speaking with Mr.Ayyash as opposed to other members of 

his family or persons outside the family. In other words, the contact profile alone 

shows little more than a link to the Ayyash family. 

504. Finally, Donaldson includes an "additional attribution point" regarding 

Mr.Ayyash's wife and daughter traveling to Iran between 1-12 September 2004, 

during which time LL696 made calls to different Iranian numbers. 1227 Again, 

without more, this does not demonstrate that Mr.Ayyash used LL696. 

505. Contrary to Donaldson's conclusion that the documents and witness statement 

"demonstrate the attribution" of LL696 and LL851 to Mr.Ayyash and his 

family, 1228 the documents and witness statement demonstrate only an association 

between the line and Mr.Ayyash's family. While the landlines do not play a role 

in the attack on Hariri, the Prosecution is relying upon LL696 to establish a 

pattern of usage to compare to the PMPs. As shown above, the Prosecution failed 

to prove any pattern. 

1226 P01968,60190503,pp.57-58. 

1227 P02026.2,paras.42,677. 

1228 P02026.2,paras.45 ,64-65. 
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506. The Indictment and PTB attribute eight telephones to Mr.Ayyash, listed by their 

Prosecution-assigned short names: PMP165, PMP935, PMP091, PMP170, Red 

741, Green 300, Blue 233, and Yellow 294. 1229 Philips, but not Donaldson/230 

attributes Blue 322 to Suspect 11231 through co-location analysis. 1232 Donaldson, 

but not Philips, attributes Yellow 669 to Mr.Ayyash. 1233 The Prosecution FTB 

asserts that Mr.Ayyash was the single user often mobile phones in 2004-2005. 1234 

507. As demonstrated below, the Prosecution has not demonstrated beyond reasonable 

doubt the attribution of any of the mobile telephones to Mr.Ayyash. It should be 

noted that contrary to the landline telephones that Donaldson specifically 

attributes to Mr.Ayyash and his family, the PMPs and network phones are 

attributed only to Mr.Ayyash. 1235 

508. Throughout this section, the Defence refers to the evidence of Donaldson, despite 

already demonstrating the unreliability of his evidence. This is because the FTB 

contains little analysis of the attribution evidence, instead relying on summary 

conclusions citing to Donaldson's evidence. 

1. Additional Phones Linked to Mr.Ayyash 

509. Donaldson professes to have summarised the totality of the Prosecution evidence 

regarding the attribution of telephones to Mr.Ayyash. 1236 To the contrary, 

1229 Indictment,pp.l0-11. 

1230 Despite having worked on Blue 322, Donaldson did not include it in his report to reduce the weight of 
the material in the report and to avoid unnecessary levels of complexity. Donaldson,20 171005 _ STL-11-
0l_T_T406_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-85,pp.80-81. 

1231 Mr.Ayyash, according to the Prosecution. 

1232 P01936. 

1233 P02026.2,para.71(v);20170718_STL-11-0l_T_T382_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-83,pp.27-28. 

1234 PFTB,paras.241,248. 

1235 PFTB,para.248. 

1236 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,pp.l9-20. 
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Donaldson omitted a number of documents with clear relevance to a 

determination ofthe attribution oftelephones to Mr.Ayyash. 

510. In cross-examination, the Defence presented a number of documents that were 

either Prosecution exhibits or had been previously viewed by Donaldson (and 

subsequently tendered by the Defence) that associated Mr.Ayyash with specific 

phone numbers. While these documents, as with the documents tendered by the 

Prosecution, do not demonstrate that Mr.Ayyash used any of the telephone 

numbers listed on the documents, they are relevant to an analysis of how much 

weight can be given to any document with a phone number and Mr.Ayyash's 

name on it. 

511. What emerges from the collection of documents taken together, as with the 

addresses summarised above, is that if Mr.Ayyash (or someone acting on his 

behalf) completed the documents, 1237 a reasonable inference to be drawn is that 

the author writes whatever phone number is close to hand. 

512. The Defence has already discussed P01536, the 2001 passport application for 

Mr.Ayyash. The application also lists as a telephone number for Mr.Ayyash 256. 

Donaldson relied on P01536 for the uncorroborated address, but neglected to 

mention the telephone number in his report. This is surprising considering that the 

number 256 also appears on P01027, which Donaldson did rely upon in his 

Report. 1238 

513. The phone number 584 appears on a number of automobile insurance policy 

documents with Mr.Ayyash's name on them. 1239 The policies cover yearly periods 

beginning 16 February 2003, 18 February 2004, and 22 March 2005. Donaldson 

believes the telephone number to be the landline for the shop of Mohammed 

1237 It must be noted that the Prosecution led no evidence to support a conclusion that Mr.Ayyash himself 
filled out any of the documents tendered into evidence in this case or was responsible for the information 
included therein. 

1238 P02026.2,fn.8, 13,281,284,366-368,378/16,722. 

1239 P00604.9;P00688;P00689. 
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Ayyash. 1240 Despite not including P00688 in any versiOn of his Report, 

Donaldson thinks the document is relevant to an analysis of attribution, as would 

be speaking to the owner of the line, Mohammed. 1241 Donaldson was also aware 

that PRH050 called the shop when he needed to contact Mr.Ayyash. 1242 

514. P01396 is a 2002 bill of sale for a BMW automobile, with Mr.Ayyash listed as 

the purchaser. The number listed is 617, which the Prosecution attributes to 

Ghaleb Jaber. Donaldson expressed caution about attributing numbers to vehicle 

traders, because he had seen examples where 20 vehicles would have the same 

number listed as a contact, 1243 an important statement because of Mr.Ayyash's 

involvement in the Lebanese car trade. This 2002 bill of sale includes PMP935 in 

the middle of the document, which Donaldson "unintentionally misconstrued" as 

a contact number for Mr.Ayyash. 1244 He did not, however, address 617, which 

was listed as the contact number for Mr.Ayyash. 

515. 1D00447 is a bill oflading for the import of a Cherokee Jeep for Mr.Ayyash from 

6 April 2007. 617 is again listed as Mr.Ayyash's number. Donaldson previously 

cited 1 D0044 7, but it is removed from the final Report. 1245 

516. 1D00448 is an invoice from Panda Automobile to Salim Ayyash, dated 15 

January 2005, for the export of a Dodge Durango. The number listed for 

Mr.Ayyash is 632. Donaldson does not include this number in his Report, 1246 

despite it falling within the attribution period of PMP091. 1247 

1240 Dona1dson,20171005 _STL-11-01_ T _ T406 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-85,p.65. 

1241 Dona1dson,20171005_STL-11-01_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_1-85,p.65. 

1242 Dona1dson,20171005_STL-11-01_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_1-85,p.68. 

1243 Dona1dson,20171005_STL-11-01_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_1-85,p.70. 

1244 Dona1dson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-96,p.25. 

1245 Dona1dson,20 171005 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T406 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-85,p. 71. 

1246 Dona1dson,20171005 _STL-11-01_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_1-85,p.76. 

1247 Dona1dson,20171006 _STL-11-01_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-96,p.89. 
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517. P01736 is a deed of sale for the Dodge Durango on 18 January 2007. The number 

listed for Mr.Ayyash is 097, which Donaldson attributes to Mr.Ayyash's son. 

Donaldson, when confronted with the document, noted the date, which is 

"absolutely central in these issues." 1248 

518. PRH697, [REDACTED] and a car trading associate ofMr.Ayyash, was shown an 

SMS record sent on 18 February 2006 from Mr.Ayyash's son's mobile, 097, to 

PRH697's [REDACTED] phone. The SMS message read "Call me on 

[REDACTED]203 haj salim." 1249 The number 203 is the CD Douair landline. 1250 

Donaldson says that he believes this occurred after Mr.Ayyash no longer held a 

mobile phone (November 2005). 1251 Despite relying on the statement, 1252 

Donaldson neglected to mention the SMS purportedly from Mr.Ayyash 

explaining how he could be reached by telephone. 

519. Some, although not all, of the above documents are dated at times outside the 

indictment period. The Defence is not relying upon them to prove that Mr.Ayyash 

used the telephones listed on the documents at the time of the document or any 

other time. Instead, the documents demonstrate a pattern requiring extreme 

caution when assigning weight to any document with Mr.Ayyash's name and a 

telephone number on it. 

520. One of the reasons Donaldson and the Prosecution focus on the car accident of 20 

November 2004 is the telephone activity around the scene of the accident. During 

cross-examination of Donaldson, the Defence introduced evidence pointing to 

another phone being active in the same area and contacting similar phones as the 

1248 Donaldson,20171005_STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.77. 

1249 P01968,p.73. 

1250 P01911,p.l6. 

1251 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,pp.79-80. 

1252 P02026.2,fn.235a. 
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Prosecution-attributed phones ("Phone 709"). 1253 Donaldson agrees that it was not 

a coincidence that Phone 709 was at the accident scene. 1254 

521. Donaldson recognised the number and had analysed it-to the point that he 

believed it was a phone used by Mr.Ayyash-but had not placed it at the scene of 

the accident. 1255 

522. Donaldson did not include Phone 709 in his reports. 1256 It was "decided" (unclear 

by whom) that Phone 709 would only confuse matters, because during the 

attribution period of Phone 709, there is a week in September 2004 where 

someone other than the "single user" held the phone (the "S22" period). 1257 In 

light of the work this would have required, Phone 709 was not put before the 

Chamber. 1258 

523. Phone 709 is symptomatic of the failure of Donaldson-and the Prosecution-to 

present all relevant evidence to the Chamber. Donaldson believes the phone 

belongs to Mr.Ayyash, but elected not to cover it because of the work involved to 

explain his reasoning. This is less than convincing. The telephone was active for a 

discrete period of time, and included less than a week where the phone contacted 

PMP935 a number oftimes. Under Donaldson's analysis, this would preclude use 

by a single individual. Outside of that week (the S22 period), the phone appears to 

demonstrate similar characteristics as the other mobile phones, including when 

1253 1D00453 is the CST for Phone 709. See also,1D00452, a PowerPoint detailing Phone 709's activity on 
the evening of20 November 2004. 

1254 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN _l-96,p.81. 

1255 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN _l-96,p.82. 

1256 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN _l-96,p.82. 

1257 Donaldson,20171006_STL-ll-Ol_T_T407 _OFF_PUB_EN_l-96,pp.83-84. See,lD00453, for the 
period of 12-18 September 2004, where Phone 709 calls PMP935 on a number of occasions. 

1258 Donaldson,20171006 _STL-11-01_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-96,pp.83-84. 
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applying Donaldson's co-location system of analysis to Phone 709 and the other 

attributed phones. 1259 

524. As with the other mobile phones attributed to Mr.Ayyash by the Prosecution, 

however, there is no evidence demonstrating that it was Mr.Ayyash who used the 

phone at any point during its lifetime. 

2. PMP165 

525. Donaldson attributes PMP165 to Mr.Ayyash from 23 April 2002 1260 to 18 April 

2004 1261 based on six categories of evidence: documentary evidence, witness 

statements, IMEI use, contacts profile, geographic profile, and additional 

attribution points. 1262 The evidence relied upon by Donaldson does not 

demonstrate Mr.Ayyash used PMP165 at the relevant time. Donaldson conceded 

that there is no evidence pointing to Mr.Ayyash having ever used the 

telephone. 1263 

i. Documentary evidence 

526. Donaldson listed seven documents in his Report, 1264 which he reduced to four 

during his testimony because of the likelihood of circular references, 1265 that he 

suggests demonstrate the attribution ofPMP165 to Mr.Ayyash. 

527. Two documents from Banque Libano-Fran<;aise list PMP165 for Mr.Ayyash's 

wife. 1266 The first is dated 6 October 2000, while the second is dated 26 May 

1259 See e.g.,1D00454 showing the co-location analysis employed by Donaldson applied to Phone 709 
resulting in similar numbers. 

1260 P02026.2,p.41 ;Donaldson,20 170718 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T3 82 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-83 ,p.32. 

1261 P02026.2,para.73. 

1262 P02026.2,para.74. 

1263 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-01_T_T407 _OFF_PUB_EN_1-96,p.3. 

1264 P02026.2,para.88. 

1265 Donaldson,20170718 _STL-11-01_ T _ T382 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-83,p.33. 

1266 PO 1026. 
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2004. Thus, even if circular, both documents are outside of the attribution period 

ofPMP165. 1267 

528. A passport application of 10 February 2003 for Mr.Ayyash's son includes 

reference to "767165". 1268 While within the attribution period, the document 

refers only to Mr.Ayyash's son and does not prove use by Mr.Ayyash. 

529. An application for LL696 dated 14 April 2003 lists PMP165 as Mr.Ayyash's 

number. 1269 

530. Finally, a set of Bank Audi documents related to Mr.Ayyash include PMP 165 as 

one of his telephone numbers (although listed with the landline prefix 

"01/767165"). 1270 Two documents are dated (29 July 2004 and 31 May 2006), 

while the third is undated. Thus, none fall within the attribution period. In fact, the 

two documents with dates are dated after the telephone is already deactivated. 1271 

Even if circular, the earliest given date is three months after the deactivation. 

Donaldson notes that the document from 2006 is signed, 1272 although he does not 

mention who signed the document. If it was indeed Mr.Ayyash who signed the 

document, the inclusion of PMP 165 on a document two years after the phone as 

deactivated supports the Defence position that little weight can be given to a 

document with Mr.Ayyash's name and telephone number on it. The 2006 

document also includes reference to "[ ... ]256", which Donaldson suggests (but 

has not investigated) may mean that the prefixes were switched between PMP 165 

and 256. 1273 Donaldson stated that 256 had no other "corroborated link" to 

1267 Donaldson asserted that the date of documents is "absolutely central" to these issues. 20171005 _ STL-
11-01_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.78. 

1268 P01530. 

1269 P01636. 

1270 All three are contained within P01027. 

1271 Donaldson,20170718_STL-11-01_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_1-83,p.32. 

1272 P02026.2,para.88(g). 

1273 Dona1dson,20170718_STL-11-01_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_1-83,pp.35-36. 
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Mr.Ayyash, 1274 despite 256 appearing on the 2001 passport application form that 

Donaldson relied upon for the Al-Qassis Street address. 1275 

531. Thus, the "documentary evidence" for PMP165 includes at most seven 

documents, three of which refer only to Mr.Ayyash's family members. In an 

analysis where the date is "central" to such issues, only one document with 

Mr.Ayyash's name on it, P01636, falls within the attribution period. The 

documentary evidence results in little more than an association between 

Mr.Ayyash's family (and thus not him individually) and PMP165. The documents 

do not demonstrate use ofPMP165 by Mr.Ayyash. 1276 

532. It must also be noted that a 1424 Hajj application in the name of Abdo Mustafa 

Hariri included PMP165 as the applicant's phone number. 1277 The application 

would have been submitted between August and October 2003, 1278 within the 

period PMP165 is attributed to Mr.Ayyash. Abdo Mustafa Hariri is mentioned in 

Donaldson's Report, but Donaldson neglects to mention that Hariri was linked to 

this number. 1279 

ii. Witness Evidence 

533. Donaldson asserts that the evidence of two "service providers" (PRH078 and 

PRH095) "attribute" PMP165 to Mr.Ayyash and his family. 1280 

534. Donaldson's assertion rests on a partial and incomplete view of the evidence. 

535. PRH095 has [REDACTED] in Achrafiye 1281 and records Mr.Ayyash, his wife, 

and his daughter [REDACTED] database. 1282 PRH095 records PMP165 as the 

1274 Donaldson,20170718_STL-11-0l_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_l-83,p.36. 

1275 P01536. 

1276 Cantra,PFTB.para.221. 

1277 1D00449. 

1278 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-0l_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,pp.ll-12. 

1279 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-0l_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,pp.ll-12. 

1280 P02026.2,para.89. 
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contact phone number for all of the Ayyash family members. 1283 There is no 

evidence that PRH095 spoke to Mr.Ayyash on the phone. 1284 

536. PRH095 [REDACTED] provided a letter detailing the dates of appointments of 

the three Ayyash family members according to [REDACTED] records. 1285 

537. Donaldson used these appointments and the phone records of PMP165 and 

PMP935 to create a chart showing instances where there was phone activity either 

in contact with PRH095's [REDACTED]or in the area of PRH095's 

[REDACTED], and an appointment. 1286 

538. Upon closer examination, the slide does not support the conclusions that 

Donaldson seeks to draw from it. Mr.Ayyash only attended appointments on 2 

December 2002 and 31 August 2007. On 2 December 2002, there is a call from 

PMP165 to PRH095, but there was no activation in the area of PRH095's 

[REDACTED] .1287 Donaldson does not know who made the call, or who attended 

the appointment other than Mr.Ayyash. 1288 Donaldson does not include reference 

to the 2007 appointment, presumably because it is over three years after the end 

of the attribution period. 

539. Other family members attended appointments during the PMP165 attribution 

period. Donaldson included some of these appointments on his slide. 1289 When the 

totality of the evidence is reviewed in depth, however, Donaldson agreed it is 

1281 Donaldson,20170718_STL-11-01_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_1-83,pp.37-38;P02025,Slide 30. 

1282 P01030. 

1283 P01030. 

1284 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-96,p.l7. 

1285 P01030. 

1286 P02025,Slide 31. 

1287 P02025,Slide 31. 

1288 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-0l_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,pp.15-16. 

1289 P02025,Slide 31. 
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difficult to discern any pattern. 1290 There are appointments with no calls or 

activations, 1291 appointments with calls but no activations, 1292 appointments with 

activations but no calls, 1293 and even calls with activations but no 

appointments. 1294 Additionally, PRH095 did not provide the times of 

appointments, so the phone activity cannot be matched up with the appointment 

times to determine if there is a correlation. 

540. Donaldson also includes a call from PMP935 to PRH095 on 7 January 2005, but 

on a date where there is no cell activation in the area, or an appointment recorded. 

It is not clear what the significance of this call is beyond the fact that PMP935 

called the same number as PMP 165 did. 

541. In the end, little more can be taken from the evidence of PRH095 than an 

association between PMP165 and the Ayyash family. The evidence does not 

demonstrate that Mr.Ayyash (or any other member of his family for that matter) 

actually used PMP165 during the attribution period. While there were phone calls 

from PMP165 and activations of cell towers in the area of PRH095's 

[REDACTED] on some of the days on which there were appointments by Ayyash 

family members, the lack of any kind of pattern makes it difficult to reach any 

meaningful conclusions about the activity, especially where the Prosecution only 

tendered letters from PRH095. 

1290 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-96,pp.16-17. 

1291 P01030;P02025,Slide 31. There is an appointment listed for Mr.Ayyash's daughter on 13 February 
2003, but no phone calls or activity in the area ofPRH095's [REDACTED]on that date. Donaldson does 
not include this on his slide or his report (P02026.2,paras.592-596). 

1292 P01030;P02026.2,para.593;P02025,Slide 31. For example, the appointment with Mr.Ayyash on 2 
February 2002 involves a telephone call, but no phone activity in the area. 

1293 P01030;P02026.2,paras.592,595;P02025,Slide 31. On 10 May 2002 and 14 May 2003, members of 
Mr.Ayyash's family had appointments with PRH095, and while PMP165 activated cells in the general area 
ofPRH095's [REDACTED], there were no phones calls on those days. 

1294 P01030;P02026.2,para.594;P02025,Slide 31. On 19 February 2003, PMP165 was in contact with 
PRH095 and activated cells in the area ofPRH095's [REDACTED], but PRH095 does not record 
appointments with any of the Ayyash family members on this date. 
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542. PRH078 [REDACTED], with Mr.Ayyash's wife as [REDACTED]. 1295 There is 

no direct link between PRH078 and Mr.Ayyash, and the type of 

[REDACTED] .1296 There is no evidence that PRH078 spoke to Mr.Ayyash on any 

phone, or that he attended any appointments [REDACTED]. 1297 

543. Donaldson again lists information about known appointments and instances where 

Prosecution-attributed phones call PRH078 or activate the cell in the area of 

[REDACTED] .1298 PRH078 does not provide times for the appointments, so it is 

not possible to draw any correlation between the phone activity and the 

appointment times. Furthermore, because PRH078 does not have records of 

appointments prior to 2004, there is no way to know if the phone activity in 

2002 1299 relates to appointments [REDACTED]. 

544. Prosecution investigators asked PRH078 about PMP935 and PMP091, the latter 

of which called [REDACTED] was not able to provide information about either 

phone, or more importantly, link them to Mr.Ayyash. 1300 

545. Little more can be taken from the evidence of PRH078 than an association 

between PMP165 and the Ayyash family based on PRH078's client records. The 

evidence does not demonstrate that Mr.Ayyash (or any other member of his 

family) actually used PMP165 during the attribution period. The other phones 

mentioned by Donaldson as having been active in the area of PRH078's office or 

having called [REDACTED] phone (PMP091, PMP170, or Blue 233) similarly 

lack any corresponding evidence that would support the attribution of those 

phones to Mr.Ayyash. 

1295 P00707;P00707.1. 

1296 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-0l_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,pp.13-14. 

1297 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-0l_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,pp.13-14. It should also be noted that 
Mrs.Ayyash had her own car. PRH112,P01409,60307141,para.l5. 

1298 P02026.2,paras.599-605. 

1299 P02026.2,paras.599-600. 

1300 PRH078,P00707 ,60305692. 
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546. Thus, the witness statements provide no evidence of Mr.Ayyash ever using 

PMP 165 during the attribution period. 

iii. IMEI Use 

547. PMP165 was used in ten different handsets during the attribution period. 1301 Apart 

from the "BMW handset", Donaldson has no information regarding the handsets 

themselves. 1302 There may be occasional calls or SMS by others, including family 

members, but Donaldson does not think it possible that multiple users placed the 

SIM in different handsets and still produced identical phone profiles. 1303 In other 

words, Donaldson maintains his position that Mr.Ayyash was the exclusive user 

ofPMP165, with a few possible exceptions. 1304 

548. One of the IMEis is a handset integrated into a BMW 523i owned by Mr.Ayyash. 

The integrated handset was used with PMP165 on three occasions: 23 November 

2002, 1 September 2003, and 6 September 2003. 1305 

549. Donaldson only knows of evidence that Mr.Ayyash drove the car on 20 

November 2004 (discussed below), well after the attribution period for PMP165 

ended. 1306 Donaldson expects the phone to be used by Mr.Ayyash because he is 

the registered, insured owner of the BMW, but Donaldson saw no evidence as to 

who was driving the car outside of one occasion. 1307 This fact is important 

considering the documentary evidence linking Mr.Ayyash with a number of 

automobiles, motorcycles, and scooters. 1308 

1301 P02026.2,paras.80-86. 

1302 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-96,p.20. 

1303 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-96,p.l8. 

1304 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-96,p.l8. 

1305 Donaldson,20170718_STL-11-01_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_1-83,p.52. 

1306 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-96,p.l9. 

1307 Dona1dson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN_1-96,p.19. 

1308 See,supra,para.358. 
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550. The IMEis do not assist in a determination of the attribution of PMP165 to 

Mr.Ayyash as they do not indicate use by Mr.Ayyash at any point during the 

alleged attribution period. 

iv. Contacts Profile 

551. Little evidence was presented from the "third party" contacts themselves, despite 

Donaldson agreeing that, in an ideal world, interviewing third party contacts is a 

useful way to identify a phone user. 1309 It is often, in fact, one of the first steps in 

an investigation. 1310 

552. Donaldson's Report includes a detailed list of attributable contacts (family 

members, acquaintances, and associates) of PMP165, a list showing the top 30 

contacts of PMP 165, and a complete list annexed to the end. 1311 The Prosecution 

did not tender the evidence of any person Donaldson attributes as the user of any 

of the phones that make up the top 30 contacts ofPMP165. 

553. Out of the family members, acquaintances, and associates listed, the Prosecution 

tendered the evidence of only four persons: PRH028, 1312 PRH050, 1313 

PRH078, 1314 and PRH095. 1315 

554. PRH028 was not asked about PMP165 in his interview with the Prosecution1316 

and has no recollection of any number he used to contact Mr.Ayyash. 1317 

Donaldson did not mention any of these points in his Report, despite their clear 

relevance to an analysis of attribution oftelephones to Mr.Ayyash. 

1309 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,pp.7-8. 

1310 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,p.7. 

1311 P02026.2,paras.90 et seq, and Annex E. 

1312 P02026.2,para.92(e). 

1313 P02026.2,para.92(d). 

1314 P02026.2,para.94. 

1315 P02026.2,para.96. 

1316 PRH028,P02126. 

1317 PRH028,P02126,p.30. 
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555. PRH050 was not asked about PMP165, and had no mobile number for Mr.Ayyash 

stored in his phone or his paperwork. 1318 PRH050 has no recollection of 

Mr.Ayyash ever calling him. 1319 Again, Donaldson does not mention any of these 

points in his Report despite their relevance. 

556. PRH078 was not asked about [REDACTED] contact with PMP165, although 

[REDACTED] stated it was listed in [REDACTED] client database as the contact 

number for Mr.Ayyash's wife. 1320 The extent ofPRH095's evidence on PMP165 

is that it was the contact number in his client database for the Ayyash family. 1321 

PRH095 did not provide any information about the contacts he may have had with 

PMP165. 

557. Donaldson presented a list of names and then drew conclusions on the meaning of 

that list, without producing any analysis or considering the potential evidence of 

the vast majority of the "third party" contacts. Even where the Prosecution did 

present the evidence of potential "third party" contacts with PMP165, the 

evidence includes no assertions that Mr.Ayyash used PMP165 at the time of 

contact. 

558. Thus, the contacts profile for PMP165 provides little assistance in an analysis of 

whether Mr.Ayyash used PMP165 at relevant times. 

v. Geographic Profile 

559. As with the contacts profile, Donaldson's "Methodology" PowerPoint 1322 and 

Reports contain little information on his methodology and reasoning when it 

comes to geographic profiles. 

1318 PRH050,P00697 ,60302454,para.l7;60302473,paras.32-33. 

1319 PRH050,P00697 ,603024 74,para.40. 

1320 PRH078,P00707 ,60305705-60305707;60305721-23;P00707 .1. 

1321 P01030. 

1322 P01948. 
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560. For PMP165, Donaldson broke the attribution period down into two time periods, 

with the unproven change of address 1323 serving as the bridge between the two 

periods. Donaldson includes a list of the top ten most activated cells for each of 

the periods. 1324 

561. For the "first period" (23 April 2002 to 31 February 2003), Donaldson notes that 

the cell Bir Abed_C was the most activated cell (899 times), followed by Bir 

Abed A. 1325 Donaldson relies on the 2001 passport application mentioning Al 

Qassis Street as Mr.Ayyash's residence, making no mention of the 2003 

document referring to Daccache Street. 1326 Donaldson highlighted Al Qassis 

Street in red on a map 1327 in his Report: 1328 

1323 See,supra,Section.VI.E.3. 

1324 P02026.2,para.99. 

1325 P02026.2,para.l 00. 

1326 P02026.2,para.l 01. 

1327 P02026.2,p.61. 

1328 It should be noted that the slide in P02025 replicating the map (slide 47) is incorrect and 
"inadvertently" shifts the position of Al Qassis Streeet. Donaldson,20 171005 _ STL-11-
01_ T _ T406_ OFF _PUB_ EN_l-85,pp.42-43. 
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564. The Prosecution failed to establish that the geographic profile for the "first 

period" for PMP165 points to Mr.Ayyash in any fashion. 

565. For the "second period", Donaldson believes Mr.Ayyash and his family resided in 

Plot 177, on St.Therese/Al Jamous Street in Hadath. 1330 Donaldson notes that the 

most commonly used cell for PMP165 is Sfeir_A, followed by Sfeir_B. 1331 As 

can be seen from the map created by Donaldson, 1332 the predicted best-server 

coverage of Sfeir _A barely touches Plot 177, and Sfeir _ B not only does not cover 

the plot, the cell points in the complete opposite direction, meaning that it is 

unlikely to have been a serving cell. 1333 Donaldson conceded that, at best, Sfeir _A 

provides coverage for the general area. 1334 

1330 P02026.2,paras.l8,22-23. 

1331 P02026.2,para.99,102. 

1332 P02026.2,p.62. 

1333 Generally, the azimuth value of an antenna defines an orientation ofthe expected coverage to be 
provided by that antenna. P00549,D0136169. 

1334 Donaldson,20171006 _STL-11-01_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-96,pp.20-21. 
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570. First, the drive test was only conducted on the main road between Nabatiyeh and 

Harouf, and thus is only valid along that route. 1342 It cannot be extended to 

suggest that the drive test is also valid for Plot 29, which appears to be at least 

several hundred meters to the north of the main road, and in a location not 

covered by the drive test. Second, the two signals from Nabatieh_C and 

Nabatieh _ D are of similar level; because the drive test vehicle traveled east-to

west, from where Nabatieh_C is stronger, there was no need to switch to an 

equally strong signal like Nabatieh_D. 1343 Philips affirms that if the drive test 

vehicle drove in the opposite direction, it likely would have picked up 

Nabatieh D first and would not have switched to Nabatieh C if the signals 

remained roughly equal in strength. 1344 

571. Thus, the Prosecution did not prove that N abatieh _ C provides best-server 

coverage to Plot 29, or that PMP165 was being used at Plot 29. 

572. Above and beyond any of the coverage issues inherent in the Prosecution's 

evidence is the fact that the Prosecution provided little evidence regarding 

Mr.Ayyash's whereabouts at any given point. A geographic profile is only useful 

if the alleged user can be placed in the general vicinity of the calls at the time, or 

would be known to be in certain locations at certain times of day. The Prosecution 

has not established such facts for Mr.Ayyash. Combined with the unproven 

assumptions regarding Mr.Ayyash's residences, the geographic profile 

summarised by Donaldson does not support the conclusion that Mr.Ayyash used 

PMP 165 for any of the telephone calls. 

1342 See,PRH705,20160720_STL-11-0l_T_T279 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-96,p.89. 

1343 Philips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.74. 

1344 Philips,20170425_STL-11-0l_T_T361_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-114,p.74. 
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573. Donaldson identifies two "additional attribution points" allegedly supporting the 

attribution of PMP165 to Mr.Ayyash. 1345 Contrary to Donaldson's position, the 

additional attribution points do not assist in the attribution of PMP 165 to 

Mr.Ayyash. 

574. The first point, related to the PRH078 and PRH095, is addressed above. 1346 

575. The second relates to Mr.Ayyash's employment at CD Markaba. Donaldson states 

simply that during Mr.Ayyash's employment at CD Markaba, PMP165 activated 

"the cell tower in the area of the Markaba station." 1347 Donaldson is not aware of 

any work records from this time and cannot determine if the phone records are 

consistent with Mr.Ayyash's work. 1348 Thus, it cannot be inferred that the 

activations took place at times when Mr.Ayyash was at CD Markaba or whether 

he was elsewhere. The activations in the Markaba area, without more, do not 

assist in the determination ofthe attribution ofPMP165 to Mr.Ayyash. 

vii. Conclusion 

576. None of the six identified categories provide persuasive evidence to support the 

assertion that Mr.Ayyash used PMP165 at any point in the relevant time period. 

Whether viewed individually or cumulatively, the evidence presented by the 

Prosecution regarding PMP 165 does not demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt 

that Mr.Ayyash used the mobile phone between 23 April 2002 and 18 April 2004. 

1345 P02026.2,paras.l08-112. 

1346 See,supra,paras.533-546,556. 

1347 P02026.2,para.111. 

1348 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-96,pp.21-22. 
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3. PMP935 

577. Donaldson attributes PMP935 to Mr.Ayyash from 31 May 2004 to 13 January 

2005 1349 based on five categories of evidence: documentary evidence, IMEI use, 

contacts profile, geographic profile, and additional attribution points. 1350 The 

evidence relied upon by Donaldson does not demonstrate Mr.Ayyash used 

PMP935 at the relevant time. Donaldson conceded that there is no evidence 

pointing to Mr.Ayyash having ever used the telephone. 1351 Donaldson does not 

rely on any witness evidence for the alleged attribution ofPMP935. 1352 

i. Documentary Evidence 

578. Donaldson suggested four documents or groups of documents demonstrate the 

attribution ofPMP935 to Mr.Ayyash. 1353 

579. The first is a bill of sale, dated 12 February 2002, for the BMW 523i sold from 

[REDACTED] to Salim Ayyash. 1354 Acknowledging the document is dated two 

years before PMP935 is even activated, Donaldson suggested that there are 

"myriad of explanations" why PMP935 would appear on a document two years 

prior to its existence, and the one "most founded in common sense" is the 

possibility that the number was added to the form when the vehicle was sold in 

December 2004. 1355 Donaldson admits, however, that he does not have any 

evidence as to how the number came to be on the document. 1356 The Chamber has 

no evidence before it that would allow it to reach a conclusion on how PMP935 

came to be written on the document. 

1349 P02026.2,para.120. 

1350 P02026.2,para.121. 

1351 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-96,p.22. 

1352 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN_1-96,p.23. 

1353 Donaldson,20170718_STL-11-01_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_1-83,pp.81-82. 

1354 P01396. 

1355 Donaldson,20170719 _STL-11-01_T_T383_0FF _PUB_EN_1-89,pp.6-7;Donaldson, 20171006_STL-
11-01_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-96,p.25. 

1356 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-01_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-96,pp.24-25. 
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580. Donaldson's attempt at a "common sense" conclusion is further brought into 

question by his incorrect statement that PMP935, along with the phone number 

3780617 1357 "were recorded as contact numbers" for Mr.Ayyash on the bill of 

sale. 1358 This is plainly wrong, as PMP935 is not written in the section of the 

document containing Mr.Ayyash's personal details, but below it in the middle of 

the page, and in different colour ink. Donaldson admitted that his Report 

unintentionally misconstrues PMP935 as a contact number for Mr.Ayyash. 1359 

581. The second is another bill of sale for the BMW 523i, dated 20 December 2004, 

this time from Salim Ayyash to [REDACTED]. 1360 Once again, PMP935 is 

handwritten in the middle of the document, under the rest of the personal details 

for the buyer and seller. The Prosecution also did not provide any evidence 

regarding how the PMP935 came to be on the 2004 bill of sale, and the Chamber 

has no basis to infer that it was Mr.Ayyash who provided the number. 

582. Donaldson's Report repeated the incorrect statement that PMP935 "was recorded 

as the contact number" for Mr.Ayyash, 1361 again suggesting that he 

unintentionally misconstrued the document. 1362 Despite Donaldson's admission 

that his Report misrepresents the bill of sale, the Prosecution submit that PMP935 

is listed as a contact number for Mr.Ayyash. 1363 

583. Donaldson, while noting that Mr.Ayyash is the one person involved in both ends 

of the sale, 1364 acknowledged that Mr.Ayyash's involvement is limited to being 

the registered owner and buyer. Crucially, there is no evidence that Mr.Ayyash 

1357 Attributed by Donaldson to Ghaleb Jaber. P02062.2,para.37(c). 

1358 P02026.2,para.141 (a). 

1359 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-96,p.25. 

1360 P01403. 

1361 P02026.2,para.141 (d). 

1362 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-96,p.25. 

1363 PFTB,para.228. 

1364 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-96,p.27. 
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was at any document signing, 1365 and thus, it cannot be inferred that it was he who 

provided PMP935 at any point in time. 

584. In light of the paucity of evidence providing context to these documents, and in a 

situation where the Prosecution analyst made repeated misrepresentations about 

the documents, the Defence sought to present to the Chamber the statements of 

the persons who sold the car to and bought the car from Mr.Ayyash. Despite the 

documents having relevance and probative value to the Prosecution case, 1366 and 

despite the statements having been taken by the Prosecution and the witnesses 

included on its Rule 91 witness list, the Prosecution twice objected to the 

admission of the statements. 1367 

585. The third group of documents relate to a car accident on 20 November 2004 1368 

and are addressed below. 

586. The final document, an extract from the ACL database, 1369 IS also addressed 

below. 

587. The documents tendered by the Prosecution related to the alleged attribution of 

PMP935 to Mr.Ayyash do little more than provide an association between 

Mr.Ayyash and the mobile phone number. The documents do not establish that 

Mr.Ayyash ever used the phone. 

ii. IMEI Use 

588. PMP935 was used in two handsets during the attribution period: a "main" one and 

on three occasions, the handset integrated into the BMW 523i in Mr.Ayyash's 

name. 1370 

1365 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-96,p.31. 

1366 F3441,para.29. 

1367 F3397;20171006_STL-11-01_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-96,pp.32-43. 

1368 P02026.2,para.141 (b). 

1369 P02026.2,para.141 (c). 
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589. The "main" handset was used every day in the attribution period, except for three 

days in which PMP935 was used in the BMW handset. 1371 Donaldson notes that 

the "main" handset was subsequently used by PMP091. 1372 While the change in 

handsets from PMP935 to PMP091 shows a connection between the phones, 

Donaldson conceded that it does not assist in the direct attribution of either 

telephone to Mr.Ayyash. 1373 The Prosecution presented no evidence regarding the 

purchase of the "main" handset or whether it has any connection to Mr.Ayyash. 

590. When PMP935 is used in the BMW handset, Donaldson cannot say who was 

using the car. 1374 There is no evidence that Mr.Ayyash was in the BMW car on 

any of the occasions in which PMP935 was used in the car. 

iii. Contacts Profile 

591. A detailed list of attributable contacts for PMP935 and a list showing the top 30 

contacts of PMP935 are included in Donaldson's Report. 1375 A complete list is 

annexed to the end. 1376 

592. The Prosecution did not tender the evidence of any person Donaldson attributes as 

the user of a telephone for the entire top 30 contacts ofPMP935. The Prosecution 

tendered the evidence of only a handful of contacts with PMP935. Out of all of 

the family members, acquaintances, and associates listed in the contacts profile 

section, the Prosecution tendered the evidence of only five persons. Four overlap 

1370 P02026.2,para.l36. 

1371 P02026.2,para.l41 ;Donaldson,20 170718 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T3 82 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-83,pp. 79-80. 

1372 P02026.2,para.13 7 ;Donaldson,20 170718 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T3 82 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-83,p. 79. 

1373 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-96,p.23. 

1374 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-96,p.23. 

1375 P02026.2,paras.142 et seq. 

1376 P02026.2,Annex E. 
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with PMP165 (PRH028, 1377 PRH050, 1378 PRH078, 1379 and PRH095 1380), m 

addition to PRH385. 1381 

593. PRH028 does not recognise PMP935 and does not have it saved in his phone. 1382 

Donaldson makes no mention of this, despite citing to the statement of 

PRH028. 1383 

594. PRH050 does not recall PMP935, stated that the number is unknown to him, and 

stated that PMP935 is not registered in his phone. 1384 After being asked about 

PMP935 on three separate occasions and failing to remember anything about the 

number, PRH050 finally states that "[p]ossibly Selim Ayyash called [him] on 

03523935 but possibly someone else did." 1385 Once again, Donaldson does not 

address these points in his attribution report, even in his detailed section about the 

BMW accident 1386 to which these calls purportedly relate. This is all the more 

surprising considering the "possibility" of PRH050 speaking to Mr.Ayyash on 

PMP935 is the closest any Prosecution witness comes to providing evidence of 

Mr.Ayyash using any of the attributed telephones. 

595. PRH078 does not recognise PMP935. 1387 

596. PRH095 provided [REDACTED], neither of which mentions PMP935. 1388 

1377 P02026.2,para.l44(i). 

1378 P02026.2,para.l44(h). 

1379 P02026.2,para.l45(a). 

1380 P02026.2,para.l45(b ). 

1381 P02026.2,para.l44(g). 

1382 PRH028,P02126,pp.24-25. 

1383 P02026.2,para.92(e). 

1384 PRH050,P00697,60302454,para.l6;60302474-60302475,paras.48,51-52,54;60302488,paras.l2,15. 

1385 PRH050,P00697,60302488,para.21;see a/sa,paras.13-14. 

1386 P02026.2,paras.606-627. 

1387 PRH078,P00707 ,60305692. 

1388 P01030;P02084. 
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597. PRH385 does not recognise or remember PMP935 and cannot remember whether 

he had phone contact with PMP935; after being shown a CST by the Prosecution, 

PRH385 still does not recall PMP935. 1389 

598. Donaldson compares the contacts of PMP165 with the contacts of PMP935, 

suggesting "in isolation" that the user of PMP 165 becomes the user of 

PMP935. 1390 Donaldson testified that "in his experience", the top family landline 

for a contact is "often borne out of the family" 1391 and that because the top 

landline contact for PMP935 is the Hadath Residence, Mr.Ayyash is "indicated" 

to be the user ofPMP935. 1392 

599. As Donaldson has never written an attribution report before working on this case, 

it is not clear what experience Donaldson is relying upon or why Mr.Ayyash 

would be the only person "indicated" as the user ofPMP935. 

600. Thus, once again, Donaldson presented a list of names and then jumped to a 

conclusion on the meaning of the list, without producing any analysis or 

considering the potential evidence of the vast majority of the "third party" 

contacts. The overlap in contacts between PMP165 and PMP935 does not assist in 

identifying the user of the phones, as Donaldson rightfully acknowledges. It 

shows, at most, a potential relationship between the two phones. 

601. Thus, the contacts profile for PMP935 based on the evidence currently before the 

Chamber provides little assistance in an analysis of whether Mr.Ayyash used 

PMP935 at the relevant times. 

1389 PRH385,P01408,60308018,paras.1 0, 12;60308028-60308029,paras.23-25. 

1390 Donaldson,20170719 _STL-11-01_T_T383_0FF _PUB_EN_1-89,p.l5. 

1391 Donaldson,20170719 _STL-11-01_ T _ T383 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-89,p.17. 

1392 Donaldson,20170719 _STL-11-01_ T _ T383 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-89,p.17. 
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602. The Defence notes the lack of methodology presented by Donaldson regarding 

geographic profiles, the problems inherent in relying on predicted best-server 

coverage maps, the lack of proof regarding Mr.Ayyash's residences during the 

relevant time periods, and the lack of evidence of Mr.Ayyash's whereabouts. The 

geographic profile summarised by Donaldson does not support the conclusion that 

Mr.Ayyash used PMP935 for any of the calls. 

v. Additional Attribution Points 

603. Donaldson identified three "additional attribution points" for PMP935: the BMW 

accident, the overlap of the IMEis between PMP935 and PMP165 in the 

integrated BMW handset and between PMP935 and PMP091 (already addressed 

above), and Civil Defence records. 1393 

604. For the Civil Defence point, Donaldson states again that during Mr.Ayyash's 

employment at CD Markaba, PMP935 activated "the cell tower in the area of 

Markaba station" 1394 and that after his transfer to CD Douair, PMP935 no longer 

activated the cell towers in the area of CD Markaba. 1395 There are no work 

records for this period, so Donaldson cannot determine if the phone records are 

consistent with Mr.Ayyash's attendance at work. 1396 Thus, it cannot be inferred 

that the activations took place at times when Mr.Ayyash was at CD Markaba or 

whether he was elsewhere. Donaldson provides no further information about the 

relevance of CD Douair regarding PMP935 in his Report. The activations in the 

Markaba area, without more, do not assist in the determination of the attribution 

ofPMP935 to Mr.Ayyash. 

1393 P02026.2,para.l50 et seq. 

1394 P02026.2,para.l54. 

1395 P02026.2,para.154. 

1396 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-0l_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,pp.21-22,85-86. 
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605. The car accident took place in Al-Rmalieh on 20 November 2004, involving a 

BMW registered and insured in the name of Salim Ayyash. 1397 Donaldson 

considered three groups of evidence: 1398 documents bearing Mr.Ayyash's name 

and PMP935; calls between PMP935 and people involved in the accident and the 

subsequent repair of the car; and potential co-location between PMP935 and 

Yellow 294 around the accident scene. 1399 

606. The documentary evidence consists of an accident declaration form, 1400 an 

accident expert report, 1401 an insurance company's request to the garage for a 

damage estimate, 1402 and a customer record from ACL. 1403 

607. P00604.1 is a car accident declaration submitted to ALIG on 23 November 2004, 

three days after the accident occurred. 

608. Donaldson conceded that he has no information about how PMP935 came to 

appear on the document or who provided it. 1404 In addition, Assi testified that car 

accident declarations can be filed by a relative, friend, broker or someone else on 

the driver's behalf. 1405 Further, car accident declaration forms can be given to the 

garage or to the broker and then returned to the insurance company. 1406 

609. Similarly, [REDACTED] testified that the insured can send someone on his 

behalf to the insurance company to fill out the car accident declaration form. 1407 

1397 P02026.2,paras.606-608. 

1398 P02026.2,paras.141(b ), (c), 150-151,363-364,606-627. 

1399 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-01_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-96,pp.48-49. 

1400 P00604.1. 

1401 P00604.2. 

1402 P00604.4. 

1403 P00690. 

1404 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-01_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-96,pp.49-50. 

1405 Assi,20151001_STL-11-0l_T_T200_0FF _PRV _EN_l-84,p.l0. 

1406 Assi,20151001_STL-11-0l_T_T200_0FF _PRV _EN_l-84,p.22. 

1407 [REDACTED],para.16. 
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When shown P00604.1, [REDACTED] stated that "the client would not have 

written the car accident declaration. It must have been a representative of the 

company who wrote this." 1408 There were five employees at ALIG who could 

have filled out the document. 1409 

610. P00604.1 also contains two features suggesting that Mr.Ayyash is not the author 

of the document. The name of the broker is [REDACTED], who is not 

Mr.Ayyash's broker. 1410 Moreover, P00604.1 erroneously notes that Assi was the 

expert who attended the accident, when in fact it was Kalash. 1411 

611. These elements combined bring into question the authorship of this document. 

Together with Donaldson's lack of knowledge regarding how, where and when 

this document came into being, the Chamber can reject the inference that 

Mr.Ayyash provided PMP935 as his contact number. 

612. The second document is an expert report submitted by Kalash to the insurance 

company. 1412 As Kalash did not provide a statement, 1413 Donaldson was unaware 

of who Kalash spoke to in order to retrieve the information, or whether the 

document was filled out at the accident scene or later. 1414 In addition, Donaldson 

suggested that this document may portray information provided once to the 

insurance company, and then simply passed on to the accident expert, as opposed 

to being provided directly to him. 1415 

613. In addition, Assi brought into question the reliability of Kalash's report. When 

asked whether it is fair to presume that expert reports contain accurate 

1408 [REDACTED],para.ll. 

1409 [REDACTED] ,para. I 0. 

1410 [REDACTED],para.52. 

1411 Kalash is the author of the accident expert report, P00604.2. 

1412 P00604.2. 

1413 P00699. 

1414 Donaldson,20171006_STL-ll-Ol_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,p.50. 

1415 Donaldson,20170719 _STL-ll-Ol_T_T383_0FF _PUB_EN_l-89,pp.8-9,12. 
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information, he did not answer in the affirmative, and asserted that it depends on 

the seriousness of the accident, and in this case, he added, it was not very 

serious. 1416 

614. The third document is a damage estimate requested by the insurance company to 

[REDACTED] garage. 1417 Donaldson suggested again that the information 

contained in the document could be a reproduction of data previously provided to 

the insurance company. 1418 Various considerations lead to the same conclusion: 

Assi explained that the damage estimate request is compiled by an insurance 

company employee on the basis of the car accident declaration. 1419 It follows that 

the Mr.Ayyash was not involved, and that the employee simply replicated the data 

contained in the car accident declaration form. This is demonstrated by the fact 

that the document erroneously notes Assi as the expert who attended the scene, 

the same mistake contained in the car accident declaration. 

615. The final document is an extract from the customer database of ACL, the 

company which towed the BMW from the accident scene. 1420 Once more, 

Donaldson warranted caution, as it is possible that PMP935 was provided once to 

the insurance company and then passed on to ACL. 1421 

616. According to ACL's [REDACTED], the data is gathered by the customer service 

staff, and not by the tow-truck driver. 1422 The staff member notes the name of the 

owner of the vehicle, 1423 and a phone number to give to the tow-truck driver, in 

1416 Assi,20151001_STL-11-0l_T_T200_0FF _PRV _EN_l-84,p.51. 

1417 P00604.4. 

1418 Donaldson,20170719 _STL-11-0l_T_T383_0FF _PUB_EN_l-89,p.9. 

1419 Assi,20151001_STL-11-0l_T_T200_0FF _PRV _EN_l-84,pp.59-61. 

1420 P00690. 

1421 Donaldson,20170719 _STL-11-0l_T_T383_0FF _PUB_EN_l-89,p.l2. 

1422 PRH474,P01821,p.4. 

1423 PRH474,P01821,p.7. 
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order to establish contact with someone at the accident scene. 1424 Once again, it 

cannot be inferred that PMP935 was provided as a contact number by Mr.Ayyash 

on this occasion. PRH086, [REDACTED] stated that usually someone 

[REDACTED], but specified that "it doesn't have to be the driver/owner of the 

damaged vehicle - it could be somebody accompanying the vehicle on his 

behalf." 1425 

617. Donaldson conceded that he does not have any personal information about this 

document. 1426 PRH086 did not recognise Mr.Ayyash. 1427 In the absence of further 

information, the Defence submits that the document is incapable of assisting in 

the attribution ofPMP935 to Mr.Ayyash. 

618. In conclusion, the Prosecution presented no evidence regarding how PMP935 

came to be on the documents associated with the car accident of 20 November 

2004. In the absence of evidence, it should not be simply assumed that it was 

Mr.Ayyash who provided it, especially where the evidence shows that PMP935 

was provided on other documents related to the car accident without evidence of 

Mr.Ayyash being present at the time. 

619. The second group of evidence considered by Mr. Donaldson concerns a series of 

calls involving PMP935 and individuals involved in the accident. 1428 On 20 

November 2004, PMP935 was in contact with PRH050, two accident experts 

(Assi and Kalash), and [REDACTED] (PRH086). 1429 Between 23 November and 

30 December 2004, PMP935 exchanged calls with PRH385. 1430 

1424 PRH474,P01821,p.4. 

1425 PRH086,P00698,60308759,para.29. 

1426 Dona1dson,20171006_STL-11-0l_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,p.52. 

1427 PRH086,P00698,60308759,paras.26-27. 

1428 P02026.2,paras.l51 ,609-617. 

1429 Donaldson,20170719 _STL-11-0l_T_T383 _OFF _PUB _EN_l-89,p.72;P01261,p.80. 

1430 Donaldson,20170719 _STL-11-01_ T _ T383 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-89,pp.83-84;P01261,pp.81,85-87,89-
90,94. 
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620. The Prosecution asserts that Mr.Ayyash "used" PMP935 to make calls on this 

evening 1431-an assertion not supported by any evidence. None of these 

individuals was able to recall who made these calls, or recognised PMP935. 

621. As suggested by Donaldson, 1432 the user of PMP935 contacted [REDACTED] 

PRH050, 1433 who possibly recommended calling Assi to get an accident expert on 

the scene. 1434 PRH050 did not recognise PMP935, 1435 and did not have it saved in 

his phone, 1436 despite his clients' numbers usually being stored there, 1437 thus 

allowing for the reasonable inference that either Mr.Ayyash did not make the call 

or, if he did, he used someone else's phone. When confronted with the call data 

records showing phone contact with PMP935 in November and December 2004, 

PRH050 could not recall who made those calls, 1438 and stated that it could have 

been Salim Ayyash or someone else. 1439 

622. A few minutes after the first call, PMP935 contacted Assi, 1440 who was far from 

the accident area and therefore deferred to another accident expert, Kalash. 1441 

Assi does not remember whether he was called by Mr.Ayyash or someone 

else. 1442 Although not clear in Assi's immediate recollection, 1443 call records 

suggest that Assi gave Kalash the phone number PMP935, as demonstrated by the 

fact that it was Kalash who first established contact with PMP935, and not the 

1431 PFTB,para.276. 

1432 P02026.2,paras.610-612. 

1433 P01261,p.80; see also,1D00452,Slide 10. 

1434 PRH050,P00697 ,60302489,para.27. 

1435 PRH050,P00697 ,60302454,para.l6;60302474,para.48;60302488,para.l2. 

1436 PRH050,P00697,60302474,para.48. 

1437 PRHOSO,P00697 ,603024 75,para.60. 

1438 PRH050,P00697,60302475,paras.54,63. 

1439 PRH050,P00697 ,60302488,paras.l2-13. 

1440 P01261,p.80;see also,1D00452,Slide 3. 

1441 Assi,20151001_STL-11-0l_T_T200_0FF _PRV _EN_l-84,pp.19,46-48. 

1442 Assi,20151001_STL-11-0l_ T _ T200 _OFF_ CONF _ EN_l-84,p.76. 

1443 Assi,20151001_STL-11-0l_T_T200_0FF _PRV _EN_l-84,p.19. 
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other way around. 1444 It follows that PMP935 was passed on to Kalash, who 

included it in the accident report as the number he was in contact with. 

623. Kalash did not provide a statement1445 and PRH086 was not able to remember the 

accident at all. 1446 

624. PRH385 does not recognise PMP935. 1447 In his first interview, PRH385 could not 

recall having phone contact with Mr.Ayyash 1448 and did not mention repairing a 

BMW. In his second statement, PRH385 provided a series of details about the 

BMW, the repair, and the contact he had with "someone from the Ayyash 

family," both in person and on the phone. 1449 

625. PRH385 undermined his own basis of knowledge by explaining that at the 

relevant time he was working on the field, while it was PRH112 who managed the 

garage. 1450 PRH385 discussed the issue with some of the employees at the 

garage 1451 and with PRH112 1452 in between his statements, placing doubt on the 

accuracy of his second statement on this point. 

626. In summary, none of the individuals who had contact with PMP935 on 20 

November 2004 were able to recognise the phone number, or connect it to 

Mr.Ayyash personally. Considering that the Prosecution led no evidence on the 

content of these calls, it cannot be assumed that Mr.Ayyash was using the phone 

at the relevant time, and it cannot be excluded that the phone was in the hands of 

someone else riding in the car with him present at the accident scene. 

1444 P01261,p.80;see alsa,1D00452,Slide 3. 

1445 PRH539,P00699. 

1446 PRH086,P00698,60308758,para.23. 

1447 PRH385,P01408,60308018,para.l 0;60308028-60308029,paras.23,25. 

1448 PRH385,P01408,60308018,para.l2. 

1449 PRH385,P01408,60308029,paras.26-32. 

1450 PRH385,P01408,60308017,para.8. 

1451 PRH3 85 ,PO 1408,60308029 ,para.31. 

1452 PRH112,P01409,60307140,para.ll. 
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627. The last area of evidence considered by Donaldson concerns co-location between 

PMP935 and Yellow 294 around the area of the accident scene. 1453 Between 

22:20 and 00:35, Yell ow 294 was in contact with two Yellow phones, namely 

Yellow 932 (S21) and Yellow 457 (S6). 1454 While S6 remained in South Beirut, 

S21 started moving towards the accident scene, as it activated Naameh_B, which 

is located halfway between Beirut and Al-Ramlieh, 1455 and Rmaileh _ C, which is 

located around the accident area. 1456 

628. On some of these calls, Yellow 294 activated SIBLIN3, the same cell utilised by 

PMP935 to contact the tow-truck driver and the second expert. 1457 

629. As the Prosecution led insufficient evidence on the context surrounding the calls 

on PMP935 and was unable to prove that Mr.Ayyash was carrying the phone at 

the relevant time, the co-location with Yell ow 294 is of little to no relevance. 

630. Some of the speculative conclusions drawn by Donaldson related to the accident 

are indicative of his selective approach and the flaws prevalent throughout the 

presentation of his evidence. 

631. For example, Donaldson noted that after midnight S21 returned to South Beirut, 

whereas Yell ow 294 was active in the area of Khalde. 1458 Donaldson speculated 

that S21 provided "some form of assistance" at the accident area, and then 

suggested that Mr.Ayyash went to Khalde to pick up his vehicle on the basis that 

there is an ACL office there. 1459 

1453 P02026.2,paras.364,618-627. 

1454 P01240,p.48;P01252,p.60;P01243,p.48. 

1455 P02026.2,para.623 ;PO 1243 ,p.48. 

1456 P02026.2,para.624;PO 1243 ,p.48. 

1457 P01240,p.48;P01261,p.80;1D00452,paras.3,11,13-17. 

1458 20170719 _STL-11-01_T_T383_0FF_PUB_EN_1-89,p.82. 

1459 20170719 _STL-11-01_T_T383_0FF_PUB_EN_1-89,p.82. 
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632. However, the database extract from ACL indicates that the car was towed from 

"Place 1 - Saida" to "Place 2 - Hadath"; 1460 Khalde is not mentioned. 

[REDACTED] .1461 

633. Further, based on a call between PMP935 and the tow-truck driver at 23:02/462 

Donaldson infers that "Mr.Ayyash was [ ... ]not getting a lift home with him if he 

was calling him". 1463 This is speculation, as Donaldson is not privy to the time the 

tow-truck arrived or left the accident scene, considering that there was a constant 

flow of calls between phones at the accident scene and the tow-truck driver 

between 22:41 and 23:42, long after the call at 23:02. 1464 

vi. Conclusion 

634. None of the five identified categories provide persuasive evidence to support the 

assertion that Mr.Ayyash used PMP935 at any point in the relevant time period. 

Whether viewed individually or cumulatively, the evidence presented by the 

Prosecution does not demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt that Mr.Ayyash used 

PMP935 between 31 May 2004 and 13 January 2005. 

4. PMP091 

635. Donaldson attributes PMP091 to Mr.Ayyash from 13 January 2005 to 6 March 

2005 1465 based on four categories of evidence: documentary evidence, contacts 

profile, geographic profile, and additional attribution points. 1466 The evidence 

relied upon by Donaldson does not demonstrate Mr.Ayyash used PMP091 at the 

relevant time. Donaldson conceded that there is no evidence pointing to 

1460 P00690. 

1461 [REDACTED]. 

1462 P01261,p.80. 

1463 20170719 _STL-11-01_T_T383_0FF _PUB_EN_1-89,pp.77-78. 

1464 PO 1261 ,p.80; 1D00453,p.9; 1D00452,Slide 23. 

1465 P02026.2,paras.164,168;Donaldson,20170822 _STL-11-01_ T _ T385 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-85,pp.18-19. 

1466 P02026.2,para.165;Donaldson,20170822_STL-11-0l_T_T385_ OFF _PUB_EN_1-85,p.18. 
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Mr.Ayyash having ever used the telephone. 1467 It is also worth pointing out that 

Donaldson does not rely on any witness evidence for the alleged attribution of 

PMP091. 1468 

636. Donaldson identifies a change of user on 6 March 2005 based on a change of 

handset, contacts, and frequently used cells. 1469 

i. Documentary Evidence 

637. PMP091 appears on one document, a 2005 bill of lading for a Dodge Durango 

automobile. 1470 The date of the document is 15 March 2005, after the end of the 

attribution period, and for which Donaldson has no explanation. 1471 It is thus 

surprising that Donaldson would rely on the document especially considering his 

statement that the date is "absolutely central" 1472 to issues around attribution. It is 

also worth noting that the number is not listed in the box entitled "Consignee" 

with Mr.Ayyash's name and a post office box for an address, but is listed in the 

next box entitled "Notify Party". 1473 While the second box lists the name and 

address as "same as consignee", the inclusion in one box but not the other is 

unexplained. 

638. The Prosecution failed to prove how the phone number came to be on the 

document, or that it was provided by Mr.Ayyash. Based on the lack of evidence, it 

cannot be inferred that Mr.Ayyash provided the number or that it demonstrates he 

1467 Dona1dson,20171006 _STL-11-01_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-96,p.87. 

1468 Dona1dson,20171006_STL-11-01_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-96,p.87. 

1469 P02026.2,para.173 ;Dona1dson,20 170822 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T3 85 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-85,p.l9. 

1470 P01395;Dona1dson,20170822_STL-11-01_T_T385_0FF _PUB_EN_1-85,pp.19-20. 

1471 Dona1dson,20170822_STL-11-01_T_T385_0FF _PUB_EN_1-85 p.20;Dona1dson,20171006_STL-11-
01_T_T407_0FF_PUB_EN_1-96,p.88. 

1472 Dona1dson,20171005 _STL-11-01_ T _ T406 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-85,p.78. 

1473 P01395. 
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ever used PMP091. This is especially so where Donaldson referred to the vehicle 

traders in Lebanon using a variety of telephone numbers as contact numbers. 1474 

ii. Contacts Profile 

639. A detailed list of attributable contacts for PMP091 and a list showing the top 30 

contacts of PMP091 are included in Donaldson's Report. 1475 A complete list is 

annexed to the end. 1476 

640. The Prosecution tendered the evidence of a single person Donaldson attributes as 

the user of a telephone for the entire top 30 contacts of PMP091 (PRH270, 

number 29). The Prosecution tendered the evidence of only a handful of contacts 

with PMP091. Out of the family members, acquaintances, and associates listed in 

the contacts profile section, the Prosecution tendered the evidence of only three 

persons: PRH028, 1477 PRH050, 1478 and PRH078. 1479 

641. PRH028 does not recognise PMP091. 1480 Donaldson makes no mention of this, 

despite citing to the statement ofPRH028. 1481 

642. PMP091 is unknown to PRH050. 1482 

643. PRH078 does not recognise PMP091. 1483 

644. Thus, once again, Donaldson presented a list of names and then jumped to a 

conclusion on the meaning of the list, without producing any analysis or 

1474 Donaldson,20171005_STL-11-0l_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,p.70. 

1475 P02026.2,paras.l88 et seq. 

1476 P02026.2,Annex E. 

1477 P02026.2,para.l90( c). 

1478 P02026.2,para.l90(d). 

1479 P02026.2,para.l91 (a). 

1480 PRH028,P02126,pp.24-25. 

1481 P02026.2,para.92(e). 

1482 PRH050,P00697 ,603024 75,paras.59,61. 

1483 PRH078,P00707 ,60305692. 
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considering the potential evidence of the vast majority of the "third party" 

contacts. Even where the Prosecution did present the evidence of potential "third 

party" contacts with PMP091, none of them recognised PMP091 as having been 

used by Mr.Ayyash. 

645. Thus, the contacts profile for PMP091 provides little assistance in an analysis of 

whether Mr.Ayyash used PMP091 at the relevant times. 

iii. Geographic Profile 

646. Donaldson's claim that the top five cells towers for PMP091 are identical to those 

already depicted for PMP165 1484 misrepresents the evidence. Donaldson's 

statement is true only ifPMP091 is compared to the "second period" ofPMP165. 

If PMP091 is compared against the entirety of the PMP165 attribution period, 

Donaldson's statement is not supported by the evidence. Even then, the 

comparison only assists in associating PMP091 with PMP165 through a general 

area. 1485 Neither the geographic profile of PMP091 nor the comparison to 

PMP165 demonstrate that Mr.Ayyash was the user ofPMP091. 

iv. Additional Attribution Points 

64 7. Donaldson identifies three "additional attribution points" for PMP091: records 

from the service providers, the IMEI connection with PMP935, and the "sequence 

of calls after [the] attribution period." 1486 

648. The first is that PMP091 called PRH078 on the same date that Mr.Ayyash's wife 

had an appointment with PRH078. 1487 No further information is provided to link 

the call and the appointment. It does not assist in proving that Mr.Ayyash used 

PMP091. 

1484 Donaldson,20170822_STL-11-0l_T_T385_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,pp.20-21. 

1485 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-0l_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,p.87. 

1486 P02026.2,paras.195-198. 

1487 P02026.2,para.195. 
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649. The second is the IMEI connection between PMP935 and PMP091. 1488 While this 

attribution point demonstrates a connection between the two phones, it does not 

demonstrate that Mr.Ayyash used either of the mobile phones-a point conceded 

by Donaldson. 1489 

650. The third is three instances where a mobile phone called PMP935 and then 

subsequently called PMP091, which Donaldson suggests is because the user of 

PMP935 became the user of PMP091. 1490 While this is a reasonable conclusion 

based on the evidence, it similarly does not demonstrate that Mr.Ayyash used 

either of the phones. 

v. Conclusion 

651. None of the four identified categories provide persuasive evidence to support the 

assertion that Mr.Ayyash used PMP091 at any point in the relevant time period. 

Whether viewed individually or cumulatively, the evidence presented by the 

Prosecution regarding PMP091 does not demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt 

that Mr.Ayyash used the mobile phone between 13 January 2005 and 6 March 

2005. 

1488 P02026.2,para.196. 

1489 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 407 _OFF_ PUB_ EN_1-96,p.23. 

1490 P02026.2,paras.197 -198. 
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652. Donaldson attributes PMP170 to Mr.Ayyash from 7 January 2005 to 26 

November 2005 1491 based on four categories of evidence: documentary evidence, 

contacts profile, geographic profile, and additional attribution points. 1492 The 

evidence relied upon by Donaldson does not demonstrate Mr.Ayyash used 

PMP 170 at the relevant time. Donaldson conceded that there is no evidence 

pointing to Mr.Ayyash having ever used the telephone. 1493 It is also worth 

pointing out that Donaldson does not rely on any witness evidence for the alleged 

attribution ofPMP170. 

653. An unknown person registered PMP 170 on 17 July 2002, but Donaldson does not 

attribute it to Mr.Ayyash until 7 January 2005. 1494 Donaldson asserts that 

PMP 170 was used as a Yell ow Phone (not by Mr.Ayyash), from at least 1 

February 2004 until 7 January 2005. 1495 

i. Documentary Evidence 

654. Donaldson relies on a single document 1496 to link PMP170 to Mr.Ayyash. A 

Toyota Camry registered to Mr.Ayyash was involved in an accident on 25 May 

2005, after which a photocopy of his ID card was made, and the number 

"3831170" handwritten on the back. 1497 PMP170 called the garage where the car 

was being fixed. 1498 

1491 P02026.2,paras.207,214-217;Donaldson,20170822_STL-11-01_T_T385 _OFF _PUB _EN_1-85,pp.81-
83. 

1492 P02026.2,para.208;Dona1dson,20 170822 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T385 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-85,pp.80-81. 

1493 Dona1dson,20171006 _STL-11-01_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-96,p.89. 

1494 P02026.2,para.209;Donaldson,20170822 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T385 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-85,p.81. 

1495 P02026.2,para.21 O;Donaldson,20170822 _ STL-11-01_ T _ T385 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-85,p.82. 

1496 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-01_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-96,pp.89-90. 

1497 P00689;Donaldson,20170822_STL-ll-01_T_T385 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-85,pp.78,81; 
Donaldson,20170823_STL-11-0l_T_T386_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-82,p.26. 

1498 Donaldson,20170822_STL-ll-01_T_T385 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-85,p.78;Donaldson,20170823_STL-ll-
01_ T _ T386_ OFF _PUB_ EN_1-82,pp.26-27. 
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655. Mr.Ayyash was the insured driver of the accident, but there is no information 

about the location or circumstances of the accident. 1499 

656. Donaldson does not know how this number came to appear on the document. 

Further, Donaldson "would also agree if you said that the nature of the document 

is ambiguous. It is as good as it gets." 1500 The insurance policy for the Toyota 

Camry is the same as mentioned above 1501 listing the contact number for 

Mr.Ayyash as his brother's shop. 1502 The witnesses associated with the car 

accident do not remember calls from PMP170, or speaking with Mr.Ayyash. 1503 

657. P01749, a bill of sale for the Toyota Camry from Ghaleb Jaber to Salim Ayyash, 

is dated 23 February 2005, within the attribution period ofPMP170. Mr.Ayyash's 

contact number, however, is listed as the Harouf landline. 1504 

ii. Contacts Profile 

658. A detailed list of attributable contacts for PMP170 and a list showing the top 30 

contacts of PMP170 are included in Donaldson's Report. 1505 A complete list is 

annexed to the end. 1506 The contact profile is not the same as previous PMPs; it is 

more "circumspect". 1507 There were less contacts for PMP170 than for other 

phones 1508 and most of the top 30 contacts for PMP170 are anonymous or 

unattributed. 1509 The Prosecution did not tender the evidence of any person 

1499 Dona1dson,20170823_STL-11-01_T_T386_0FF _PUB_EN_1-82,p.27. 

1500 Dona1dson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-96,p.90. 

1501 See,supra,para.513. 

1502 Dona1dson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-96,p.90. 

1503 Dona1dson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-96,p.91. 

1504 Dona1dson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-96,p.91. 

1505 P02026.2,paras.227 et seq. 

1506 P02026.2,Annex E. 

1507 Dona1dson,20171006_STL-11-01_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_1-96,p.89. 

1508 Dona1dson,20170822_STL-11-01_T_T385_0FF _PUB_EN_1-85,p.80. 

1509 Dona1dson,20170823_STL-11-01_T_T386_0FF _PUB_EN_1-82,pp.19-20. Not "covert" as submitted 
by the Prosecution in paragraph 243 of the PFTB without citation. 
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Donaldson attributes as the user of a telephone for the entire top 30 contacts of 

PMP170. 

659. The Prosecution tendered the evidence of only a handful of contacts with 

PMP170. Out of all of the family members, acquaintances, and associates listed in 

the contacts profile section, the Prosecution tendered the evidence of only three 

persons: PRH028, 1510 PRH050, 1511 and PRH385. 1512 

660. PRH028 does not recognise PMP170. 1513 Donaldson makes no mention of this, 

despite citing to the statement ofPRH028. 1514 

661. PMP170 is unknown to PRH050 1515 and PRH385. 1516 

662. Thus, the contacts profile for PMP170 provides little assistance in an analysis of 

whether Mr.Ayyash used PMP170 at the relevant times. 

iii. Geographic Profile 

663. The geographic profile assists only insofar as it identifies a general area. 1517 

664. The top cell for PMP170 is Sfeir_A, but the predicted best-server coverage for 

Sfeir _A covers only a small portion of Plot 177 in Hadath. 1518 The predicted 

coverage of the next four most commonly used cells do not provide predicted 

best-server coverage for the plot. 1519 The geographic profile summarised by 

1510 P02026.2,para.228( c). 

1511 P02026.2,para.228(e). 

1512 P02026.2,para.228(d). 

1513 P02126,p.25. 

1514 P02026.2,para.92(e). 

1515 PRH050,P00697 ,60302455,para.31 ;60302476,para. 74. 

1516 PRH385,P01408,60308018,para.l5;60308031,para.60. 

1517 Donaldson,20171006_STL-11-0l_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,p.89. 

1518 Donaldson,20170823 _STL-11-01_ T _ T386 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-82,pp.23-24;P02026.2,p.1 02. 

1519 Donaldson,20170823 _STL-11-01_ T _ T386 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-82,p.24;P02026.2,p.101. 
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Donaldson does not support the conclusion that Mr.Ayyash used PMP170 for any 

of the calls. 

iv. Additional Attribution Points 

665. Donaldson identifies three "additional attribution points" for PMP170: records 

from the service providers, the Toyota Camry accident, and a trip by Ayyash 

family members to Iran in August 2005. 1520 

666. The first is that PMP170 activated a cell tower in the area of PRH078's 

[REDACTED] on the same date that Mr.Ayyash's wife had an appointment with 

PRH078. 1521 No further information is provided to link the call and the 

appointment. It certainly does not assist in proving that Mr.Ayyash used PMP170. 

Furthermore, the appointment and activation took place on 29 June 2005, some 

months after the attack on Hariri. 1522 There is no indication that this call would 

assist in proving that Mr.Ayyash was using PMP170 during January and February 

2005. 

667. The second is the Toyota Camry accident on 25 May 2005. 1523 Again, this event 

is several months after the relevant time period and does not assist in proving that 

Mr.Ayyash used PMP170 in January and February 2005. Donaldson also 

mentions the calls between PMP170 and PRH050 and PRH385, 1524 but fails to 

mention that neither of the witnesses recall the phone number or recognise it as 

belonging to Mr.Ayyash. 

668. The final point is that Mr.Ayyash's daughter and future husband travelled to Iran 

in August 2005. 1525 During this trip, PMP170 made calls to two different Iranian 

1520 P02026.2,paras.234-240. 

1521 P02026.2,para.234. 

1522 P02026.2,para.604. 

1523 P02026.2,para.235 

1524 P02026.2,para.236. 

1525 P02026.2,para.240. 
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numbers. 1526 Donaldson cannot say who was using PMP 170 when it called an 

Iranian number at the time Mr.Ayyash's relatives were in Iran, or who received 

the call in Iran. 1527 Again, as with the other attribution points, these calls took 

place in August 2005 and do not assist in demonstrating that Mr.Ayyash used 

PMP170 in January or February 2005. 

v. Conclusion 

669. None of the four identified categories provide persuasive evidence to support the 

assertion that Mr.Ayyash used PMP170 at any point in the relevant time period. 

Whether viewed individually or cumulatively, the evidence presented by the 

Prosecution regarding PMP 170 does not demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt 

that Mr.Ayyash used the mobile phone between 7 January 2005 and 26 November 

2005. 

6. Network Phones 

670. The Prosecution did not present any documentary or witness evidence 

demonstrating a link between Mr.Ayyash and any of the network phones. 

Donaldson relies, to a limited extent, on overlaps in contacts profile, 1528 IMEI 

use, 1529 and geographic profile. 1530 The primary means for attribution for the 

network phones, however, is through co-location analysis. The unreliability of the 

co-location analysis in this case was discussed above. 1531 

671. There is no independent evidence, outside of the communications data (potential 

co-location and geographic profiles), that connects the network phones directly or 

indirectly to Mr.Ayyash. Attribution of the network phones is wholly dependent 

1526 P02026.2,para.240. 

1527 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN _1-96,p.92. 

1528 See e.g.,P02026.2,para.262;Donaldson,20 170718 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T3 82 _OFF_ PUB_ EN _1-83 ,p.65. 

1529 Donaldson,20170718_STL-11-01_T_T382_0FF _PUB_EN_1-83,p.61. 

1530 P02026.2,para.262. 

1531 See,supra,Section.V.D.3. 
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on the attribution of the PMPs. 1532 Because the Prosecution failed to prove 

Mr.Ayyash was the single user of the PMPs, the Prosecution similarly failed to 

establish that Mr.Ayyash was the single user of the alleged network phones. 

H. Contact Profiling and Relevant Witness Evidence 

1. Contact Profiling Defined 

672. Both Donaldson and Philips spoke of an analysis of the "contact profile" of the 

target phones 1533 being a fundamental aspect of attribution. 1534 Donaldson 

testified that "it is one of the most telling factors within a phone use [sic]." 1535 He 

agreed that, in an ideal world, interviewing third party contacts is a useful way to 

identify a phone user and is often one of the first steps in an investigation. 1536 

673. Philips detailed the steps involved in contact profiling. 1537 The key step, in certain 

instances, is to speak to the users of the telephones most commonly contacted by 

the target phone, in order to ascertain the nature of their relationship with the 

suspected user of the target phone. 1538 It is important that the actual users of the 

phone contacted by the suspect are questioned, as opposed to someone who might 

have information about who the user of the third party contact phone could be. 1539 

Thus, while someone might be able to attribute the third party contact phone to a 

person, it is only the actual user of that phone that can provide meaningful 

evidence about how they used the third party contact phone and their 

communication with the target phone, including evidence on its user or users. 

1532 Donaldson,20 171006 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T407 _OFF _PUB_ EN_l-96,pp.92-93. 

1533 Also called "Frequently Called Number Analysis" by Philips. 

1534 Philips,2015082l_STL-ll-Ol_T_T182_0FF _PUB_EN_l-113,pp.45-46;P00550,Slides 198-210; 
Donaldson,20170620_STL-ll-Ol_T_T370_0FF _PUB_EN_l-105,pp.55-56. 

1535 Donaldson,20170620_STL-ll-Ol_T_T370_0FF _PUB_EN_l-105,p.56. 

1536 Donaldson,20171016_STL-ll-Ol_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,pp.7-8. 

1537 Philips,20170426_STL-ll-Ol_T_T362_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-122,pp.22-24;Philips,2015082l_STL-ll
Ol_T_Tl82_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-113,pp.45-46,52-53. 

1538 Philips,20170426_STL-ll-Ol_T_T362_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-122,p.24. 

1539 Philips,20170426_STL-ll-Ol_T_T362_ OFF _PUB_EN_l-122,pp.24-25. 
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674. In particular, in the absence of an admission, direct evidence of attribution, 

registration information, discovery of the phone at the suspect's home, credit card 

usage, etc., when the only factors that can be used are co-location, geographical 

profile and contact profiles, the information provided by potential contacts of the 

phone becomes quite important. 1540 

2. Donaldson's Report 

675. As Philips explained what should be done, Donaldson's Report contains the 

number of contacts and ranks for each PMP, and the Prosecution's attribution of 

third parties to these numbers, where possible. Donaldson included paragraphs 

explaining his attributions to these third parties. 1541 

676. Donaldson noted that his fourth version, dated 1 December 2016, removed a 

substantial number of witness statements and other evidence, as a result of the 

Prosecution no longer intending to tender this materia1. 1542 These witness 

statements were primarily from those individuals comprising the known "third 

party" contacts of the Prosecution-attributed phones. Among those dropped were 

some of the people closest to Mr.Ayyash, and the statements contained material 

which would assist the analysis, such as their own numbers, information about the 

PMPs, and information about where Mr.Ayyash lived. 1543 

677. Thus, Donaldson's early versions of his Report included reference to the exact 

information Philips spoke of when addressing the key step involved in contact 

profiling and third party attributions. Investigators from the Prosecution found 

and took statements from many of the top contacts of the attributed phones. 

Donaldson relied on those statements, and the Prosecution included those persons 

and their statements on the Prosecution witness and exhibits lists, only for the 

1540 Philips,20170426_STL-11-0l_T_T362_0FF _PUB_EN_l-122,pp.26-27,34. 

1541 See e.g.,P02026.2,paras.91-96. 

1542 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-01_T_T406_0FF _PUB_EN_1-85,p.7. 

1543 Donaldson,20171005 _STL-11-01_ T _ T406 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-85,p.8. 
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Prosecution to decide against presenting this relevant evidence, forcing 

Donaldson to remove any reference to them. This clearly violates the principle of 

totality that Donaldson championed in his evidence. 

678. The Defence took Donaldson through the statements of individuals whose phones 

were in contact with phones attributed to Mr.Ayyash, both in evidence and those 

previously relied upon by Donaldson but dropped from the Report because of the 

Prosecution's lack of reliance on them. When the Defence sought to tender these 

relevant and probative statements following Donaldson's commentary on them, 

the Prosecution objected. 1544 

679. Regardless of whether they are in evidence or not, where identified third-parties 

provided statements to the Prosecution, Donaldson conceded he has not seen a 

single person that recognised Mr.Ayyash as the user of a PMP that the 

Prosecution attributes to him. 1545 

680. It is also worth recalling how Donaldson used the evidence of those statements he 

did rely upon in the final version of his Report. He often failed to refer to 

evidence directly related to attribution of telephones. While this evidence rarely 

supported the Prosecution case on attribution to Mr.Ayyash, Donaldson 

proclaimed to have included both the "good" and the "bad" for the Prosecution in 

his Report. 1546 Therefore, one would have expected it to be included in the totality 

of relevant material for the Chamber to make a fully informed conclusion. 

Donaldson relied upon the statements for the attribution of numbers where it 

supported his theory, but ignored the evidence when it came to the very reason the 

Prosecution obtained the evidence-the numbers identified were in contact with 

phones alleged to have been used by Mr.Ayyash. An objective, comprehensive 

analysis of the attribution of those numbers would have necessarily included what 

the relevant witnesses stated regarding the primary reason they were interviewed. 

1544 F3397;20171006_STL-11-0l_T_T407 _OFF _PUB_EN_l-96,pp.32-43. 

1545 Dona1dson,20171016_STL-11-01_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_1-47,pp.8-9. 

1546 Dona1dson,20171003 _STL-11-01_ T _ T405 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-55,p.33. 
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681. Donaldson defends the omissions by stating that he does not think the witness 

statements were of sufficient value to include in the report: the contacts are too 

few, or the interviews took place too long after any contact. 1547 Donaldson 

"cannot include everything from every statement"1548 and does not believe that 

anything omitted from the reports is of significance. 1549 While this falls within the 

totality of the evidence, Donaldson does not include all negative instances, 

especially in situations like here, where a witness does not remember something 

Donaldson himself does not expect them to. 1550 Donaldson testified that he would 

stand by the decision to ignore these relevant and probative points, even if he 

rewrote the report. 1551 

682. In this regard, Donaldson fails to grasp the reality of his evidence. Despite 

claiming to not be making any conclusions on the evidence, Donaldson has 

clearly made qualitative judgments about substantial portions of the evidence and 

omitted from his report specific evidence based on these conclusions. 

683. The following brief analysis of the evidence shows that Donaldson's position is 

untenable. The Defence is not suggesting that the entirety of every statement 

should have been included. Instead, the Defence is suggesting that evidence 

related to attribution of phones be included in the "attribution report" of the 

Prosecution's attribution analyst. It is for the Chamber, not Donaldson to 

determine whether the statements of the witnesses are entitled to any weight when 

viewed in the totality of the evidence. 

1547 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,p.25. 

1548 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,p.25. 

1549 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,pp.25-26. 

1550 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,p.26. 

1551 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,p.26. 
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3. Witness Statements in Evidence 

684. Donaldson relies on the statement of PRH520 1552 to attribute to him a number in 

contact with PMP935 for seven calls (ranked 31st out of all contacts for 

PMP935). 1553 Donaldson agrees that PRH520 says he did not have contact 

numbers for Mr.Ayyash's family, or recognise PMP935. 1554 Donaldson did not 

include this information in his report, but instead points out the relatively low 

number of calls to help explain this lack of memory. 1555 

685. Donaldson relies on the statement of PRH270, 1556 [REDACTED] in the Beirut 

Port who had dealings with Mr.Ayyash and Ghaleb Jaber, for the self-attribution 

of a number. 1557 PRH270's phone was in contact with PMP935 for nine calls, 

ranked 55th, and with PMP091 for two calls, ranked 29th. 1558 Donaldson confirms 

that PRH270 does not recall Mr.Ayyash, does not have a number for Mr.Ayyash, 

does not recognise a picture of Mr.Ayyash, and does not recognise PMP935 or 

PMP091, 1559 but did not include any of this information in his report. Donaldson 

explained that he does not expect a witness to recall numbers five years later, 

without reference to documents, 1560 adding that PRH270 is a busy professional 

with a high number of contacts. 1561 

686. PRH276, who worked with Mr.Ayyash at the Civil Defence and knew Hussein 

Zaarour, was in contact with PMP165 for three calls (ranked 199th) and PMP935 

1552 P01867. Due to an oversight, PRH520's name is not listed in Annex E to the report, which shows all 
contacts for all Ayyash-attributed phones. Donaldson,20 171016 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T 408 _OFF_ PRY_ EN _1-
47,p.ll. 

1553 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-01_T_T408_0FF _PRY _EN_1-47,pp.10-11. 

1554 Donaldson,20171016 _STL-11-01_ T _ T408 _OFF _PRY_ EN_l-47,p.ll. 

1555 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-01_T_T408_0FF _PRY _EN_l-47,p.ll. 

1556 P01860. 

1557 P02026.2,Annex E- 3523935,p.2. 

1558 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-01_T_T408_0FF_PRY _EN_1-47,p.13. 

1559 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-01_T_T408_0FF _PRY _EN_1-47,pp.16-17. 

1560 Donaldson,20171016_STL-ll-01_T_T408_0FF_PRY _EN_l-47,p.l3. 

1561 Donaldson,20171016_STL-ll-01_T_T408_0FF_PRY _EN_l-47,p.l6. 
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for nine calls (ranked 55th). 1562 Donaldson noted that PRH276 received a high 

number of calls on a daily basis, and thus he would not expect the witness to 

recall low-volume contacts. 1563 Donaldson added that this is why he would look 

for documentary evidence: "We would go after things that would be written down 

rather than relying upon memory in this case. This is an impossible task for these 

individuals." 1564 At the same time, Donaldson relies on the memory ofPRH276 to 

attribute a number to Hussein Zaarour. 1565 

687. Donaldson confirms that PRH276 stated that he does not have a contact number 

for Mr.Ayyash. While at the Civil Defence, he would contact Mr.Ayyash on a 

mobile phone, but does not know the number. 1566 PRH276 was in contact with 

PMP935 only after his resignation from the Civil Defence, thus precluding 

PMP935 from being the mobile phone he contacted Mr.Ayyash on during his 

employment at the Civil Defence; in any event, PRH276 does not recognise 

PMP935. 1567 Donaldson concludes that the contact may be in relation to car parts, 

given the context of the calls, rather than the Civil Defence. 1568 Further, 

Donaldson expects that PRH276 had a contact number for Mr.Ayyash in 2004, 

but due to the passage of time and number of calls, that contact number was not 

retained. 1569 Despite reviewing the evidence of PRH276, Donaldson included 

none of this information in his Report. 

688. Donaldson relies on the statement of used car dealer PRH535 for self

attribution.1570 PRH535 was in contact with PMP091 for one call (ranked 

1562 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,p.l8. 

1563 Donaldson,20171016 _STL-11-01_ T _ T408 _OFF _PRV _ EN_1-47,p.17. 

1564 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,p.l7. 

1565 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_1-47,p.l8. 

1566 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_1-47,p.l9. 

1567 PRH276,P01861,60178572-60178573,paras.l7-18,23. 

1568 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_1-47,pp.19-20. 

1569 Donaldson,20171016 _STL-11-01_ T _ T408 _OFF _PRV _ EN_1-47,p.20. 

1570 P02026.2,para.37(a)(i). 
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38th). 1571 PRH535 also recognises a number attributable to Hussein Zaarour, 1572 

but does not have a number for Mr.Ayyash; cannot recall seeing him with a 

mobile phone; does not recognise PMP935; and does not have PMP935 stored in 

his phone. 1573 The Prosecution does not appear to have asked PRH535 about 

PMP091 despite his contact with that number. Donaldson did not include any of 

this information in his Report. 

689. The Defence has already dealt in detail with the evidence of PRH028 because of 

his phone's contact with PMP165, PMP935, PMP091, and PMP170. 1574 Despite 

these contacts, Donaldson's Report fails to note that PRH028 explained he either 

contacted Mohammed's shop or got a contact number, either landline or mobile, 

from Mohammed when he was trying to reach Mr.Ayyash. 1575 

690. Donaldson attempted to justify his decision not to include the evidence of 

PRH520, PRH270, PRH276, PRH535, and PRH028 regarding Mr.Ayyash's 

mobile phone ownership and use, including that they failed to recognise the 

PMPs 1576 because the witnesses are too far removed from Mr.Ayyash, only have a 

handful of contacts, or are involved in mundane matters. Yet, Donaldson did feel 

confident enough in their statements to cite them for other uses, especially where 

it supported his theory. 

691. This evidence, when looked at in the totality that Donaldson required, 

demonstrates not that the witnesses individually had no reason to remember the 

phone contacts, but that every witness who was asked about the telephone 

numbers and Mr.Ayyash failed to positively associate Mr.Ayyash with any of the 

1571 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,pp.21. 

1572 PRH535,P01863,para.l6. 

1573 PRH535,P01863,paras.l0,12-13, 16;Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_ OFF _PRV _EN_l-
47,pp.20-21. 

1574 See,supra,paras.370,554,593,64l ,660. 

1575 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,pp.23-24. 

1576 Donaldson,20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,p.25. 
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numbers. The most reasonable explanation for this, in the totality of the evidence, 

is that none of the witnesses link Mr.Ayyash to the Prosecution-attributed 

numbers because Mr.Ayyash did not use any of them. 

4. Witness Statements Not in Evidence and Related Inferences 

692. In cross-examination, the Defence put to Donaldson the statements of a number of 

individuals closely linked to Mr.Ayyash. At the time of the cross-examination, all 

but one of these individuals were on the Prosecution witness list and all of the 

tendered statements were on the Prosecution exhibit list. Donaldson relied on the 

statements in earlier versions of his Report, but removed them after the 

Prosecution elected not to call the evidence. 

693. There is no doubt about the relevance and probative value of the witness 

statements from close relatives of Mr.Ayyash ([REDACTED]), business 

associates ([REDACTED]), and work colleagues ([REDACTED]). The 

statements include questions and answers about the phones the Prosecution seek 

to attribute to Mr.Ayyash, his telephone habits, and other related information. 

694. The Defence recognises that it cannot-and it does not-rely on the statements 

for the truth of their contents. While portions of their statements were read onto 

the record and Donaldson provided limited commentary upon them, these extracts 

and commentary likewise have little probative value in these circumstances. Even 

when Donaldson did rely upon the statements, however, he did not include the 

information read on the record by the Defence, despite its readily apparent 

relevance. The existence of the statements is of considerable importance because 

of the role they should play in a fair and comprehensive analysis of the attribution 

evidence against Mr.Ayyash. 

695. The Defence recalls the jurisprudence related to the drawing of adverse inferences 

where a party's intentional failure to tender evidence relevant to prove an issue at 
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trial can support a negative inference that the evidence would have been 

unfavourable to the non-producing party's case. 1577 

696. As the three principles identified above apply here, the Defence invites the 

Chamber to draw an "adverse inference" from the Prosecution's failure to call 

witnesses without providing a reasonable explanation. This adverse inference 

would relate to all of the witnesses from the Prosecution's list that were not called 

to give evidence, and that are directly related to the attribution of phones to 

Mr.Ayyash. 1578 

697. First, the witnesses were all available for the Prosecution to call. The Prosecution 

had witness statements available if the witnesses could not testify viva voce. 

698. Second, the Chamber, in denying the Defence request to admit the statements into 

evidence, was "sensitive to [the Defence's] concems," 1579 but also recognised that 

the evidence was relevant to and had probative value for the Prosecution case. 1580 

In this context, considering their relevance, one would have expected the 

Prosecution to call the witnesses as part of its case. This is particularly crucial in 

the context of the contact profiles compiled by Donaldson, where many of the 

witnesses referred to here by the Defence were consistently in the top contacts for 

the PMPs during the relevant periods. 

699. Following the Prosecution's failure to tender the relevant and probative 

statements, the Defence attempted to tender the evidence. The Chamber held that 

the witnesses "most properly belong in the Ayyash Defence's case." 1581 This 

places a burden on the Defence that it does not have to carry. There is no 

obligation to call a defence. 

1577 See,supra,Section.II.E. 

1578 1D00450-1D00451 MFI;1D00455-1D00465 MFI. 

1579 F3441,para.29. 

158° F3441,para.29. 

1581 F3441,para.24. 
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700. Finally, the Prosecution presented no cogent explanation for its failure to call 

these witnesses, even after the Chamber expressed an opinion that the Prosecution 

had a duty to explain the withdrawal of some witnesses and linked the duty to the 

Prosecution's duty to aid the search for the truth. 1582 

701. As this is a trial by judges alone, it is submitted that because of the failure of the 

Prosecution to call material witnesses without providing a reasonable explanation, 

the Chamber has the discretion to conclude that the witnesses in question would 

not have assisted the Prosecution's case regarding the attribution of telephones to 

Mr.Ayyash, but would instead support the inference that Mr.Ayyash did not use 

any of the attributed phones. The Chamber may also "draw with greater 

confidence any inference unfavourable to the party [i.e. the Prosecution] who 

failed to call the witness, if that witness seems to be in a position to cast light on 

whether that inference should properly be drawn". 1583 That is the case here. 

702. Unlike many adverse inference situations, here the Chamber has the advantage of 

having had sight of the proposed evidence of the witnesses. The Chamber has 

already satisfied itself of the relevance and probative value of the evidence 

contained in their Prosecution-taken statements. As the Prosecution has sought 

not to call these available and important witnesses, the Defence requests the 

Chamber to draw an adverse inference against the Prosecution regarding this 

evidence and determine that this evidence would not have supported the case 

against Mr.Ayyash related to the attribution of mobile phones. 

I. The List of "Propositions" Do Not Prove Attribution to Mr.Ayyash 

703. Paragraph 315 of the Prosecution FTB includes a list of propositions that the 

Prosecution suggest must be accepted in order for anyone other than Mr.Ayyash 

to have been the user of seven telephones. It is a logical fallacy that a single user 

would have to be the alternative to Mr.Ayyash rather than multiple users who 

1582 20161102 _ STL-11-0 1_ T _ T305 _OFF _PUB_ EN_1-44,pp.7-8. 

1583 Manly,paras.51-52. 
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collectively matched the list of propositions. These propositions are based on 

Donaldson's attempt to rule out any other users of the telephones in the context of 

Mr.Ayyash's travel on the Hajj in 2005. 1584 Both Donaldson and now the 

Prosecution use a flawed methodology starting from an arbitrary premise and 

unfounded assumptions to conclude that Mr.Ayyash did not travel on the 2005 

Hajj, and thus was the user of the phones. 1585 

704. While Donaldson's propositions were focused on whether Mr.Ayyash travelled 

and the Prosecution's propositions focus on whether Mr.Ayyash used the 

attributed phones, the analyses suffer from the same faults. 

705. The Defence addressed throughout this brief all of the propositions in paragraph 

315 of the Prosecution FTB, and has demonstrated that they are either not 

supported by the evidence or are not specific to Mr.Ayyash. 

706. Creating a list of unsupported or non-specific propositions does not make any of 

them more reliable or persuasive. The list of propositions does not prove 

Mr.Ayyash used the attributed phones, or that he did not attend the Hajj. 

J. Conclusion on Attribution 

707. The case against Mr.Ayyash hinges on the attribution of the PMPs to him at the 

relevant time periods. As the Prosecution alleges that attribution requires the 

demonstration of use by Mr.Ayyash, this must be the standard against which the 

evidence is viewed. The evidence does not demonstrate that Mr.Ayyash was the 

single user of any of the alleged PMPs or network phones during the respective 

attribution periods. 

1584 20170822_STL-11-0l_T_T385_0FF _PUB_EN_l-85,pp.79-80. 

1585 Donaldson did acknowledge that ifMr.Ayyash did attend the Hajj in 2005, he would be excluded as the 
user of the phones attributed to him by the Prosecution. 20170822_STL-11-0l_T_T385_0FF _PUB_EN_l-
85,p.35. 
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708. The Prosecution evidence must be viewed critically, both with regard to the 

evidence presented to the Chamber and where there are holes in the evidence 

where one would objectively expect there to be material. The evidence presented, 

even if one accepts a single user for all of the phones, does not point to 

Mr.Ayyash being the user. He has, at most, an association with some of the 

phones, but as Philips stated in his Introduction Report, an association does not 

equate to attribution. Not a single witness gave evidence of ever having spoken to 

Mr.Ayyash on any of the attributed phones for any of the phone activity during 

the attribution periods (or any other time, for that matter). 1586 Donaldson appears 

to ascribe this failure to faulty memories, but it should not escape notice that the 

witnesses were universal in this regard. 

709. Equally important is the evidence that the Prosecution chose not to present to the 

Chamber despite its clear relevance and probative value. Donaldson and Philips

and the Defence-agree that one of the most important aspects of attribution 

analysis is speaking to those purportedly on the other end of the calls. Not only 

did the Prosecution not lead the evidence relevant to this point, it objected when 

the Defence attempted to lead it. 

710. Finally, the conclusions and opinions of Donaldson must be viewed through the 

appropriate prism-that of a Prosecution employee heavily invested in both the 

investigation and the prosecution of this case, presenting a biased summary of 

part of the Prosecution evidence. Donaldson, despite his admonitions regarding 

the importance of doing so, did not present the totality of the evidence in his 

Report and testimony. He omitted salient and available points that would have 

allowed him to present a more comprehensive set of facts. The majority of the 

evidence that Donaldson omitted ran counter to the Prosecution theory of the 

case, failing Donaldsons' requirement that the pieces of attribution "align". 1587 

1586 20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,pp.8-9. 

1587 Donaldson,20170620_STL-11-0l_T_T370_0FF _PUB_EN_l-105,p.68. 
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While Donaldson professed to have included the "good" and the "bad", 1588 very 

little "bad" for the Prosecution made it into the report. These omissions cannot be 

viewed as innocent mistakes, but reflect the incompleteness, and therefore the 

unreliability of his evidence. 

711. The Prosecution failed to prove that Mr.Ayyash was the single user of any ofthe 

PMPs allegedly attributed to him. 

1588 20171016_STL-11-0l_T_T408_0FF_PRV _EN_l-47,p.6. 
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712. The STL applies the substantive criminal law of Lebanon, as provided in the 

LCC. 1589 The Defence relies on the Appeals Chamber interlocutory decision for 

the applicable law. 159° For counts 6-9, the Defence defers to the arguments of 

counsel for Mr.Merhi, Mr.Sabra, and Mr.Oneissi in their respective closing 

submissions. 

A. The Prosecution Failed to Prove Any of the Crimes Charged Against 
Mr.Ayyash 

713. Mr.Ayyash's alleged participation in the crimes and his criminal intent are based 

on content-less calls on phones that have not been attributed to Mr.Ayyash and 

unreliable telecommunications evidence and analysis. 

714. The Prosecution FTB asserts that Mr.Ayyash's culpable acts forming the basis of 

his participation were (1) coordinating and participating in the surveillance of 

Hariri in preparation for the attack; (2) coordinating the purchase of the van which 

was used to perpetrate the attack; and (3) coordinating the execution of the 

attack. 1591 In its Rule 167 submissions summarising the allegations against 

Mr.Ayyash, the Prosecution added the allegation that Mr.Ayyash was the 

"common thread amongst the [Blue, Red, and Green] networks of phones" that 

were involved in the conspiracy. 1592 The Prosecution FTB makes no mention of 

this allegation in the culpable acts. Additionally, the Indictment asserts that 

Mr.Ayyash's culpable acts include communicating with Mr.Merhi in relation to 

the preparations for the false claim of responsibility. 1593 This allegation is also not 

one of the listed culpable acts in the FTB. This change in the culpable acts is 

1589 Art.2,STL St. 

159° F0936. 

1591 PFTB,paras.1156, 1162. 

1592 20180222_STL-11-0l_T_T422_0FF _PUB_EN_l-45,p.21. 

1593 Indictment,para.3(a). 
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likely based on the Prosecution leading no evidence of Mr.Ayyash's involvement 

in the false claim of responsibility. 

715. Each of the alleged areas of involvement is based entirely on unproven phone 

activity. The Prosecution led no evidence that Mr.Ayyash himself was ever at any 

of the locations of interest. No witness placed Mr.Ayyash on any of the 

surveillance missions, at the showroom where the Canter was purchased, or 

perhaps most importantly, on any of the telephones allegedly attributed to him. 1594 

As Mr.Ayyash was not proved to be the single user of the telephones attributed to 

him, he could not have participated in the crimes alleged. 

716. Furthermore, the telecommunications evidence upon which the Prosecution bases 

its case is unreliable. The telecommunications information provided by the 

Lebanese mobile networks lacks sufficient indicia of reliability due to the 

Prosecution failing to prove the trustworthiness of the systems in place to 

generate, store, and retrieve the information. 1595 Similarly, the methodologies 

utilised by Prosecution witnesses to analyse that telecommunications information 

have not been shown to be reliable, particularly in the absence of the content of 

the underlying calls. 1596 The Prosecution interpretation of the phone calls is self

serving and unpersuasive. 

717. No inferences can safely be drawn regarding the conduct ofMr.Ayyash from this 

unreliable evidence and the unsupported inferences sought to be drawn therefrom. 

718. The Prosecution led no evidence of Mr.Ayyash's intent, shared or otherwise, to 

commit any of the crimes alleged, seeking instead to infer his intent 

circumstantially from the phone activity. The Prosecution suggests that 

Mr.Ayyash's intent can be inferred from his "conduct and role". 1597 As the 

1594 See,supra,Section.VI.G. where the Defence detailed the failure of the Prosecution to prove the 
attribution of the PMPs and Network phones to Mr.Ayyash at times relevant to the Indictment. 

1595 See, supra, Section.V.C .. 

1596 See, supra, Section.V.D. 

1597 PFTB,para.l167. 
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Prosecution led no evidence on his conduct and role outside of the inferences the 

Prosecution seek to draw from the phone activity, the Prosecution argument is 

essentially that Mr.Ayyash's intent can be drawn from the phone activity. In the 

absence of content of the calls, the Prosecution argument is not persuasive. 

719. Aside from the issue of attribution of phones to Mr.Ayyash, the requisite intent 

for the alleged crimes has not been proven. The Prosecution also alleges that 

Mr.Ayyash shared the intent for each of the crimes with Mr.Badreddine and 

others unidentified. 1598 This presents the obvious difficulty of proving shared 

intent with unknown persons. This circumstantial inference has not been proven 

beyond reasonable doubt. 

720. The Prosecution failed to prove the culpable acts allegedly committed by 

Mr.Ayyash, as well as his intent to commit any of the crimes. The Prosecution 

failed to prove Mr.Ayyash's guilt for Counts 1 to 5 beyond reasonable doubt. 

B. Count 1: Conspiracy 

721. The Defence makes additional submissions on Count 1. While there is no 

requirement that all participants in a conspiracy are identified, 1599 the Prosecution 

still bears the burden of establishing beyond reasonable doubt that the 

conspirators "agree completely"-that the conspirators' wills were consolidated 

and united towards committing an act of terrorism. 1600 Thus, even where the 

Prosecution has not identified the majority of members of the conspiracy, it still 

must prove beyond reasonable doubt that Mr.Ayyash and those unidentified co

conspirators agreed completely and finally. 

1598 Indictment, paras.54(a)-(b ),56(b )-( c ),58(b )-( c ),60( c)-( d),62(b )-(c). 

1599 F0936,para.195. 

160° F0936,paras.196-197. 
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722. The consolidated and united merger of wills must also include the means and 

tools to be used to commit the crime. 1601 

723. Count 1 alleges that Mr.Ayyash concluded or joined between 11 November 2004 

and 14 February 2005 an agreement to commit a terrorist act intended to cause a 

state of terror, namely the assassination of Rafik Hariri by means of a large 

explosive device in a public place. 1602 It should be noted that the alleged 

conspiracy was to commit a terrorist act, not simply to kill Hariri. 

724. The Prosecution led no evidence regarding the alleged conspiracy, but instead 

seeks to infer one from the size of the explosion and the telephone activity. 1603 

While the size of the explosion may indicate more than one person participated in 

the preparation of the attack, it does not prove beyond reasonable doubt that a 

conspiracy existed in terms ofthe definition in Lebanese law. During its Rule 167 

submissions, the Prosecution suggested that "multiple people acting in 

collaboration with one another [ ... ] is, by definition, a conspiracy." 1604 The 

Prosecution suggestion that this is likely not subject to challenge 1605 is incorrect. 

The Prosecution position not only misstates the law, it ignores the obvious reality 

that multiple people could be working in collaboration with each other without 

knowing either what the others are doing or what the objective is of the 

collaborative work. The Prosecution FTB similarly errs. 1606 

725. The Defence submits that the Prosecution has alleged a conspiracy that is 

impossible to prove on the evidence of this case. In the context of a case based 

entirely on circumstantial evidence, where the existence of an agreement is to be 

inferred from speculative meetings or content-less phone calls, and where the 

1601 F0936,para.l99. 

1602 Indictment,para.54. 

1603 PFTB,para.l126;20180221_STL-11-0l_T_T421_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-121,pp.48-50. 

1604 20180221_STL-11-0l_T_T421_ OFF _PUB _EN_l-121,p.49:9-10. 

1605 20180221_STL-11-0l_T_T421_0FF _PUB_EN_l-121,p.49. 

1606 PFTB,para.1140. 
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majority of the co-conspirators (including the remainder of the "core" network 

phone users) are unidentified, the Prosecution cannot prove beyond reasonable 

doubt that the co-conspirators "agree completely". The Prosecution has not 

alleged sub-conspiracies or asserted that certain individuals within the conspiracy 

were not fully knowledgeable of what was happening. Thus, all members of the 

conspiracy must be fully aware of the objective of the conspiracy and the means 

to achieve that objective. 

726. It is entirely likely that, if a "collaborative" group existed, some individuals were 

told to conduct surveillance or to purchase a Canter, without knowing the true 

purpose or the ultimate objective of their actions. Thus, the Prosecution appears to 

allege that all members of the conspiracy, despite being unidentified, agreed 

completely with Mr.Ayyash. With such a paucity of evidence, it cannot be the 

case that the only inference available, beyond reasonable doubt, is the existence of 

a conspiracy with shared intent. 

727. The Prosecution failed to prove that Mr.Ayyash concluded or joined an agreement 

with any member of the alleged conspiracy. This would necessarily include the 

fact that there was no agreement concluded aimed at committing a terrorist act or 

with a predetermination of the means to be used to commit the crime. 

C. Conclusion 

728. The Prosecution must prove, beyond reasonable doubt, each and every element of 

the crimes allegedly committed by Mr.Ayyash. The Prosecution failed to prove 

any of the alleged crimes beyond reasonable doubt. 

729. The Prosecution presented a case based entirely on circumstantial evidence. In the 

name of "streamlining"1607 and promoting judicial efficiency, the Prosecution 

opted not to call the witnesses closest to Mr.Ayyash. These witnesses could have 

1607 20160928_STL-11-0l_T_T296_0FF_PRV _EN_l-52,pp.50-51. 
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provided evidence on the phone use and habits of Mr.Ayyash, his whereabouts 

and activities, and his mental state at the relevant time-live issues in dispute in 

this trial. Instead of finding and presenting evidence to support the allegations 

against Mr.Ayyash, the Prosecution chose to lead the evidence of a series of 

political witnesses irrelevant to any determination of the guilt or innocence of 

Mr.Ayyash and the other Accused. This "streamlining" attempted to distract from 

the real issues before this Chamber and from the glaring holes in the Prosecution 

case. 

730. The Prosecution failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that Mr.Ayyash was the 

single user of the ten mobile phones, and thus, that he had any role in the alleged 

conspiracy or was a co-perpetrator of any of the alleged crimes. 
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731. For the foregoing reasons, the Ayyash Defence respectfully requests the Trial 

Chamber to find Salim Jamil Ayyash not guilty of Counts 1 to 5 in the Indictment. 

Respectfully submitted 31 August 2018, 

EMILEAOUN 

Lead Counsel for Salim Ayyash 

TOM HANNIS CHADMAIR 

Co-counsel for Salim Ayyash Co-Counsel for Salim Ayyash 
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